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Preface

EMC and the Printed Circuit Board: Design, Theory, and Layout Made Simple is a companion book to Printed Circuit Board Design Techniques for EMC Compliance. When used together, these two books cover all aspects of a PCB design as it relates to both time and frequency domain issues. One must be cognizant that if a PCB does not work as intended in the time domain, frequency domain concerns become irrelevant, especially compliance to international EMC requirements. Time and frequency domain aspects must be considered together.

The intended audience for this book is the same as that for Printed Circuit Board Design Techniques for EMC Compliance: those involved in logic design and PCB layout; test engineers and technicians; those working in the areas of mechanical, manufacturing, production, and regulatory compliance; EMC consultants; and management responsible for overseeing a hardware engineering design team.

Regardless of the engineer’s specialty, a design team must come up with a product that not only can be manufactured in a reasonable time period, but will also minimize cost during design, test, integration, and production. Frequently, more emphasis is placed on functionality to meet a marketing specification than on the need to meet legally mandated EMC and product safety requirements. If a product fails to meet compliance tests, redesign or rework may be required. This redesign significantly increases costs, which include, but are not limited to engineering manpower (along with administrative overhead), new PCB layout and artwork, prototype startup, system integration and testing, purchase of new components for quick delivery (very expensive), new in-circuit test fixtures, and documentation. These costs are in addition to loss of market share, delayed shipment, loss of customer faith in the company (goodwill), drop in stock price, anxiety attacks, and many other issues. Personal experience as a consultant has allowed me the opportunity to witness these events several times with small startup companies.

My main focus as a consultant is to assist and advise in the design of high-technology products at minimal cost. Implementing suppression techniques into the PCB design saves money, enhances performance, increases reliability, and achieves first-time compliance with emissions and immunity requirements, in addition to having the product function as desired.

Working in this industry has allowed me to participate in state-of-the-art designs as we move into the future. Although my focus is on technology of the future, one cannot
Preface

why something happens. Printed Circuit Board Design Techniques for EMC Compliance has compiled a track record of successful results.

EMC and the Printed Circuit Board: Design, Theory, and Layout Made Simple is a companion book targeted at those designers who want to know how and why EMI occurs within a PCB. These designers may not be directly responsible for the actual PCB layout, but they may have to oversee the end product. Engineers generally want to understand technical concepts. This book is written for ease of understanding a subject that is generally not taught in universities or other educational environments, again using a minimal amount of math.

In the present book, we examine two sides of the coin—time domain (signal functionality and quality) and frequency domain (EMC). A signal that is present within the PCB may be viewed in both domains. No difference exists between the two; rather, only the way one examines a signal. Test instrumentation also differs. Chapter 2 illustrates using simplified physics, with minimal mathematical analysis, how these two domains exist simultaneously. Theory is presented in a format that is easy to comprehend in the limited time one has to read and study a book on EMC and PCB, especially when work needs to be done at the office.

The focus of this book is strictly on the PCB. Discussion of containment techniques (box shielding), internal and external cabling, power supply design, and other system-level subassemblies that use PCBs as subcomponents will not be discussed in depth. Again, excellent reference material is listed in the References on these aspects of EMC system-level design engineering.

The incentive for writing this book has come from my numerous seminar and workshop students in the United States, Europe, and Asia. These students ask, “How and why does EMI get developed within a PCB?” Recognizing a need to fill a gap that currently does not exist within the published literature in the public domain worldwide (at time of writing), I want to enlighten the reader to a field of engineering that is considered to be a Black Magic art. Those who do not take electromagnetic compatibility seriously provide job security for EMC engineers. EMC engineers know various tricks of the trade on how to apply rework or a quick fix to a PCB to pass a particular test. These under-the-pressure enhancements implemented during compliance testing are identified as Band-Aid techniques. These PCBs could have been designed properly from the start. The concept advanced is to change design habits and thinking from Band-Aids to low-cost suppression layout techniques during the design cycle.

Mark J. McDonald
Santa Clara, California
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EMC Fundamentals

This book seeks primarily to help engineers minimize harmful interference between components, circuits, and systems. These interferences include not only radiated and conducted radio frequency (RF) emissions, but also the influences of electrostatic discharge (ESD), electrical overstress (EOS), and radiated and conducted susceptibility (immunity). Meeting these requirements will satisfy legally mandated international and domestic regulatory requirements and governmental regulations. A companion book, Printed Circuit Board Design Techniques for EMC Compliance, presents design rules and layout concepts that assist in achieving an EMC-compliant product using suppression design techniques.

One of the engineer's goals is to meet design requirements in order to satisfy both international and domestic regulations and voluntary industrial standards related to EMC compliance.

The information presented in this book is intended for:

- Non-EMC engineers who design and layout printed circuit boards (PCBs).
- EMC engineers and consultants who must solve design problems at the PCB level.
- Design engineers who want to understand fundamental concepts related to how electromagnetic interference (EMI) exists within a PCB.
- Those who want a comprehensive understanding of how PCB design and layout techniques work within a PCB.

This book is applicable for use as a reference document throughout any design project.

With these considerations in mind, the reader should understand that EMC and the Printed Circuit Board is written for the engineer who never studied applied electromagnetics in school, requires a refresher course, or has minimal hands-on experience with high-speed, high-technology product designs. As we well know, technology is advancing...
at a rapid rate. Design techniques that worked several years ago are no longer effective in today's products with high-speed digital design requirements. Because EMC may be insufficiently covered in engineering schools, training courses and seminars are now being held all over the country and internationally to provide this information.

Only a minimal amount of mathematical analysis is presented here because the intent of this book is to present a basic understanding and analysis of how a PCB creates RF energy, and the manner in which RF energy is propagated. The information presented is therefore in a format that is easy both to understand and to implement.

Since World War II, controlling emissions from a product has been a necessity for acceptable performance of an electronic device in both the civilian and military environment. It is more cost-effective to design a product with suppression at the source than to "build a better box." Containment measures are not always economically justified and may degrade as the life cycle of the product is extended beyond the original design specification. For example, the end user often removes covers from enclosures for ease of access to repair or upgrade. In many cases, sheet metal covers are never replaced, particularly those internal subassemblies that act as partition shields. The same is true for blank metal panels or faceplates on the front of a system that contains a chassis or backplane assembly. As a result, containment measures become compromised. Proper layout of a PCB with suppression techniques also promotes EMC compliance with use of cables and interconnects, whereas box shielding (containment) does not. In addition to EMC compliance, signal functionality concerns exist. It does us no good if a product passes EMC tests and then fails to operate as designed.

This book provides details on why a variety of design techniques work for most PCB layout applications. It is impossible to anticipate every possible application or design concern. The concepts presented are fundamental in nature and are applicable to all electronic products. While every design is different, the basics of product design rarely change unless new components and materials become available.

Here, we discuss high-technology, high-speed designs that require new and expanded techniques for EMC suppression at the PCB level. Many traditional PCB techniques are not effective for proper signal functionality and compliance. Components have become faster and more complex. Use of custom gate array logic and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) presents new and challenging opportunities. The design and layout of a PCB to suppress EMI at the source can be realized while maintaining systemwide functionality.

Why worry about EMC compliance? After all, isn't speed the most important design parameter? Legal requirements dictate the maximum permissible interference potential of digital products. These requirements are based on experiences in the marketplace related to emissions and immunity complaints. Often, suppression techniques on a PCB will aid in improving signal quality and signal-to-noise performance.

1.1 fundamental definitions

The following basic terms are used throughout this book.

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC): The capability of electrical and electronic systems, equipment, and devices to operate in their intended electromagnetic envi-

ronment within a defined margin of safety, and at design levels or performance, without suffering or causing unacceptable degradation as a result of electromagnetic interference. (ANSI C63.14-1992)

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI). The lack of EMC, since the essence of interference is the lack of compatibility. EMI is the process by which disruptive electromagnetic energy is transmitted from one electronic device to another via radiated or conducted paths (or both). In common usage, the term refers particularly to RF signals, but EMI can occur in the frequency range from "DC to daylight."

Radio Frequency (RF): A frequency range containing coherent electromagnetic radiation of energy useful for communication purposes—roughly the range from 10 kHz to 100 GHz. This energy may be transmitted as a byproduct of an electronic device's operation. RF is transmitted through two basic modes: Radiated Emissions: The component of RF energy that is transmitted through a medium as an electromagnetic field. Although RF energy is usually transmitted through free space, other modes of field transmission may occur. Conducted Emissions: The component of RF energy that is transmitted through a medium as a propagating wave, generally through a wire or interconnect cable. 

Susceptibility: A relative measure of a device or a system's propensity to be disrupted or damaged by EMI exposure to an incident field of signal. It is the lack of immunity.

Immunity: A relative measure of a device or system's ability to withstand EMI exposure while maintaining a predefined performance level.

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD): A transfer of electric charge between bodies of different electrostatic potential in proximity or through direct contact. This definition is observed as a high-voltage pulse that may cause damage or loss of functionality to susceptible devices. Although lightning qualifies as a high-voltage pulse, the term ESD is generally applied to events of lesser amplitude, and more specifically to events that are triggered by human beings. However, for the purposes of discussion, lightning is included in the ESD category because the protection techniques are very similar, though different in magnitude.

Radiated Immunity: A product's relative ability to withstand electromagnetic energy that arrives via free-space propagation.

Conducted Immunity: A product's relative ability to withstand electromagnetic energy that penetrates through external cables, power cords, and I/O interconnects.

Containment: A process whereby RF energy is prevented from exiting an enclosure, generally by shielding a product within a metal enclosure (Faraday cage or Gaussian structures) or by using a plastic housing with RF conductive paint. Reciprocally, we can also speak of containment as preventing RF energy from entering the enclosure.

Suppression: The process of reducing or eliminating RF energy that exists without relying on a secondary method, such as a metal housing or chassis. Suppression may include shielding and filtering as well.
1.2 EMC CONCERNS FOR THE DESIGN ENGINEER

Within the field of EMC, multiple design concerns exist. Most items identified here are not obvious. Past experience determines the amount of effort required to address these issues as they relate to EMC compliance along with signal functionality. Awareness of five key areas is mandatory for understanding why electromagnetic compatibility is required. With an understanding of these five areas, we can reduce difficult problems to simple applications of design techniques and implementations. About 95% of all EMC issues encountered are associated with the following. Each will be discussed separately [2].

1. Regulations
2. RFI
3. Electrostatic discharge
4. Power disturbances
5. Self-compatibility

1.2.1 Regulations

Part of the need for regulations stems from complaints regarding interference to electronic products used in both residential and commercial applications and part from the requirement to protect vital communication services. Without regulations, the "electromagnetic environment" in which we live would be crowded with interference and only a few electronic devices could survive and operate.

Regulations protect the radio spectrum and limit "spurious" radiation from both intended radiators (such as transmitters) and unintended radiators (most electronic equipment). Numerous consumer complaints developed basically over interference to television and radio reception. In addition, aeronautical communication systems started to break down; police and fire units were unable to use their radios for emergency purposes; and commercial and residential electronic products were failing in the field owing to the presence of other electronic equipment located in the general vicinity. With these complaints, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) developed a set of requirements for electronic equipment that would limit the amount of interference polluting the electromagnetic environment. The FCC followed the lead of Germany's Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker (VDE), which implemented mandatory requirements shortly after World War II. Other countries worldwide have followed the VDE and FCC in developing requirements for digital products.

Regulations control not only emissions but also susceptibility (or immunity). Europeans have taken the lead in mandating immunity tests; in North America, however, these same tests are only voluntary at the time of this writing.

1.2.2 RFI

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) poses a threat to electronic systems due to the proliferation of radio transmitters that exist. Cellular phones, handheld radios, wireless remote control units, pagers, and the like are now quite widespread. It does not take a great deal of radiated power to cause harmful interference. Typical equipment failures occur in the electric field level range of 1 to 10 volts/meter. For example, a 1 watt radio transmitter at 1 meter distance from an electronic device has a field strength of approximately 5 V/m, depending on the frequency and antenna used for measurement purposes. Preventing RFI from corrupting a device has become legally mandatory for all products used within Europe, North America, and many Asian countries.

1.2.3 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)

ESD technology has progressed to the point where components have become extremely dense along with small geometries (0.18 micron). The sensitivity of high-speed, multilinium transistor microprocessors is easily damaged by external ESD events. These events can be caused by either direct or radiated means. Direct contact ESD events generally cause permanent damage of the device or create a latent failure mode that will trigger permanent damage sometime in the future. Radiated ESD events (caused, for instance, by furniture moving in a room, reflected ESD energy off a structure, or a person walking across a carpet) can cause an upset in the device that may result in improper operation without leading to permanent damage to the system.

An ESD event is considered to be a broadband high-frequency problem with edge rates that are usually less than 1 nanosecond. This translates to a spectral bandwidth problem that can approach 1 GHz. It is not uncommon to observe ESD in the sub-nanosecond time period. This faster edge rate becomes a problem well into the gigahertz spectral bandwidth.

ESD is treated under the immunity requirements for compliance with the EU's (European Union) or EMC Directive. Most manufacturers worldwide recognize this problem. These manufacturers must design suppression and layout techniques into their products to guarantee that failure will not occur in the field.

1.2.4 Power Disturbances

With more and more electronic equipment being plugged into the power mains network, potential interference occurs. These problems include power-line disturbances, electrical fast transients (EFT), power sag and surges, voltage variations (high/low voltage levels), lightning transients, and power-line harmonics. Older products and power supplies were generally not affected by these disturbances. With newer, high-frequency switching power supplies, these disturbances are starting to become noticeable as the switching components consume AC voltage generally on the crest of the waveform, not the complete waveform.

Analog and digital devices respond differently to power-line disturbances. Digital circuits are affected by spikes on the power system (EFT and line fluctuations); as well as failure due to excessively high or low voltage levels. Analog devices generally operate on volt levels, which may be degraded by a disturbance changing the reference level of the system's power source.

Power-line harmonics have become a major concern, especially in Europe. Nonlinear loads (switching power supplies, etc.) cause AC mains power at the peak of the cycle rather than over the entire sine wave. This varying load generates harmonics and waveform distortions that affect the power distribution network. For example, it is common to see 230 VAC, 50 Hz (third harmonic), or 250 Hz (fifth harmonic) present in a power
system that is intended to operate at 50 Hz consuming various levels of input current at these higher frequencies.

1.2.3 Self-Compatibility

A commonly overlooked issue is self-compatibility. A digital partition or circuit can interfere with analog devices, create crosstalk between traces and wires, or a fan motor may cause an upset with digital circuits. While most of these concerns are known to the system designer, these failures are not recognized as an EMI event. Recognition of this concern, along with design implementations that prevent internal system failures from occurring, will result in a less expensive and more robust system.

1.3 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT

A product must operate within a particular environment compatible with other electronic equipment. To understand the need for compatibility in an environment where products must operate, we now examine this environment.

Any periodic signal (clock) generates a wide spectrum of RF energy when viewed in the frequency domain. Figure 1.1 illustrates a spectral plot of a nonsinusoidal oscillator in the frequency range between 30 and 200 MHz. In studying this plot, we observe not only the fundamental frequency of the oscillator (1.8432 MHz), but also all the harmonics created across the 170 MHz window. A low-frequency oscillator was chosen to illustrate this wide harmonic spectrum. The spectral bandwidth of the oscillator is determined by the "edge rate" of the oscillator, not the "clock rate." A detailed discussion of why the "edge rate" of the digital pulse signal is of more concern than operating "frequency" is presented in Chapter 3.

Using this same oscillator waveform, we examine a very narrow frequency range. Figure 1.2 shows that both even and odd harmonics of the primary oscillator in the frequency range of 88-108 MHz are present.

The FM radio band 88-108 MHz is allocated to a specific range of pre-assigned frequencies. Many digital products produce unintended radiated RF energy within this frequency spectrum, especially lower order harmonics. In Fig. 1.3, we observe two traces. The upper trace displays FM radio signals. For this example, the spectrum analyzer was configured to make the FM radio signal appear similar to the signature characteristics of our clock signal. To help differentiate between the clock harmonics and the FM radio signals, a 10-dB displacement is observed in Fig. 1.3 with the FM signals shown 10 dB higher above the oscillator. The lower trace is a narrow-band view of the oscillator in the same frequency range. Notice that the signals measured are harmonics from the 1.8432-MHz oscillator. With this situation, potential interference between the oscillator and FM signal may exist. This scenario can be applied to any communications system, such as between a nonintentional radiator (digital devices) and aeronautical communications, or an emergency services broadcast.

To illustrate the effects of a design change, the lower trace in Fig. 1.4 represents a compliant product. Changing just one component, moving a single trace, or using an alternate manufacturer of a logic family for the same function (74FXX in place of a 74LSXX) now makes a compliant product noncompliant. This plot should enlighten those skeptics who believe that an alternate device that is identical in form, fit, and function can be easily substituted. Although the component may be functionally 100% compatible, its effects on changing the overall EMC characteristics may be radically different. The edge rate of the source driver may differ between vendors, although functionality remains the same. Not all components are the same, EMI considered. Chapter 3 provides details on how and why different components with the same function can cause functionality and EMI concerns.

Although difficult to observe in Fig. 1.4, we are able to distinguish the effects of a simple change to the circuit, especially in the middle frequency range of the plot. Designing products that will pass legally required EMI tests is not as difficult as one might expect. Engineers often strive to design elegant products, but elegance sometimes must give way to product safety, manufacturing, cost, and, of course, EMC. Such abstract problems can be challenging, particularly if the engineer is unfamiliar with compliance or manufacturing requirements. We must remove the mystery from the "Hidden Schematic" syndrome.

When an EMI problem occurs, the engineer should approach the situation logically. A simple EMI model has three elements:
1. There must be a source of energy.
2. There must be a receptor that is upset by this energy when the intensity of the electromagnetic interference is above a tolerable limit.
3. There must be a coupling path between the source and receptor for the unwanted energy transfer.

For interference to exist, all three elements have to be present. If one of the three elements is removed, there can be no interference. It therefore becomes the engineer’s task to determine which is the easiest element to remove. Generally, designing a PCB that eliminates most sources of RF interference is the most cost-effective approach (called suppression). The source of interference is the active element producing the original waveform. What is required is to design the PCB to keep the RF energy created to an absolute minimum. The second and third elements tend to be associated with containment techniques. Figure 1.5 illustrates the relationship between these three elements and presents a list of products associated with each element. With respect to PCBs, we observe the following:

- Noise sources are clock generation circuits, component radiation within a plastic package, incorrect trace routing, electrically long trace lengths, poor impedance control, internal cable interconnects, and the like.

1.4 THE NEED TO COMPLY (A BRIEF HISTORY OF EMI)

In North America, interference to communication systems became a concern in the 1930s, whereupon the United States Congress enacted the Communications Act of 1934. The Federal Communications Commission was created to oversee enforcement and administration of this act. Harmful effects were being observed with the technology of this time period, enough to cause the U.S. government to take action.

EMI was also recognized as a problem during World War II with vacuum tubes. The terminology used was Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). During this period, spectrum signatures of communication transmitters and receivers were developed along with radar systems. Because of the size and expense of these devices, the military owned the...
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Figure 1.4 Effects of a simple change to a circuit related to RF emissions.

Figure 1.5 Items associated with the three elements of the EMI environment.

**DIFFERENCE IN LOGIC FAMILY ONLY - SAME FREQUENCY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 dB</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of high-technology electronic systems. Research and information on EMC was kept from the general public under the guise of national security.

Following the Korean War, most EMC work was not classified unless it dealt with the specifics of a particular tactical or strategic system such as the Minuteman rocket, B-52 bombers, and similar military and espionage equipment. Conferences on EMI began to be held in the mid-1950s, where unclassified information was presented. The first conference on EMI (IRE) was held in 1956 sponsored by the IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers and the IRE (Institute of Radio Engineers). During this time frame, the Army Signal Corps of Engineers and the United States Air Force created strong ongoing programs dealing with EMI, RFI, and related areas of EMC.

In the 1960s, NASA (National Aeronautical and Space Administration) began stepped-up EMI control programs for their launch vehicles and space system projects. Governmental agencies and private corporations became involved with combating EMI in equipment such as security systems, church organs, HI-FI amplifiers, and the like. All of these devices were analog-based systems.

As digital logic devices were developed, EMI became a greater concern. In approximately 1970, research was started to characterize EMI in consumer electronics, which included TV sets, common AM/FM radios, medical devices, audio and video recorders, and similar products. Very few of these products were digital but were becoming so. Analog systems are more susceptible to problems than digital equipment because the threshold of susceptibility in a switch or control circuit is higher than that of a high gain amplifier.

In the late 1970s, problems associated with EMI compatibility became an issue for products that were being brought to the commercial marketplace. These products include home entertainment systems (TVs, VCRs, camcorders), personal computers, communication equipment, household appliances with digital logic, intelligent transportation systems, sophisticated commercial aviation, control systems, audio and video displays, and numerous other applications. During this time period, the general public became aware of EMC and the threats associated with it.

After the general public became involved with EMI associated with digital equipment used within residential areas, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the mid- to late 1970s began to promulgate an emissions standard for personal computers and similar equipment. Since personal computers comprised such a huge market, commercial entities became involved in the field of EMC. This was due in part to military and space funding being tapered off during this time period. Now almost all electronic equipment is digital, whether or not it needs to be.
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The focus of electronic equipment has now shifted from analog to digital. Another factor that pushed digital devices into regulation status was that in the early days of digital, the prevailing wisdom was that digital devices were “not susceptible” to EMI. Because of this perception, the commercial community was totally shocked that digital devices were actually susceptible to disruption.

If it had not been for the personal computer, commercial manufactures would not be paying much attention to the threat of EMI. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA), however, recognized the threat posed by EMI. The issue of compliance became a concern when the European Union (EU), through its EMC Directive 89/336/EEC, imposed emissions and immunity requirements. Another forcing function of EMC compliance is the increasing role played by electronics in power conversion, communications, and control systems where electromechanical systems once were primarily used. Since a lot of things are now done electronically that once were not, the opportunities and consequences of EMC are much greater. Because of this issue, a lot of people have had to deal with EMC for only 20 years, whereas the military, NASA, and RF engineers have been dealing with this issue from day one.

EMC is now a major factor in the design of all electrical products; emissions, and immunity. Digital logic has fallen below the 1-nanosecond edge rate, while clock frequencies are now done electronically that once were not. The more complex a product is, the more likely it will both radiate and be susceptible to RF energy. This is shown in Table 1.1. This table defines a matrix in which product size and complexity are plotted against processing speed.

In the upper left corner of the table, products with processing speeds of less than 10 MHz are commonly found. As we proceed toward the bottom right corner, systems are much faster and more complex. These high-technology systems include RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) CPU’s, Pentium processors, and similar products. Most of these products have edge rates in the sub-nanosecond range and operate above 100 MHz.

1.5 POTENTIAL EMI/RFI EMISSION LEVELS FOR UNPROTECTED PRODUCTS

The complexity of a product is dependent on processing speed and other factors. The more complex a product is, the more likely it will both radiate and be susceptible to RF energy. This is shown in Table 1.1. This table defines a matrix in which product size and complexity are plotted against processing speed.

In the upper left corner of the table, products with processing speeds of less than 10 MHz are commonly found. As we proceed toward the bottom right corner, systems are much faster and more complex. These high-technology systems include RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) CPU’s, Pentium processors, and similar products. Most of these products have edge rates in the sub-nanosecond range and operate above 100 MHz.

1.6 METHODS OF NOISE COUPLING

A product must be designed for two levels of performance: one is to minimize RF energy exiting an enclosure (emissions), and the other is to minimize the amount of RF energy entering the enclosure (susceptibility or immunity). Both emissions, and immunity travel by either radiated or conductive paths. This relationship is shown in Fig. 1.6.

Table 1.1  •  Matrix of Potential Emission Levels for Various Types of Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing speed</th>
<th>Low Single board</th>
<th>Medium Mother-daughter board</th>
<th>Large Multiple modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slow &lt; 10 MHz</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium 10 MHz ≤ f ≤ 100 MHz</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium to high</td>
<td>High to very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High &gt; 100 MHz</td>
<td>High very high</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further examine coupling paths, it must be realized that the propagation path contains multiple transfer mechanisms. These are detailed in Fig. 1.7 and include:

1. Direct radiation from source to receptor (path 1).
2. Direct RF energy radiated from the source transferred to AC mains cables or signal/control cables of the receptor (path 2).
3. RF energy radiated by AC mains, signal, or control cables from source to receptor (path 3).
4. RF energy conducted by common electrical power supply lines or by common signal/control cables (path 4).

In addition to the four coupling paths, there are four transfer mechanisms that exist for each coupling path. These four mechanisms are [5]

1. Conductive.
2. Electromagnetic.
3. Magnetic field (subset of electromagnetic identified separately in Fig. 1.7).
4. Electric field (subset of electromagnetic identified separately in Fig. 1.7).

Figure 1.6  •  Coupling paths
If the noise coupling mechanism can be ascertained, a logical solution can be determined to reduce the coupling.

Conductive coupling is identified as common impedance coupling. This coupling occurs when both noise source and susceptible circuits are connected by a mutual impedance. A minimum of two connections is required. This is because the noise current must flow from a source to load and then return to the source. Figure 1.8 illustrates two circuits and a power source. Current from each circuit flows through both the shared impedance of the power subsystem and interconnect wiring, all caused by shared metallic connections. For this figure, the shared connection is the return line.

Magnetic coupling occurs when a portion of magnetic flux created by one current loop passes through a second loop formed by another current path. Magnetic flux coupling is represented by mutual inductance. The noise voltage induced in the second loop is 
\[ V_2 = M_2 \frac{dI_1}{dt} \]
where
\[ M_2 \] is the mutual coupling factor and 
\[ \frac{dI_1}{dt} \] is the time rate of change of current in the first circuit. Magnetic flux coupling is shown in Fig. 1.9.

Electric field coupling occurs in low-impedance circuits. The effects are small relative to other coupling that may occur. In a circuit there is mutual capacitance if we have high \( Z \), in parallel with \( Z \). (see Fig. 1.10). Capacitive coupling occurs when a portion of the electric field created by one circuit terminates on the conductors of another circuit. Electric flux coupling between two circuits can be represented by mutual capacitance. The noise current injected into the susceptible circuit is approximately 
\[ I = C \frac{dV}{dt} \]

Electromagnetic field coupling is a combination of both magnetic and electric fields affecting a circuit simultaneously. Depending on the distance between source and susceptible, the electric field (E) and magnetic field (H) effects may be different, depending on whether we are in the near field or far field. This is the most common transfer mechanism observed.

When dealing with emissions, the general rule of thumb is:

- The higher the frequency, the greater the efficiency of there being a radiated coupling path; the lower the frequency, the greater the efficiency that a conducted coupling path will be the cause of EMI. The probability of coupling is \( 1 \). The extent of coupling depends on frequency.

The most overlooked noise coupling method is through a conductor, a wire, or a PCB trace. This conductor may pick up RF noise from a culprit device and transfer this noise to a victim circuit. The easiest way to prevent this transfer from occurring is either to remove the noise from the culprit trace or to prevent the victim trace from receiving this RF energy.

What happens to a signal that is propagating down a PCB trace from source to destination? Figure 1.11 illustrates a model of one propagation path. The signal line connects directly between a source and a destination. With this circuit we have both inductive coupling (L) and capacitive coupling (C) between adjacent circuits.

Looking at Fig. 1.11, notice that the output capacitance siphons off a certain percentage of output drive current. The inductance of the line attenuates the signal, which also couples to adjacent traces. The capacitance between signal traces also shunts RF energy in addition to corrupting the signal through crosstalk. Finally, the capacitance of the load shunts energy away from the input source. The load capacitance thus couples the electromagnetic signal energy to ground.

If the signal trace is long compared to the rise time of the signal, distributed effects are observed. Energy, which has been propagating down the trace with a characteristic
1.7 NATURE OF INTERFERENCE

Interference can be grouped into two categories, internal and external. The internal problem can be due to signal degradation along the transmission path along with parasitic coupling between adjacent circuits, in addition to field coupling between internal subassemblies, such as a power supply to a disk drive. Stated more specifically, the problems are signal losses and reflections along the path and crosstalk between adjacent signal traces.

External problems are divided into emissions and susceptibility concerns. Emissions are primarily from harmonics of clocks or other periodic signals. Remedies concentrate on containing the periodic signals to as small an area as possible and blocking the parasitic coupling paths to the outside world.

Susceptibility to external influences, such as ESD or radio frequency interference, are related primarily to energy which couples onto I/O lines and then transferred to the inside of the unit. The principal recipients are high-speed input lines and sensitive adjacent traces, particularly those terminated with edge-triggered devices.

There are five major considerations in EMC analysis [2].

1. **Frequency**: Where in the frequency spectrum is the problem observed?
2. **Amplitude**: How strong is the source energy level, and how great is its potential to cause harmful interference?

![Figure 1.1](image.png)

**Figure 1.1** Coupling model for traces.

- $C_{il}$ = line-to-line capacitive coupling
- $C_{il}$ = line-to-ground capacitive coupling
- $L$ = inductive coupling
- $C_{il}$ = line-to-line capacitive coupling
- $C_{il}$ = line-to-ground capacitive coupling
- $L$ = inductive coupling

**Section 1.7 Nature of Interference**

3. **Time**: Is the problem continuous (periodic signals), or does it exist only during certain cycles of operation (e.g., disk drive write operation)?
4. **Impedance**: What is the impedance of both the source and receptor units and the impedance of the transfer mechanism between the two?
5. **Dimensions**: What are the physical dimensions of the emitting device that can cause emissions to occur? RF currents will produce electromagnetic fields that will exit an enclosure through chassis leaks that equal significant fractions of a wavelength or significant fractions of a "true-time distance." Trace lengths on a PCB have a direct relationship as transmission paths for RF currents.

Whenever an EMI problem is approached, it is helpful to review the above list based on product application. Understanding these five items will remove much of the mystery of how EMI exists within a PCB. Applying these five major considerations teaches that design techniques make sense in certain contexts but not in others. For example, single-point grounding is excellent when applied to low-frequency applications but is completely inappropriate for radio frequencies, which is where most of the EMI problems exist. Many engineers blindly apply single-point grounding for all product designs without realizing that additional and more complex problems are created using this grounding methodology.

How does one make use of the above list? It is common to think of a current source being created from a voltage applied across an impedance (Thévenin equivalent). It is, however, more advantageous to consider voltage as a result of current traveling through an impedance (Norton equivalence). Using the Norton model, many EMI questions are answered as it is easier to visualize EMI using the Norton configuration. E-field coupling involves the induction of common-mode voltage sources, whereas H-field coupling can end up with either common- or differential-mode currents (depending on victim wiring).

Current is preferable to voltage for a simple reason; current always travels around a closed-loop circuit following one or more paths. It is to our advantage to direct or steer this current in the manner that is desired for proper system operation. To control the path that current flows, we must provide a low-impedance RF return path back to the original source of interference. We must also divert interference current away from the load. For those applications that require a high-impedance path (from source to the load), we must consider all possible paths through which the return currents may travel.

1.7.1 Frequency and Time (à la Fourier: time domain vs frequency domain)

It is common for design engineers to think in terms of the time frame. EMI is generally viewed in a frequency frame. RF energy is a periodic wave front that propagates through various mediums. Different wavelengths of the sine wave are recorded as EMI for those products that are not designed to be intentional radiators. It is difficult to understand an EMI problem in the time domain alone. Conversion between the time and frequency domain is detailed in Appendix B using Fourier analysis.

Baron Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768-1830), a French mathematician and physicist, formulated a method for analyzing periodic functions. Fourier proved that any periodic waveform can be decomposed into an infinite series of sine waves, each at an integral multiple or harmonic of a fundamental frequency. The composition of the harmon-
ics is determined during a mathematical operation known as a Fourier transform. Fourier transforms can easily be calculated for simple waveforms and displayed with modern instrumentation.

### 1.7.2 Amplitude

The impact of amplitude is obvious. The higher the amplitude, the more interference one may encounter. It becomes important to limit the peak amplitude of the RF energy to only that necessary for circuit, device, and system performance.

### 1.7.3 Impedance

If both source and receptor are not the same impedance, one should expect greater interference problems than a source and receptor with identical impedance. This is because, for example, high-impedance sources can have minimal impact on low-impedance receptors and vice versa. Similar rules apply to radiated coupling. High impedances are associated with electric fields. Low impedances are associated with magnetic fields.

### 1.7.4 Dimensions

Physical dimensions play a significant factor related to the wavelength of an RF wave. When dealing with physical dimensions of a PCB trace, or the slot (aperture) opening of an enclosure, this aspect of EMC comes into view. Circuit analysis can no longer be assumed with lumped circuit parameters if numerical modeling is used during the design cycle.

The need to minimize the physical length of a trace or aperture opening relates to the electrical parameters of high-speed digital devices. When the speed of propagation becomes a significant portion of the propagational delay from source to load, we start to observe effects where field coupling becomes noticeable. When the trace length becomes physically long relative to a wavelength of a particular frequency, or in time domain terms, when the rise time becomes less than the propagational delay between source and load, the trace assumes the characteristics of a transmission line. All transmission lines must be terminated in their characteristic impedance for optimal transfer of the signal. While this practice is related primarily to preserving signal integrity, it also helps to control EMI.

Regarding EMI, we must concern ourselves with preventing creation of an antenna by having a PCB trace (or wire) approach a dimension that is the same as the offending source. When the trace approaches a particular wavelength of the offending signal (or portion of a wavelength), an efficient antenna will exist.

### 1.8 PCBs AND ANTENNAS

A PCB can act as an antenna to radiate RF energy through free space or couple through a cable interconnect. When we talk about the PCB acting as an antenna, what exactly do we mean? An antenna is an efficient and integral part of radio frequency communication. We need antennas to operate as intentional radiators. Most PCBs act as an unintentional radiator and are regulated by international EMC requirements unless design requirements include it as being a transmitter. Transmitters are regulated by regulatory requirements. If the PCB is an efficient unintentional radiator and suppression techniques cannot be implemented, containment measures must be provided.

Antennas exhibit various efficiencies as a function of frequency, whether intentional or accidental. When an antenna is driven by a voltage source, its impedance varies dramatically. When an antenna is in resonance, its impedance will be high and mostly reactive. The resistive portion (R) of the impedance equation \( Z = R + j \omega L \) is called "radiation resistance." This radiation resistance is a measure of the antenna's propensity to radiate RF energy at a specific frequency.

Most antennas are efficient radiators at a specific frequency spectrum. These frequencies are typically below 200 MHz because 1/0 cables are approximately 2 to 3 meters in length and are sometimes long relative to a wavelength. At higher frequencies, significant radiation is generally observed directly from the unit due to the contribution of apertures in the enclosure.

When it is possible to isolate where the antenna exists, as in common-mode cable radiation, a reduction in the drive voltage is the easiest suppression technique to implement. RF voltages exist because of:

- Impedance of circuit traces (which in turn is derived from lead inductance).
- Ground bounce (a point of uniform potential).
- Bypassing or shielding with respect to ground to reduce the drive voltage available to the unintentional antenna.

A schematic representation of an antenna is shown in Fig. 1.12. The antenna presents a specific impedance to the source driver that varies with frequency. At resonance, the reactive components, L and C, cancel out. Radiation resistance is maximum, RF energy is thus radiated.

To minimize the effects of an unwanted antenna existing in a PCB, EMC design and suppression techniques are required. These include establishing a good ground system in the layout and in addition to the use of a Faraday cage to contain RF emissions. RF filters also reduce unwanted RF signals with minimal effects on the desired data, as long as the filter is properly chosen for its intended function.

### 1.9 CAUSES OF EMI—SYSTEM LEVEL

This book deals with the concepts that cause or are related to the creation of EMI within a PCB. A product is not complete without mentioning other aspects of a design that affects compliance. These other aspects are associated with system-level design. Detailed discussion...
1.10 SUMMARY FOR CONTROL OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

In order to reduce or eliminate the potential for electromagnetic radiation, several basic concepts must be understood. These are listed below and detailed in later chapters.

1. Reduce the intensity of the RF source (voltage and current drive levels).
2. Provide differential- and common-mode filtering for high-speed signals or use balanced differential pairs with impedance-matched signals.

REFERENCES

In today's international marketplace, products must conform to a host of regulations and requirements mandated by government agencies, private standards organizations, or voluntary councils. Mandatory compliance exists for North America, the European Union (EU), and numerous countries worldwide. These requirements relate to Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) and product safety. EMC refers to the ability of a product to coexist in its intended electromagnetic environment without causing or suffering functional degradation or damage. EMC comprises two main areas, emissions and immunity. This chapter investigates both aspects of EMC and how EMC can exist within a printed circuit board (PCB).

2.1 EMC AND THE PCB

Traditionally, EMC has been considered Black Magic; in reality, EMC can be explained by mathematical concepts. Some of the relevant equations and formulas are complex and beyond the scope of this book. Even if mathematical analysis is applied, the equations become too complex for practical applications. Fortunately, simple models can be formulated to describe how, but not directly explain why, EMC compliance can be achieved.

Many variables exist that cause EMI. This is because EMI is often the result of exceptions to the normal rules of passive component behavior. A resistor at high frequency acts like a series combination of inductance with resistance in parallel with a capacitor. A capacitor at high frequency acts like an inductor and resistor in series-parallel combination with the capacitor plates. An inductor at high frequencies performs like an inductor with a capacitor in parallel across the two terminals. These expected behaviors of passive components at both high and low frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 2.1.

For example, when designing with passive components, we must ask ourselves this question, “When is a capacitor not a capacitor?” The answer is simple. The capacitor does
not function as a capacitor because it has changed its functional characteristics to appear as an inductor due to lead-length inductance at high frequencies. Conversely, "When is an inductor not an inductor?" An inductor appears to function as a capacitor due to parasitic wire coupling at high frequencies. To be a successful designer, one must recognize the limitations of passive components. Use of proper design techniques to accommodate for these hidden features becomes mandatory, in addition to designing a product to meet a marketing functional specification.

These behavioral characteristics are referred to as the "hidden schematic." Digital engineers generally assume that components have a single-frequency response. As a result, passive component selection is based on functional performance in the time domain without regard to the characteristics exhibited in the frequency domain. Many times, EMI exceptions occur if the designer bends or breaks the rules, as seen in Fig. 2.1.

To restate the complex problems that exist, consider the field of EMC as "Everything that is not on a schematic or assembly drawing." This statement explains why the field of EMC is considered to be an art of Black Magic.

### Table 2.1 Component characteristic at RF frequencies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Low Frequency Behavior</th>
<th>High Frequency Behavior</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wire</td>
<td>Solid line is low frequency behavior</td>
<td>Dashed line is high frequency behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistor</td>
<td>Solid line is low frequency behavior</td>
<td>Dashed line is high frequency behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitor</td>
<td>Solid line is low frequency behavior</td>
<td>Dashed line is high frequency behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductor</td>
<td>Solid line is low frequency behavior</td>
<td>Dashed line is high frequency behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformer</td>
<td>Solid line is low frequency behavior</td>
<td>Dashed line is high frequency behavior</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Once the hidden behavior of components is understood, it becomes a simple process to design products that pass EMC requirements. Hidden behavior also takes into consideration the switching speed of active components along with their unique characteristics, which also have hidden resistive, capacitive, and inductive components. We now examine each passive device separately.

#### 2.1.2 Resistors

Resistors are one of the most commonly used components on a PCB. Resistors also have a limitation related to EMI. Depending on the type of material used for the resistor (carbon composition, carbon film, mica, wire-wound, etc.), a limitation exists related to frequency domain requirements. A wire-wound resistor is not suitable for high-frequency applications due to excessive inductance in the wire. Film resistors contain some inductance and a limitation is set related to frequency domain requirements. The limitation is set related to the switching speed of active components along with their unique characteristics, which also have hidden resistive, capacitive, and inductive components.
2.1.4 Inductors

Inductors provide a brief overview on the hidden attributes of capacitors. Each inductor has a parasitic inductance and is sometimes acceptable for high-frequency applications due to low lead-length inductance.

A commonly overlooked aspect of resistors deals with package size and parasitic capacitance. Capacitance exists between the two terminals of the resistor. This parasitic capacitance can play havoc with extremely high-frequency designs, especially those in the GHz range. For most applications, parasitic capacitance between resistor leads is not a major concern compared to the lead-length inductance that is present.

One major concern for resistors lies in the overvoltage stress condition to which the device may be subjected. If an ESD event is presented to the resistor, interesting results occur. If the resistor is a surface-mount device, chances are this component will arc-over (or self-destruct) upon observance of the event. For resistors with leads, ESD will see a high resistive (and inductive) path and be kept from entering the circuit protected by the resistor's hidden inductive and capacitive characteristics.

2.1.3 Capacitors

Chapter 5 presents a detailed discussion of capacitors. This section, however, provides a brief overview on the hidden attributes of capacitors. Capacitors are generally used for power bus decoupling, bypassing, and bulk applications. An actual capacitor remains capacitive up to its self-resonant frequency. Above this self-resonant frequency, the capacitor exhibits inductive effects. This is described by the formula \( X_C = 1 / (2\pi fC) \) where \( X_C \) is capacitive reactance (unit of ohms), \( f \) is frequency in hertz, and \( C \) is capacitance in farads. To illustrate this formula, a 10 \( \mu \)F electrolytic capacitor has a capacitive reactance of 1.6 \( \Omega \) at 10 kHz, which decreases to 160 \( \mu \)\( \Omega \) at 100 MHz. At 100 MHz, a short-circuit condition would exist which is wonderful for EMI. However, electrical parameters of electrolytic capacitors with high values of equivalent series inductance (ESL) and equivalent series resistance (ESR) limit the effectiveness of this particular type of capacitor to operation below 1 MHz.

Another aspect of capacitor usage lies in lead-length inductance and body structure. This subject is discussed in detail in Chapter 5 and will not be examined at this time. To summarize, parasitic inductance in the capacitor's wire bond leads causes the capacitor to function as an inductor above self-resonance and cease to function as a capacitor for its intended function.

2.1.4 Inductors

Inductors are used for EMI control within a PCB. For an inductor, inductive reactance increases linearly with increasing frequency. This is described by the formula \( X_L = 2\pi fL \) where \( X_L \) is inductive reactance (Ohms), \( f \) is frequency (hertz), and \( L \) is inductance (henries).

For example, an "ideal" 10 mH inductor has a reactance of 628 ohms at 10 kHz. This inductive reactance increases to 6.2 k\( \Omega \) at 100 MHz. The inductor now appears to be an open circuit at 100 MHz. If we want to pass a signal at 100 MHz, great difficulty will be present related to signal quality (time domain concern). Like a capacitor, the electrical parameters of this inductor parasitic capacitance between windings limits this particular device to less than 1 MHz.

The question now at hand is what to do at high frequencies when an inductor cannot be used. Ferrite beads can become the answer. Ferrite materials are alloys of iron/magnesium or iron/nickel. These materials have high permeability that provides for high-frequency and high-impedance with a minimum of capacitance that is observed between windings in an inductor. Ferrites are generally used in high-frequency applications because at low frequencies they are basically inductive and thus impose few losses on the line. At high frequencies, they are basically reactive and frequency dependent. This is graphically shown in Fig. 2.2. In reality, ferrite beads are high-frequency attenuators of RF energy.

Ferrites are, in fact, better represented by a parallel combination of a resistor and inductor. At low frequencies, the resistor is "shorted out" by the inductor, whereas at higher frequencies, the inductive impedance is so high that it forces the current through the resistor.

The fact is that ferrites are "dissipative devices" where they dissipate high-frequency energy as heat. This can only be explained by the resistive, not the inductive, effect.

![Figure 2.2](image)

Figure 2.2 Characteristics of ferrite material.

2.1.5 Transformers

Transformers are generally found in power supply applications in addition to being used for isolation for data signals, I/O connections, and power interfaces. Depending on the type and application of the transformer, a shield may be provided between the primary and secondary windings. This shield, connected to a ground reference source, is designed to prevent against capacitive coupling between the two sets of windings.

Transformers are also widely used to provide common-mode (CM) isolation. These devices depend on a differential-mode transfer (DM) across their input to magnetically link the primary windings to the secondary windings in their attempt to transfer energy. As a result, CM voltage across the primary winding is expected. One flaw that is inherent in the manufacturing of transformers is signal source capacitance between the primary and secondary windings. As the frequency of the circuit increases, so does capacitive coupling; circuit isolation is now compromised. If enough parasitic capacitance exists, high-frequency RF energy (fast transients, ESD, lighting, etc.) may pass through the transformer and cause an upset in the circuits on the other side of the isolation gap that received this transient event.
Having examined the hidden behavior characteristics of components, we now explore why these hidden features create EMI within a PCB.

2.2 THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETICS (MADE SIMPLE)

Since we know that hidden behavioral characteristics of components exist, we now investigate how RF energy is created within a PCB. To understand the hidden characteristics and aspects of these components, we need to understand Maxwell’s equations. Maxwell’s four equations describe the relationship of electric and magnetic fields and are derived from Faraday’s law, Ampere’s law, Gauss’s law, and a few fundamental principles are examined. The letters J, E, B, and H refer to vector quantities. Basically,

- Maxwell’s equations describe the interaction of electric charges, currents, magnetic fields, and electric fields.
- The Lorentz force relation describes the physical forces imposed by both electric and magnetic fields on charged particles.
- All materials have a constitutive relationship to other materials. These include:
  1. conductivity—relates current flow to electric field (Ohm’s law in materials): J = σE.
  2. permeability—relates magnetic flux to magnetic field: B = μH.
  3. dielectric constant—relates charge storage to an electric field: D = εE.

Maxwell’s first equation is known as the divergence theorem based on Gauss’s law. This applies to the accumulation of an electric charge that creates an electrostatic field, E. This is observed between two boundaries, conductive and nonconductive. The boundary-condition behavior referenced in Gauss’s law causes the conductive enclosure (also called a Faraday cage) to act as an electrostatic shield. At the boundary, electric charges are kept on the inside of the boundary. Electric charges that exist on the outside of the boundary are excluded from internally generated fields.

Maxwell’s second equation illustrates that there are no magnetic charges (no monopoles), only electric charges. These electric charges are either positively charged or negatively charged. Magnetic monopoles do not exist. Magnetic fields are produced through the action of electric currents and fields. Electric currents and fields emanate as a point source. Magnetic fields form closed loops around the current that generates these fields.

**First Law: Electric Flux (from Gauss)**
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{D} = \rho \quad \Phi_E = \int \mathbf{D} \cdot d\mathbf{s} = \int \rho dv = 0 \]

**Second Law: Magnetic Flux (from Gauss)**
\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{B} = 0 \quad \Phi_B = \int \mathbf{B} \cdot d\mathbf{s} = 0 \]

**Third Law: Electric Potential (from Faraday)**
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{E} = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} \quad \int \mathbf{E} \cdot d\mathbf{l} = -\int \frac{\partial \mathbf{B}}{\partial t} \cdot d\mathbf{s} \]

**Fourth Law: Electric Currents (from Ampere)**
\[ \nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \mathbf{J} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} \quad \int \mathbf{H} \cdot d\mathbf{l} = \int \left( \mathbf{J} + \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}}{\partial t} \right) \cdot d\mathbf{s} = l_i \]

Maxwell’s third equation, also called Faraday’s Law of Induction, describes a magnetic field traveling in a closed-loop circuit, generating current. The third equation has a companion equation (fourth equation). The third equation describes the creation of electric fields from changing magnetic fields. Magnetic fields are commonly found in transformers or windings, such as electric motors, generators, and the like. The interaction of the third and fourth equations is the primary focus for electromagnetic compatibility. Together, they describe how coupled electric and magnetic fields propagate (radiate) at the speed of light. This equation also describes the concept of “skin effect,” which predicts the effectiveness of magnetic shielding. In addition, inductance is described which allows antennas to exist.

Maxwell’s fourth equation is also identified as Ampere’s law. This equation states that magnetic fields arise from two sources. The first source is current flow in the form of a transported charge. The second source describes how the changes in electric fields traveling in a closed-loop circuit create magnetic fields. These electric and magnetic sources describe the actions of inductors and electromagnetics. Of the two sources, the first is the description of how electric currents create magnetic fields.

To summarize, Maxwell’s equations describe the root causes of how EMI is created within a PCB—time-varying currents. Static-charge distributions produce static electric fields, not magnetic fields. Constant currents produce both static magnetic and electric fields. Time-varying currents produce both electric and magnetic fields.

Static fields store energy. This is the basic function of a capacitor: accumulation of charge and retention. Constant current sources are a fundamental concept for the use of an inductor.
2.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC SOURCES (MADE SIMPLE)

Having examined the process whereby changing currents create magnetic fields and static-charge distributions create electric fields, we will next determine the relationship between currents and radiated fields. We must look at the geometry of the current source and how it affects the radiated signal. In addition, we must also be aware that signal strength falls off with the distance from the source.

Time-varying currents exist in two configurations:

- Magnetic sources (which are closed loops)
- Electric sources (which are dipole antennas)

To investigate these two configurations in more detail, we first examine magnetic sources. Consider a circuit containing a clock source (oscillator) and a load (Fig. 2.3). We observe current flowing in this circuit around a closed loop (trace and RF current return path). We can assess the radiated field generated by modeling this signal trace using simulation software with discrete parts. The field produced by this loop is a function of four variables.

1. **Current amplitude in the loop.** The field is proportional to the current that exists in the signal trace.

2. **Orientation of the source loop antenna relative to the measuring device.** For a signal to be measured or observed, the polarization of the source loop current should match that of the measuring device if the measuring antenna is also a loop. If the measuring antenna is a dipole, it must be in the same polarization rather than cross polarized. For example, if a loop antenna is horizontally polarized, it must be in an identical polarization; however, if the measuring antenna is a dipole, it must be vertically polarized.

3. **Size of the loop.** If the loop is electrically small (much less than the wavelength of the generated signal or frequency of interest), the field strength will be proportional to the area of the loop. The larger the loop, the lower the frequency that is observed at the terminals of the antenna. For a particular physical dimension, the antenna will be resonant for that particular frequency.

4. **Distance.** The rate at which the field strength drops off from the source depends on the distance between the source and antenna. In addition, this distance also determines whether the field created is magnetic or electric. When the distance is electrically “close” to the loop source, the magnetic field falls off as the square of the distance. When the distance is electrically “far,” we observe an electromagnetic plate wave. This plane wave falls off inversely with increasing distance. The point where the magnetic and electric field vectors cross occurs at approximately one-sixth of a wavelength (which is also identified as \( \lambda/6 \)). The wavelength at this distance is the speed of light divided by the frequency. This formula can be simplified to \( \frac{\lambda}{2\pi} \) where \( \lambda \) is in meters and \( f \) is in MHz. This one-sixth wavelength applies to a point source, which is what we usually assume in the EMI world. This distance can be farther for larger antennas.

For the electric source, in contrast to the closed-loop magnetic source, the electric source is modeled by a time-varying electric dipole. This means that two separate, time-varying point charges of opposite polarity exist in close proximity. The ends of the dipole is electrically a dipole, it must be vertically polarized! The assumptions made are that the wire, at all points, contains the same voltage across its terminals of the antenna. For a particular physical dimension, the antenna will resonate for a particular frequency.

The relationship between near-field (magnetic and electric components) and far-field is illustrated in Fig. 2.4. All waves are a combination of both electric and magnetic field components. We generally call this combination of electric and magnetic field com-
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---

**Figure 2.4** Wave impedance versus distance from E and H dipole source. (Source: Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronics Systems, 2nd edition, H. Ott, © 1988, Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

---

**Figure 2.5a** Noise coupling method—electric field. (Source: Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronics Systems, 2nd ed. H. Ott, © 1988, Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

---

**Figure 2.5b** Noise coupling method—magnetic field. (Source: Noise Reduction Techniques in Electronics Systems, 2nd ed. H. Ott, © 1988, Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

---

Section 2.3  ■  Relationship Between Electric and Magnetic Sources (Made Simple)

For most applications of Maxwell, noise coupling methods are represented as equivalent component models. For example, a time-varying electric field between two conductors can be represented as a capacitor. A time-varying magnetic field between these same two conductors is represented by mutual inductance. Figures 2.5a and 2.5b illustrate these two noise coupling mechanisms. A discussion of mutual inductance is presented in Chapter 4.
Why is this theory and discussion about Maxwell’s equations important for PCB design and layout? The answer is simple. We need to know how fields are created so that we can reduce these RF-generated fields within a PCB. This reduction applies to reducing the amount of RF current in the circuit. The RF current in the circuit directly relates to signal distribution networks along with bypassing and decoupling. RF currents are ultimately generated as harmonics of clock and other digital signals. Signal distribution networks must be as small as possible to minimize the loop area for the RF return currents. Bypassing and decoupling relate to the current draw that must occur through a power distribution network, which has by definition, a large loop area for RF return currents.

In addition to the loop areas that must be reduced, electric fields are created by unterminated transmission lines and excessive drive voltage. Electric fields can be reduced through use of proper termination, grounding, filtering, and shielding (containment).

2.4 MAXWELL SIMPLIFIED—FURTHER STILL

Now that the fundamental concept of Maxwell’s equations has been reviewed, how do we relate all this physics and advanced calculus to EMC within the PCB. To acquire a full comprehension, we must “overly simplify Maxwell” as it applies to a PCB layout. In order to apply Maxwell, we relate his equations to Ohm’s law.

**Ohm’s Law (space domain)**
\[ V = I \cdot R \]

**Ohm’s Law (frequency domain)**
\[ V = I_z \cdot Z \]

where \( V \) is voltage, \( I \) is current, \( R \) is resistance, \( Z \) is impedance (\( R + jX \)), and the subscript \( f \) refers to radio frequency energy. To associate Maxwell Made Simple to Ohm’s Law, if RF current exists in a PCB trace which has a “fixed impedance value,” an RF voltage will be created that is proportional to the RF current. Notice that in the electromagnetics model, \( R \) is replaced by \( Z \), a complex number that contains both resistance (real component) and reactance (a complex component).

For the impedance equation, various forms exist depending on whether we are examining plane wave impedance, circuit impedance, and the like. For wire, or a PCB trace, use Eq. (2.3).

\[ Z = R + jX = R + \frac{1}{j\omega C} = R + \frac{1}{\omega L} \quad \text{(2.3)} \]

where \( X_c = 2\pi f C \) (the component in the equation that relates only to wires or PCB traces)

\[ X_L = 1/2\pi f L \]

\[ \omega = 2\pi f \]

When a **component** has a known resistive and inductive element, such as a terlit head-on-lead, a resistor, a capacitor, or other device with parasitic components, Eq. (2.4) is applicable, as the magnitude of impedance versus frequency must be considered.

\[ |Z| = \sqrt{R^2 + X^2} \quad \text{(2.4)} \]

For frequencies greater than a few kHz, the value of inductive reactance typically exceeds \( R \); in some cases this might not happen. Current takes the path of least impedance. Below a few kHz, the path of least impedance is resistance; above a few kHz, the path of least reactance is dominant. Since most circuits operate at frequencies above a few kHz, the belief that current takes the path of least resistance provides an incorrect concept of how current flow occurs within a transmission line structure.

Since current always takes the path of least impedance for wires carrying currents above 10 kHz, the impedance is equivalent to the path of least reactance. If the load impedance connects to wiring, a cable, or a trace, and is much greater than the shunt capacitance of the transmission line path, inductance becomes the dominant element. If the wiring conductors have approximately the same cross-sectional shape, the path of least inductance is the one with the smallest loop area.

Each and every trace has a finite impedance value. Trace inductance is only one of the reasons why RF energy is produced within a PCB. Even the lead bond wires that connect a silicon die to its mounting pads may be sufficiently long to cause RF potentials to exist. Traces routed on a board can be highly inductive, especially traces that are electrically long. Electrically long traces are those that are physically long in routed length such that the round-trip propagation delayed signal on the trace does not return to the source driver before the next edge-triggered event occurs when viewed in the time domain. In the frequency domain, an electrically long transmission line (trace) exceeds approximately \( \lambda/10 \) of the frequency that is present within the trace. Basically, if an RF voltage traverses through an impedance, we end up with RF current. It is this RF current that radiates into free space and causes noncompliance to emission requirements. These examples help us to understand Maxwell’s equations and PCBs in extremely simple terms.

It is understood that a moving electrical charge in a trace generates an electric current that creates a magnetic field. Magnetic fields, created by this moving electrical charge, are also identified as magnetic lines of flux. Magnetic lines of flux can easily be visualized using the Right-Hand Rule, graphically shown in Fig. 2.6. To observe this rule,
make your right hand into a loose fist with your thumb pointing straight up. Current flow is in the direction of the thumb (upwards), simulating current flowing in a wire or PCB trace. Your curved fingers encircling the wire point in the direction of the magnetic field or lines of magnetic flux. Time-varying magnetic fields create a transverse orthogonal electric field. RF emissions are a combination of both magnetic and electric fields. These fields will exit the PCB structure by either radiated or conducted means.

Notice that the magnetic field travels around a closed-loop boundary. In a PCB, RF currents are generated by a source driver and transferred to a load through a trace. AC or DC current flows. In the frequency domain, we observe the current as a closed path in a circuit with a ground return (Ampere’s law). Kirchhoff’s voltage law states that the algebraic sum of the voltage around any closed path in a circuit must be zero. However, if a closed-loop circuit is not present, such as in a slot in a ground plane, RF currents cannot return to the source to satisfy the circuit in an optimal manner. This RF return path will be forced to return through space (377 ohms) if a solid metallic return path is not available, causing EMI.

### 2.7 Concept of Flux Cancellation (Flux Minimization)

To review one fundamental concept regarding how EMI is created within a PCB, we examined the basic mechanics of how magnetic lines of flux are created within a transmission line. Magnetic lines of flux are created by a current flowing through an impedance. This current is either fixed or variable. Impedance in a network will always exist within a trace component bond wires, vias, and the like. Magnetic lines of flux exist in a PCB, defined by Maxwell’s equations. These transmission paths may be radiated through free space or conducted through cable interconnects.

To eliminate RF currents within a PCB, the concept of flux cancellation or flux minimization needs to be discussed. Although the term cancellation is used throughout this chapter, we may substitute the term minimization. Because magnetic lines of flux travel counterclockwise within a transmission line, if we bring the RF return path parallel and adjacent to its corresponding source trace, the magnetic flux lines observed in the return path (counterclockwise fields), related to the source path (clockwise fields), will be in the opposite direction. When we combine a clockwise field with a counterclockwise field, a cancellation effect is observed. If unwanted magnetic lines of flux between a source and return path are canceled or limited, then a radiated or conducted RF current cannot exist within the microscopic boundary of the trace. The concept of implementing flux cancellation is simple. However, one must be aware of many pitfalls and oversights.
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that may occur when implementing flux cancellation or minimization techniques. With one small mistake, many additional problems will develop creating more work for the EMC engineer to diagnose and debug. The easiest way to implement flux cancellation is to use image planes. Regardless of how well we design and layout a PCB, magnetic and electric fields will always be present. If we cancel out magnetic lines of flux, then EMI cannot exist. It’s that simple!

How do we cancel or minimize magnetic lines of flux during PCB layout? This is easier said than done. Various design and layout techniques are available to the design engineer [1]. A brief summary of some of these techniques is presented below. Not all techniques are involved with flux cancellation/minimization. Although the following items have not yet been discussed, each is described in detail within various chapters of this book. These techniques include and are not limited to those listed here.

- Having proper stackup assignment and impedance control for multilayer boards.
- Routing a clock trace adjacent to a return path ground plane (multilayer PCB), ground grid, or use of a ground or guard trace (single- and double-sided boards).
- Capturing magnetic lines of flux created internal to a component’s plastic package into the 0V reference system to reduce component radiation.
- Carefully choosing logic families to minimize RF spectral distribution from component and trace radiation (use of slower edge rate devices).
- Reducing RF currents on traces by reducing the RF drive voltage from clock generation circuits, for example, Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) versus Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS).
- Reducing ground noise voltage in the power and ground plane structure.
- Providing sufficient decoupling for components that consume power when all device pins switch simultaneously under maximum capacitive load.
- Properly terminating clock and signal traces to prevent ringing, overshoot, and undershoot.
- Using data line filters and common-mode chokes on selected nets.
- Making proper use of bypass (not decoupling) capacitors when external I/O cables are provided.
- Providing a grounded heatsink for components that radiate large amounts of internal generated common-mode RF energy.

As seen in this list, magnetic lines of flux are only part of the reason on how EMI is created within a PCB. Other major areas of concern are as follows.

- Existence of common-mode (CM) and differential-mode (DM) currents between circuits and I/O cables.
- Ground loops creating a magnetic field structure.
- Component radiation.
- Impedance mismatches.


2.6 SKIN EFFECT AND LEAD INDUCTANCE

A consequence of Maxwell’s third and fourth equations is skin effect related to a voltage charge imposed on a homogeneous medium where current flows, such as a wire laid on a component or a PCB trace. If voltage is maintained at a constant DC level, current flow will be uniform throughout the transmission path. A finite period of time is required for uniformity to occur. The current first flows on the outside edge of the conductor and then diffuses inward.

When the source voltage is not DC, but high-frequency AC, current flow tends to be concentrated in the outer portion of the conductor. The magnitude of this occurrence is identified as skin effect. Skin depth is defined as the distance to the point inside the conductor at which the electromagnetic field, and hence current, is reduced to 37% of the surface value.

We can define skin depth (δ) by Eq. (2.5)

\[ \delta = \frac{2}{\omega \mu_0 \sigma} = \frac{2}{2\pi f \mu_0 \sigma} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi f \mu_0 \sigma}} \]  

where \( \omega = \) angular (radian) frequency \((2\pi f)\) \(\mu_0 = \) material permeability \((4\pi \times 10^{-7} \text{ H/m})\) \(\sigma = \) material conductivity \((5.82 \times 10^2 \text{ mhos/m for copper})\) \(f = \) frequency \((\text{Hertz})\)

Table 2.1 presents an abbreviated table of skin depth values at various frequencies for a 1-mil thick copper substrate \((1 \text{ mil} = 0.001 \text{ inch} = 2.54 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m})\). As any of the three parameters of Eq. (2.5) increase, skin depth decreases. The skin depth of conductors at high frequencies is very thin, typically observed at 0.0066 mils or 6.6 \(\times 10^{-5}\) inch \((0.0017 \text{ mm})\) at 100 MHz. Current tends to be dominant in a strip near the PCB ground plane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>f (MHz)</th>
<th>(\delta) (Copper)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 Hz</td>
<td>0.323 in ((0.815 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>0.280 in ((0.711 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>0.018 in ((0.457 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>0.026 in ((0.660 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>0.008 in ((0.203 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>0.002 in ((0.051 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>0.0008 in ((0.021 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>0.0005 in ((0.013 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>0.00008 in ((0.002 \text{ mil}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
surface of the conductor at a depth of \( \delta \). When high-frequency RF currents are present, current flow is concentrated into a narrow strip near the conductor surface, identified as the skin.

The wire’s internal inductance equals its DC resistance independent of the wire radius up to the frequency where the wire radius is on the order of a skin depth. Below this particular frequency, the wire’s resistance increases as \( \sqrt{f} \) or 10 dB/decade. Internal inductance is the portion of the magnetic field internal to the wire per-unit-length where the transverse magnetic field contributes to the per-unit-length inductance of the line. The portion of the magnetic flux external to the transmission line contributes to a portion of the total per-unit-length inductance of the line and is referred to as external inductance. Above this particular frequency, the wire’s internal inductance decreases \( \sqrt{f} \) as or ~10 dB/decade.

For a solid round copper wire, the effective DC resistance is described by Eq. (2.6), Table 2.2 provides details on some of the parameters used in Eq. (2.6). Signals may be further attenuated by the resistance of the copper used in the conductor and by skin effect losses resulting from the finish on the copper surface. The resistance of the copper may reduce steady-state voltage levels below functional requirements for noise immunity. This condition is especially true of high-frequency differential mode devices (such as Emitter Coupled Logic [ECL]) where a voltage divider is formed by termination resistors and line resistance.

\[
R_s = \frac{L}{\sigma \pi r^2} \Omega \quad (2.6)
\]

where \( L \) is the length of the wire, \( r \) is the radius (Table 2.2), and \( \sigma \) is conductivity. The units must be appropriate for the equation to work. As the frequency is increased, the current over the wire cross section will tend to crowd closer to the outer periphery of the conductor. Eventually, the current will be concentrated on the wire’s surface equal to the thickness of the skin depth as described by Eq. (2.7) when the skin depth is less than the wire radius.

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi f \mu \sigma}} \quad (2.7)
\]

where at various frequencies

- \( \delta \) = skin depth
- \( \mu = \) permeability of copper \( 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \) H/meters
- \( \sigma = \) conductivity of copper \( 5.8 \times 10^{7} \) mhos/meters,
- \( f = \) frequency

A first approximation for inductance of a conductor at high frequency is

\[
L = 0.0051 + 0.376 \ln \frac{1}{\delta} \quad (2.8)
\]

where \( L \) is the conductor length and \( \delta \) is the diameter in the same units (inches or centimeters). Because of the logarithmic relationship of the ratio \( \delta/d \), the reactive component of impedance for large-diameter wires dominates the resistive component above only a few hundred hertz. Thus, it is impractical to obtain a truly low-impedance connection between two points, such as grounding a circuit using only wire. Such a connection would permit coupling of voltages between circuits due to current flow through an appreciable amount of common impedance.

### 2.7 COMMON-MODE AND DIFFERENTIAL-MODE CURRENTS

In any circuit there exist both common-mode (CM) and differential-mode (DM) currents. Both common-mode and differential-mode currents determine the amount of RF energy that is propagated. There is a major difference between the two. Given a pair of wires or traces and a return reference source, one or the other mode will exist, usually both. Generally speaking, differential-mode signals carry data or the signal of interest (information). Common mode is a side effect of differential-mode and is most troublesome for EMC compliance. (A representation of common-mode and differential-mode currents is shown later in this chapter in Fig. 2.10.)

Common-mode currents, which are considerably less in magnitude than differential-mode currents, can produce excessive levels of radiated electric fields. The radiated emissions of the differential-mode currents subtract, but do not exactly cancel, since the two transmission paths are not 100% coincident. On the other hand, the emissions of common-mode currents add. In fact, it can be calculated that for a 1-meter length of cable whose wires are separated by 50 mils (a typical ribbon cable), a differential-mode current of...
2.7.2 Differential-Mode Radiation

Differential-mode radiation is caused by the flow of RF current loops within a system's structure. For a small-loop receiving antenna when operating in a field above a ground plane (free space is not a typical environment), this RF energy is described approximately as [3]

\[
E = \frac{263 \times 10^{-10}}{f^2 \cdot \frac{A}{r}} \text{ volts per meter} \quad (2.9)
\]

where \( A \) = loop area in \( m^2 \), \( f \) is the frequency (Hz), \( I \) is the source current in A, and \( r \) is the distance from the radiating element to the receiving antenna (meters).

The extra ground reflection can increase measured emissions by as much as 6 dB.

In most PCBs, primary emission sources are created from currents flowing between components and in the power and OV planes. Radiated emissions can be modeled as a small-loop antenna carrying interference RF currents (see Fig. 2.9). When the signal travels from a source to load, a return current must be present in the power return system. A small loop is one whose dimensions are smaller than a quarter wavelength (λ/4) at a particular frequency of interest which is illuminated by RF current flowing within its structure. For most PCBs, loops exist with small dimensions for frequencies up to several hundred MHz.

The maximum loop area that will not exceed a specific specification level is described by Eq. (2.10).

\[
A = \frac{380rE}{f^2} \quad (2.10)
\]

Or, conversely, the maximum field strength created from a closed-loop boundary area is

\[
E = \frac{Af^2r}{380} \quad (2.11)
\]

In free space, radiated energy falls off inversely proportional distances between source and antenna. The loop area formed by a specific current component on the PCB must be known, and in the total area of the specific circuit loop between the trace and current return path. Equations (2.10) and (2.11) are for a single frequency. The equation must be solved for each and every loop (different loop-size area) and for each frequency of interest.

Using Eq. (2.10), we can determine if a particular routing topology needs to have special attention as it relates to radiated emissions. This special attention may involve re-
routing the trace stripline, changing routing topology, locating source and load components closer to each other, or providing external shielding of the assembly (containment).

EXAMPLE

Assume that a convoluted shape exists between two components located on a PCB as a dipole antenna without an RF current return path: \( A = 4 \text{ cm}^2 \), \( I = 5 \text{ mA} \), \( f = 100 \text{ MHz} \). The field strength is 52.6 \( \mu \text{V/m} \) at 10-meter distance. Radiated emission limits for EN 55022 Class B is 30 \( \mu \text{V/m} \) (quasi-peak). This loop area, which is a typical trace route on many high-technology PCB designs, is 22.6 \( \mu \text{V/m} \) above the limit.

2.7.3 Common-Mode Currents

Common-mode current is the component of RF energy that is present on both signal and return paths, usually in a common phase. The measured RF field due to common-mode current will be the sum of the currents that exist in both the signal trace and return trace. This summation could be substantial and is the major cause of RF emissions, especially from I/O cables. Common-mode current is created by poor differential-mode cancellation. This is due to the imbalance between two transmitted signal paths. If the differential signals are not exactly opposite and in phase, their currents will not cancel out. The portion of RF current that is not canceled out is "common-mode" current.

Common-mode signals

1. are the major source of radiation
2. contain no useful information

Common-mode begins as the result of currents mixing in a shared metallic structure, such as power and ground planes. Typically, this happens because of the currents flowing through unintentional paths in the planes. Common-mode currents will occur when return currents lose their pairing with their original signal path (e.g., splits or breaks in planes) or when several signal conductors share common areas of the return plane. Since planes have a finite impedance, these common-mode currents set up RF transient voltages on the planes. These RF transients set up currents in other conductive surfaces and signal lines that act as antennas to radiate EMI. The most common cause is the establishment of common-mode currents in conductors and shields of cables running to and from the PCB or enclosure. The key to prevent common-mode EMI is to understand and control the paths of power supply and return currents in the board, by controlling the position of the power and ground planes and the currents within the planes, and to provide proper RF grounding to the case of the system or product.

In Fig. 2.10, current source, \( I \), represents the flow of current from source, \( E \), to load, Z. Current flow, I2, is current that is observed in the return system, usually identified as an image plane, ground plane, or 0V reference. The measured radiated electric field of the common-mode currents is caused by the summed contribution of both I1 and I2 current produced fields.

EN 55022: Limits and methods of measurement of radio disturbance characteristics of information technology equipment, an international test specification.
 Conversion between differential and common mode occurs when two signal traces (or conductors), both with different impedances, exist. These impedances are dominated at RF by stray capacitance and inductance related to the physical routing of a trace (or interconnect cable). For the majority of layouts, the PCB designer has control over minimizing capacitance and inductance within a network, thus keeping differential- and common-mode currents from being created. To illustrate this effect, Fig. 2.12 shows differential-mode current, \( I_{dm} \). This is the desired signal of interest across \( R_c \). Common-mode current, \( I_{cm} \), will not flow through \( R_c \) directly. This common-mode current will flow through impedance \( Z_c \) and \( Z_m \) and will return through the return structure. Impedances \( Z_c \) and \( Z_m \) are not physical components. This is the stray parasitic capacitance or parasitic transfer impedance that exists within the network. This parasitic capacitance exists as a result of a trace located against an RF return path. This parasitic capacitance includes the distance separation between the power and ground plane, decoupling capacitors, input capacitance of devices, an interconnect cable, or other numerous factors that are present within a product design. If \( Z_c = Z_m \), no voltage is developed across \( R_c \) by \( I_{cm} \). If any inequality results in the network \( (Z_c \neq Z_m) \), a voltage difference will be present proportional to the difference in impedance.

\[
V_{cm} = I_{cm} \cdot Z_c - I_{cm} \cdot Z_m - I_{cm}(Z_c - Z_m)
\]  

An example of how differential-mode to common-mode conversion occurs with stray capacitance is shown in Fig. 2.12. Because of the need for balanced voltage and ground references, circuits with high-frequency signals that tend to corrupt other signal traces or radiate RF energy (video, high-speed data, etc.), or traces susceptible to external influences must be balanced in such a way that stray and parasitic capacitances of each conductor are identical.

### 2.7.4 Common-Mode Radiation

Common-mode (CM) radiation is caused by unintentional voltage drops in a circuit which cause some grounded parts of the circuit to rise above the referenced real ground potential. Cables connected to the affected ground system act as an antenna and will radiate field components of the CM potential. The far-field electric term is described by Eq. (2.12).

\[
E = \left( \frac{f}{L_{cm}} \right) I_{cm} \cdot Z \cdot R \quad \text{(V/m)}
\]  

where
- \( L \) = antenna length (m)
- \( I_{cm} \) = common-mode current (A)
- \( f \) = frequency (MHz)
- \( Z \) = impedance (ohms)
- \( R \) = distance (m)

With a constant current and antenna length, the electric field at a prescribed distance is proportional to the frequency. Unlike differential-mode radiation, which is easy to reduce using proper design techniques, common-mode radiation is a more difficult problem to solve. The only variable available to the designer, if it can be determined, is the common path impedance for the common-mode current. In order to eliminate or reduce common-mode radiation, common-mode fields must approach zero. This is achieved using a sensible grounding scheme.

### 2.7.5 Conversion Between Differential and Common-Mode

Common-mode currents may be unrelated to the intended signal source (e.g., they may be from other devices). There may also be a component of common-mode current that is related to the signal current.
the velocity is slower (at approximately 0.6 the speed of light, depending on the \( \varepsilon_r \) of the material) and is given by Eq. (2.14).

\[
V_p = \frac{C}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}}
\]  

(2.14)

where \( C = 3 \times 10^8 \) meters per second, or about 11.81 inches/ms (30 cm/ns)

\( \varepsilon_r \) = relative dielectric constant (compares air to PCB material)

The dielectric constant of various materials used to manufacture a PCB is provided in Table 2.3. Notice that FR-4, the most common material used in the fabrication of a PCB, has a dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon_r \), of 4.4 at 100 MHz. It was generally assumed that \( \varepsilon_r \) was in the range of 4.5 to 4.7. This higher value, used by designers for many years, was based on measurements taken with a 1-MHz signal at the time the original measurement was made, and not on how the material works under actual operating conditions.

In reality, a 1-MHz test signal is not appropriate for today’s high-technology products. For this reason \( \varepsilon_r \) is higher in reference material used by designers. A more accurate value of \( \varepsilon_r \) may be determined by measuring the actual propagation delay of a signal within a trace using a Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR). The values in Table 2.3 are based on a typical, high-speed edge rate signal recorded on a TDR. The effective \( \varepsilon_r \) for air is 1, much lower than PCB material commonly used in the majority of products designed.

For microstrip topology, the relative dielectric constant may be higher than the material (and is given by Eq. (2.14)).
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Fundamental Concepts

2.10.2 Fundamental Concepts

One of the fundamental concepts for suppressing RF energy within a PCB deals with flux cancellation or minimization. As discussed earlier, current that travels in a trace (or interconnect structure) causes magnetic lines of flux to exist. These lines of magnetic flux create an electric field. Both field structures allow RF energy to radiate. If we cancel or minimize magnetic lines of flux, RF energy will not be present other than within the boundary between the trace and image plane. Flux cancellation or minimization virtually guarantees compliance with regulatory requirements.

The following two concepts must be understood to minimize radiated emissions.

1. Minimize common-mode currents created as a result of a voltage traveling across an impedance.
2. Minimize the distribution of common-mode currents throughout the network.

Flux cancellation or minimization within a PCB is necessary because of the following sequence of events.

1. Current transients are caused by the production of high-frequency signals (based on a combination of periodic signals (e.g., clocks) and nonperiodic signals (e.g., high-speed data buses) demanded from the power and ground plane structure.
2. RF voltage, in turn, is the product of current transients and the return path provided (Ohm's law).

3. Common-mode RF currents are created from the RF voltage drop between two devices which builds up on inadequate RF return paths between source and load (insufficient differential-mode cancellation of RF currents).
4. Radiated emissions will propagate as a result of these common-mode RF currents.

To summarize what is to be presented in Chapters 3 and 4, Multilayer boards provide superior signal quality and EMC performance since signal impedance control through stripline or microstrip is observed. The distribution impedance of the power and ground planes must be dramatically reduced. These planes contain RF spectral current surges caused by logic crossovers, momentary shorts, and capacitive loading on signals with wide bases. Central to the issue of magnetic coupling is understanding flux cancellation or flux minimization that minimizes (controls) induced impedance issues transmission line. Various logic devices may be quite asymmetrical in their pull-up/pull-down current ratios.

Asymmetrical current draw in a PCB causes an unbalanced situation to exist. This imbalance relates to flux cancellation or minimization. Flux cancellation will occur through return currents present within the ground or power plane, or both, depending on stackup and component technology. Generally, ground (negative) return for TTL is preferred. For ECL (low noise return is preferred. This is why ECL generally runs on 25 V, while the more positive line or ground potential, CMOS is more or less symmetrical so that on the average, little difference exists between the ground and voltage planes. One must look at the entire equivalent circuit before making a judgment.

Where three or more solid planes are provided in a multilayer stackup assembly (e.g., one power and two ground planes), optimal flux cancellation may be achieved when the RF flux return path is adjacent to the solid return planes at a common potential throughout the entire trace route. The reason for this statement is one of the basic fundamental concepts of implementing flux cancellation within a PCB.

To briefly restate this important concept related to flux cancellation or minimization, it is noted that not all components behave the same way on a PCB related to their pull-up/pull-down current ratios. For example, some devices have 15 mA pull-up/pull-down current ratios, whereas others have 65 mA pull-up/pull-down values (over 50%). When many components are provided within a PCB, asymmetrical power consumption will occur when all devices switch simultaneously. This asymmetrical condition creates an imbalance in the power and ground plane structure. The fundamental concept of board-level suppression lies in flux cancellation (minimization) of RF currents within the board related to traces, components, and circuits referenced to 0V reference. Power planes, due to this flux phase shift, may not perform as well for flux cancellation as ground planes due to the asymmetry noted above. As a result, optimal performance may be achieved when traces are routed adjacent to 0V reference planes rather than adjacent to power planes.

2.11 SUMMARY

The key points regarding how EMC is created within the PCB are as follows.

1. Current transients exist from the production of high-frequency periodic signals.
2. RF voltage drops between components are the product of currents traveling through a common return impedance path.
Components and EMC

It is a well-known fact that RF energy spectra is created as a result of switching current within a PCB. These currents are created as a byproduct of digital components. Each logic state transition produces a transient surge within the power distribution system. Most of the time, these logic transitions do not produce enough ground-noise voltage to be of any functional concern. It is when the edge rate (rise and fall time) of a component becomes extremely fast that RF energy is produced.

Transient spikes placed on a power distribution system creates ground-noise voltage. This ground-noise voltage is first observed as differential-mode (DM) noise. Differential-mode noise is then converted to common-mode (CM) currents. Common-mode currents are the main cause of radiated RF energy. By minimizing production of DM noise in the power distribution network, less CM current results.

This chapter investigates active components (digital logic) along with their relationship to the creation of DM noise. Passive components were discussed in Chapter 2. In addition to the parameters and behaviors that are present within digital logic related to emissions, susceptibility and self-compatibility concerns exist.

3.1 EDGE RATE

When choosing digital components for a particular application, design engineers are generally interested only in functionality and operating speed, basing their selection on the propagation delay of the internal logic gates as published by the manufacturer, not necessarily the actual edge rate of input and output signals.

As the speed of components accelerates (faster internal propagation times), increases in DM currents, crosstalk, and ringing potentially can occur. There is an inverse relationship between operating speed and EMI. Many components have internal logic gates that operate at a faster edge rate than the propagation delay required for functionality. As a re-
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... slower logic families (internal gates) are preferred for EMI since propagation delay is the primary function of the circuit. Figure 3.1 illustrates the relationship between the internal switching speed of a basic inverter gate compared to propagation delay.

![Actual propagation time through the gate](image)

Note: Manufacturer may claim a rise/fall time at 2 ns max. In reality, this value may be well into sub-nanosecond values.

Figure 3.1  Output switching time versus propagation delay.

Speed is important only when the edge rate of a signal (rise or fall time) is fast enough that the desired signal changes logic state in the same or less time than it takes to allow the signal to travel the length of the trace or wire. The actual clock frequency is a secondary concern for EMC compliance, whereas the actual edge rate is the primary concern.

Various logic families are available with different design features. These features vary between CMOS, TTL, and ECL and include input power, package outline, speed-power combinations, voltage swing levels, and edge rates. Certain logic devices are now available with clock skew circuitry to slow down the internal edges of the internal logic gates while maintaining accurate propagation delay.

One extremely important device parameter (for EMC) usually not specified by device manufacturers is power peak intrash surge current into the power pins. These peak power currents are the result of logic crossover currents, device capacitive overheads, and capacitance caused by surge currents from trace capacitance and loading device junctions. These surge currents may exhibit levels that are many multiples of the actual signal currents that are injected into a transmission line (trace).

Selection of the slowest logic family possible while maintaining adequate timing margins minimizes EMI effects and enhances signal quality. We should note here that use of standard low-power Schottky TTL logic, e.g., 74LS series, is becoming less common in today’s marketplace. Moreover, specialized design techniques being layout are usually not required when using slower speed logic families. However, today’s high-speed, high-technology products require use of extremely fast-edge logic in the 1.5-2 ns range, for example, 74ACT and 74F series. Use of a 74HCT could be provisionally adequate for replacement of a 74ACT for most applications, with the added benefit of less RF emissions generated. As a general consideration, do not use faster devices than the functional timing diagram or what the circuit actually demands.

### Table 3.1  Chart of Logic Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Family</th>
<th>Published Rise/Fall Time (Approx. T-rise)</th>
<th>Principal Harmonic Content Fmax (MHz)</th>
<th>Typical Frequency Observed as EM1 (10° harmonic) Fmax ≥ 10 MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74L, xxx</td>
<td>31-35 ns</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74C, xxx</td>
<td>25-30 ns</td>
<td>13 MHz</td>
<td>130 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HC, xxx</td>
<td>15-20 ns</td>
<td>13 MHz</td>
<td>130 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HCT, xxx</td>
<td>10-15 ns</td>
<td>21 MHz</td>
<td>210 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS, xxx</td>
<td>9-13 ns</td>
<td>24 MHz</td>
<td>240 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F, xxx</td>
<td>4-8 ns</td>
<td>80 MHz</td>
<td>800 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74FCT, xxx</td>
<td>3-4 ns</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>1000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74ALS, xxx</td>
<td>2-10 ns</td>
<td>64 MHz</td>
<td>640 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74ACT, xxx</td>
<td>2-3 ns</td>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>1000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F, xxx</td>
<td>1.5-1.5 ns</td>
<td>212 MHz</td>
<td>2120 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL, 10K</td>
<td>0.75 ns</td>
<td>144 MHz</td>
<td>1440 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL, 50K</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>306 MHz</td>
<td>3060 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL, 900K</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>510 MHz</td>
<td>5100 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>300 MHz</td>
<td>3000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
<td>1500 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>75 MHz</td>
<td>750 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>37.5 MHz</td>
<td>375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>18.75 MHz</td>
<td>187.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>9.375 MHz</td>
<td>93.75 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>4.6875 MHz</td>
<td>46.875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>2.34375 MHz</td>
<td>23.4375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>1.171875 MHz</td>
<td>11.71875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.5859375 MHz</td>
<td>5.859375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.29296875 MHz</td>
<td>2.9296875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.146484375 MHz</td>
<td>1.46484375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.0732421875 MHz</td>
<td>0.732421875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.03662109375 MHz</td>
<td>0.3662109375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.018310546875 MHz</td>
<td>0.18310546875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.0091552734375 MHz</td>
<td>0.091552734375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.00457763671875 MHz</td>
<td>0.0457763671875 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.002288818359375 MHz</td>
<td>0.02288818359375 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>0.3 ns</td>
<td>0.0011444091796875 MHz</td>
<td>0.011444091796875 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These are minimum edge rate values.

Section 3.1  Edge Rate

If timing requires fast logic families, the designer must address individually the issues of decoupling, routing, and handling of clock traces. (See Table 3.1 for details on the EMI characteristics of different logic families.)

Fast switching times (edges) cause proportional increases in problems related to return currents, crosstalk, ringing, and reflections, and only increased attention to meticulous design can alleviate these problems. These problems are independent of intergate propagation delay. This is because logic families have edge rates that are faster than the propagation delay inherent in the device. No two logic families are the same. Even the same components from different manufacturers may differ in construction and edge rates. Edge rate is defined as the rate of voltage or current change per unit time (volt/ns or ampere/ns).

When selecting a logic family, manufacturers will specify in their data book the maximum or typical edge rate \( t_{	ext{max}} \) or \( t_{	ext{nom}} \) of the clock and I/O pins. This specification is usually 2–5 ns maximum. It is observed that the minimum edge rate \( t_{	ext{min}} \) may not be published. A device with a 2 ns maximum edge rate specification may in reality be 0.5 to 1.0 ns. The significant contributor to the creation of RF energy is the edge rate, not actual operating frequency. A 5 MHz oscillator driving a 74F04 (driver with a 1-ns edge) will generate larger amounts of RF spectral energy over the frequency spectrum than a 100 MHz oscillator driving a 74ALS04 (with a 4-ns edge). This one component specification is the most frequently overlooked and forgotten parameter in printed circuit board design. However, this is the most critical aspect of which design engineers must be concerned.
TABLE 3.2  Selected Characteristics of Logic Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Family</th>
<th>Voltage Swing (V)</th>
<th>Input Capacitance (pF)</th>
<th>DC Noise Margin (V)</th>
<th>Typical Output Resistance $R_o$ (Low/High) (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMOS, 5V</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>300/930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMOS, 12V</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>300/300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>30/150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL-LS</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>30/150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCMOS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>100/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5T-L</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>15/50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST &amp; AS-TTL</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>15/150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL 10k</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

centered with the ensure an EMI-compliant product. The figure heard statement, "Use the slowest logic family possible," is a result of the minimum edge rate parameter not being specified or published by a component manufacturer in their data books. Edge rates of digital devices are the source of most RF energy created within a PCB. The reason to use the slowest logic family stems from the relationship between time domain and frequency domain. Fourier analysis of signal edges in the time domain shows that as the slope (edge rate) of the signal becomes faster, a greater amount of spectral bandwidth of RF energy is created. A detailed discussion of Fourier transforms and analysis is presented in Appendix B. Table 3.1 provides information on the harmonic spectrum of digital logic families. This chart can be used as a reference in determining an optimal logic family to use for minimizing EMI emissions while allowing for proper functionality of the design. In examining Table 3.1, the spectral distribution (bandwidth) is shown as $1/2\pi f$, with $f$ being the edge rate. For bipolar technologies, the rise and fall times are generally different, with the rise time of the two. The equivalent bandwidth presented in Table 3.1 is calculated on the shorter (or faster) edge rate, either $f_r$ or $f_f$ (fall time or high-low transition). Rise and fall time is commonly referred to as the edge rate and is dependent on the device loading. Table 3.1 considers capacitive loading at approximately 20–40 pF to represent a reasonable condition and typical board layout for digital lines. Table 3.2 shows selected characteristics of several logic families. Here it is observed that the output resistance, $R_o$, is the current limiting parameter. This defines how much drive current is possible under a heavy capacitive load, or the equivalent of a shorted trace at a specific resonant frequency. Even a shorted gate output line of transmission cannot deliver a current greater than $1/R_o$.

3.2 INPUT POWER CONSUMPTION

Power supply transition currents to a gate's input is a major contributor to noise generation on the board, as either the power plane (or trace) or ground plane (or trace) 0V reference. The 0V reference refers to the source that is at ground potential relative to the power source. It is common to refer to 0V reference as being either the power return plane, image plane, or ground plane. Transition currents are the main source of differential-mode currents and, hence, RF energy.

1. Examining Table 3.1, we notice that the shorter the transition time, or the faster the edge rate, a larger EMI spectral profile exists. EMI increases in severity with frequency, $f$ (for conducted EMI and crosstalk) and often $f^2$ (for radiated EMI).

2. The power supply transition current demands during component switching can be quite large. These currents have no relationship with the quiescent current required to establish a "1" or "0" signal state in digital logic. For TTL and some CMOS technologies, inrush of surge current is created owing to partial conduction overlap of the output drive transistors. During the time that the crossover between logic high and logic low occurs, the power bus is virtually shorted to ground through two partially saturated transistors, as well as a current limiting resistor. This resistor is designed to keep the inrush of surge current to a level that prevents damage to the drive circuitry.

3. To avoid crossover conduction currents, manufacturers are providing Schottky barrier diodes to prevent the output transistors from going into excessive saturation. Other design techniques used within the fabrication of the component include "output edge rate control." This is accomplished by replacing one large-output transistor with several smaller ones. The peak current surge is still significant, along with potential on-chip problems related to functionality if the component has a large number of output drivers.

4. RF voltages and capacitive crosstalk can exist during the voltage swing between logic low and logic high.

5. The current that is required to change logic state from low to high or high to low is also larger than the quiescent current. This load current is calculated to be

$$I = C \frac{dV}{dt}$$

(3.1)

where $C$ is the sum of the distributed capacitance of the load, plus the trace capacitance to ground. For single-sided boards, $C$ is 0.1 to 0.3 pF/cm. For multilayer boards, $C$ is 0.3 to 2 pF/cm, and input capacitance is as shown in Table 3.2. For example, if we have a 3.5-V, 2-m edge rate signal, with a 7-cm-long trace on a single-layer board, with a fanout of 5 gates, the transient output current is

$$I = (7 \text{ cm} \times 0.3 \times 10^{-12} \text{ F/cm} + 5 \times 5 \times 10^{-12} \text{ F/gate}) \times 3.5 \text{ V} \times 2 \text{ ms} = 47 \text{ mA}$$

(3.2)

The peak current in this equation combines nonsymmetrical current usage with the power supply transition current. For low-to-high transitions, this current is added to the quiescent current. For high-to-low transition, the current is subtracted from the quiescent current, since the gate is sunk to ground and the capacitive charge from the load must discharge into the output driver's gate, which appears as a short to ground. For products that are sensitive to input current draw, such as portable electronic devices powered by a battery with a limited time of operation, consideration must be made for all components specified in the Bill of Materials. This includes all second-source com.
3.3 CLOCK SKEW

With increasing performance requirements in high-technology products, greater emphasis on the design of low clock skew circuits is required. Clock skew, the difference in time between simultaneous clock transitions within a network at various points of arrival, is a major component constraint that forms the upper bounds of the system clock frequency. Reduction in system clock skew improves operational performance without having to resort to a higher-speed logic device such as ECL or GaAs.

System designers want to utilize as much of the clock cycle as possible without adding unnecessary timing guard bands. Propagation delays of peripheral logic do not scale with frequency. As a result, when the clock period decreases, the designer has less time to perform a specific function with more logic devices to trigger. This is often a difficult task to achieve. A viable option is to use a special clock source that minimizes clock uncertainty.

To illustrate this situation, a 33-MHz component has a clock cycle of \( T_{\text{clk}} = 30 \, \text{ns} \). A 74HCT240, for example, has a high-low uncertainty \( t_{\text{d0}} \) to \( t_{\text{d4}} \) of approximately 3.5 ns. If a pin-to-pin skew of 1.7 ns exists on the path, along with the propagation delay within the trace, we may have only 25 ns of the clock period available instead of 30 ns. Taking this example to a new level, we see that a 30-MHz system has a penalty of 25\%. This allows for a maximum of 10\% of the period permitted for clock distribution.

If use of multilevel clock drivers is required, additional clock skew may be added to the circuit. This is exactly what we want to avoid. Use of "multi-output", not "multi-level", clock skew buffers is being provided to address this problem. The drawback of these devices is that, although they meet timing requirements in the time domain, a large amount of radiated RF energy will emanate from the device package when observed in the frequency domain. Even with the best-design techniques implemented for suppressing of RF energy on a PCB, reducing radiated noise from a component is difficult if not impossible to eliminate, except through containment and use of a metal case, a grounded heatsink, or overall system shielding.

An important consideration when designing with a clock driver circuit is that the specifications provided are for a fixed, lumped capacitive load. With various devices on the net, the capacitance of the transmission line may be altered from optimal conditions, hence exacerbating the creation of common-mode currents and increasing ground bounce. With this situation, various loads distributed over several inches of a PCB trace can contribute additional delay. The system designer must use caution to minimize total system skew. In other words, changing a clock driver to a low-skew device may not solve all timing problems. In fact, an increase in RF emissions usually occurs.

Skew is divided into three parts: duty cycle skew, output-to-output skew, and part-to-part skew. Depending on the specific application, each component can be of equal or overriding importance.

3.3.1 Duty Cycle Skew

Duty cycle skew is the difference between \( t_{\text{d0}} \) and \( t_{\text{d4}} \) related to propagation delay between components. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Because of the difference in \( t_{\text{d0}} \) and \( t_{\text{d4}} \), pulse width distortion of the duty cycle is identified as pulse skew. This skew is critical in applications when both edges, or when the duty cycle of the clock signal, is important. This is generally observed in microprocessor designs [8].

3.3.2 Output-to-Output Skew

Output-to-output skew is the difference between the propagation delay of all outputs of a clock driver. This skew is dependent on the design of the component's output transistors being identical. If the skew between all edges is a critical parameter, we need to add this time parameter to the duty cycle skew to acquire total system skew. Generally, output-to-output skew is smaller than duty cycle skew for TTL and CMOS devices. Because of the near zero-duty cycle skew of differential drivers, (e.g., ECL or LVDS), a single device driver provides a clock signal to a load, or when multiple load devices on the net must be clocked at exactly the same time with respect to each other. This situation is caused by the design of the wafer (die) internal to the component package. Because of the manufacturing process used, this skew will be significantly less than the propagation delay that is specified in the device's data sheet. Figure 3.3 illustrates output-to-output skew [8].

![Figure 3.2: Duty cycle skew](image-url)
3.3 Part-to-Part Skew

The part-to-part skew specification is by far the most difficult performance aspect of a device to minimize, owing to the environment in which a device is located in and the manufacturing process being used to manufacture the clock driver. This skew is significantly greater than duty cycle or output-to-output skew and is based on nonvarying environmental conditions. It is advisable to study carefully the data sheet on devices used to ascertain the conditions in which the part is guaranteed to function. If the part-to-part skew specified is different from the propagation delay window for the device, we can assume that constraints must exist for the device's part-to-part skew specification [8].

3.4 COMPONENT PACKAGING

Consideration must always be given to placement of components on a PCB along with their interconnect traces, bus structures, and decoupling capacitors. A design parameter that is generally not considered by design engineers (and always overlooked because “that’s the way it is”) is how digital components are packaged (silicon substrate in its protective case, either plastic or ceramic). Design engineers generally agree that a device is a component that is generally considered by design engineers (and always overlooked because “that’s the way it is”) is how digital components are packaged (silicon substrate in its protective case, either plastic or ceramic). Design engineers generally agree that a device is a device and must be used in a design based on desired functionality and cost. The case packaging is a parameter that is generally outside the control of the design engineer. With this situation, why worry about component packaging? Speed is the only important parameter in high-performance designs according to the marketing document or engineering functionality specification. In reality, component packaging plays a major role in the development or suppression of RF currents.

The inductance of individual leads within a component package creates several problems, the greatest concern being that of lead length inductance. This inductance allows several abnormal operating conditions to exist. These concerns are ground bounce and creation of a small loop antenna that may radiate RF currents based on the physical dimensions that exist between source and load. Ground bounce causes glitches to occur in logic input circuits whenever the device’s output switches from one logic state to another. Ground bounce is discussed later in this chapter.

Although it may seem minuscule, the loop area of the die, its bonding wires to a pad, and the component leads to the PCB can become significant contributors to the creation of EMI. This is especially true with very-large-scale integrated (VLSI) components and heavily populated PCBs with high-speed (edge rate) parameters. With multilayer PCB stackups, the trace radiating loops are so small that IC leads can become a large radiating antenna relative to loop area and the frequency generated within the component.

A detailed discussion on how differential-mode currents produce radiated emissions is found in Chapter 2. Differential-mode currents are set up by the existence of a loop between components and a plane on a multi-layer board. For inductance to exist, a loop must be present. To minimize inductance, the loop area must decrease in size. This inductance includes the length of the bond wires internal to components, internal bond leads for capacitors, resistors, and other passive components. A review using Fig. 3.4 examines how loops create radiated emissions.

With lead-length inductance in mind, the worst type of component packaging is the standard TTL Dual-In-Line Package (DIP) where the power and ground pins are at opposite corners. This arrangement is illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

In most PCBs, primary emission sources are established from currents flowing between components. Radiated emissions can be modeled as a small-loop antenna carrying interference current shown in Fig. 3.4. A small loop is one whose dimensions are smaller than a quarter wavelength (λ/4) at a particular frequency of interest. For most PCBs, loops exist with small dimensions for frequencies up to several hundred MHz. When a dimension approaches λ/4, RF currents within the loop will appear out of phase at a distance such that the effect causes the field strength to be reduced at any given point.

Common-mode current is more difficult to control and normally determines the overall emissions performance. Common mode is generally observed from cables affixed to the unit. RF energy is determined by the common-mode potential usually ground-noise voltages and is not the same as differential-mode radiated energy. Common-mode current may be modeled as a monopole antenna driven by ground-noise voltage. For a short monopole antenna of length λ over a ground plane, the magnitude of the electric field strength can be measured at a distance r in the far field.

To predict the worst-case electric field strength from a loop over a ground plane, Eq. (3.3) is used [14]. Differential-mode radiated emissions is best controlled in the design and layout of the PCB or product.
Section 3.4 Component Packaging

To help minimize loop area, we can select logic components (to the extent possible), with power and ground pins located in the center of the package (not on opposite corners) or physically adjacent to each other. Power pins in the center provide for optimal placement of decoupling capacitors (when these capacitors are placed on the bottom side of the PCB). This configuration also minimizes trace length connections between the device and decoupling capacitor, in addition to minimizing trace length inductance from the power and ground pins internal to the silicon wafer (die) of the package. Since a via is required to bring both power and ground to the device (when both power and ground planes are provided in a multilayer PCB stackup assignment), these same vias can also be used for the local decoupling capacitor.

Surface-mount technology (SMT) components have an advantage over through-hole devices by virtue of a smaller loop area related to creation of RF currents. In Fig. 3.5, we notice that a reduction in loop area exists when the power and ground reference pins are located in the center of the device instead of opposite corners. A similar reduction in loop area also occurs on larger packaged components where the power and ground pins are provided adjacent to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. Adjacent power and ground reference interconnect bond wires minimize loop areas for RF currents that may be developed and allow for enhanced flux cancellation (or minimization) between power and ground. If RF currents exist on power input pins due to differential-mode switching currents created by simultaneously switching all pins under maximum capacitive load, a more stable RF reference system must be available. RF flux will see this alternate return path (RF reference), thus canceling out internally generated RF currents by minimizing differential-mode ground-noise voltage.

With this consideration in mind, use of surface-mount technology (SMT) components is preferred to through-hole in minimizing RF emissions. This characteristic difference is due to shorter lead-length inductance from the die of the component to the circuit trace on the PCB. SMTs by virtue of package size have smaller loop areas. Internal lead-
length inductance also exists. Inductance is a component that generates RF currents. RF currents cause RF emissions, in addition to possibly causing signal integrity problems. Sometimes through-hole devices are installed on sockets. Sockets add greater lead-length inductance and hence create greater amounts of EMI since the loop area is increased.

Another design feature built into components that either promote or demote creation of RF currents is the manner in which IC package leads are bonded to the PCB. An example of two different lead bond configurations is shown in Fig. 3.7.

Although the loop area appears to be extremely small, bonding wires internal to the package, along with the external interconnect leads, allow for significant RF paths to be developed. Multilayer boards minimize RF currents because the loop area for the traces are small compared to the overall inductive lead-length internal to the device. In other words, bond wires can become significant antennas, especially at high frequencies or with logic devices that operate in the sub-nanosecond range. Issues with bond wires are becoming more common in today’s high-technology products. With this situation, the use of DIP packaging provides for the greatest amount of RF field development, especially if a through-hole socket is used.

DIP components as there is a 4% reduction in the package size. When diagnosing a state transition from a driving source. We will now examine the magnitude of these glitches and their effects.

### 3.5 GROUND BOUNCE

A major concern associated with the development of RF emissions from a digital device is ground bounce. Ground bounce causes RF noise (differential-mode) to be produced by the simultaneous switching of drivers within an IC package. By examining details within the component, we gain a better understanding of what happens within the PCB. Differential-mode voltages ultimately result in radiated emissions because common-mode currents are accordingly established. To better understand this phenomenon, we will examine a component using a micromodel analysis.

A qualitative relationship exists between ground bounce and emissions at the system level. Designers tend to limit the noise threshold below 500mV for zero-to-peak amplitude of ground bounce glitches. When a ground bounce glitch exceeds a threshold level, emissions increase, along with false triggering of components on the routed net (poor signal quality). Ground bounce is difficult to solve especially when emissions from a product exceed regulatory requirements. Sometimes the unit ceases to function properly. When diagnosing a signal integrity problem, EMI concerns may be eliminated or reduced when the signal integrity problem is solved.

In addition, ground bounce presents a situation in which the ground reference system is not at a constant 0V reference value. Transistors within a component package will not sense an active signal properly if the ground reference subsystem is not stable or is constantly changing.

#### Ground Bounce

Ground bounce develops a common-mode potential between the device die and the parent (PCB) image plane (0V return path) and in this mode will couple this potential to all device signals by superposition. This superposition can occur on both the power and ground structure. Ground bounce is directly related to the large instantaneous current flow through
In reality, all logic device families exhibit similar ground bounce problems at high speeds of operation. When Switch 2 closes, the load capacitor \( C \) is shorted to ground. As the voltage surge within the ground return circuit, this current is identified as \( I \).

Between the power switches, the current is sunk between the power switch and ground as \( t \) approaches.

Figure 3.8 illustrates an idealized logic circuit internal to a semiconductor. We assume four leads: \( V_{in}, V_{out}, V_{ref}, \) and \( V_{pwr} \). The device shown is a totem-pole configuration.

In reality, all logic device families exhibit similar ground bounce problems at high speeds of operation. When Switch 2 closes, the load capacitor \( C \) is shorted to ground. As the voltage across \( C \) falls to 0V, the stored charge flows back to ground, causing a massive current surge within the ground return circuit. This current is identified as \( I_{ground} \).

Ground bounce will appear as noise in both the component’s power and ground structure. Under this condition, reduced noise margin is observed which may permit false triggering of a voltage-level sensitive trace. From a functional perspective, the noise margin is usually smaller for the low-logic state than for the high-logic state. It is the low-logic state that is of greater concern for system-level functionality.

Usually, the measured ground bounce voltage, \( V_{gb} \), is small compared with the full-swing output signal voltage. Ground bounce does not often affect the transmitted signal. It does, however, interfere with reception of the signal by the load. This is because the receiver compares its input voltage against the internal, local 0V reference. This difference appears as a (+) input connected to a (-) input. Since the internal ground carries the \( V_{gb} \) pulse, the actual differential voltage observed at the receiver’s input is: \( V_{gb} \). This condition is representative of TTL circuits. CMOS compares its input against a weighted average of both power \( (V_{DD}) \) and ground. ECL components compare their input against \( V_{LS} \). Although the topology is different between logic families, the concept of ground bounce is the same. If we simultaneously switch \( N \) outputs from a component into \( N \) corresponding capacitive loads, we have \( N \) times as much ground current and \( V_{gb} \) grows \( N \) times larger.

Fundamentally, information is processed within a digital device by variations of voltages between logic states. Figure 3.9 illustrates a CMOS gate and associated parasitic impedance. In the high-to-low transition state, the load capacitance, \( C_L \), is assumed to be 50pF. A 5V potential across \( C_L \) equates to 250pCoulombs \( (Q = CV) \) within the capacitor. This charge must be transferred through the device in order to bring the load to the low state (0V potential). During this high-to-low transition, the charge stored in the capacitor will flow from the load through the ground pin of the device. When this happens, the rate of change of current \( (dI/dt) \) develops a voltage drop across the inductance of the ground reference pin. This internal lead and ground return inductance can cause overshoot, undershoot, and even ringing in high-speed logic families.

When ground bounce occurs, the waveform depicted in Fig. 3.10 is observed. The charge that is impressed across the PCB trace results in a common-mode voltage. It is this common-mode voltage that causes RF emissions. Because we are unable to eliminate the transfer of charge between logic state transitions, we must limit the magnitude of the RF current peaks. This is best accomplished by having a very low-impedance path across the power and ground structure of the PCB.

Ground bounce gets worse under the following conditions, as a result of increased current drawn from the power distribution network:

- Capacitive loading is increased.
- Load resistance is decreased.
Section 3.6  Lead-to-Lead Capacitance

A factor that affects the RF emission profile of a component, in addition to lead-length inductance, is stray capacitance between adjacent pins internal to a device. Noise voltages can couple between pins and cause functionality concerns to exist. What really occurs in this situation is crosstalk. If a high RF spectral profile signal is created within a component, and capacitive coupling occurs on an adjacent pin (lead) or trace, it becomes extremely difficult to isolate and implement design enhancements for both signal integrity or regulatory compliance issues. An illustration of capacitive coupling that occurs between component leads is shown in Fig. 3.11.

The percentage of crosstalk that exists between two pins is described by Eq. 3.16.

Capacitive crosstalk becomes more pronounced as the rise times become shorter (faster

### 3.6 LEAD-TO-LEAD CAPACITANCE

1. **Load control**—lower the capacitance and increase resistance.
2. **Layout**—minimize the inductance during layout of the PCB for power and ground, not just the output signal traces.
3. **Component packaging**—use devices with a ground reference pin in the center of the device (4 nH) instead of the corners (15 nH). Surface-mount devices are preferred to through-hole components for this reason.

The design enhancements that a component manufacturer may use to minimize ground bounce for their product include the following list.

1. Decrease trace inductance for both the power/ground pins.
2. Use double bonding wires from the die to the securement pads.
3. Use wider mounting pads as opposed to narrow ones.
4. Decrease the lengths of bond wires within the package.
5. Shorten the height of the pins or lower the profile of the package plastic quad flat pack (QFPs have less lead-length inductance than pin grid array [PGA] packaging).
6. Provide a high ratio of ground pads to signal pads.
7. Provide an extra ground plane inside the component’s package.
8. Provide buried substrate capacitance for application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
9. Provide for an on-chip decoupling capacitor internal to the package (built-in power and ground plane between the die and package using the securement glue as the dielectric material).
10. Locate power and ground pins adjacent to each other, preferably in the center of the device so that inductance can cancel magnetic flux lines and minimize development common-mode currents.
11. Provide Low Inductance Capacitor Array (LICAs) capacitors internal to Multi-Chip Module (MCM) packaging.
12. Use low-inductance flip chip packaging.

#### 3.6 LEAD-TO-LEAD CAPACITANCE

![Figure 3.9 Typical CMOS output.](image_url)

- Lead and trace inductance is increased.
- Multiple gates (devices) switch simultaneously.

To remove ground bounce, several techniques are commonly used. Slowing down the output switching time is the preferred method. Certain components are now being provided with clock skew circuitry to slow down the edge rate, in addition to providing a series resistor internal to the silicon die.

Other manufacturers use multiple ground wire bond leads internal to the device package. This is acceptable if the wires are evenly spaced throughout the device as lead-length inductance is decreased. Spreading the ground connections throughout the components is better than lumping the pins together.

When designing a PCB layout, a separate ground connection should be provided for each ground pin directly to the ground plane. Connecting two ground terminals together and running them through a single trace to a common grounding point (via) defeats the purpose of having independent ground leads.

Other methods to minimize ground bounce include

![Figure 3.10 Typical ground bounce waveform](image_url)
3.7 Grounded Heatsinks

Grounded heatsinks, a new concept in PCB suppression, finds use in specific applications and for certain components. Grounded heatsinks are sometimes required when using VLSI processors with internal clocks in the 75-MHz range and above. These CPU and VLSI components require more extensive high-frequency decoupling and grounding than do other parts of a PCB.

New technology in wafer fabrication easily allows component densities to exceed 1 million transistors per die. As a result, some components consume 15 watts or more of DC power. Certain components which exceed 15 watts of power and require separate cooling provided by a fan built into their heatsink. Since these high-power, high-speed processors are being implemented in packaging and heat dissipation is required for thermal management purposes.

Crosstalk is also made worse when high-impedance transmission lines are provided to the circuit. A high-impedance transmission line adds more capacitance, which contributes to the overall performance of the device. A detailed discussion of crosstalk is presented in Chapter 7, which gives us a better understanding of this equation.

\[
\text{Crosstalk} = \frac{Z_C \times C_m}{T_{10-90}}
\]

where \(C_m\) = mutual capacitance between lines 1 and 2, \(Z_C\) = the parallel impedance of the trace and terminator (\(Z_{10}\)), \(T_{10-90}\) = the 10-90% edge rate of the signal on the output pin.

3.7.1 Capacitive coupling between component pins.

Figure 3.11 Capacitive coupling between component pins.

and use of heatsinks, a thermal conductor (silicon compound or mica insulation) is provided. This compound is generally electrically nonconductive. This conductor contains excellent thermal properties for transferring heat from the component to the heatsink. Examining metal heatsinks in the RF domain, we observe the following characteristics, illustrated in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.13.

- Wafer dies operating at high clock speeds generally 75 MHz and higher generate large amounts of common-mode RF current internal within the package.
- Decoupling capacitors remove differential-mode RF currents that exist between the power and ground planes and signal pins.
- Certain ceramic packages contain solder pads on top of the package case to provide additional differential-mode power filtering required by the large power consumption in addition to high-frequency decoupling. Decoupling capacitors minimize ground bounce and ground-noise voltage created by the simultaneous switching of all component pins under maximum capacitive load.
- The wafer (or die) internal to the package (Fig. 3.13) is located closer to the top of the case (dimension "X") than the bottom of the package (dimension "Y"). Therefore, height separation from the die to an image plane internal to the PCB is greater than the height of the die to the top of the package case and heatsink. Common-mode RF currents generated internal within the wafer have no place to couple to OV reference; hence, RF energy is radiated into free space. Differential-mode decoupling capacitors will not remove common-mode noise created within the component.
- Placing a metal heatsink on top of the component provides a OV reference (image plane) closer to the wafer than the image plane on the PCB. Tighter common-mode RF coupling occurs between the die and heatsink than between the die and the first image plane of the PCB.
- Common-mode coupling that occurs to the heatsink now causes this thermodynamically required part to become a monotonic antenna, perfect for radiating RF energy into free space.

The net result of using a metal heatsink is the same as placing a monotonic antenna inside the product to radiate clock harmonics throughout the entire frequency spectrum. To deenergize this antenna, the heatsink must be grounded. Although this concept is very simple to understand, it is virtually ignored within the field of PCB design for RF energy suppression.

A VLSI component can be an effective radiator of RF energy. Adding a heatsink adds yet one more design parameter when considered in the frequency domain and not just within the thermodynamic domain. In general, as the size of the heatsink increases, radiation efficiency increases. The maximum amount of radiation will occur at different frequencies depending on the geometry of the heatsink and self-resonant frequency of the assembly if the heatsink is a metallic structure.

Heatsinks must be grounded to the ground planes (or OV reference) of the PCB by a metal connection on all four sides. Use of a fence (similar to a vertical bus bar) from the PCB to the heatsink will encapulate the processor. This fence will create a Faraday shield around the processor, thus preventing common-mode noise RF energy internal to the package from radiating into free space or coupling onto nearby components, cables.
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L = Package lead inductance
C1 = Distributed capacitance from the die to the ground plane
C2 = Distributed capacitance from the heatsink to the die
C3 = Distributed capacitance from heatsink to ground plane or chassis

Typical self-resonant frequency of VLSI processors is approximately 400 to 800 MHz with heatsink.

Figure 3.12 Grounded heatsink theory of operation.

Reduced Instruction Set Computing (RISC) processors or VLSI components generally have a high self-resonant frequency that is a combination of the manufacturing process and internal clock speed, in addition to the impedance present in the power planes during maximum power consumption. As a result, VLSI components radiate RF energy more than many other components if RF suppression techniques were not incorporated by the component manufacturer. Any attempt to remove this self-resonant RF frequency using standard design suppression techniques is almost impossible except through use of the heatsink as a common-mode decoupling capacitor.

This heatsink is generally used in conjunction with both differential-mode capacitors located on the top of the components’ ceramic package, if provided, in addition to the standard differential-mode capacitors located under the component directly on the PCB. A differential-mode decoupling capacitor connects directly between the power and ground planes to remove switching noise from these planes. A common-mode decoupling capacitor provides an AC shunt to remove CM noise generated internally from the die to the ground reference system.

A grounded heatsink must always be at ground potential. The active component is always at RF potential. The thermal compound is a dielectric insulator between two large plates. The definition of a capacitor is fulfilled. Thus, a grounded heatsink works as one large common-mode decoupling capacitor, while optional discrete capacitors located on top of the device package or directly on the PCB are used for differential-mode decoupling. This common-mode capacitor shunts RF currents generated within the processor to ground.

Using a grounded heatsink creates:

1. A thermal device to remove heat generated internal to the package.
2. A Faraday shield to prevent RF energy created from the clock circuitry internal to the processor from radiating into free space or corrupting adjacent circuitry.
3. A “common-mode” decoupling capacitor that removes common-mode RF currents generated directly from the die, or the wafer, inside the package, by AC coupling RF energy from the die to ground.

If a grounded heatsink is implemented, the grounding fingers of the fence (spring fingers or other PCB mounting method employed) must be connected to all ground planes, or the 0V reference structure in the PCB on at least 0.125 inch (0.5 cm) centers
around the processor. At each and every ground connection, install two sets of parallel decoupling capacitors, alternating between each ground pin of the fence with 0.1 µf in parallel with 0.001 µf, and 0.01 µf in parallel with 100 pF. RF spectral distribution from RISC processors and similar components generally exceed 1-GHz bandwidth. RISC or VLSI processors also require more extensive multipoint grounding around all four sides of the processor than most other types of components. These capacitive values complement the approximate 1/4 mechanical size of typical heatsinks, making them efficient suppressors of EMI spectra.

### 3.8 Power Filtering for Clock Sources

Oscillators are one source of radiated emissions. The output of their periodic waveform is transmitted down a PCB trace to a load. Depending on the layout of the PCB, component placement, trace routing, decoupling, impedance control, and other items related to flux cancellation or minimization, emissions will either exist or be a nonissue related to EMC compliance. In addition, signal integrity concerns must be considered.

To minimize ground bounce and enhance power supply noise reduction, use of a filter circuit is required (see Fig. 3.15). These circuits will achieve a reduction of up to 20 dB in the frequency range above 20 MHz. Use of a two-stage filter will double the attenuation. It is mandatory to physically locate the filter circuit as close as possible to the power input pin of the oscillator circuit to minimize RF loop currents. Depending on the frequency of the oscillator, a current loop could be present causing radiated emissions. Use of surface-mount devices is preferred over through-hole devices due to less lead-length inductance in the component package.

Two methods can be used to provide power filtering for clock sources. One involves use of an RLC circuit; the other a ferrite bead and capacitor combination, discussed below.

#### Figure 3.15

A large inductor or capacitor value will enhance the filter's attenuation at lower frequencies if this filter method is used. For any combination of L and C, to achieve 20 dB of attenuation, Eq. (3.7) is used.

$$
\frac{1}{2\pi f_L C} = \frac{1}{f_{3dB}}
$$

where \( f \) is frequency in hertz.

If a resonance occurs in this LC circuit, reduction of the Q of the circuit may be required. This is best accomplished by use of a resistor. This resistor prevents a particular resonance from occuring and is calculated by Eq. (3.8).

$$
R = \frac{1}{2} \frac{L}{f_{3dB} C} \text{ (ohms)}
$$

With either filter, the oscillator is forced to draw transient current from the local decoupling capacitor. The regular decoupling and bulk capacitors located throughout the PCB would be unable to provide the fast-transient current required by the oscillator due to inductance in the power path. This local filter would keep the current loop (power and ground) from the power input circuit small, thus preventing this localized circuit from injecting the...
rest of the board. The path for the transient current surges would only be from the local filter capacitor to the IC’s power pin and out the IC’s ground pin back to the negative side of the capacitor, a relatively small loop. This small-current loop description is applicable not only for oscillators, but also for all components that require this type of filtering.

If a ferrite bead-on-lead is provided in place of the inductor, we can eliminate the resistor. This is because the bead-on-lead at DC provides low inductance. Since the oscillator or clock generation circuitry is usually above 10 MHz in today’s products, high-frequency RF energy will be prevented from entering the system’s main power distribution network and corrupting other functional circuits. The local capacitor provides only decoupling to recharge the power rail for the localized oscillator circuitry. This filter combination minimizes power consumption surges and prevents the possibility of infecting the entire power distribution circuit with RF energy created by the oscillator package.

**Caution:** Use of some ferrites in power or ground can interact with the output signal’s return image in the plane and alter signal quality.

### 3.9 Radiated Design Concerns for Integrated Circuits

Recent advances in integrated circuit (IC) components such as microprocessors, digital signal processors, and application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) have become significant sources of electromagnetic noise. In recent years, clock rates have increased from 25 and 33 MHz to 200 through 500 MHz. Along with the increase in clock rates, there is a corresponding increase in dynamic power dissipation due to switching currents that exceed 10 watts on a typical VLSI device. Individual circuits, when isolated by themselves, generally do not radiate enough RF energy to exceed mandated regulatory limits. The RF energy that is created is frequently coupled into structures within a product assembly, which will then cause EMI problems to be observed.

These structures and assemblies include cavities created by metallic enclosures, apertures, connected cables, and the like which enhance lower-frequency emissions. Heatsinks are a prime source of radiated RF energy, discussed earlier.

The reason why some, not all, manufacturers of components do not place a high priority on EMI or radiated noise coupling (requiring the end user to accept the responsibility of solving emissions along with ground noise or ground bounce) is based on the following wish-list. These noncompliant wish-list components are designed for:

1. "Infinitely" fast rise times (zero rise times).
2. Unlimited fanout drive (unlimited power output).

With these two items, it becomes even more important to recognize that these conditions exist. Not all manufacturers produce the same product, although they may be form, fit, and function compatible. Noncompliant components must be handled with care using the following techniques:

1. Keeping short lead-lengths (lower the output loop area).
2. Keeping clock signals away from I/O circuitry and lines (prevents coupling).

To address these problems of noncompliant components, EMC engineers must advance state-of-the-art principles by implementing EMI suppression techniques for ICs. These techniques must keep up with higher speed designs. Design and cost margins play an important part in determining how a solution will be implemented. Engineers must be able to predict radiated emissions using specialized tools and simulation programs. The main problem that exists with simulation analysis is finding appropriate tools, including the development of behavioral models that reflect IC parameters (actual and parasitic) along with proper voltage and current impulse (surge) characteristics.

Various studies have been performed to determine the difference in characteristic radiated emissions between ICs. These differences include packaging, layout, logic families, and different vendors for the same device. Recorded measurements show differences of up to 10 dB between different versions of the same device. An example of this difference is seen in Table 3.4 [3].

Various efforts by numerous companies involved in simulation and modeling are underway to calculate radiated emissions from components. These emissions are generally common-mode which makes it difficult to model. In contrast, differential-mode currents are easy to simulate and model. Efforts are in process to determine efficient methods of measurement techniques. Until research is available, calculating radiated emissions from ICs will remain a subject for adventurous engineers.

Radiated emissions from components can be reduced through use of the following design techniques:

- Reduction of package size (antenna efficiency) lowers the effective area of radiation.
- Reduction of high-frequency energy created within the die structure.
- Isolation of RF noise produced from the die to any IC pins that connect to external circuitry.

Selected combinations of these techniques must be used in order to reduce radiated emissions. This includes designing the component to have interconnect pads on the substrate adjacent to each other for power and ground to minimize ground bounce. Edge rate control must be implemented on periodic clock signals (series resistance or equivalent technique) to reduce high-frequency RF coupling onto adjacent traces or other metallic structures. Lower impedance bond wires must also be provided.

To minimize radiated emissions from components, see Table 3.5.

| Table 3.4 Radiated Emissions Between Vendors |
|------------------------|------------------------|------------------------|
| Frequency | Vendor A | Vendor B |
| 30 MHz | 32.8 | 32.8 |
| 40 MHz | 27.5 | 33.0 |
| 50 MHz | 23.0 | 28.0 |
**Table 3.5 Design Concerns to Reduce Radiated Emissions from Components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduce Radiation Efficiency</th>
<th>Reduce Coupling and Crosstalk</th>
<th>Reduce High-Frequency Switching Energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use a smaller package size</td>
<td>Use more ground pins placed</td>
<td>Use drivers with the slowest edge rate appropriate for proper operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a ground plane inside</td>
<td>Use small distributed clock drivers instead of a single driver</td>
<td>Isolate areas on the die where necessary which contain clock logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the package</td>
<td>Use drivers with the lowest drive voltage possible</td>
<td>Use split power-ground structures to isolate clock noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use additional ground/power</td>
<td>Use the slowest clock rate possible</td>
<td>Separate areas on the die where isolation is required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leads near the clock source</td>
<td>Use current limiting resistors</td>
<td>Isolate signal leads with ground wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use a shielded package</td>
<td>Use differential clock drivers</td>
<td>Separate I/O ports from clock pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group signals and power</td>
<td>Use low-inductance bond wires in the package</td>
<td>Reduce die trace capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>leads together</td>
<td></td>
<td>Use additional ground power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.11 SUMMARY FOR RADIATED EMISSION CONTROL—COMPONENT LEVEL

The following recommendations will help minimize the amount of RF energy that is created from use of certain logic devices, especially digital logic:

- Select devices that consume less input current during logic transition states. Of concern here is the maximum inrush current of all component pins switching simultaneously under maximum capacitive load, not the average or quiescent value.
- Use the slowest logic possible for the function required. Although slower speed devices are becoming more difficult to procure, a best attempt effort is required to prevent use of sub-nanosecond devices for common logic functions.
- Select logic devices with power and ground pins located in the center of the package, with both power and ground pins adjacent to each other.
- Use devices with metal enclosed packaging (oscillators). Ground the metal case or package to the 0V reference with as many low-impedance connections as possible.
- For devices that contain ceramic packaging and a metal slug on top, provide for a grounded heatsink. Conceptually, this can be incorporated in certain products, however, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to implement.
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4.1 OVERVIEW

In any digital system, especially with high-speed components (fast edge rate), a low-impedance (low-inductance) RF return current path must be present for optimal performance. As examined in Chapter 2, a closed-loop network is required for reasons of functionality. This closed-loop network is required for both time and frequency domain aspects of the circuit. All components and all possible trace or wire interconnects that exist must operate in an environment in which the RF return currents find their way back to their source (low-impedance path).

Since RF currents must return to their source (closed-loop circuit), they will do so using any path possible. We must control all return currents using conductive paths. An alternate conductive return path is better than no path at all. If no conductive path exists, free space becomes the path. Free space is exactly what we do not want as a return path for RF currents, especially with regulatory compliance concerns.

Examining Fig. 4.1, we see that the RF return currents do not have an optimal return path home. Assume that the components are tied to a voltage reference source only by traces to the power supply structure. In the time domain, functionality concerns are met, and the circuit works. The RF return path occurs through the ground wires that provide the OV reference to the circuit. Why should digital designers worry about EMC issues when the circuit operates per marketing specification and logic signals travel from source to load without functional degradation?

As discussed in Chapter 2, time and frequency domain aspects of a circuit must be considered simultaneously. Return currents (DC voltage reference) occur through the power and OV reference (ground) structure of the PCB. These return currents exist in both the time and frequency domain for each and every trace. While a single-sided PCB may
be a cost-effective implementation of a design (which will maximize profits), the probability is high that this simple configuration will not pass various EMC test requirements. Adding a ground plane (two-layer board), or making the assembly a four-layer design will enhance the overall performance of the assembly related to signal integrity and EMC compliance. While cost is being taken out of the PCB by using a single-sided design, there is a high likelihood that this simple configuration will not pass various EMC test requirements. Adding a ground plane (two-layer board), or making the assembly a four-layer design will be a cost-effective implementation of a design (which will maximize profits), except for certain operating conditions. The disadvantage of using a multilayer board lies in cost. For many applications, use of a multilayer design is not economically possible. For this situation, an alternate and effective return path for RF return currents must be established, perhaps through use of a gridded ground system, ground traces, or other creative means, as described later.

Discussion of multilayer boards is predominant in this chapter because technology is evolving at a rapid rate. There is practically no such thing as a slow-speed logic device anymore. Manufacturers of components are constantly improving their yield production using a "die shrink" process. To accomplish die shrink and increase yields, in addition to making their circuit desirable for use in a competitive marketplace, an increase in operating speed becomes mandatory. In addition, the lithography line widths within the die become smaller, with a corresponding increase in speed and faster edge rate.

Most "component vendors" concern themselves only with profit, not with EMC compliance. It is generally not a priority issue for these component vendors to recognize that their customers (users) are required, by law in many cases, to have their end product comply with emissions and immunity requirements. According to many component vendors, components do not cause EMI. Their components are always used with other components on a PCB; hence, many vendors consider themselves exempt from regulatory compliance concerns. A faster edge rate device will still work in slower-speed products. Why, then, should semiconductor vendors worry about retouching their equipment to build a slower-speed device when a faster device can be made available for less money and be pin-for-pin compatible?

A brief discussion of single- and double-sided boards will be presented for completeness. High-technology products require use of multilayer stackups.

### 4.2 5/5 Rule

Taking this concern to the next level, we may find an indefinite number of parallel return paths. This is because many interconnects occur between components along with connection into a power distribution network. Since a large number of return paths may be present, we can take advantage of this feature and convert "infinity" to one (\(\Rightarrow 1\)). This number one (1) is not identified as an image plane. We generally refer to the 0V reference structure of the PCB as a ground plane. In ECL systems, the power plane is referred to as the 0V reference. In reality, any copper laminate in a multilayer stackup provides a return path with minimal impedance for RF return currents. Since RF return currents flow on the copper laminate in the first level using skin effect, the voltage potential (e.g., +5V, +12V, etc.) is not a major concern, except under certain operating conditions. The disadvantage of using a multilayer board lies in cost. For many applications, use of a multilayer design is not economically possible. For this situation, an alternate and effective return path for RF return currents must be established, perhaps through use of a gridded ground system, ground traces, or other creative means, as described later.

Discussion of multilayer boards is predominant in this chapter because technology is evolving at a rapid rate. There is practically no such thing as a slow-speed logic device anymore. Manufacturers of components are constantly improving their yield production using a "die shrink" process. To accomplish die shrink and increase yields, in addition to making their circuit desirable for use in a competitive marketplace, an increase in operating speed becomes mandatory. In addition, the lithography line widths within the die become smaller, with a corresponding increase in speed and faster edge rate.

Most "component vendors" concern themselves only with profit, not with EMC compliance. It is generally not a priority issue for these component vendors to recognize that their customers (users) are required, by law in many cases, to have their end product comply with emissions and immunity requirements. According to many component vendors, components do not cause EMI. Their components are always used with other components on a PCB; hence, many vendors consider themselves exempt from regulatory compliance concerns. A faster edge rate device will still work in slower-speed products. Why, then, should semiconductor vendors worry about retouching their equipment to build a slower-speed device when a faster device can be made available for less money and be pin-for-pin compatible?

A brief discussion of single- and double-sided boards will be presented for completeness. High-technology products require use of multilayer stackups.

#### 4.2.5 5/5 Rule

The 5/5 rule indicates when use of multilayer boards becomes necessary. The rule states that when clock speeds in excess of 5 MHz, or when rise times faster than 5 ns exist, a multilayer board should be used as the "crossover" point, beyond which faster edges and higher frequencies proportionally increase the need for multilayer boards. With proper design and layout techniques, the 5/5 rule can be changed to use faster clock and edge rates, only if the designer is aware of the problems that can exist when using these faster edge rates and devices and high clock speeds. The designer must have extensive experience in designing high-technology products using a simpler board stackup assignment. This is an extremely difficult task to accomplish with minimal cost[1].

1 The 5/5 rule and definition are first-used by Dave Geier and Bill Kummer[1].

---

**Figure 4.1** Typical PCB design without an RF return current system.

**What's wrong with this circuit layout?**
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RF return current system is the foundation of any digital PCB. If the OV reference (ground) system is poor, it becomes difficult to fix an O V (~reference system is poor. It becomes difficult to fix an O V (~

**Typical PCB design without an RF return current system.**

In this chapter and the discussion of single- and double-sided boards. An extra round of EMC testing, tying up engineering resources and production costs. High-technology products require use of multilayer stackups.
4.3 HOW IMAGE PLANES WORK

In Chapter 2, we examined the need for flux cancellation or minimization. Image planes provide flux cancellation or minimization by allowing RF return currents to image back along its source path differentially. Here the term *differentially* describes the phase relationship between the signal and its return image. A detailed discussion of common-mode and differential-mode currents is found in Chapter 2. When an RF return path is placed in close proximity to a wire or trace, magnetic lines of flux which are opposite in polarity cancel each other out. We now examine the physics of this discussion.

When current travels through a PCB trace, an electromagnetic field is generated by magnetic lines of flux created within the transmission path. Maxwell's equations describe the relationship between the signal and its return image. A detailed discussion of common-mode and charge whenever a voltage is applied to the trace or transmission line. Maxwell's equations describe the phase relationship between the signal and its return image. A detailed discussion of common-mode and differential-mode currents is found in Chapter 2. When an RF return path is placed in close proximity to a wire or trace, magnetic lines of flux which are opposite in polarity cancel each other out. We now examine the physics of this discussion.

4.3.1 Inductance

At any frequency, a conductive element such as a wire or PCB trace exhibits inductance. The distributed inductance, capacitance, and resistance of traces, vias, and planes on a PCB must be considered at the same time as lumped parameters of all circuit components. The most difficult parameter to investigate or quantify is inductance. Unlike capacitance and resistance, inductance is a dynamic property of a closed-loop current path.

Inductance is defined as the product of magnetic flux that couples (passes through) a closed-loop path to the amplitude of the current that produces the magnetic flux. Inductance is described by Eq. (4.1).

\[ L = \frac{\Phi}{I} \text{ henries} \]  

where \( \Phi \) = magnetic flux and \( I \) = the current in the loop structure. If the wire is configured in a closed-loop circuit, the inductance is a function of loop geometry as well as the shape and dimensions of the wire itself.

**Partial inductance:** the inductance that exists in a wire or PCB trace.

**Self partial inductance:** the inductance from one wire segment relative to an infinite segment.

**Mutual partial inductance:** the effects that one inductive segment has on a second inductive segment.

**4.3.2 Partial Inductance**

Partial inductance is defined as the internal inductance of a conductor due to magnetic flux that is present within the conductor [2]. But this definition is not entirely true.

Inductance is defined only for closed-loop circuits. To simplify the need to study partial inductance, we investigate separate sections of a current loop. This approach allows investigation of the overall effect that a transmission path has in a circuit. To lower the overall inductance of the circuit, or circuit geometry, it is first necessary to reduce the inductance of the section that has the greatest amount of inductance. Reduction may occur by shortening a routed trace length, removing vias, increasing the width of the conductor, or other methods, including trace reorientation. Partial inductance is useful for estimating the voltage drop across part of a circuit due to the inductance of that particular section.

The total partial inductance of a closed-loop segment is the sum of all sections. This is shown by

\[ L_{\text{total}} = L_{\text{partial segment 1}} + L_{\text{partial segment 2}} + \cdots + L_{\text{partial segment n}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} L_i \]  

(4.2)

With Eq. (4.2), the static current within each segment is identical. \( L_{\text{total}} \) is the total flux of current in the loop. With this information, we can define partial inductance for a particular segment as the ratio of flux coupling to the current within a particular segment, Eq. (4.3).

\[ L_{\text{partial segment i}} = \frac{\Phi_i}{I} = \text{flux due to segment } i \text{ that couples the loop amplitude of the current in segment } i \]  

(4.3)

The concept of partial inductance is for a single loop. Obviously, different loops will have different values of partial inductance.

The total internal inductance of a conductor will decrease, but the internal impedance still increases with the square root of the frequency owing to skin effect. Because of skin effect, the inductance that exists within the center portion of the conductor plays a minor role in the overall inductive performance of the conductor. The parameter of interest is the partial inductance, which is frequency-independent, not the total inductance of the trace. With knowledge of frequency-independent inductance, the mutual inductance between two parallel conductors (or a trace over image planes) can be determined by the general equation, Eq. (4.4). A more detailed presentation of partial and mutual partial inductance is provided in Eq. (4.5).
4.3.3 Mutual Partial Inductance

Mutual partial inductance [2,6,9] is the key element that allows an image plane to provide for flux cancellation. Flux cancellation occurs by allowing magnetic lines of flux to link and find an optimal return path for RF currents.

Self partial inductance applies to a given segment of a loop independent of the location or orientation to any other loop segment. Given a current within a wire or trace, a nominal rectangular loop is defined, bounded by the wire segment on one side and infinity on the other side. These two perpendicular wire segments extend from the ends of the segments into infinity. This is illustrated by Fig. 4.2. Since self partial inductance is present between a wire segment and an infinite structure, we can develop the concept of mutual partial inductance [9].

Consider an isolated conductor (or trace), length $L$, carrying current $I$. The self partial inductance of the conductor, $L_s$, is the "ratio of net magnetic flux generated by a current $I$ passing through the loop (or between a conductor and through infinity, beyond the trace), divided by the current $I$ within the wire segment" [2].

Self partial inductance is, of course, theoretically independent of the proximity to adjacent conductors. Closely spaced conductors, however, can alter the self partial inductance of one or both of the conductors. This is because one conductor will interact with the other conductor and cause current distributions over the entire length of the conductor to deviate from a uniform condition. This typically occurs when the ratio of wire separation to radius is less than approximately 5:1. A separation radius of 4:1 for two identical wires means that a third wire may fit between the two original wires if the wire radius is identical [2].

Between two conductors, mutual partial inductance exists. Mutual partial inductance, $M$, is based on the distance spacing between parallel traces or wire segments. The distance, $s$, is the ratio of "magnetic flux due to current in the first conductor that passes between the second conductor and into infinity" to "the current in the first conductor that produced it." Mutual partial inductance is observed in Fig. 4.2 with the electrical schematic detailed in Fig. 4.3. The voltage developed across the conductors from this configuration is described by Eq. (4.4) [2].

$$V_1 = I_s \frac{dl_1}{dt} + M \frac{dl_2}{dt}$$
$$V_2 = M \frac{dl_1}{dt} + I_s \frac{dl_2}{dt}$$

With the concept of mutual partial inductance, consider the two traces in Fig. 4.3. Mutual partial inductance is observed in Fig. 4.2 with the electrical schematic detailed in Fig. 4.3. The voltage developed across the conductors from this configuration is described by Eq. (4.4) [2].

According to Eq. (4.5), in order to reduce the voltage drop across a conductor, we must maximize the mutual partial inductance between that conductor and its associated conductor within the same circuit. The easiest way to maximize mutual partial inductance is to provide a path for RF current return as close as possible to the signal trace. The most optimal design technique is use of an RF return plane located adjacent to the signal trace with the smallest distance spacing that is manufacturable. An alternative way to maximize mutual partial inductance for single- and double-sided PCBs is to provide an RF return path (trace) adjacent to the signal trace with a distance spacing that is as small as possible.

To view the effects of both partial and mutual partial inductance, consider two traces or a trace over a plane. Partial inductance will always exist in a conductor (by default), and inductance will equate to an antenna at a specific resonant frequency. Mutual partial inductance minimizes the effects of partial inductance. By locating two conductors close together, the individual partial inductance becomes minimized, which is a desired design requirement for EMI compliance within the boundary of an "image" between the conductors.

To optimize mutual partial inductance, the currents in the two conductors must be equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. This is why image planes (and ground traces) work as well as they do. Because mutual partial inductance exists between two parallel wires, a certain amount of inductance will be present. Table 4.1 provides details on the mutual partial inductance between two parallel wires with various spacings [2].

Since mutual partial inductance was examined for signal traces, how does this inductance relate to power and ground planes separated by a dielectric material? The mutual
partial inductance between planes is maximized when the distance spacing is minimized. In addition to minimizing mutual partial inductance, interplane capacitance is increased, which is desirable for reasons detailed in Chapter 5. When we maximize the mutual partial inductance between the power and ground planes, RF signal currents that are observed within the power distribution plane are canceled out by equal and opposite RF return currents.

4.3.4 Image Plane Implementation and Concept

A solid plane can produce common-mode radiation. Figure 4.4 illustrates what an image plane structure looks like within a PCB assembly along with mutual partial inductance. In Fig. 4.4, the majority of the RF currents within the signal trace will return on the plane located directly below the signal trace. Within this return "image" structure, the RF return current will encounter a finite impedance (inductance). This return current produces a voltage gradient, which is referred to as ground-noise voltage. Ground-noise voltage will cause a portion of the signal current to flow through the distributed capacitance of the ground plane.

Common-mode currents, \( I_{cm} \), are typically several orders of magnitude less than differential-mode currents, \( I_{dm} \). However, common-mode currents \( I_{cm} \) and \( V_{cm} \) produce higher emissions than those created by differential-mode currents \( I_{dm} \). This is because common-mode RF current fields are additive, whereas differential-mode fields tend to cancel [6,7,8].

To reduce ground-noise voltage, it is necessary to increase the mutual partial inductance between the trace and its nearest image plane. Doing so provides an enhanced return path for signal return current to mirror image back to its source. We calculate ground-noise voltage \( V_{cm} \) using Eq. (4.6):

\[
V_{cm} = L_s \frac{di}{dt} - M_{s} \frac{di}{dt}
\]

where in Fig. 4.4 and Eq. (4.6)

- \( L_s \) = partial self-inductance of the signal trace
- \( M_{s} \) = partial mutual inductance between signal trace and ground plane
- \( L_g \) = partial self-inductance of the ground plane
- \( M_{g} \) = partial mutual inductance between ground plane and signal trace
- \( C_{stray} \) = distributed stray capacitance of the ground plane
- \( V_{cm} \) = ground plane noise voltage

To reduce \( I_{cm} \) currents, shown in Fig. 4.4, ground-noise voltage \( V_{cm} \) must be reduced. This is best accomplished by reducing the distance spacing between the signal trace and ground plane. In most cases, there is a limitation on ground-noise reduction since the spacing between a signal plane and image plane must be at a specific finite distance to maintain a constant impedance of the board for functionality reasons. Hence, there are limits to making the distance separation between the two planes any closer than physically manufacturable. Ground-noise voltage can also be reduced by providing an additional path for RF currents to flow through. This additional return path includes ground traces.

Since mutual partial inductance minimizes the creation of radiated RF currents, let's examine how differential-mode, \( I_{dm} \), and common-mode, \( I_{cm} \), currents are affected. Use of image planes significantly reduces these currents, as illustrated in Fig. 4.5. As discussed in Chapter 2, and as will be reaffirmed later in this chapter, differential-mode RF currents are canceled out when equal and opposite currents exist within the signal trace and RF return current path. If the cancellation of currents is not 100%, the amount of current that is left over becomes common mode. It is this common-mode current that functions as an excitation source and develops the majority of EMI that propagates from a product. This is because the leftover RF return current in the return path is added to the primary current in the signal path. To minimize common-mode currents, we must maximize the mutual partial inductance between signal trace and image plane to "capture the flux," hence canceling unwanted RF energy.

When an RF return plane or path is provided within a PCB assembly, optimal performance results when the return path is connected to a reference source. This reference source must be connected to the reference pins of components physically located at both the source and load ends of the transmission line. For TTL and CMOS, the power and ground pins inside a component die (wafer) are connected to a reference source, power and ground. Certain geometrical factors impact these connections. Only when the RF return path is connected to the power and ground pins of a component will a real
image plane exist. An isolated solid sheet of copper foil (a layer within the PCB structure), that is not connected to any reference source, will not work as an image plane under any condition. How is the return current going to get back to the source if the return path is broken?

An image plane containing differential-mode voltage and currents will produce common-mode currents. Depending on the distance spacing between the trace and image plane, differential-mode currents will be reduced by increased mutual partial inductance. How much differential-mode current travels in the planes is dependent on the minimized distance separation between the two conductive surfaces.

Image planes function because digital components are connected to a power and ground plane structure. The ground connection internal to the device, connected to the ground plane, provides for the reference to exist. This connection internal to the component package is what makes image planes work.

When the image plane is removed, a phantom image return path is created between a trace and plane. The RF image associated with these currents will cancel out along with a reduction of radiated energy because each trace pair (the original current and its image) is closely spaced. For an image plane to perform as desired, the plane should be infinite in size and not contain disruptions, slots, or cuts [2].

4.4 GROUND AND SIGNAL LOOPS (NOT EDDY CURRENTS)

Loops are a major contributor to the propagation of RF energy. RF current will attempt to return to its source through any path or medium: components, wire harnesses, ground planes, adjacent traces, and so forth. RF current is always created between a source and load due to the return path, where there is a voltage potential difference between these two points. Path inductance, however, causes magnetic coupling of RF currents to occur between a source and victim circuit, thus increasing RF losses in the path.

One of the most important design considerations for EMI suppression on a PCB is ground or signal return loop control. An analysis must be made for each and every ground stitch connection (mechanical securement between the PCB and chassis ground) related to RF currents generated from RF noisy electrical circuits. High-speed logic components and oscillators should always be located as close as possible to a ground stitch connection to minimize the formation of loops in the form of eddy currents to the chassis ground. This design requirement will now be examined in detail.

An example of loops that could occur in a computer with adapter cards and single-point grounding is shown in Fig. 4.6. As observed, an excessive signal-return loop area is present. Each loop will create a distinct electromagnetic field and spectra. RF currents will create an electromagnetic radiated field at a unique frequency, depending on the physical size of the loop. Containment measures must now be used to keep these RF currents from coupling to other circuits or radiating to the external environment as EMI. Internally generated RF loop currents are to be avoided.

To expand on the concept of loop area shown in Fig. 4.6, we have Fig. 4.7 which shows the loop area between two components.

To reiterate the importance of minimizing loops within a PCB structure, we examine the effects a loop has in creating EMI. This concept is important in understanding how
RF energy is created within a PCB. (For a discussion of how loops create EMI within components, refer back to Chapter 3, Section 3.4.)

With RF energy concentrated within a loop structure, how can this energy be removed if a return path is not provided for the RF current? A ground connection to chassis ground or a 0V reference source assists in removing this undesirable accumulation of RF current, also identified as loop area control.

### 4.4.1 Loop Area Control

Figure 4.8 illustrates how various loop areas are created within a PCB structure using both a single- and double-sided assembly and a multilayer stackup. The electromagnetic field induced into a loop structure by a magnetic field can be represented as a voltage source within that loop. This voltage source is proportional to the total area of the loop. To minimize magnetic field coupling, we must minimize the loop area. The electric field pickup reception is also dependent on the loop area forming the receive antenna.

When an electric field is present, a current source is created between a two-conductor system (power and ground). Electric fields do not couple line-to-line but rather line-to-ground, including common-mode currents. Therefore, the only loop valid for this mode of coupling is the conductor to chassis coupling. Of course, the E field that accompanies the H field also couples into wiring loops (line-to-line and line-to-ground).

It is generally overlooked during a PCB layout that loop areas may be created between the power and 0V reference structure. Figure 4.8 illustrates a poor layout in the top drawing that may be performed by a PCB designer because it is easy to create using computer CAD software. This software permits easy routing of busses between components located next to each other. With a large loop area on the PCB, susceptibility to the pickup of ESD-induced (or other) fields can occur. A multilayer stackup minimizes the potential of ESD disruption, in addition to minimizing creation of a magnetic field that will be radiated into free space.

Using power and ground planes helps reduce the inductance of the power distribution system. Lowering the characteristic impedance of the power distribution system reduces the voltage drop across the board. With less voltage drop, ground bounce potential is minimized. In addition to lowering the characteristic impedance of the structure, we in-
crease the capacitance between the two parallel planes. This capacitance reduces the effects of any induced voltages. (Decoupling is discussed in Chapter 5.)

Large loop areas may be created when signal lines travel between components. This is seen in Fig. 4.9. Signal lines are generally forgotten when analyzing why a PCB has radiated emission problems. Although we may have high signal integrity (time domain), EMI still exists (frequency domain) because signal loop areas create more problems than those of the power distribution system, especially from the viewpoint of ESD. This is because an ESD event may be injected directly into the loop and into the input pins of components. To mitigate the consequences of a harmful disruption from an ESD event, reducing loop area is the easiest technique to use. A power and ground plane distribution network provides a low-impedance path that allows transfer of the ESD energy into a 0V return reference plane. After all, loops are loops, and if they can emit fields, then they also can receive fields.

In addition to reducing ground-noise voltage, an image plane prevents RF ground loops from being developed because RF currents tightly couple themselves to their source trace without having to find an alternate return path home. When loop control is maximized, flux cancellation is enhanced. This is one of the most important concepts of sup-
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**Figure 4.9** Reduction in loop areas that exist within a PCB. (Source: *Introduction to Electromagnetic Compatibility*, Clayson Paul & 1992) Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

pression of RF currents at the PCB level. Proper placement of an image plane adjacent to each and every signal plane removes common-mode RF currents created by signal traces coupling to its return path. Image planes carry large amounts of RF currents that must be sourced to ground or 0V reference potential. To help remove excess RF potentials and uncontrolled eddy currents, all ground and chassis planes, (if 0V reference is used), can be connected to chassis ground through a low-impedance ground stitch connection [1, 6, 9, 10, 11].

We now examine optimal spacings for creating a low-impedance ground stitch connection to remove RF currents into the 0V reference or return structure.

### 4.5 Aspect Ratio—Distance Between Ground Connections

Aspect ratio is a term commonly used in the television industry to refer to the ratio of frame width to frame height. The term also refers to the ratio of a longer dimension to a shorter one. With these definitions, how does aspect ratio relate to EMC? When providing ground stitch connections in a PCB using multipoint grounding to a metallic structure, we must concern ourselves with the distance spacing in all directions of the ground stitch location.

RF currents that exist within the power and ground plane structure will tend to couple to other components, cables, peripherals, or other electronic items within the assembly. This undesirable coupling may cause improper operation, functional signal degradation, or EMI. When using multipoint grounding to a metal chassis, and providing a third wire ground connection to the AC mains, RF ground loops become a major design concern. This configuration is typical with personal computers. (An example of a single-point ground connection for a personal computer was shown in Fig. 4.6).

Because the edge rate of components is becoming faster, multipoint grounding is becoming a mandatory requirement, especially when I/O interconnects are provided in the design. Once an interconnect cable is attached to a connector, the unit at the other end of the interconnect may provide an RF path to a third wire AC ground mains connection (if provided) to its respective power source (e.g., the negative terminal of a battery) or simply through distributive radiation RF impedance to earth or through free space. A large ground loop on the I/O interconnect can cause undesirable levels of radiated common-mode energy. How can we minimize loops that may occur within a PCB structure? The easiest way is to design the board with many ground stitch locations to chassis ground, if chassis ground is provided. The question that now exists is, how far apart do we make the ground connections from each other, assuming the design has the option of specifying this design requirement?

The distance spacing between ground stitch locations should not exceed d/20 of the highest frequency of concern, not just the primary frequency (including harmonics). If many high-bandwidth components are used, multiple ground stitch locations are typically provided. If the unit is a slow edge rate device, connections to chassis ground may be minimized, or the distance between ground locations increased.

For example, a 20 of a 4-40 MHz oscillator is 23.4 cm (9.2 in.). If the straight-line distance between any two ground stitch locations is 0V reference (in either the x- and/or y-axis) is greater than 9.2 inches, then a potential efficient RF loop exists. This loop could...
be the source of RF energy propagation, which could cause noncompliance with international EMI emission limits. Unless other design measures are implemented, suppression of RF currents caused by poor loop control is not possible and containment measures (e.g., shield metal) must be implemented. Sheet metal is an expensive Band-Aid that might not even work for RF containment. An example of aspect ratio is given in Fig. 4.10[13]. Proper placement of components is critical in any PCB layout. Most designs incorporate functional subsections or areas by logical function. Grouping each functional area adjacent to other subsections minimizes signal trace lengths and reflections, and makes trace routing easier along with maintaining signal integrity. Vias should be avoided where possible, for vias increase the inductance of the trace by approximately 1 to 3 nH each. Figure 4.11 illustrates the functional grouping of subsections (or areas) using a stand-alone CPU motherboard as an example.

Extensive use of chassis ground stitch connections is also observed in Fig. 4.11. High-frequency designs (fast edge rates) develop very high spectral frequency profiles and require new methodologies for bonding ground planes (e.g., chassis ground). Use of these multipoint grounding points effectively partitions common-mode eddy currents emanating from various segments on the design from coupling into other segments. Products with clocks above 50 MHz generally require frequent ground stitch connections to chassis ground to minimize the effects of common-mode currents and ground loops present between functional sections. At least four ground points surround each subsection. These ground points illustrate best case implementation of aspect ratios. Note that a chassis bond connection (screw or equivalent) is located on both ends of the DC power connector (i.e., Pin 1) used for powering external peripheral devices. RF noise generated on either the PCB or peripheral power subsystem must be AC shunted to chassis ground by parallel bypass capacitors. These capacitors minimize power-supply-generated RF currents from coupling into signal or data lines. Removal of RF currents on the power connector will optimize signal quality for data transfer between the motherboard and external peripheral devices in addition to reducing emissions [1,10].

Most PCBs can be arranged to consist of functional subsections or areas. A typical personal computer contains the following: CPU, memory, ASICs, I/O, bus interface, system controllers, PCI/IDE bus, SCSI bus, peripheral interface (fixed and floppy disk drives), and other components. Associated with each subsection are different bandwidths of RF energy. Different logic families generate RF energy across the frequency spectrum. The higher the frequency component of the signal, the greater the bandwidth of RF spectral energy. RF energy is generated from the higher frequency components and the time-variant edges of digital and analog signals. Clock signals are the greatest contributors to the generation of RF energy. This is because clocks are periodic signals providing coherent spectral distribution (50% duty cycle) and generally have fast edge rates.

To prevent coupling between different bandwidth areas, functional partitioning is used. Partitioning refers to the physical separation between functional sections. Partitioning is product specific and may be achieved using separate PCBs, isolation, topology layout variations, or other creative means.

Proper partitioning allows for optimal functionality, ease of routing traces, and minimization of trace lengths. It also permits smaller loops to exist while optimizing signal quality. The design engineer will specify which components are associated with each functional subsection. Use the information provided by the component manufacturer to optimize component placement prior to routing any traces.

### 4.6 IMAGE PLANES

An image plane is a layer of copper (ground plane, power plane, or chassis plane) internal to a PCB physically adjacent to a circuit or signal plane. Image planes are used to provide a low-impedance path for RF signal currents to return to their source (ret returns), thus completing...
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the RF current return path and reducing EMI emissions. The term ‘image plane’ was popularized by the German, Ott, and Paul [7], and is now used as industry standard terminology.

RF currents must return to their source one way or another. This return path may be a mirror image of its original trace route, through another trace located in the near vicinity, a power plane, a ground plane, or a chassis plane. RF currents will capacitively (or by mutual inductance) couple themselves to a conductive medium (e.g., low-impedance path such as the copper that makes up a trace or plane). If this coupling is not 100%, common-mode RF currents can be propagated between traces and their nearest image plane. An image plane internal to the PCB reduces ground-noise voltage in addition to allowing RF currents to return to their source (mirror image) in a tightly coupled (nearly 100%) manner. Tight coupling provides for flux cancellation, which is another reason for use of a solid plane. Solid planes also prevent common-mode RF current from being generated in the PCB by those traces rich in RF energy.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the concept and use of an image plane and what happens when tight coupling does not exist between the signal trace and 0V reference (ground) plane. The voltage developed across a return conductor is referred to as ground drop. The lower the value of ground drop between two points on a PCB return structure, the lower the radiated emissions from the PCB.

One concern related to image planes involves the concept of skin effect. Skin effect refers to current flow that resides in the first skin depth of the material at high frequencies. Current does not and cannot flow in the center of traces and wires, and is predominately observed on the outer surface of the conductive media. Different materials have different skin depth values. The skin depth of copper is extremely small, above 30 MHz. Typically, this is observed at $6.6 \times 10^{-6}$ (0.0017 mm) of an inch at 100 MHz. RF current present on a ground plane cannot penetrate 1 oz. 0.0014" (0.036 mm) thick copper. As a result, both common-mode and differential-mode currents flow only on the top (skin) layer of the plane. No significant current flows internal to the image plane or on its bottom. Placing an additional image plane beneath this ground plane would provide additional EMI reduction. If the second plane is at voltage potential (the primary plane at ground potential), a decoupling capacitor will be created. These two planes can now be used as both a decoupling capacitor and dual image planes but with some concern regarding flux cancellation (see Section 2.11) [6].

With regard to image plane theory, the material presented herein is based on a finite-sized plane, typical of all PCBs. Image planes cannot be relied on for reducing currents on I/O cables because approximating finite-sized conductive planes is not always valid. When I/O cables are provided, the dimensions of the configuration and source impedance are important parameters to remember [12].

An example of common-mode and differential-mode currents is shown in Fig. 4.13. The measured $E$-field of the differential-mode current will be the difference of I1 and I2. This difference is negligible because of a 180 degree phase difference. The measured $E$-field due to common-mode current is the sum of I1 and I2, which could be substantial due to the summing effect. Common-mode currents are always much smaller than differential-mode currents.

If “three” internal signal planes (stripline configuration) are physically adjacent to each other in a multilayer board stackup, the middle signal plane (e.g., the one not adjacent to a reference plane), will couple its RF current to the other two signal planes, thus allowing RF energy to be transferred (by mutual inductance and capacitive coupling) to the other two planes. After this first level of coupling, a second level of coupling occurs to the real image or RF return plane. This coupling can cause significant crosstalk to occur, which may include nonfunctionality. Flux cancellation performance is sometimes enhanced when the signal routing layer is adjacent to a ground plane, but not to a power plane, as described throughout this chapter.

4.7 IMAGE PLANE VIOLATIONS

For an image plane to be effective, all signal traces must be located adjacent to a solid plane and must cross an isolated area of copper. Exceptions can occur using special trace routing techniques. If a signal trace, or even a power trace (e.g., +12 V trace in a +5 V power plane) is routed within a solid plane, this solid plane becomes fragmented (split) into smaller parts. Provisions have now been made for a ground or RF signal return loop to be developed for RF return currents that are observed on the adjacent layer across this violation. This RF loop occurs by not allowing RF current present in a signal trace to seek a straight-line, low-impedance path back to its source.

Figure 4.14 illustrates a violation of the image plane concept. These planes can now no longer function as a solid 0V reference to remove common-mode RF currents. The losses across the plane segmentations may actually produce RF fields. Vias placed in an image plane do not degrade the imaging capabilities of the plane, except where ground slots are provided as discussed next.

Figure 4.12 Image plane concept.
Another area of concern that lies with ground plane discontinuities is the use of through-hole components. Excessive use of through-holes in a power or ground plane creates

RF return current creating a large loop area.

As shown in Fig. 4.15, a constant image plane (RF return path) would be maintained across the entire signal route. The same is true for the right side of Fig. 4.15. There are no ground plane discontinuities and hence, shorter trace length. If a signal trace is routed "around" the through-hole discontinuities (not shown in the left side of Fig. 4.15), a constant image plane (RF return path) would be maintained along the entire signal route. The same is true for the right side of Fig. 4.15. There are no ground plane discontinuities and hence, shorter trace length. The longer trace route on the left side of the figure adds more trace length inductance $E = L \frac{dI}{dt}$. With additional inductance in the return path, there is reduced differential-mode coupling between signal trace and the RF current return path (less flux cancellation). For through-hole components that have a space between pins (nonoversized holes), optimal reduction of signal and return current is achieved through less inductance in the signal return path and the existence of the solid plane.

Through-holes (multiple holes in one straight line) create a slot in the ground plane. Return current must travel around the slot.

Through-holes (multiple holes spaced apart) Optimal method of routing traces if through-hole components must be used

RF return current in ground plane

Equivalent circuit showing inductance in the return paths. This inductance is approximately 1 nH/cm.

Figure 4.15 Ground loops when using through-hole components (slots in the plane)

Figure 4.14 Image plane violation with traces.

High-threat refers to high-bandwidth, RF-spectral components that propagate as an electromagnetic field down a transition line or trace. These signals include clocks, video, address lines, analog circuits, and the like. All of these highly sensitive circuits may suffer radiate RF energy, or be susceptible to an externally induced field disturbance, requiring a mandatory, low-impedance RF return path to complete the closed-loop circuit.
4.8 LAYER JUMPING—USE OF VIAS

When routing clock or high-threat signals, it is common practice to via the trace to a routing plane (e.g., y-axis) and then via this same trace to another plane (e.g., x-axis) from source to load. It is generally assumed that if each and every trace is routed adjacent to an RF return path, there will be tight coupling of common-mode RF currents along the entire trace route. In reality, this assumption is partially incorrect.

As a signal trace jumps from one layer to another, RF return current should follow the trace route. When a trace is routed internal to a PCB between two planar structures, commonly identified as the power and ground planes, or two planes with the same potential, the return current is shared between these two planes. The only time the return current can jump between the two planes is at a location where decoupling capacitors are positioned. If both planes are at the same potential (e.g., 0V reference) the RF return current jump will occur at a via connecting both planes to a device or component assigned to that via.

When a jump is made from a horizontal to a vertical layer, the RF return current cannot fully make this jump. This is because a discontinuity is placed in the trace route by the via. The return current may now find an alternate low-inductance (impedance) path to complete its route. This alternate path may not exist in a position that is immediately adjacent to the location of the via used for the jump. As a result, RF currents on the signal trace can couple to other circuits and pose problems as both crosstalk and EMI. Use of vias in a trace route will always create a concern in any high-speed, high-technology product.

To minimize development of EMI and crosstalk due to layer jumping, the following design techniques have been found to be effective:

1. Route all clock and high-threat signal traces on only one routing layer as the initial approach concept. This means that both x- and y-axis routing routes are in the same plane. (Note: This technique is likely to be rejected by the PCB designer as being unacceptable because it makes autorouting of the board nearly impossible.)

2. Verify that a solid RF return path is adjacent to the routing layer, with no discontinuities in the route created by use of vias or jumping the trace to another routing plane.

If a via must be used for routing a sensitive trace (high-threat or clock signals) between the horizontal and vertical routing layer, the designer should incorporate ground vias at “each and every” via location where the signal axis jumps are executed. The ground via is always at 0V potential.

A ground via is a via that is placed directly adjacent to each signal route via from a horizontal to a vertical routing plane. Ground vias can be used only when there are more than one 0V reference planes internal to the PCB. This via is connected to all ground planes (0V references) in the board that serves as the RF return path for the signal jump currents. This via essentially ties the 0V reference planes together adjacent and parallel to this signal trace location. When using two ground vias per signal trace via, a continuous RF return path will now exist for RF return current throughout its entire trace route. This ground via will maintain a constant RF return path (through use of image planes) located 100% adjacent to a signal route.

What happens when only one 0V reference (ground) plane is provided and the alternate plane is at voltage potential as commonly found with a four-layer PCB stackup assignment? To maintain a constant return path for RF currents, the 0V reference plane should be allowed to act as the primary return path. The signal trace must be routed against this 0V reference plane. When the trace must route against the power plane, use of a ground trace is required, with the vias at both ends of the ground trace routed parallel to the signal trace tied to the 0V reference plane. Using this configuration, we can now maintain a constant RF return path (see Fig. 4.17).

How can we minimize use of ground vias when layer jumping is mandatory. In a properly designed PCB, the first routed traces will be clock signals, “manually routed.” Since much freedom is permitted in routing the first few traces by the PCB designer (e.g.,

![Figure 4.17](Image Planes)

**Figure 4.17** Routing a ground trace to assure a compete RF return path exists.

![Figure 4.18](Image Planes)

**Figure 4.18** How to route the first trace within a PCB

[Use of ground vias was first identified and presented to industry by W. Michael King. Ground vias are also described in [1] and [3].]
all clocks and high-threat signals), the designer can route the board using the shortest trace distance routing possible (shortest Manhattan length), making the layer jump adjacent to the ground plane via of any component. This layer jump will co-share this component's ground via. The ground via being referenced will perform the function of providing 0V reference to a component while allowing RF return current to make a layer jump as detailed in Fig. 4.18.

### 4.9 SPLIT PLANES

When multilayer PCB assemblies are used, the power and ground planes are sometimes split on the same plane. An example is separation of analog circuitry from digital logic, isolation of I/O interconnects (detailed under Partitioning in Section 4.10), separation of voltage reference areas (e.g., ±5V section from a ±8V partition), component isolation, and the need to force RF return currents to travel a designated route through the PCB. This designated RF return path can be likened to a road map. We travel only on the roads provided in a predefined manner. Why not cause RF return currents to do the same thing, travel a predefined road or path?

One of the PCB designer's primary design and layout concerns is to guarantee that overlaps on a split plane do not occur. If an overlap on a plane is present, a finite-sized capacitor will be created between the overlapping plane segments as seen in Fig. 4.19. This finite-sized capacitor, C1, will allow RF energy (which is an AC wavefront) to traverse from one plane (e.g., a noisy plane) to a separate, quiet, or isolated plane. The DC voltage potentials of the planes remain intact due to passing the DC voltage from one isolated area to another through filters. If additional high-frequency isolation is required, we can isolate one plane (power) or both potentials (power and ground) with ferrite bead-on-leads, not inductors. We must be careful with this technique. If both planes contain high-frequency RF noise, it is usually better to isolate both planes. If a common digital-to-analog ground reference is required, and analog power is needed for device operation, the ferrite bead-on-lead should be placed only across the power plane partition.

When a split plane occurs, the common ground plane must be located "directly" under the discrete filter components. All signal traces must then be routed adjacent to this solid ground plane under the filter in an area identified as a bridge. Bridges are discussed later in this chapter. The advantage of this design technique is to maintain the integrity of the 0V reference (image) plane necessary for high-frequency EMI control and to provide an optimal RF return path from load to source.

The reason not to use inductors is easy to visualize and is best shown in Fig. 4.20. Ferrite material has practically zero impedance (or DC resistance) at DC voltage or signal transition levels, including very low-frequency signals. It is essentially transparent to DC voltage and acts as a small inductor or resistor having little effect at low frequencies. At higher frequencies, RF currents are created within the power distribution structure, and the resistive characteristics of the ferrite material dominate, providing a high impedance to the circuit. The high impedance of the material is present until the ferromagnetic properties reaches a predefined operating frequency, where the ferromagnetic material ceases to function as desired. Basically, a ferrite component is a large RF resistor that keeps RF energy from traveling between two isolated locations. An inductor, on the other hand, has a large inductive value with an inductive reactance, which reflects what we do not want within a transmission path. Parasitic capacitance will exist between the two terminals of the inductor, plus the capacitance between the inductor windings and 0V reference. With an L and C component present within the device, a resonant circuit is created. Depending on the values of L and C, we may be allowing RF currents, at a particular frequency, to pass between the isolated areas. Once the RF currents pass through the circuit, these RF currents are now allowed to cause harmful disruption to functional circuits, which were supposed to be operated from clean filtered power.

If an isolated plane contains only low-frequency circuits (analog) and another isolated plane has high-frequency (digital) switching currents, it sometimes becomes mandatory to isolate both the power and ground planes between these two areas with ferrites.

---

1. A split plane refers to a solid copper structure that has been segmented into two or more partitions. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4.19. The top left circuit has a continuous ground plane. The other two circuits have been partitioned into separate functional ground planes: analog and digital. One split is connected by a ferrite bead, the other totally isolated.
4.10 PARTITIONING

Designing I/O circuits involves two basic areas of concern: functional subsystems, and quiet areas. Each is briefly discussed separately below, with more detail presented herein.

4.10.1 Functional Subsystems

Each I/O should be considered as a different subsection on a PCB, for each may be unique in its particular application. To prevent RF coupling between subsystems, partitioning may be required. A functional subsystem is a group of components along with their respective support circuitry. Locating components close to each other minimizes trace length routing and optimizes functional performance. Every hardware and PCB designer generally tries to group components together, but, for various reasons, it is sometimes impractical to do so. I/O subsystems must still be treated differently during layout than any other section of the PCB. This is generally done through layout partitioning.

Layout partitioning enhances signal quality and functional integrity by preventing high-bandwidth emitters (e.g., backplane interconnect, video devices, data interfaces, Ethernet controllers, Small Computer System Interface [SCSI] devices, and central processing units [CPUs]) from corrupting serial, parallel, video, asynchronous/synchronous, or local area and wide area networks controllers, and so on. Each I/O subsystem must be conceived, designed, and treated as if the subsystems were separate PCBs.

4.10.2 Quiet Areas

Quiet areas are sections that are physically isolated from digital circuitry, analog circuitry, and power and ground planes. This isolation prevents noise sources located elsewhere on the PCB from corrupting susceptible circuits. An example is power plane noise from the digital section entering the power pins of analog devices (analog sections), audio components (audio sections), I/O filters, interconnects, and so on, detailed in Fig. 4.21.[11]

Each and every I/O port (or section) must have a partitioned (quiet) ground/power plane. Lower-frequency I/O ports may be bypassed with high-frequency capacitors (usually 100 pF to 1000 pF) located near the connectors.

Trace routing on the PCB must still be controlled to avoid recoupling RF currents into the cable shield. A clean quiet ground must be located at the point where cables leave the system. Both power and ground planes must be treated equally, for both planes act as a path for RF return currents. RF return currents from switching devices to I/O con-

4.11 ISOLATION AND PARTITIONING (MOATING)

Isolation and partitioning refers to the physical separation of components, circuits, and power planes from other functional devices, areas, and subsystems. Allowing RF currents to propagate to different parts of the board by radiated or conductive means can cause problems not only in terms of EMI compliance, but also with regard to functionality.

Isolation is created by an absence of copper on all planes. The main objective of partitioning is to separate dirty power and ground planes and other functional areas from clean or quiet zones and areas.

Figure 4.21 Quiet areas.
to connect traces, and power and ground planes to this island. Method 1 uses isolation transformers, optical isolators, or common-mode data line filters to cross the moat. Method 2 uses a bridge in the moat. Isolation is also used to separate high-frequency bandwidth components from lower bandwidth circuits, in addition to maintaining low-EMI bandwidth I/O in terms of the RF spectrum propagating from I/O interconnects.

4.11.1 Method 1: Isolation

Method 1 involves use of an isolation transformer or optical isolator. An I/O area must be 100% isolated from the rest of the PCB. Only at the metal I/O connector is RF bonding to chassis ground performed, and then only through a low-impedance, high-quality securement path to ground. We want to keep chassis ground outside this isolated area. The use of bypass capacitors from shield ground (or braid) of the I/O cable to chassis ground is sometimes needed in place of a direct connection when required by the interface specification. Shield (ground or drain wire) refers to a discrete pin or wire in the interface connector that connects the internal drain wire of the external I/O cable to its mylar foil shield, also located internal to the cable.

Pigtails should not be used under any condition to connect the shell of the BNC connector to chassis ground or to any other ground system. Measurements are well documented showing a 40- to 50-dB difference between a pigtail and a 360° connection of the cable shield to the BNC connector shell in the 15- to 200-MHz region for RF emissions. In addition to improvement in reducing RF emissions, a greater level of ESD immunity is provided due to less lead inductance that is presented to the ESD event. For most applications, the recommendation is to connect the cable shield to the BNC connector shell in a 360° fashion. This backshell then mates with a bulkhead panel containing a solid metallic contact with chassis ground.

Common-mode data line filters may be used in conjunction with isolation transformers to extend common-mode rejection. Common-mode data line filters (usually toroidal in construction) may be used for both analog and digital signal applications. These filters minimize common-mode RF currents carried on the signal traces to the I/O section or cable. If power and ground are required in the isolated area (e.g., +5 VDC for a keyboard or mouse), the moat should be crossed with a ferrite bead-on-lead for the power trace and a single solid trace three times the width of the power trace for a return. Use of a common-mode toroid in the power and ground connections is also an acceptable method. The secondary short-circuit fuse (required for product safety) can be located on either side of the ferrite bead, if required. Sometimes, capacitive decoupling is required to remove digital noise from filtered I/O power. This optional decoupling capacitor can be located with one terminal of the capacitor to the filtered side of the ferrite bead (output side) and the other terminal to the isolated ground plane. The power filtering components can be located across the moat at the far outside edge of the board. Both power and ground trace should be routed adjacent to each other to minimize RF ground loops that can be developed between these two traces if located on opposite sides of the moat. This is shown in Fig. 4.22 [1].

4.11.2 Method 2: Bridging

Method 2 uses a bridge between a control section and an isolated area. A bridge is a break in the moat at only one location where signal traces, power, and ground cross the moat. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.23 [1]. Violation of the moat by any trace not associated
with the I/O circuit can cause both emissions and immunity problems. RF loop currents will be created, detailed in Fig. 4.24 [1]. RF currents must image back along their trace route. Common-mode noise will be generated between the two separated areas. Unlike Method 1, power and ground planes are directly connected between the two areas; hence, this method forms a partition.

The advantage of using a bridge is similar to the castle concept with a moat. Only the signals that have a passport to cross the bridge will be allowed to pass. With the requirement and need for RF return currents to image back along the trace route, optimal flux cancellation (minimization) will occur. This one image return path is the only path that can be allowed to exist.

Sometimes, only the power plane is isolated, and the ground plane is fully connected through the bridge. This technique is common for circuits where a common ground plane is required, or separately filtered, where regulated power is needed. In this case, a ferrite bead-on-lead is typically used to bridge the moat for the filtered power only. This bead must be located in the bridge area and not over the moat. If analog or digital power is not required in the isolated area, this now unused power plane can be referenced as a second 0V (ground) plane referenced to the main ground plane. When a split plane partition is provided, one should guarantee that the traces that cross through the bridge do so along a solid 0V reference (ground) plane, and not against the split power plane.

When using bridging, grounding both ends of the bridge to chassis or frame ground is highly recommended if multipoint grounding is provided in the chassis and system-level design. Grounding the entrance to the bridge performs two functions:

1. It removes high-frequency common-mode RF components in the power distribution network (ground-noise voltage) from coupling into the partitioned areas.
2. It helps remove eddy currents (for improved ground loop control) that may be present in the chassis or card cage. A much lower impedance path to ground is provided for RF currents that would otherwise find their way to chassis ground through other paths, such as RF currents in an I/O cable.

Grounding both ends of the bridge also increases electrostatic discharge immunity. If a high-energy pulse is injected into the I/O connector, this energy may travel to the main control area and cause permanent damage. This energy pulse must be sunk to chassis ground through a very low-impedance path.

Another reason to ground both sides of a bridge is to remove RF ground-noise voltage created by voltage gradients that appear between the partitioned area and main control section. If the RF common-mode noise contains high-frequency RF energy, decoupling capacitors for the RF energy (AC waveform) should be provided at each chassis ground stitch connection.

Figure 4.24 illustrates how traces are routed when using both digital and analog partitions. Since digital power plane switching noise may be injected into the analog section, isolation or filtering may be required. All traces that travel from the digital to analog section must be routed through the bridge. For analog power, a ferrite bead-on-lead should be used to cross the moat. A voltage regulator may also be required. The moat for analog power is usually 100% complete around the entire partition.

Certain analog components require analog ground to be referenced to digital ground but only through a bridge as shown in Fig. 4.25 [1]. Many analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog devices connect their analog ground (AGND) and digital ground (DGND) (indicated on the pin designation) together within the device package. When such is the application of a partition that is internal to the component, only one ground connection between analog and digital ground is required during PCB layout. AGND and DGND should be moated away from each other only when the circuit devices themselves provide separate AGND to DGND isolation inside the device package. It is important that the designer consult the recommendation made by the device manufacturer on how to properly isolate or connect AGND and DGND during layout.

![Figure 4.24](image1)

Figure 4.24 Violating the concept of moating.

![Figure 4.25](image2)

Figure 4.25 Concept of digital and analog partitioning.
4.12 INTERCONNECTS AND RF RETURN CURRENTS

When designing a product with interconnects, either internal or external, a decision must be made concerning how to create a single system that is compatible with all operational subassemblies. It is preferable to have a single system (PCB) rather than several smaller PCBs interconnected by cables assemblies that are not referenced to each other. Having a common reference will limit the voltage drops that are developed between various 0V reference structures (grounds). It is easier to limit this voltage drop when all ground references are located on the same PCB assembly than if they are placed on separate PCBs and interconnected by cables that are highly inductive by the nature of their physical construction.

The impedance between two subsystems can be reduced through use of an image plane or a low-impedance ground grid structure. All ground structures must be connected together in as many locations as is physically possible. The more ground connections, the fewer “through vias,” cable connectors, ground stitch connections, and the like, will allow RF return currents to be controlled from the assembly. With less RF return current within the interconnect structure, less RF emissions will be present.

When using cables to interconnect PCBs or peripheral devices to another PCB, creating a low-impedance path to ground becomes difficult because it is difficult to interconnect ground wires, or ground pins in an optimal position within the connector. This is especially true if the connector pinout assignment is random without consideration for the RF return current path during the design cycle. Use of a preferred bus structure may prevent functionality concerns because the number of signal traces provided may require the majority of available pin connections, which may also significantly exceed an equal number of RF returns or ground pins. The summation of all RF return currents in a single ground return pin, with many I/O or signal pins, may cause the circuit to be nonfunctional related to EMI (radiated emissions) because of excessive current and ground bounce across the single ground pin.

A typical I/O configuration is shown in Fig. 4.2b. Notice that because of a poor pinout assignment, large RF loop currents will occur between power and ground, or between a signal trace (with or without a periodic clock signal) and a 0V RF current return path. High-frequency RF voltages may be developed between the main PCB and interconnect area. These high-frequency voltages can create common-mode currents flowing between the assemblies. These currents accentuate both radiated and conducted emissions. If all components are located on the same PCB assembly, common-mode currents between interconnects must not exist.

For the routing configuration identified as “poor pinout configuration,” Fig. 4.2b, the clock trace shown is positioned in a poor location within the interconnect assembly, it is not surrounded by a 0V reference (ground). The RF return currents that are created on the clock trace, in addition to the switching currents that exist within the power distribution network, must travel to the opposite side of the connector in its attempt to return to its source (complete the circuit). With a large loop area, a magnetic field is created. This magnetic field creates an electric field that may be observed during compliance testing.

Under the enhanced pinout configuration, optimal pinout design for RF return currents exists, thus minimizing loop areas. The clock trace is routed in a streamline configuration. Routing a clock trace streamline within an interconnect provides enhanced system performance and prevents development of RF currents losses. We also have a much lower impedance power distribution system to minimize ground bounce and the transference of high-frequency, high-bandwidth RF energy. This RF energy may be created with certain components injected into the power distribution system. This energy may also be transferred to other components sensitive to RF noise corruption by the power distribution network.

High-speed signals that travel between interconnects should be buffered at the entry point to reduce drive-capability and fan-out concerns, capacitive loading effects, and ground bounce when a signal crosses the interconnect barrier. A buffer reduces RF currents in the interconnect by a factor of four, in addition to reducing common-mode currents. An additional benefit of a buffer allows the source driver to consume less power when driving a loaded trace, especially if a high-impedance interconnect exists which already causes a large resistance-based drop to be developed.

When many nonperiodic signals are present within an interconnect structure, several signal traces may be contained or interspersed between 0V reference traces. The purpose of this configuration is to force the return currents on the interconnect to return to their source by the path of least impedance. In general, the concept is to design the PCB layout to force the RF return currents to travel the way we want them to travel within the PCB assembly. It becomes the designer’s job to direct RF currents on the board in an optimal, low-impedance manner. It is not desirable to allow the RF return currents to travel any way they can within an assembly, for a random RF current return path will tend to maximize radiated emissions.
Special concerns exist for single- and double-sided PCB assemblies. With high-speed, high-technology products, use of single- and double-sided assemblies presents additional concerns relating to EMC compliance. These concerns are difficult to implement using specialized or advanced layout design techniques. For lower technology designs that are sensitive to cost, the use of single- or double-sided assemblies is frequently desirable. Consideration must be made for the RF return current to complete its return home to the source in an optimal, low-impedance manner.

One should think in terms of using transmission lines for both signal and power. Power and return lines must be routed parallel to each other as they are distributed to the component devices. Dedicated return traces should also be provided for high-thrust traces, clocks, and so on to minimize loop structures that radiate and pick up electromagnetic energy. In double-sided boards, loop area control is the key to signal quality and concerns relating to EMC compliance. These concerns are difficult to occur efficiently because of the lack of specialized or advanced layout design techniques. For lower technology designs that are source in an optimal, low-impedance manner.

Power and return lines must be routed parallel to each other as they are distributed to the component devices. Dedicated return traces should also be provided for high-thrust traces, clocks, and so on to minimize loop structures that radiate and pick up electromagnetic energy. In double-sided boards, loop area control is the key to signal quality and concerns relating to EMC compliance. These concerns are difficult to occur efficiently because of the lack of specialized or advanced layout design techniques. For lower technology designs that are source in an optimal, low-impedance manner.

For single-sided PCBs, there is only one conceptual design technique that provides for RF return currents. This technique is to use a ground trace (guard trace) that is placed as physically close to the high-threat signal trace as possible. This is shown in Fig. 4.28. The power and ground return traces must also be routed parallel to each other with decoupling or filtering or bypassing, and the reverse is true for single-sided PCBs, there is only one conceptual design technique that provides for RF return currents. This technique is to use a ground trace (guard trace) that is placed as physically close to the high-threat signal trace as possible. This is shown in Fig. 4.28. The power and ground return traces must also be routed parallel to each other with decoupling or filtering or bypassing, and the reverse is true.
pling capacitors provided for each and every component that injects switching energy into
the power distribution system.

When a gridded power and ground layout methodology is provided, care must be
taken to guarantee that the grids are tied together in as many places as possible. If a grid
system is not used, RF loop currents from components may not find a low-impedance RF
return path by any reliable means, thus exacerbating emission. By routing power and re-
turn traces together in parallel runs, a low-impedance, small loop area transmission line
structure can be created, depending on how the parallel runs are implemented during lay-
out. Signal traces referenced to the 0V structure can still create significant current loops if
the distance spacing between the trace and 0V reference is excessive.

A problem with single-sided PCBs centers on how traces are routed between com-
ponents when a power and ground grid exists. In almost every application, it becomes im-
practical to fully grid a single-sided board. The most optimal layout technique is to use
ground fill to substitute as an alternate return path for loop area control and reduced im-
pedance for RF return currents to travel home. This ground fill must be connected to the
0V reference point in as many places as possible.

4.13.2 Double-sided PCBs

There are two types of implementation for providing an alternate return path for RF
currents.

1. Symmetrically placed components (e.g., memory arrays)
2. Asymmetrically placed components

4.13.3 Symmetrically Placed Components

There is one primary implementation technique for providing a low-impedance path
for RF return currents for two-layer boards related to EMC compliance. The first is for
older technology (slow speed components). These designs usually consist of Dual-In-Line
Packages (DIPs) placed in a straight row or matrix configuration. Very few products cur-
rently use this technique or technology.

Routing horizontal traces on the solder side and vertical traces on the circuit side is
the most commonly used technique for double-sided boards. This becomes a design rule
that is usually not violated when using symmetrically placed components. The power
trace is routed on the top (or bottom) layer, while the ground trace is routed on the oppo-
site layer. All interconnects are made using plated through-holes. For areas that are not
being used for either power, ground, or signal traces, ground fill must be used to aid in
providing a low-impedance path to ground for RF return currents.

To summarize Fig. 4.29:

- Layer the power and ground in a grid style with the total loop area formed by
each grid square not exceeding 1.5 square inches (3.8 square cm), although faster
edge-times may demand smaller grids.
- Run power and circuit traces orthogonally to each other, power on one layer,
ground on the other layer.
- Locate decoupling capacitors between the power and ground traces at all connec-
tors and at each IC.
A power and ground grid system works because the grid structure provides a common return path for RF currents when an image plane is not present.

### 4.13.4 Asymmetrically Placed Components

Asymmetrically placed components are found in many current designs. This layout design is commonly used in low-frequency analog systems—less than 1 kHz and nearly all low-speed, older technology products.

- Route all power traces in a radial fashion from the power supply to all components on the same routing layer. Minimize the total length of all traces.
- Route all ground and power traces adjacent (parallel) to each other. This minimizes loop currents that may be created by high-frequency switching noise (internal to the components) from corrupting other circuits and control signals. Ideally, the only time these traces should be separated by a distance not greater than the width of any individual trace is when they must separate for connection to the decoupling capacitor. Signal flow should parallel these ground paths.
- Prevent loop currents by not tying different branches of a tree to another branch.

In examining Fig. 4.30, observe that at low frequencies, parasitic L and C generally do not cause problems as they do in high-frequency applications. For this situation, single-point grounding is possible.

---

**Figure 4.30** Two-layer board with radial structure for power routing and flow on plane.

---

**Figure 4.31** Gridded ground structure.
usually routed on the top layer, while y-axis traces are located on the bottom side. These traces are connected together by vias wherever they jump layers. This layer jumping allows ample room for necessary signal routing and interconnects. The ground grid on one side of the PCB is connected to the ground grid on the opposite side of the board using as many vias as possible.

The voltage developed across a return conductor is referred to as ground drop or ground bounce. The lower the value of ground drop between two points on a PCB return structure, the lower the radiated emissions from the PCB.

In studying Fig. 4.31, we notice that if the grid spacing was smaller than that provided, the RF return current would mirror image back closer to the signal trace with enhanced mutual partial inductance. Because there is no straight-line path, a convoluted loop area is created which enhances creation of RF energy.

To optimize the design and layout of a PCB using a gridded ground structure, it is imperative to design the grid structure before component placement occurs or signal traces are routed. It becomes difficult to implement a gridded structure after the board is routed. This grid adds no per-unit cost to the product. For single- and double-sided circuitry inside the oscillator, prevents RF currents to be sourced to ground. SMT packages are often plastic. Oscillators, crystals, and all clock support circuitry (e.g., buffers, drivers, etc.) can be located over a single localized ground plane. This localized ground plane is on the component (top) layer of the PCB and ties directly into the main internal ground planes of the PCB through both the oscillator ground pin and a minimum of two additional ground vias. This ground plane should also be positioned next to and connected to a ground stitch location. An example of this localized ground plane is shown in Fig. 4.32 [11].

The following are the main reasons for placing a localized ground plane under the clock generation area:

- Circuitry inside the oscillator demands RF currents. If the oscillator package is a metal can, the DC power pin is relied on for both DC voltage reference and a path for RF currents to be sourced or sunk to ground from the oscillator circuitry. Depending on the type of oscillator chosen (CMOS, TTL, ECL, etc.), RF currents created internal to the package can become so excessive that the ground pin is unable to efficiently source this large RF current with low loss. From

the pin (lead) to ground. As a result, the metal case becomes a monotonous antenna. The nearest image or ground plane (internal to the PCB) is sometimes two or more layers away and is thus inefficient as a radiated coupling path for RF currents to ground.

- If the oscillator is a surface-mount device, the situation mentioned above is made worse because SMT packages are often plastic. RF currents created internal to the package can radiate to free space and couple to other components. The long impedance of the PCB material, relative to the impedance of the ground pin of the oscillator, prevents RF currents to be sourced to ground. SMT packages will always radiate more RF energy than a metalized case.

- Placing a localized ground plane under the oscillator and clock circuits provides an image plane that captures common-mode RF currents generated internal to the oscillator and related circuitry, thus minimizing RF emissions. This localized ground plane is also at RF hot potential. To contain differential-mode RF current that is also sourced to the localized ground plane, multiple connections to all system ground planes must be provided. Vias from the localized plane on layer 1 to the ground planes internal to the board will provide this lower impedance path to ground. To enhance performance of this localized ground plane, clock generation circuits should also be located adjacent to a chassis ground (stitch) connection. Connect this localized ground plane to the plated through-hole, 360° connection, preferably not using a wagon wheel configuration. Ensure a low-impedance RF bonding connection to ground exist. Connection through traces to a ground stitch location can defeat a low-impedance connection. While thermal relief 'wagon
4.15.1 Digital-to-Analog Partitioning

Concerns exist for proper partitioning of digital-to-analog circuits, components, and functional subsections. Because of the application of the circuit partition, and how the component manufacturer designed the silicone substrate, a common ground reference structure may or may not be required. If the vendor designed its component for filtered analog power using a common pinout, then it is only necessary to filter the power plane or power pin. If the component has been designed into the silicone a separate partition for a distinct digital ground and distinct analog ground, the component itself may be partitioned in the layout on the PCB depending on the transfer characteristics across the device’s silicon partition. This partition is achieved through use of mounting between the component pins. All analog discrete components must reside within the analog section as detailed in Fig. 4.33.

Within Fig. 4.33, we have two configurations, both with a localized ground plane and multilayer PCB and multilayer stackup. We can extrapolate this localized ground plane to be both a formal power and ground plane within a multilayer stackup assembly. The only difference between the localized ground plane and the internal ground plane is that the localized plane is on the top layer directly underneath the component or oscillator. While constructing the PCB during component placement and the partitioning implementation stage, we may sometimes create a very convoluted shape that zigzags between the pins of a component if the component manufacturer did not provide an optimal pinout configuration that allows for ease of digital-to-analog partitioning.

For both design applications, the analog power input to the device is filtered with a ferrite bead-on-lead and capacitors. The ferrite bead is placed on the "quiet" analog plane or localized ground plane. The output of the analog device, if required, is filtered with an appropriate device. This device may be another ferrite device or an inductor, based on functional application and use.

If partitioning is performed on the power and ground plane structure, the most must occur at all planes present within the board stackup assignment. It becomes critical that overlapping planes do not occur as was detailed in Fig. 4.19. It is imperative to prevent capacitive coupling between noisy digital planes and quiet analog planes, thus circumventing possible resonances from developing common-mode noise.

4.16 SUMMARY

An image plane is a term commonly used to identify a return path for RF currents to complete their journey home. This plane consists of a solid copper sheet laminated within a multilayer PCB stackup assignment. An image plane provides a low-impedance RF transmission path for magnetic lines of flux to mirror image themselves against their source transmission line. The closer the distance spacing between source and return path, the more enhanced flux cancellation becomes. Higher density PCB stackups provide approximately six to eight dB of RF suppression per image plane pair due to enhanced flux cancellation.

**Benefits of Multilayer Boards**

- One or more planes can be dedicated exclusively to power and ground. The principal benefit is due to the presence of the first solid plane.
- A well-decoupled power distribution system exists.
- Circuit loop areas are reduced, thereby reducing differential-mode radiated emissions and susceptibility. Reduction of differential-mode currents will keep common-mode RF energy from being created.
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- The signal and power return path (ground) will have minimal impedance levels.
- Characteristic impedance of traces is maintained throughout a trace route.
- Crosstalk will be minimized between adjacent traces.
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Bypassing and Decoupling

Bypassing and decoupling refers to preventing energy transfer from one circuit to another in addition to enhancing the quality of the power distribution system. Three circuit areas are of primary concern: power and ground planes, components, and internal power connections.

Decoupling is a means of overcoming physical and time constraints caused by digital circuitry switching logic states. Digital logic usually involves two possible states, "0" or "1." Some conceptual devices may not be binary but ternary. The setting and detection of these two states is achieved with switches internal to the component that determines whether the device is to be at logic LOW or logic HIGH. There is a finite time period for the device to make this determination. Within this window, a margin of protection is provided to guarantee against false triggering. Moving the logic state near the trigger level creates a degree of uncertainty. If we add high-frequency noise, the degree of uncertainty increases and false triggering may occur.

Decoupling is also required to provide sufficient dynamic voltage and current for proper operation of components during clock or data transitions when all component signals switch simultaneously under maximum capacitive load. Decoupling is accomplished by ensuring a low-impedance power source is present in both circuit traces and power planes. Because decoupling capacitors have an increasingly low impedance at high frequencies up to the point of self-resonance, high-frequency noise is effectively diverted from the signal trace, while low-frequency RF (radio frequency) energy remains relatively unaffected. Optimal implementation is achieved by using bulk, bypass, and decoupling capacitors. All capacitor values must be calculated for a specific function. In addition, we must properly select the dielectric material of the capacitor and not leave it to random choice from past usage or experience.

Three common uses of capacitors follow. Of course, a capacitor may also be used in other applications such as timing, wave shaping, integration, and filtering.
**Decoupling.** Removes RF energy injected into the power distribution network from high-frequency components consuming power at the speed the device is switching at. Decoupling capacitors also provides a localized source of DC power for devices and components, and is particularly useful in reducing peak current surges propagated across the board.

**Bypassing.** Diverts unwanted common-mode RF energy from components or cables. This is essential in creating an AC shunt to remove undesired energy from entering susceptible areas in addition to providing other functions of filtering (bandwidth limiting).

**Bulk.** Used to maintain constant DC voltage and current to components when all signal pins switch simultaneously under maximum capacitive load. It also prevents power dropout due to $\frac{dI}{dt}$ current surges generated by components.

An ideal capacitor has no losses in its conductive plates and dielectric. Current is always present between the two parallel plates. Because of this current, an element of inductance is associated with the parallel plate configuration. Because one plate is charging while its adjacent counterpart is discharging, a mutual coupling factor is added to the overall inductance of the capacitor.

### 5.1 REVIEW OF RESONANCE

All capacitors consist of an LCR circuit where $L = \text{inductance related to lead length}$, $R = \text{resistance in the leads}$, and $C = \text{capacitance}$. A schematic representation of a capacitor is shown in Fig. 5.1. At a calculable frequency, the series combination of $L$ and $C$ becomes resonant, providing very low impedance and effective RF shunting at resonance. At frequencies above self-resonance, the impedance of the capacitor becomes increasingly inductive and bypassing or decoupling becomes less effective. Hence, bypassing and decoupling are affected by the lead-length inductance of the capacitor (including surface mount, radial, or axial styles), the trace length between the capacitor and a component, feed-through pads, and so forth.

Before discussing bypassing and decoupling of circuits on a PCB, a review of resonance is provided. Resonance occurs in a circuit when the reactive value difference between the inductive and capacitive vector is zero. This is equivalent to saying that the circuit is purely resistive in its response to AC voltage. Three types of resonance are common:

- Series resonance
- Parallel resonance
- Parallel $C$—series $RL$ resonance

Resonant circuits are frequency-selective since they pass more or less RF current at certain frequencies than at others. A series LCR circuit will pass the selected frequency (as measured across $C$) if $R$ is high and the source resistance is low. If $R$ is low and the source resistance is high, the circuit will reject the chosen frequency. A parallel resonant circuit placed in series with the load will reject the chosen frequency.

---

**5.1.1 Series Resonance**

The overall impedance of a series RLC circuit is $Z = \sqrt{R^2 + (X_L - X_C)^2}$. If an RLC circuit is to behave resistively, the value can be calculated as shown in Fig. 5.2 where $\omega \approx (2\pi f)$ is known as the resonant-angular frequency.

With a series RLC circuit at resonance,
- Impedance is at minimum.
- Impedance equals resistance.
- The phase angle difference is zero.
- Current is at maximum.
- Power transfer ($PV$) is at maximum.
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5.2 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

5.2.1 Impedance

The equivalent circuit of a capacitor was shown in Fig. 5.1. The impedance of this capacitor is expressed by

$$|Z| = \sqrt{R^2 + \left(\frac{1}{\omega^2 LC} - \frac{1}{\omega^2 L}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where $Z =$ impedance ($\Omega$)

$R =$ Equivalent Series Resistance — ESR ($\Omega$)

$L =$ Equivalent Series Inductance — ESL ($H$)

$C =$ capacitance ($F$)

$f =$ frequency ($Hz$)

From this equation, $|Z|$ exhibits its minimum value at a resonant frequency $f_r$ such that

$$f_r = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.2)

In reality, the impedance equation (Eq. 5.1) reflects hidden parasitics that are present when we take into account ESL and ESR.

Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) is a term referring to resistive losses in a capacitor. This loss consists of the distributed plate resistance of the metal electrodes, the contact resistance between internal electrodes, and the external termination points. Note that skin effect at high frequencies increases this resistive value in the leads of the component. Thus, the high-frequency “ESR” is higher in equivalence than DC “ESR.”

Equivalent Series Inductance (ESL) is the loss element that must be overcome as current flow is constricted within a device package. The tighter the restriction, the higher the current density and the higher the ESL. The ratio of width to length must be taken into consideration to minimize this parasitic element.

Examining Eq. (5.1), we have a variation of the same equation with ESR and ESL, shown in Eq. (5.3).

$$|Z| = \sqrt{X_E^2 + \left(X_{ESL} - X_e\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3)

where $X_{ESL} = 2\pi f (ESL)$

$X_e = \frac{1}{\omega CR}$

For certain types of capacitors with regard to dielectric material, the capacitance value varies with temperature and DC bias. Equivalent Series Resistance varies with temperature, DC bias, and frequency, while Equivalent Series Inductance remains fairly unchanged.

For an ideal planar capacitor where current uniformly enters from one side and exits from another side, inductance will be practically zero. For those cases, $Z$ will approach $R$, at high frequencies and will not exhibit an inherent resonance, which is exactly what a power and ground plane structure within a PCB does. This is best illustrated by Fig. 5.5.
The effectiveness of a capacitor in reducing power distribution noise at a particular frequency of interest is illustrated by Eq. (5.4)

\[ \Delta V(f) = |Z(f)| \cdot \Delta I(f) \]  

(5.4)

where \( \Delta V \) is the allowed power supply sag; \( \Delta I \) is the current supplied to the device; and \( f \) is the frequency of interest. To optimize the power distribution system by ensuring that noise does not exceed a desired tolerance limit, \( |Z| \) must be less than \( \Delta V/\Delta I \) for the required current supply. The maximum \( |Z| \) should be estimated from the maximum \( \Delta I \) required. If \( \Delta I = 1 \text{A} \) and \( \Delta V = 3.3 \text{V} \), the impedance of the capacitor must be less than 0.3 \( \Omega \).

In order for an ideal capacitor to work as desired, the device should have a high \( C \) in order to provide a low impedance at a desired frequency and a low \( L \) so that the impedance will not increase at higher frequencies. In addition, the capacitor must have a low \( R \), to obtain the least possible impedance. For this reason, power and ground planes structures are optimal in providing low-impedance decoupling within a PCB over discrete components.

### 5.2.2 Energy Storage

Decoupling capacitors ideally should be able to supply all the current necessary during a state transition of a logic device. This is described by Eq. (5.5). Use of decoupling capacitors on two-layer boards also reduces power supply ripple.

\[ C = \frac{\Delta I}{\Delta V/\Delta t} \]

(5.5)

that is, \( 20 \text{mA} \times \frac{100 \text{mV}}{5 \text{ns}} = 0.003 \mu\text{F} \) or \( 1000 \text{pF} \)

where \( \Delta I = \text{current transient} \), \( \Delta V = \text{allowable power supply voltage change (ripple)} \), and \( \Delta t = \text{switching time} \).

Note that for 3V EMI requirements are usually more demanding than chip supply needs.

The response of a decoupling capacitor is based on a sudden change in demand for current. It is useful to interpret the frequency domain impedance response in terms of the capacitor's ability to supply current. This charge transfer effect is also for the time domain function that the capacitor is generally selected for. The low-frequency impedance between the power and ground planes indicates how much voltage on the board will change when experiencing a relatively slow transient. This response is an indication of the time-average voltage swing experienced during a faster transient. With low impedance, more current is available to the components under a sudden change in voltage. High-frequency impedance is an indication of how much current the board can initially supply in response to a fast transient. Boards with the lowest impedance above 100 MHz can supply the greatest amount of current (for a given voltage change) during the first few nanoseconds of a sudden transient.
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5.2.3 Resonance

When selecting bypass and decoupling capacitors, calculate the charge and discharge frequency of the capacitor based on logic family and clock speed used (self-resonant frequency). One must select a capacitance value based on the reactance that the capacitor presents to the circuit. A capacitor is capacitive up to its self-resonant frequency. Above self-resonance, the capacitor becomes inductive, which minimizes RF decoupling.

Table 5.1 illustrates the self-resonant frequency of two types of ceramic capacitors, one with standard 0.25-inch leads and the other surface mount. The self-resonant frequency of SMT capacitors is always higher, although this benefit can be obviated by connection inductance. This higher self-resonant frequency is due to lower lead-length inductance provided by the smaller case package size and lack of long radial or axial lead lengths. When performing SPICE testing or analysis on various package-size SMT capacitors, all with the same capacitive value, the self-resonant frequency changed by only a few MHz between package sizes, while keeping all other measurement constants unchanged. SMT package sizes of 1210, 0805, and 0603 are common in today’s products using various types of dielectric material. Only the lead inductance is different between packaging with capacitance value remaining constant. The dielectric material did not play a significant part in changing the self-resonant frequency of the capacitor. The change in self-resonant frequency observed between different package sizes, based on lead-length inductance in SMT packaging, was negligible and varied by ±2-5 MHz.

When actual testing was performed in a laboratory environment on a large sample of capacitors, an interesting phenomenon was observed. The capacitors were self-resonant at the frequency analyzed, as expected. Based on a large sample size, the self-resonant frequency varied considerably. (There were too many plots to detail in this chapter or place all with the same capacitive value, the self-resonant frequency changed by only a few MHz between package sizes, while keeping all other measurement constants unchanged. SMT package sizes of 1210, 0805, and 0603 are common in today’s products using various types of dielectric material. Only the lead inductance is different between packaging with capacitance value remaining constant. The dielectric material did not play a significant part in changing the self-resonant frequency of the capacitor. The change in self-resonant frequency observed between different package sizes, based on lead-length inductance in SMT packaging, was negligible and varied by ±2-5 MHz.

When actual testing was performed in a laboratory environment on a large sample of capacitors, an interesting phenomenon was observed. The capacitors were self-resonant at the frequency analyzed, as expected. Based on a large sample size, the self-resonant frequency varied considerably. (There were too many plots to detail in this chapter or place all with the same capacitive value, the self-resonant frequency changed by only a few MHz between package sizes, while keeping all other measurement constants unchanged. SMT package sizes of 1210, 0805, and 0603 are common in today’s products using various types of dielectric material. Only the lead inductance is different between packaging with capacitance value remaining constant. The dielectric material did not play a significant part in changing the self-resonant frequency of the capacitor. The change in self-resonant frequency observed between different package sizes, based on lead-length inductance in SMT packaging, was negligible and varied by ±2-5 MHz.

Table 5.2 shows the magnitude of impedance of a 15-nH inductor versus frequency. This inductance value is caused by the lead lengths of the capacitor and the method of placement of the capacitor on a typical PCB.

Figure 5.7 shows the self-resonant frequency of various capacitor values along with different logic families. It is observed that capacitors are capacitive until they approach self-resonance (null point) before going inductive. Above the point where capacitors go inductive, they proportionally cease to function for RF decoupling; however, they may still be the best source of charge for the device, even at frequencies where they are inductive. This is because the internal bond wire from the capacitor’s plates to its mounting pad (or pin) must be taken into consideration. Inductance is what causes capacitors to become less useful at frequencies above self-resonance for decoupling purposes.

Certain logic families generate a greater spectrum of RF energy. This energy is generally higher in frequency than the self-resonant frequency range which a decoupling capacitor presents to the circuit. For example, a 0.1 μF capacitor will usually not decouple RF currents for an “ACT or F” logic device, whereas a 0.001 μF capacitor is a more appropriate choice due to the faster edge rate (0.8-2.0 ns minimum) typical of these higher-speed components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacitor Value</th>
<th>Through-Hole*</th>
<th>Surface Mount**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nF</td>
<td>0.25&quot; Leads</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 μF</td>
<td>2.6 MHz</td>
<td>5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 μF</td>
<td>8.2 MHz</td>
<td>16 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 μF</td>
<td>26 MHz</td>
<td>50 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 pF</td>
<td>82 MHz</td>
<td>150 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 pF</td>
<td>116 MHz</td>
<td>225 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 pF</td>
<td>260 MHz</td>
<td>505 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 pF</td>
<td>521 MHz</td>
<td>1.8 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For through-hole, L = 3.75 nH (15 nH per inch).
**For surface mount, L = 1 nH.
We now compare the difference between through-hole and surface-mount capacitors (SMT). Since SMT devices have much less lead-length inductance, the self-resonant frequency is higher than through-hole. Figure 5.8 illustrates a plot of the self-resonant frequency of various values of ceramic capacitors. All capacitors in the figure have the same lead-length inductance for comparison purposes.

Effective capacitive decoupling is achieved when capacitors are properly placed on the PCB. Random placement or excessive use of capacitors is a waste of material. Sometimes fewer capacitors strategically placed perform best for decoupling. In certain applications, two capacitors in parallel are required to provide greater spectral bandwidth of RF suppression. These parallel capacitors must differ by two orders of magnitude or value (e.g., 0.1 and 0.001 µF) or 100x for optimal performance. Use of parallel capacitors are discussed later in this chapter.

**5.2.4 Benefits of Power and Ground Planes**

A benefit of using multilayer PCBs is the placement of the power and ground planes adjacent to each other. The physical relationship of these two planes creates one large decoupling capacitor. This capacitor usually provides adequate decoupling for low-speed (slow edge rate) designs; however, additional layers add significant cost to the PCB. If components have signal edges (tᵣ, tᵳ) slower than 10 ns (e.g., standard TTL, logic), use of high-performance, high self-resonant frequency decoupling capacitors is generally not required. Bulk capacitors are still needed, however, to maintain proper voltage levels. For performance reasons values such as 0.1 µF to 10 µF are appropriate for device power pins.

Another factor to consider when using power and ground planes as a primary decoupling capacitor is the self-resonant frequency of this built-in capacitor. If the self-resonant frequency of the power and ground planes is the same as the self-resonant frequency of the lumped total of the decoupling capacitors installed on the board, there will be a sharp resonance where these two frequencies meet. No longer will there be a wide spectral distribution of decoupling. If a clock harmonic is at the same frequency as this sharp resonance, the board will act as if little decoupling exists. When this situation occurs, the PCB may become an unintentional radiator with possible noncompliance with EMI requirements. Should this occur, additional decoupling capacitors (with a different self-resonant frequency) will be required to shift the resonance of the PCB’s power and ground planes.

One simple method to change the self-resonant frequency of the power and ground planes is to change the distance spacing between these planes. Increasing or decreasing
the height separation or relocation within the layer stackup will change the capacitance value of the assembly. Equations (5.7) and (5.8) provide this calculation. One disadvantage of using this technique is that the impedance of the signal routing layers may also change, which is a performance concern. Many multilayer PCBs generally have a self-resonant frequency between 200 and 400 MHz.

In the past, slower speed logic devices fell well below the spectrum of the self-resonant frequency of the PCB's power and ground planes. Logic devices used in newer, high-technology designs approach or exceed this critical resonant frequency. When both the impedance of the power planes and the decoupling capacitors approach the same resonant frequency, severe performance deterioration occurs. This degraded high-frequency impedance will result in serious EMI problems. Basically, the assembled PCB becomes an unintentional transmitter. The PCB is not really the transmitter; rather, the highly repetitive circuits or clocks are the cause of RF energy. Decoupling will not solve this type of problem (due to the resonance of the decoupling), requiring system-level containment measures to be employed.

5.3 CAPACITORS IN PARALLEL

It is common practice during a product design to make provisions for parallel decoupling of capacitors with the intent of providing greater spectral distribution of performance and minimizing ground bounce. Ground bounce is one cause of EMI created within a PCB. When parallel decoupling is provided, one must not forget that a third capacitor exists—the power and ground plane structure.

When DC power is consumed by components switching, a momentary surge occurs in the power distribution network. Decoupling provides a localized point source charge since a finite inductance exists within the power supply network. By keeping the voltage level at a stable reference point, false logic switching is prevented. Decoupling capacitors also minimize radiated emissions by providing a very small loop area for creating high spectral content switching currents instead of having a larger loop area created between the component and a remote power source.

Research on the effectiveness of multiple decoupling capacitors shows that parallel decoupling may not be significantly effective and that at high frequencies, only a 6-dB improvement may occur over the use of a single large value capacitor. Although 6-dB appears to be a small number for suppression of RF current, it may be all that is required to bring a noncompliant product into compliance with international EMI specifications. According to Paul:

Above the self-resonant frequency of the larger value capacitor where its impedance increases with frequency (inductive), the impedance of the smaller capacitor is decreasing (capacitive). At some point, the impedance of the smaller value capacitor will be smaller than that of the larger value capacitor and will dominate thereby giving a smaller net impedance than that of the larger value capacitor alone.


This 6-dB improvement is basically the result of lower lead and device-body inductance provided by the capacitors in parallel. There are now two sets of parallel leads from the internal plates of the capacitors. These two sets provide greater trace width than would be available if only one set of leads were provided. With a wider trace width, there is less lead-length inductance. This reduced lead-length inductance is a significant reason why parallel decoupling capacitors work as well as they do.

Figure 5.9 shows a plot of two bypass capacitors, 0.01 μF and 100 pF, both individually and in parallel. The 0.01 μF capacitor has a self-resonant frequency at 14.85 MHz. The 100 pF capacitor has its self-resonant frequency at 148.5 MHz. At 110 MHz, there is a large increase in impedance due to the parallel combination. The 0.01 μF capacitor is inductive, while the 100 pF capacitor is still capacitive. We have both L and C in resonance—hence, an antiresonant frequency point, which is exactly what we do not want in a PCB if compliance to EMI requirements is mandatory.

Between the self-resonant frequency of the larger value capacitor, 0.01 μF, and the self-resonant frequency of the smaller value capacitor, 100 pF, the impedance of the larger value capacitor is essentially inductive, whereas the impedance of the smaller value capacitor is capacitive. In this frequency range there exists a parallel resonant LC circuit and we should therefore expect to find an infinite impedance of the parallel combination. Around this resonant point, the impedance of the parallel combination is actually larger than the impedance of either isolated capacitor [4, p. 132].

In Fig. 5.9, observe that at 500 MHz, the impedances of the individual capacitors are virtually identical. The parallel impedance is only 6-dB lower. This 6-dB improvement is only valid over a limited frequency range from about 120 to 160 MHz.

To further examine what occurs when two capacitors are used in parallel, we look at a Bode plot of the impedance presented by two capacitors in parallel (see Fig. 5.10).
For the bode plot of Fig. 5.10, the frequency responses of the magnitude at the various break frequencies are [4]

\[ f_i = \frac{1}{2\pi\sqrt{LC}} \quad (5.6) \]

By shortening the lead-lengths of the larger value capacitor (0.01 μF), we can obtain the same results by a factor of 2. For this reason a single capacitor may be more optimal in a specific design than two, especially if minimal lead-length inductance exists.

To remove RF current generated by components switching all signal pins simultaneously (and it is desired to parallel decouple), it is common practice to place two capacitors in parallel (e.g., 0.1 μF and 0.001 μF) immediately adjacent to each power pin. If parallel decoupling is used within a PCB layout, one must be aware that the capacitance values should differ by two orders of magnitude, or 100x. The total capacitance of parallel capacitors is not important. Parallel reactance provided by the parallel capacitors (due to self-resonant frequency) is the important item. (See Tables 5.1 and 5.2.)

To optimize the effects of parallel bypassing and to allow use of only one capacitor, reduction in capacitor lead length inductance is required. A finite amount of lead length inductance will always exist when installing the capacitor on the PCB. Note that the lead length must also include the length of the via connecting the capacitor to the planes. The shorter the lead length from either single or parallel decoupling, the greater the performance. In addition, some manufacturers provide capacitors with significantly reduced "body" inductance internal to the capacitor.

5.4 POWER AND GROUND PLANE CAPACITANCE

The effects of the internal power and ground planes inside the PCB are not considered in Fig. 5.9. However, multiple bypassing effects are illustrated in Fig. 5.11. Power and ground planes have very little lead-length inductance equivalence and no ESR. (Equi-
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The impedance of the "bare board" closely approximates the ideal impedance of the loaded board impedance remains far below that of the board that is loaded with discrete capacitors. At frequencies near the loaded board pole (parallel resonant) frequency, the magnitude of the loaded board impedance is extremely high, and the decoupling performance of the loaded board is far worse than that of the unloaded board (without additional decoupling capacitors). The analysis clearly indicates that minimizing the series inductance of the decoupling capacitor connection is crucial to achieving ideal capacitor behavior over the widest possible frequency range, which in the time domain corresponds to the ability to supply charge rapidly. Lowering the interconnect inductance increases the series and parallel-resonance frequency, thereby extending the range of ideal capacitor behavior [6].

Parallel resonances correspond to poles in the board impedance expression. Series resonances are null points. When multiple capacitors are provided, the poles and zeros will alternate so that there will be exactly one parallel resonance between each pair of series resonances. A parallel resonance will always exist between two series resonances.

Although good distributive capacitance exists when using a power and ground plane structure, adjacent close stacking of these two planes plays a critical part in the overall PCB assembly. If two sets of power and ground planes exist, for example, +5V/ground and +3.3V/ground, both with different dielectric spacing between the two planes, it is possible to have multiple decoupling capacitors built internal to the board. With proper selection of layer stackup, both high-frequency and low-frequency decoupling can be achieved without use of any discrete capacitors. To expand on this concept, a technology known as "buried capacitance" is finding use in extremely high-technology products that require high-frequency decoupling.
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\[ f_c = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{C_2 C}} \]

For frequencies below the series resonance frequency, discrete decoupling capacitors behave as capacitors with an impedance of \( Z = \frac{1}{2\pi f C} \). For frequencies near the series resonance frequency, the impedance of the loaded PCB is actually less than that of the ideal PCB. However, at frequencies above \( f_s \), the decoupling capacitors begin to exhibit inductive behavior as a result of their associated interconnect inductance. Thus, the discrete decoupling capacitors function as inductors at frequencies above their series resonance frequency. The frequency at which the magnitude of the board impedance is the same with or without the decoupling capacitors (where the unloaded PCB intersects that of the loaded, nonideal PCB) is

\[ f_c = f_s \sqrt{1 + \frac{nC_2}{2C}} \]
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of discrete capacitors is required to decouple components that operate above the cutoff frequency of the buried capacitance. The important item to remember is that the closer the distance spacing is between the power and ground planes, the better the decoupling performance. It is to be remembered that, although buried capacitors may eliminate the employment and cost of discrete components, use of this technology may far exceed the cost of all discrete components that were removed.

To better understand the concept of buried capacitance, we should consider the power and ground planes as pure capacitance at low frequencies with very little inductance. These planes can be considered to be an equal-potential surface with no voltage gradient except for a small DC voltage drop. This capacitance is calculated simply as area divided by thickness times permittivity. For a 10-inch square board, with 2 mil FR-4 dielectric between the power and ground planes, we have 45 nF (0.045 μF).

At some frequency, a full wave will be observed between the power and ground planes along the edge length of the PCB. Assuming velocity of propagation to be 6 inches per microsecond, we observe that the frequency will be 600 MHz for a 10 x 10 inch board. At this frequency, the planes are not at equal potential, for the voltage measured between the planes is 0.372/10 = 0.0372 ohms impedance, again, a small number.

Decoupling capacitance is increased because the distance spacing between the planes is in the denominator. Inductance is decreased because the velocity of propagation must remain constant and the total impedance is also decreased. The power and ground planes are the means of distributing power. Reducing the dielectric thickness is effective at increasing high-frequency decoupling capacitance and transporting high-frequency power through a lower impedance distribution system.

### 5.4.2 Calculating Power and Ground Plane Capacitance

Capacitance between a power and ground plane is described by

\[
C_{pw} = \frac{k A}{d}
\]

(5.11)

where \(C_{pw}\) = capacitance of parallel plates (pF)

\(k\) = relative dielectric constant of the board material (vacuum = 1, FR-4 material = 4.4 to 4.7)

\(A\) = common area between the parallel plates (square inches or cm²)

\(d\) = distance spacing between the plates (inches or cm)

\(k\) = conversion constant (0.2249 for inches, 0.368 for cm)

---

### 5.5 Lead-Length Inductance

All capacitors have lead and device body inductance. Vias also add to this inductance value. Lead inductance must be minimized at all times. When a signal trace plus leadlength inductance is combined, a higher impedance mismatch will be present between the component's ground pin and the system ground plane. With trace impedance mismatch, a voltage gradient is created between these two sources, creating RF currents. RF fields cause RF emissions on PCBs; hence, decoupling capacitors must be designed for minimum inductive lead length, including via and pin escapes (or pad connections from the component pin to the point where the device pin connects to a via).

In a capacitor, the dielectric material determines the magnitude of the zero for the self-resonant frequency of operation. All dielectric material is temperature sensitive. The capacitance value of the capacitor will change in relation to the ambient temperature provided to its case package. At certain temperatures, the capacitance may change substantially and may result in improper performance, or no performance at all when used as a bypass or decoupling element. The more temperature stable the dielectric material, the better the performance of the capacitor.

In addition to the sensitivity of the dielectric material to temperature, the equivalent series inductance (ESL) and the equivalent series resistance (ESR) must be low at the desired frequency of operation. ESL acts like a parasitic inductor, whereas ESR acts like a parasitic resistor, both in series with the capacitor. ESL is not a major factor in today's small SMT capacitors. Radial and axial lead devices will always have large ESL values. Together, ESL and ESR degrade a capacitor's effectiveness as a bypass element. When selecting a capacitor, one should choose a capacitor family that publishes actual ESL and ESR values in their data sheet. Random selection of a standard capacitor may result in improper performance if ESL and ESR are too high. Most vendors of capacitors do not publish ESL and ESR values, so it is best to be aware of this selection parameter when choosing capacitors used in high-speed, high-technology PCBs.

Because surface-mount capacitors have essentially little ESL and ESR, their use is preferred over radial or axial types. Typically, ESL is < 0.1 nH and ESR should be 0.5 ohms or less. For decoupling capacitors, capacitance tolerance is not as important as the temperature stability, dielectric constant, ESL, ESR, and self-resonant frequency [1].

---

One caveat in implementing this technology is that the inductance caused by the antipads (holes for through-vias) in the power and ground planes can minimize the theoretical effectiveness of this technique.

Because of the efficiency of the power planes as a decoupling capacitor, the use of high self-resonant frequency decoupling capacitors may not be required for standard TTL or slow-speed logic. This optimum efficiency exists, however, only when the power planes are closely spaced—less than 0.01 inch with 0.005 inch preferred for high-speed logic applications. If additional decoupling capacitors are not properly chosen, the power planes will go inductive below the lower cut-in range of the higher self-resonant frequency decoupling capacitor. With this gap in resonance, a pole is generated, causing undesirable effects on RF suppression. At this point, RF suppression techniques on the PCB become ineffective, and containment measures must be used at a much greater expense.
5.6 PLACEMENT

5.6.1 Power Planes

Multilayer PCBs generally contain one or more pairs of voltage and ground planes. Power planes function as a low-inductance capacitor that constrains RF currents generated from components and traces. Multiple chassis ground stitch connections to all ground planes minimize voltage gradients between board and chassis and between adjoining board layers. These gradients also are a major source of common-mode RF fields. This is in addition to sourcing RF currents to chassis ground. In many cases, multiple ground stitch connections are not always possible, especially in card cage designs. In such situations, care must be taken to analyze and determine where RF loops will occur and how to optimize grounding of the power planes.

Power planes that are positioned next to ground planes provide for flux cancellation in addition to decoupling RF currents created from power fluctuations of components and noise injected into the power and ground planes. Components switching logic states cause a current surge during the transition. This current surge places a strain on the power distribution network. An image plane is a solid copper plane at voltage or ground potential located adjacent to a signal routing plane. RF currents generated by traces on the signal plane will mirror image themselves in this adjacent metal plane. This metal plane must not be isolated from the power distribution network [9]. To remove common-mode RF currents created within a PCB, all routing (signal) layers must be physically adjacent to the image plane. (Refer to Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion of image planes.)

5.6.2 Decoupling Capacitors

Before determining where to locate decoupling capacitors, the physical structure of a PCB must be understood. Figure 5.12 shows the electrical equivalent circuit of a PCB. In this figure, observe the loops that exist between power and ground caused by traces, IC leads, wire bonds, lead frames of components, socket pins, component interconnect leads, and decoupling capacitor. The key to effective decoupling is to minimize $R_L$, $L_L$, $R_S$, $L_S$, $R_C$, $L_C$, $R_{L'}$, $L_{L'}$, $R_{C'}$, $L_{C'}$, and $L_{C''}$. Placement of power and ground pins in the center of the component helps reduce $R_L$, $L_L$, $R_C$, and $L_C$. Basically, the impedance of the PCB structure must be minimized. The easiest way to minimize the resistive and inductive components of the PCB is to provide a solid plane. To minimize the inductance from the component, use of SMT, ball grid arrays, and flip chip is preferred. With less lead bond lengths from IC to PCB pad, overall impedance is reduced.

Figure 5.12 makes clear that EMI is a function of loop geometry and frequency, hence, the smallest closed-loop area is desired. We acquire this small area by placing a local decoupling capacitor, $C_{L'}$, for current storage adjacent to the power pins of the IC. It is mandatory that the decoupling loop impedance be much lower than the rest of the power distribution system. This low impedance will cause the high-frequency RF energy developed by both traces and components to remain almost entirely within this small closed loop. As a result, low EMI emissions are observed.

If the impedance of the loop is smaller than the rest of the system, some fraction of the high-frequency RF component will transfer to the larger loop formed by the power distribution system. With this situation, RF currents are developed and, hence, higher EMI emissions. This situation is best illustrated in Fig. 5.13.

Figure 5.12 Equivalent circuit of a PCB.

To summarize,

The important parameter when using decoupling capacitors is to minimize lead-length inductance and to locate the capacitors as close as possible to the component.

Decoupling capacitors must be provided for every device with edges faster than 2 ns and should be provided, placement wise, for "every component." Making provisions for decoupling capacitors is a necessity because future EMI testing may indicate a requirement for these devices. During testing, it may be possible to determine that there may be excess capacitors in the assembly. Having to add capacitors to an assembled board is difficult, if not impossible. Today, CMOS, ECL, and other fast logic families require additional decoupling capacitors besides the power and ground plane structure.

If a decoupling capacitor must be provided to a through-hole device after assembly, retrofit can be performed. Several manufacturers provide a decoupling capacitor assembly using a flat, level construction that resides between the component and PCB. This flat...
pack shares the same power and ground pins of the components. Because these capacitors are flat in construction, lead-length inductance is much less compared to capacitors with radial or axial leads. Since the capacitor and component share the same power and ground pins, \( R_c, L_c, R_p, \) and \( L_p \) are also reduced. Some lead-length inductance will remain, which cannot be removed. The most widely used board level retrofit capacitors are known as Micro-Q.\footnote{Micro-Q is a trademark of Circuit Component, Inc. formerly Rogers Corporation} Other manufacturers provide similar products. An example of this type of capacitor is detailed in Fig. 5.14. Other configurations exist in pin grid array (PGA) form factor. For PGA retrofit decoupling capacitors, unique assemblies are available based on the particular pinout configuration of the device requiring this part.

A retrofit capacitor has a self-resonant frequency generally in the range of 10–50 MHz, depending on the capacitance of the device. Since DIP style leads are provided, higher frequency use cannot occur owing to excessive lead-length inductance. Although sometimes termed a “retrofit” device, the improved decoupling performance of these capacitors, compared to axial leads capacitors on two-layer boards, makes them suitable for initial design implementation.

Poor planning during PCB layout and component selection may require use of Micro-Q devices. As yet, there is no equivalent retrofit for SMT packaged components. When selecting a capacitor, we should consider not only the self-resonant frequency but the dielectric material as well. The most commonly used material is Z5U (barium titanite ceramic). This material has a high dielectric constant. This constant allows small capacitors to have large capacitance values with self-resonant frequencies from 1 MHz to 20 MHz, depending on design and construction. Above self-resonance, performance of Z5U decreases as the loss factor of the dielectric becomes dominant, which limits its usefulness to approximately 50 MHz.

Another dielectric material commonly used is NPO (strontium titanite). This material has better high-frequency performance owing to a low dielectric constant. NPO is also a more temperature-stable dielectric. The capacitance value (and self-resonant frequency) is less likely to change when the capacitor is subjected to changes in ambient temperature or operating conditions.

Placement of 1 nf (1000 pF) capacitors (capacitors with a very high self-resonant frequency) on a 1-inch center grid throughout the PCB may provide additional protection from reflections and RF currents generated by both signal traces and the power planes, especially if a high-density PCB stackup is used.\footnote{It's not the exact location that counts in placement. Another example of such location is to provide decoupling for VLSI and high-speed components (e.g., F, ACT, BCT, CMOS, ECL logic families) may require decoupling capacitors in parallel. As slew rates of components become steeper, a greater spectral distribution of RF currents is created. Parallel capacitors generally provide optimal bypassing of power plane noise, in addition to removing high-frequency RF energy. Multiple paired sets of capacitors are placed between the power and ground pins of VLSI components located around all four sides. These high-frequency decoupling capacitors are typically rated \( 0.1 \mu F \) in parallel with \( 0.001 \mu F \) for 50-MHz systems. Higher clock frequencies use a parallel combination of \( 0.01 \mu F \) and \( 0.01 \mu F \) components.}

While the focus in this chapter is on multilayer boards, single- and double-sided boards also require decoupling. Figure 5.15 illustrates correct and incorrect ways of locating decoupling capacitors for a single- or double-sided assembly. When placing decoupling capacitors, ground loop control must be considered at all times. When using multilayer boards with internal power and ground planes, placement of the decoupling capacitor may be anywhere in the vicinity of the component’s power pins \([6]\), although this implementation may actually cause the PCB to become more RF active. This requirement is based on whether the component has 2 mounting pins via straight down to the power/ground plane, or whether a routed trace connects to the discrete capacitor. Location of the capacitor is not critical during placement for the previous statement because of the lumped distributed capacitance of the power planes and because the components themselves must via down to the power and ground plane—the same as the decoupling capacitor \([6]\).

Another function of a decoupling capacitor is to provide localized energy storage, thereby reducing power supply radiating loops. When current flows in a closed-loop circuit, the RF energy produced is proportional to \( IAF \). Where \( I \) is the current in the loop, \( A \) is the area of the loop, and \( F \) is the frequency of the current signal. Because current and frequency are predetermined by the type of logic family selected, it becomes necessary to minimize the area of the current loop to reduce radiation. Minimal loop area can be accomplished by taking care in placement of decoupling capacitors. A good example of a large loop area is shown in Fig. 5.15.

In Fig. 5.15, \( V_{c_{in}} \) is \( I_{c_{in}} \)-induced noise in the ground trace flowing in the decoupling capacitor. This \( V_{c_{in}} \) now drives the ground structure of the board and contributes to the overall common-mode voltage across the entire board. One should minimize the ground path that is common with the board’s ground structure and the decoupling capacitor.
5.7 SELECTION OF A DECOUPLING CAPACITOR

Clock circuit components must be given emphasis to be RF-decoupled. This is due to the switching energy generated by the component injected into the power and ground distribution system. This energy will be transferred to other circuits or subsections as common-mode or differential-mode RF. Bulk capacitors such as tantalum and high-frequency ceramic monolithic are both required, each for a different application. Furthermore, monolithic capacitors must have a self-resonant frequency higher than the clock harmonics requiring suppression. Typically, one selects a capacitor with a self-resonant frequency in the range of 10–30 MHz for circuits, with edge rates of 2 ns or less. Many PCBs are self-resonant in the 200–400 MHz range. Proper selection of decoupling capacitors, along with the self-resonant frequency of the PCB structure (acting as one large capacitor), will provide enhanced EMI suppression. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are useful for axial or radial lead capacitors. Surface-mount devices have a much higher self-resonant frequency by approximately two orders of magnitude (or 100x) as the result of less lead-length inductance. Aluminum electrolytic capacitors are ineffective for high-frequency decoupling and are best suited for lower frequency power-supply sub-systems or power line filtering.

It is common to select a decoupling capacitor for a particular application, usually the first harmonic of a clock or processor. Sometimes, a capacitor is selected for the third or fifth harmonic since this is where the majority of RF current is produced. There also needs to be plenty of larger discrete capacitors, bulk and decoupling. The use of common decoupling capacitor values of 0.1 µF in parallel with 0.001 µF can be too inductive and too slow to supply charge current at frequencies above 200–300 MHz.

When performing component placement on a PCB, one should make provisions for adequate high-frequency RF decoupling. One should also verify that all bypass and decoupling capacitor chosen are selected based on intended application. This is especially true for clock generation circuits. The self-resonant frequency must take into account all significant clock harmonics requiring suppression, generally considered to be the fifth harmonic of the original clock frequency. Finally, capacitive reactance (self-resonant reactance in ohms) of decoupling capacitors is calculated per Eq. (5.12).

\[
X_C = \frac{1}{2 \pi f C}
\]

where \(X_C\) = capacitance reactance (ohms)
\(f\) = resonant frequency (Hertz)
\(C\) = capacitance value

5.7.1 Calculating Capacitor Values (Wave-Shaping)

Capacitors can also be used to wave-shape differential-mode RF currents on individual traces. These parts are generally used in I/O circuits and connectors and are rarely used in clock networks. The capacitor, \(C\), alters the signal edge of the output clock line (slew rate) by rounding the time period the signal edge takes to transition from logic state 0 to logic state 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.16.

In examining Fig. 5.16, we should observe the change in the slew rate (clock edge) of the desired signal. Although the transition points remain unchanged, the time period \(t_r\) and \(t_i\) is different. This elongation or slowing down of the signal edge is a result of the capacitor charging and discharging. The change in transition time is described by the equations and illustration presented in Fig. 5.17. Note that a Thévenin equivalent circuit is shown without the load. The source voltage, \(V_{sw}\), and series impedance are internal to the driver or clock generation circuit. The capacitive effect on the trace, seen in the figure, is a result of this capacitor being located in the circuit. To determine the time rate of change of the capacitor detailed in Fig. 5.16, the equations in Fig. 5.17 are used.

When a Fourier analysis is performed from time to frequency domains, a significant reduction of RF energy is observed along with a decrease in spectral RF distribution. Hence, there is improved EMI compliance. Caution is required during the design stage to ensure that slower edges will not adversely affect functional operational performance.

The capacitive value for a decoupling capacitor can be calculated in two ways. Although the capacitance is calculated for optimal filtering at a particular resonant frequency, use and implementation depend on installation, lead length, trace length, and other parasitic parameters that may change the resonant frequency of the capacitor. The installed value of capacitive reactance is the item of interest. Calculating the value of capacitive reactance will be in the ballpark and is generally accurate enough for actual implementation.
Before calculating a decoupling capacitor value, the Thevenin impedance of the network should be determined. This impedance value should be equal to these two resistors values placed in parallel. Using a Thevenin equivalent circuit, we assume \( Z_L = 150 \Omega \) and \( Z_L = 2.0 \text{k}\Omega \).

\[
Z_i = \frac{Z_L + Z_L}{Z_L + Z_L} = \frac{150 + 2000}{2150} = 140 \Omega
\]  
\[ (5.13) \]

**Method 1.** Equation (5.14) is used to determine the capacitance value knowing the edge rate of the clock signal:

\[
t_e = k R C_{\text{max}} = 3.3 \times R \times C_{\text{max}}
\]

\[ C_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.3 \times t_e}{R} \]

where \( t_e \) = edge rate of the signal (the faster of either the rising or falling edge)

\( R \) = total resistance within the network

\( C_{\text{max}} \) = maximum capacitance value to be used

\( k \) = one time constant

Note: \( C \) in nanofarads if \( t_e \) is in nanoseconds

\( C \) in picofarads if \( t_e \) is in picoseconds

The capacitor must be chosen so that \( t_e = 3.3 \times R \times C \) equals an acceptable rise or fall time for proper functionality of the signal; otherwise baseline shift may occur. Baseline shift refers to the steady-state voltage level that is identified as logic low or logic high for a particular logic family. The number 3.3 is based on the value for the time constant of a capacitor charging based on the equation \( t = RC \). Approximately three (3) time constants equals one (1) rise time. Since we are interested in only one time constant for calculating capacitance value, this value of \( k \) is \( \frac{1}{3t_e} \), which becomes 3.3 when incorporated within the equation.

For example, if the edge rate is 5 ns and the impedance of the circuit is 140 \( \Omega \), we can calculate the maximum value of \( C \) as

\[
C_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.3 \times 5}{140} = 0.01 \text{ nF or } 10 \text{ pF}
\]  
\[ (5.15) \]

A 60-MHz clock with a period of 8.33 ns on and 8.33 ns off, \( R = 33 \text{ } \Omega \) (typical for an unterminated TTL pair) has an acceptable \( t_e = t_e = 2 \text{ ns (25% of the on or off value). Therefore,}

\[
\left( C \times 0.3 \times t_e \right) = \frac{0.3 \times 2 \times 10^{-9}}{33} = 18 \text{ pF}
\]  
\[ (5.16) \]

**Method 2**

- Determine highest frequency to be filtered, \( f_{\text{max}} \).
- For differential pair traces, determine the maximum tolerable value of each capacitor to minimize signal distortion. Use Eq. (5.17).
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\[ C_{\text{min}} = \frac{100}{2\pi f_{\text{max}} R_i} \]

where \( C \) is in nanofarads and \( f \) in MHz.

To filter a 20-MHz signal with \( R_i = 140 \Omega \), the capacitance value would be

\[ C_{\text{min}} = \frac{100}{2\pi \times 20 \times 140} = 0.036 \text{ nF} \quad \text{or} \quad 36 \mu\text{F} \quad (5.18) \]

with negligible source impedance, \( Z_s \).

When using bypassing capacitance, the following should be implemented:

- If degradation of the edge rate is acceptable (generally three times the value of \( C_i \), increase the capacitance value to the next highest standard value.
- Select a capacitor with proper voltage rating and dielectric constant for intended use.
- Select a capacitor with a tight tolerance level. A tolerance level of \(+80\%\-0\%\) is acceptable for power supply filtering but is inappropriate as a decoupling capacitor for high-speed signals.
- Install the capacitor with minimal lead-length and trace inductance.
- Verify that the functionally of the circuit so that it still works with the capacitor installed. Too large a value capacitor can cause excessive signal degradation.

5.8 SELECTION OF BULK CAPACITORS

Bulk capacitors provide DC voltage and current to components when the devices are switching all data, address, and control signals simultaneously under maximum capacitive load. Switching components tend to cause current fluctuations within the power distribution network. These fluctuations can cause improper performance of components owing to voltage sags. Bulk capacitors provide energy storage for circuits to maintain optimal voltage and surge current requirements.

Bulk capacitors (usually tantalum dielectric) are often used in addition to higher self-resonant frequency decoupling capacitors to provide DC power for components and power plane RF modulation. One bulk capacitor should be placed for every two LSI and VLSI components in addition to the decoupling capacitors at the following locations:

- Power-entry connector from the power supply to the PCB.
- Power terminals on I/O connectors for daughter or adapter cards, peripheral devices, and secondary circuits.
- Adjacent to power-consuming circuits and components.

When using bulk capacitors, the voltage rating should be calculated that the nominal voltage equals 50% of the capacitor's actual voltage rating requirement to prevent the capacitor from self-destruction if a voltage surge occurs. For example, with power at 5V, a capacitor with a minimum 10V rating should be used.

Table 5.3 shows the typical number of capacitors required for some popular logic families. This table is based on the maximum allowable power drop, which is equal to 25% of the noise immunity level of the circuit being decoupled. Note that for standard CMOS logic, this table is conservative since the trace wiring to the components cannot provide the required peak current without excessive voltage drop. The actual value of the capacitor used will be determined based on functional application.

Memory arrays require additional bulk capacitors owing to the extra current required for proper operation during a refresh cycle. The same is true for VLSI components with high pin counts. High-density pin grid array (PGA) modules also must have additional bulk capacitors provided, especially when all signal, address, and control pins switch simultaneously under maximum capacitive load.

Using Eq. (5.5) to calculate the peak surge current consumed by many capacitors, we observe that more is not necessarily better. An excessive number of capacitors could draw a large amount of current, which places a strain on the power supply.

Selection of a capacitor based on past experience with slower speed digital logic will generally not provide proper bypassing and decoupling when used with high-technology, high-speed designs. Consideration of resonance, placement on the PCB, lead-length inductance, existence of power planes, and the like must all be included when selecting a capacitor or capacitor combination.

For bulk capacitors, the following procedures are provided to determine optimal selection [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Family</th>
<th>Gate Drive Current (mA)</th>
<th>1 Gate Drive (mA)</th>
<th>Number of Decoupling Capacitors for a Fanout of 5 Gates * 10 cm Trace Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CMOS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TTL</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS-TTL</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCMOS</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STIL</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chapter 5 • Bypassing and Decoupling

Method 1

1. Determine maximum current ($\Delta I$) consumption anticipated on the board. Assume all gates switch simultaneously. Include the effect of power surges by logic crossover (cross-conduction currents).
2. Calculate maximum amount of power supply noise permitted ($\Delta V$). Factor in a safety margin.
3. Determine maximum common-path impedance acceptable to the circuit.

\[ Z_{\text{max}} = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta I} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5.19)}

4. If solid planes are used, allocate the impedance, $Z_{\text{max}}$, to the connection between power and ground.
5. Calculate the impedance of the interconnect cable, $Z_{\text{cable}}$, from the power supply to the board. Add this value to $Z_{\text{max}}$ to determine the frequency below which the power supply wiring is adequate ($Z_{\text{total}} = Z_{\text{max}} + Z_{\text{cable}}$).

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi Z_{\text{total}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5.20)}

6. If the switching frequency is below the calculated $f$ of Eq. (5.20), the power supply wiring is fine. Above $f$, bulk capacitors, $C_{\text{bulk}}$, are required. Calculate the value of the bulk capacitor for an impedance $Z_{\text{total}}$ at frequency $f$.

\[ C_{\text{bulk}} = \frac{1}{2\pi f Z_{\text{total}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5.21)}

Method 2

A PCB has 200 CMOS gates (G), each switching 5 pF (C) leads within a 2-ns time period. Power supply inductance is 80 nH.

\[ \Delta V = G C \Delta I = 200 \times (5 \text{ pF}) \times 2 \text{ ns} = 2.5 \text{ V} \text{ (worst case peak surge)} \]

\[ \Delta I = 0.2 \text{ mA} \text{ (from noise margin budget)} \]

\[ Z_{\text{total}} = \frac{\Delta V}{\Delta I} = 0.20 \Omega \]

\[ Z_{\text{cable}} = 2.5 \Omega \]

\[ f = \frac{1}{2\pi Z_{\text{total}}} = 0.08 \text{ kHz} \]

\[ Z_{\text{cable}} = \frac{1}{2\pi f Z_{\text{total}}} = 80 \text{ nH} \]

\[ L_{\text{cable}} = 5.0 \text{ nH} \]

\[ f_{\max} = \frac{1}{2\pi f_{\text{max}}} = 150 \text{ kHz} \]

\[ C = \frac{1}{2\pi f_{\text{max}}} = 12.5 \mu\text{F} \]

Capacitors commonly found on PCBs for bulk purposes are generally in the range of 10-100 µF.

Capacitance required for decoupling power plane RF currents due to the switching energy of components can be determined by knowing the resonant frequency of the logic circuits to be decoupled. The hardest part in calculating this resonant value is knowing the inductance of the capacitor’s leads (ESL). If ESL is not known, an impedance meter or network analyzer may be used to measure the ESL value. The drawback of using an impedance meter is that low-frequency instruments may not catch higher frequency responses. ESL can be also approximated by knowing only the capacitance value and the self-resonant frequency parasitics.

5.9 Designing a Capacitor Internal to a Component’s Package

Technology has progressed to the point where the majority of radiated emissions need not be caused by poor PCB layout, trace routing, impedance mismatches, or power supply corruption. Radiated emissions are the result of using digital components. What do we mean by the statement that digital components are the primary source of RF energy? The answer is simple. RF energy is produced by the Fourier spectra created by the switching transistors internal to the silicon wafer which is physically glued down inside a protective enclosure. This enclosure is commonly identified as the package, which consists of either plastic or ceramic material.

Recent advances in integrated circuit (IC) components such as microprocessors, digital signal processors, and applications-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) have become significant sources of electromagnetic noise. In recent years, clock rates have increased from 25 and 33 MHz to 200 through 500 MHz and beyond. With these clock rates, we have a resulting corresponding internal dynamic power dissipation increase due to switching currents that may exceed 10 watts within a VLSI device.

The silicon die demands current from a power distribution network and must drive a transmission line at certain levels of voltage and current. In addition, technology has progressed to the point where millions of transistors are provided within a single die on a wafer. Manufacturing technology has also approached the 0.18-micron line width, which allows for faster edge rate devices and die shrink. Die shrink is where the number of individual components on a silicon wafer increase, thus improving the yield and total number of devices from a single process batch. The cost of the product decreases when an increase in the number of functional units occurs. Because of smaller line widths, the propagation delay between the individual gates within the component package becomes shorter, along with corresponding faster edge rates. The faster the edge rate, the greater the ability of the device to create radiated emissions. With faster internal edges, the switching effects can cause greater losses across the inductance internal to the package.

With faster edge rates, DC current is demanded from the power distribution network at a quicker rate. This faster switching speed bounces the power distribution network, creating an imbalance in the different-mode current between power and ground. With an imbalance in the differential-mode, common-mode currents are produced. Common-mode currents are observed during EMI tests radiating from cable assemblies, interconnects, or PCB components.

To address component-level problems, EMC engineers and component manufacturers must advance state-of-the-art principles in implementing suppression techniques for ICs, especially decoupling. Design and cost margins also play an important part in determining how an EMC solution will be implemented.

As presented earlier, decoupling capacitors provide an instantaneous point source of charge to a component for the time period that the device switches. A decoupling capacitor...
must not only provide a voltage charge to the device at the speed that the device is switching at, but it must also recharge quickly. The self-resonant value of the capacitor depends on various parameters, which include not only the capacitance value but also ESL and ESR.

A component vendor can use various techniques to implement a decoupling capacitor internal to the component package. One approach is to implement a built-in decoupling capacitor before affixing the silicon die into the package, as illustrated in Fig. 5.18. Two layers of metal film, separated by a thin layer of a dielectric material, will form a high-quality parallel plate capacitor. Since the applied voltage is extremely low, the dielectric layer can be very thin. This thin dielectric results in adequate capacitance for a very small area. The effective lead length approaches zero. The resonant frequency of the parallel plate configuration will thus be very high. The cost to manufacturers to implement this technique will be minimal compared to the overall cost of the IC. In addition to improved performance, the overall PCB cost may be reduced because use of discrete decoupling capacitors may not be required.

Another technique that will provide decoupling within a component package is by brute force. High-density, high-technology components often feature SMT capacitors located directly inside the device package. The use of discrete components is common in multichip modules. Depending on the inrush peak current surge of the silicon die, an appropriate capacitor is selected based on the current charge the device requires, in addition to providing decoupling of differential-mode currents at the self-resonant frequency of the component. Even with this internal capacitor, additional externally located discrete capacitors may be required. An example of how a discrete capacitor is provided in these modules is shown in Fig. 5.19.

Use of vias in solid power planes will decrease the total capacitance based on the number of vias and the amount of real estate that has been etched out from the planes. A capacitor works by virtue of energy storage that is contained within a metallic structure. With less metal (copper plane), the current density distribution is decreased. As a result, less area exists to support the number of electrons that create the current density distribution. Figure 5.20 illustrates the value of capacitance between parallel power planes in two configurations: solid power planes and power planes with 30% of the area removed by vias and clearance pads.

For a synchronous design, CMOS power dissipation is a capacitive discharge effect. A device that consumes 2400 mW at 3.6 V, running at 100 MHz, has an effective load capacitance of approximately 2000 pF, generally observed right after a clock event. If we allow a 10% drop in voltage, this means we require 20 nF of bulk capacitance for optimal performance. A gate capacitance of 6 to 7 pF/m² provides an area of approximately 3 square millimeters. This dimension is huge for high density components. In addition, the capacitive value is not very large.

CMOS gates provide distributed capacitance by their input capacitance, both by coupling to the supply rails of the devices driving them and by the series capacitance of their own input transistors. This internal capacitance does not come close to the required value for functional operation. Silicon dies do not permit the extra silicon available to be used for bulk capacitance (floor space), since deep submicron designs consume routing space and are required to support the oxide layers of the assembly.

### 5.10 VIAS AND THEIR EFFECTS IN SOLID POWER PLANES

Use of vias in solid power planes will decrease the total capacitance based on the number of vias and the amount of real estate that has been etched out from the planes. A capacitor works by virtue of energy storage that is contained within a metallic structure. With less metal (copper plane), the current density distribution is decreased. As a result, less area exists to support the number of electrons that create the current density distribution. Figure 5.20 illustrates the value of capacitance between parallel power planes in two configurations: solid power planes and power planes with 30% of the area removed by vias and clearance pads.
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6 Transmission Lines

6.1 OVERVIEW ON TRANSMISSION LINES

With today’s high-technology products and faster logic devices, PCB transmission line effects become a limiting factor for proper circuit operation. A trace routed adjacent to a reference plane forms a simple transmission line. Consider the case of a multilayer PCB. When a trace is routed on an outer PCB layer, we have the microstrip topology, though it may be asymmetrical in construction. When a trace is routed on an internal PCB layer, the result is called stripline topology. Details on the effects of microstrip and stripline are provided in both Chapter 4 and this chapter.

A transmission line is a system of conductors, such as wires, waveguides, coaxial cables, or PCB traces suitable for conducting electric power or signals efficiently between two or more terminals.

To meet the challenges of high-speed digital processing, today’s multilayer PCB must

- Reduce propagation delay between devices.
- Manage transmission line reflections and crosstalk (signal integrity).
- Reduce signal losses.
- Allow for higher density interconnections.

What are the electrical propagation modes that exist within a transmission line structure? A transmission line allows a signal to propagate from one device to another at or near the speed of light within a medium, as modified (slowed down) by the capacitance of the traces and by the active devices in the circuit. This signal contains some form of energy. Is this energy transmitted by electrons, line voltages and currents, or by something
else? In a transmission line, electrons do not travel in the conventional sense. An electromagnetic field is the component that is present within and around a transmission line. The energy is carried along the transmission line by an electromagnetic field.

We usually place units of measurements for intelligence that exist within transmission lines. These units are voltage and current. Voltage is a unit of measurement whose spatial derivative describes the electrostatic force exerted on the electrons. Current is a unit of measurement that describes how many electrons flow in a transmission line structure during a specific time period. Neither unit describes the electromagnetic field or the electromagnetic wave present in the structure.

Typical electromagnetic fields consist of the following partial list.
- AM/FM radio waves
- Television waves
- Light waves
- Cellular telephone/pager waves
- Microwave and radar transmissions
- EMI/RFI created as a byproduct (unwanted energy) of digital components

All of these waves travel near the speed of light in a medium. EMI/RFI is included in this list to show that electromagnetic energy is a waveform that may cause harmful interference to other electronic equipment susceptible to electromagnetic disruption.

If a transmission line is not properly terminated, circuit functionality and EMI concerns can exist. These concerns include voltage droop, ringing, overshoot, and undershoot. All concerns will severely compromise switching operations and system signal integrity. Transmission line effects must be considered when the round-trip propagation delay of the signal in the line exceeds the switching-active transition time. Faster logic devices and their corresponding increase in edge rates are becoming more common in the sub-nanosecond range. A very long trace in a PCB can become an antenna for radiating RF currents or cause functionality problems if proper circuit design techniques are not used early in the design cycle.

When dealing with transmission line effects, the impedance of the trace becomes an important factor in designing a product for optimal performance. A signal that travels down a PCB trace will be absorbed at the far end if, and only if, the trace is terminated in its characteristic impedance. If a proper termination is not provided, most of the transmitted signal will be reflected back in the opposite direction. If an improper termination exists, multiple reflections will occur, resulting in a longer signal settling time because of multiple overshots and undershots. This condition is known as ringing, and is discussed later in this chapter.

When a high-speed electrical signal travels through a transmission line, a propagating electromagnetic wave will move down the line (e.g., a wire, coaxial cable, or PCB trace). A PCB trace looks very different to the signal source at high signal speeds than it does at DC or at low signal speeds. The characteristic impedance of the transmission line is identified by the letter \( Z_c \). For a lossless line, the characteristic impedance is equal to the square root of \( L \over C \), where \( L \) is the inductance per unit length divided by \( C \), the capacitance per unit length. Impedance is also the ratio of the line voltage to the line current, in analogy to Ohm’s law. When we examine Eq. (6.1), we see subscript for the line voltage and the line current. The ratio of line voltage to line current is constant with respect to the line distance \( x \) only for a matched termination. The \( X \) subscript indicates that variations in \( V \) and \( I \) will exist along the line, except for special cases.

\[
Z_c = \sqrt{\frac{L}{C}} = \frac{V_{x0}}{I_{x0}} \tag{6.1}
\]

We now examine characteristic impedance. As a logic signal transitions from a low to a high state, or vice versa, and propagates down a PCB trace, the impedance it encounters (the voltage to current ratio) is equal to a specific characteristic impedance. Once the signal has propagated up and down, trace reflections, if any, have died or become a nonissue related to signal integrity when the quiescent state is achieved. The characteristic impedance of the trace now has no effect on the signal. The signal becomes DC, and the line behaves as a typical wire.

To illustrate transmission line effects, let’s assume a PCB trace has a propagation constant of 150 ps per inch, one way. Round-trip delay is this 300 ps per inch. If a clock driver has an edge rate of 2 ns, the transmission line characteristics of a short PCB trace is not a concern. This is because the signal will reflect back to the source long before the next edge-triggered event occurs. If properly terminated, the transmitted signal will have all possible reflections absorbed and dissipated within the network. Thus, a clean clock signal is available for the load device, which is the requirement for optimal functionality. If the clock trace is 10 inches in length, a serious problem could occur within the transmission line (the round-trip length of the trace is now 20 inches) since the reflected signal will return after the next edge-triggered event, causing possible functionality concerns if the trace is improperly terminated.

When a clock or strobe line drives multiple integrated circuits using a single trace, additional distributed capacitance and inductive elements are encountered because of additional components on the net. Each IC provides several pf of input shunt capacitance. This loading increases the capacitance value of the trace, thus increasing propagation delay of the signal. The increase in propagation delay occurs because distributed capacitance is proportional to the square root of the capacitance per unit length (Eq. 6.1). With a 2-ns and faster edge rate signal, transmission line effects become important for (short or trace lengths of no more than 2 inches).

Figure 6.1 shows conceptually what a typical transmission line looks like within a PCB structure. The resistance, \( R \), is omitted for simplicity.
6.2 TRANSMISSION LINE BASICS

How can a transmission line cause problems? Problems occur when a signal on a PCB trace encounters an impedance discontinuity or a change in geometry. We can consider transmission line effects as Ohm's law for high-speed, edge rate signals. When the output driver changes logic state, the voltage to current ratio in the structure will equal the characteristic impedance, \( Z_0 \), of the trace. As long as the impedance within the transmission line does not change, the signal smoothly propagates without changing the shape of the voltage level. If the output driver changes logic state, the voltage to current ratio in the structure will equal the characteristic impedance, \( Z_0 \), of the trace. As long as the impedance within the transmission line does not change, the signal smoothly propagates without changing the shape of the voltage level.

The voltage that is reflected at the end of the transmission line will be greater than the initial voltage if the termination impedance is greater than the line impedance. The signal from the source propagates down the trace. Depending on application, use of \( \lambda/20 \) or \( t/4 \) may provide a more accurate answer. The total reflected voltage at the far end is given by

\[
V_r = V_i \frac{Z_o - Z_L}{Z_o + Z_L}
\]

where \( V_i \) is the initial voltage, \( Z_o \) is the characteristic impedance, and \( Z_L \) is the load impedance. The voltage that is reflected at the end of the transmission line will be greater than the initial voltage if the termination impedance is greater than the line impedance. The signal from the source propagates down the trace. Depending on application, use of \( \lambda/20 \) or \( t/4 \) may provide a more accurate answer.

The greater the mismatch, the greater the reflected voltage. If both sides of the transmission line have mismatches, ringing will be present. For this situation, controlled impedance, matched termination, and radiated emission effects must be considered.

6.3 TRANSMISSION LINE EFFECTS

For a high-speed transmission line, a fundamental concept exists called the electrically long trace. This means that as the length of the trace becomes greater than \( \lambda/20 \) (wave-length/20) of the signal (frequency domain), or the propagation delay becomes greater than rise time/4 (time domain), functionality concerns exist. The edge rate refers to a signal that changes logic in the period of \( dV/dt \). We use the symbol \( i \) to identify edge rate. When using \( \lambda/20 \) or \( t/4 \) in the following discussions, we get roughly, but not exactly, the same line length. Depending on application, use of \( \lambda/20 \) or \( t/4 \) may provide a more accurate answer.

The total reflection coefficient \( \rho \) is given by

\[
\rho = \frac{Z_o - Z_L}{Z_o + Z_L}
\]

For a one-way propagation time distance from transmitter to receiver exceeding \( \lambda/20 \) (frequency domain) or the propagation delay is equal to or shorter than the propagation time of the trace with round-trip reflection, the PCB trace should be treated as a transmission line. These parameters are conservative. Some traces may not fall within the electrically long trace requirement if the trace approximately equals these dimensions.

For a 1-nS edge rate signal, impedance matching may be required when the transmission line exceeds 9 cm (3.5 in). Assuming a velocity of propagation, \( V_p \), that is 60% of the speed of light \( c = 3 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s} \) or \( V_p = 1.8 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s} \), a line length greater than 9 cm must be treated as a transmission line which must include some type of termination. To determine the maximum line length, Eq. (6.3) is provided using the time domain analysis presented earlier.

\[
l = \left( \frac{i}{c} \right) \times V_p \text{ (one way propagation travel)}
\]

\[
l = \left( \frac{i \times 10^{-9} \text{ sec}}{2 \times 1.8 \times 10^8 \text{ m/sec}} \right) \times \frac{1.8 \times 10^8 \text{ m/s}}{0.09 \text{ m (9 cm or 3.5 in.)}}
\]

where

- \( l \) = trace length (of the transmission line)
- \( V_p \) = velocity of propagation (60% the speed of light)
- \( i \) = edge transition rate of the signal

This equation identifies how much voltage gets reflected by the impedance mismatch. Notice that if \( R = Z_0 \), the reflection coefficient \( \rho = 0 \). There is no reflection and the voltage level does not change. If \( R = \infty \), \( \rho = 1 \). This means that 100% of the voltage is reflected. This voltage will be double in value since the actual measured voltage is the sum of the initial voltage plus the reflected voltage. If \( R = 0 \), a short circuit exists, \( \rho = -1 \), and the voltage goes to zero. The greater the mismatch, the greater the reflected voltage. If both sides of the transmission line have mismatches, ringing will be treated.

A circuit can be treated as a collection of lumped elements with capacitive and inductive components. This condition occurs when a signal path segment is small compared to the wavelength of a signal's highest frequency spectral component propagating down the trace. As the signal frequency increases, the circuit must be treated as a distributed transmission line. For this situation, controlled impedance, matched termination, and radiated emission effects must be considered.
With \( l = 9 \text{ cm (3.5 in.)} \), any trace longer than \( 9 \text{ cm for a 1-ns edge rate transition} \) is considered to be electrically long. This value is for a signal that propagates in free space and not for a microstrip or stripline structure. A PCB will cause the propagated signal to travel at a much slower speed due to the dielectric constant of the core or prepreg material.

The length of a signal path, compared to the shortest wavelength of the signal trace, determines whether the circuit should be treated as a lumped or distributed configuration. For a microstrip or stripline structure, a PCB will cause the propagated signal to travel at a much slower speed due to the dielectric constant of the core or prepreg material.

For a single-ended circuit (e.g., a clock signal from an oscillator to a load), only one end of the trace requires termination. For a distributed circuit, the characteristic impedance of the trace must be controlled and a matched termination is required for good signal integrity.

A frequently asked question is, When does impedance matching require \( Z_L = Z_0 \) or \( Z_L = Z_c^* \)? For Fig. 6.3, is it necessary to match both the source driver and load of a transmission line? The answer is no. For Fig. 6.3, is it necessary to match both the source driver and load of a transmission line? The answer is no.

If the load value of \( Z_L \) is fixed, the transmission line is usually designed to match the load impedance, \( Z_L = Z_c^* \). This transmission line connection occurs when preexisting equipment and the transmission line must be matched. If the load impedance is not known (which is often the case) or not predetermined, the optimal value for \( Z_L \) must be chosen so that the load is matched to the line \( Z_c^* \). If \( Z_L \) is not known, termination pads to experimentally determine the correct component values for impedance matching should be provided on the PCB during layout.

To examine trace impedance in more detail, Fig. 6.4 illustrates a simple configuration. For a voltage pulse of amplitude \( V \), driving a transmission line, \( Z_L \), we have a drive current of \( I = V Z_L \). Assuming \( V = 5V \) and \( Z_L = 5 \Omega \) (an unrealistic value), we observe that the drive current would be 1 A. If \( Z_L \) is now 50 \( \Omega \), a drive current of 100 mA is required. It is not advisable (for both functional purposes; power supply loading and EMI) to use source drivers with 100 mA drive capabilities for an application that generally requires only a few milliamps of drive current. For this reason, most components are designed to drive a minimal trace impedance of 50-65 \( \Omega \).

The propagation speed of a signal within a medium is finite. The propagation delay per unit length, \( \delta \), is equal to the square root of the dielectric constant per unit length, \( C_\varepsilon \), times the capacitance per unit length, \( C \). A typical PCB trace (with a dielectric constant of 4.6) has a propagation delay of 1.72 ns/cm (0.36 ns/ft or 0.143 ns/in.).

\[
\delta = \sqrt{\varepsilon} C \quad \text{(6.4)}
\]

6.4 CREATING TRANSMISSION LINES IN A MULTILAYER PCB

Different logic families have different characteristic source impedances. Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) has a source and load impedance of 50 \( \Omega \). Transistor-transistor logic (TTL) has a source impedance range of 70 to 100 \( \Omega \). If a transmission line is to be created within a PCB, the engineer must seek to match the source impedance of the logic family being used.

Most high-speed traces must be impedance controlled. Calculations to determine proper trace width and separation to the nearest reference plane must occur. Board manufacturers and CAD programs can easily perform these calculations. If necessary, board fabricators can be consulted for assistance in designing the PCB, or a computer application program can be used to determine the most effective approach relative to trace width and distance spacing between planes for optimal performance. These approximate formulas may not be fully accurate because of manufacturing tolerances during the fabrication process. These formulas were simplified from exact models. Stock material may have a different thickness value and a different dielectric constant. The finished etched trace width may be different from a desired design requirement, or any number of manufacturing issues may exist. The board vendors know what the real variables are during construction and assembly. These vendors should be asked to provide the real or actual dielectric constant value, as well as the finished etched trace width for both base and core dimensions, as shown in Fig. 6.5.
6.5 RELATIVE PERMITTIVITY (DIELECTRIC CONSTANT)

Before giving a detailed description of how transmission lines are created within the PCB, we must examine the importance of the electrical parameter \( \varepsilon_r \), also identified as relative permittivity or dielectric constant.

The relative dielectric constant \( \varepsilon_r \) is a measure of the amount of energy stored in the dielectric insulators per unit electric field, and hence a measure of the capacitance between a pair of conductors (trace-air, trace-trace, wire-wire, trace-wire, etc.) in the vicinity of the dielectric insulator compared to the capacitance of the same conductor pair in a vacuum. The relative dielectric constant of vacuum is 1.0. All materials have a dielectric constant but volume. The higher the capacitance, the slower the wave travels down the transmission line. The relationship between the capacitance and propagation speed was presented in Eq. (6.5).

Electromagnetic waves propagate at a speed that is dependent on the electrical properties of the surrounding medium. Propagation delay is typically measured in units of picoseconds/inch. Propagation delay is the inverse of velocity of propagation (the speed at which data is transmitted through conductors in a PCB), as presented in Chapter 2. The dielectric constant varies with several material parameters. Factors that influence the relative permittivity of a given material include the electrical frequency, temperature, extent of water absorption (also forming a dissipative loss), and the electrical characterization technique. In addition, if the PCB material is a composite of two or more laminates, the value of \( \varepsilon_r \) may vary significantly as the relative amount of resin and glass of the composite is varied [8].

In air, or vacuum, the velocity of propagation is the speed of light. In a dielectric material, the velocity of propagation is slower (approximately 0.6 times the speed of light for common PCB laminates). Both velocity of propagation and the effective dielectric constant are given by Eq. (6.5).

\[
V_r = \frac{V_p}{\varepsilon_r} \quad \text{(velocity of propagation)}
\]

\[
\varepsilon'_r = \left( \frac{C_s}{C_p} \right)^2 \quad \text{(dielectric constant)}
\]

where \( C_p = 3 \times 10^9 \) meters per second, or about 30 cm/ms (12 in./ns)

\( \varepsilon'_r \) = effective dielectric constant

\( V_r \) = velocity of propagation

The effective relative permittivity \( \varepsilon'_r \) is the relative permittivity that is experienced by an electrical signal transmitted along a conductive path. Effective relative permittivity can be determined by using a Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) or by measuring the propagation delay for a known length line and calculating the value. The propagation delay and dielectric constant of common PCB base materials are presented in Table 6.1. Coaxial cables often use a dielectric insulator to reduce the effective dielectric insulator inside the cable to improve performance. This dielectric insulator lowers the propagation delay and simultaneously lowers the dielectric losses.

**Table 6.1** Propagation Delay in Various Transmission Media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Propagation Delay (ns)</th>
<th>Relative Dielectric Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-4 (PCB), microstrip</td>
<td>14.1-167</td>
<td>2.8-4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR-4 (PCB), stripline</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina (PCB), stripline</td>
<td>240-270</td>
<td>8.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coax (65% velocity)</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coax (75% velocity)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FR-4, currently the most common material used in the fabrication of a PCB, has a dielectric constant that varies with the frequency of the signal within the material. Most engineers generally assume that \( \varepsilon_r \) is in the range of 4.5 to 4.7. These values, referenced by designers, have been published in various technical reference manuals for many years and are based on measurements taken with a 1-MHz reference signal. Measurements were not made on FR-4 material under actual operating conditions, especially with today’s high-speed designs. What worked over 20 years ago is insufficient for twenty-first-century products. Knowledge of the correct value of \( \varepsilon_r \) for FR-4 must now be introduced. A more accurate value of \( \varepsilon_r \) is determined by measuring the actual propagation delay of a signal in a trace using a TDR. The values in Table 6.2 are based on a typical, high-speed edge rate signal.

Figure 6.6 shows the “real” value of \( \varepsilon_r \) for FR-4 material based on research by the Institute for Interconnecting and Packaging Electronics Circuits Organization (IPC). This chart has been published in document IPC-2141, Controlled Impedance Circuit Boards and High Speed Logic Design.
under appropriate operating conditions. If more than one dielectric exists between the conductor and reference plane, the value of \( \varepsilon' \) is determined from a weighted sum of values of \( \varepsilon' \) for all contributing dielectrics. Use of an electromagnetic field solver is required for a more accurate value \( \varepsilon' \) value [16, 17, 18]. For purposes of evaluating the electrical characteristics of PCB, a composite such as a reinforced laminate, with a specific ratio of components, is usually regarded as a homogeneous dielectric with an associated relative permittivity.

For microstrip with a compound dielectric medium consisting of board material and air, Kaupp [14] derived an empirical relationship that gives the effective relative permittivity as a function of board material. Use of electromagnetic field solver is required for a more accurate answer [16].

\[
\varepsilon' = 0.475\varepsilon_r + 0.67 \quad \text{for} \quad 2 < \varepsilon_r < 6
\]

In this expression, \( \varepsilon_r \) relates to values determined at 25 MHz.

Trace geometries also affect the electromagnetic field within a PCB structure. These geometries determine if the electromagnetic field is radiated into free space or if it will stay internal to the assembly. If the electric field stays local to, or in, the board, the effective dielectric constant becomes greater and signals propagate more slowly. The dielectric constant value will change internal to the board based on where the electric field shares its electrons. For microstrip (see Section 6.6.1) the electric field shares its electrons with free space, whereas stripline configurations capture free electrons. Microstrip permits faster transitions of electromagnetic waves. These electric fields are associated with capacitive coupling (Chapter 2) owing to the field structure within the PCB. The greater the capacitive coupling between a trace and its reference plane, the slower the propagation of the electromagnetic wave.

**6.5.1 How Losses Occur Within a Dielectric**

When we speak about losses within a dielectric structure, the term lossy dielectric implies an energy loss or joule heating in the dielectric material. How does this energy loss or joule heating occur? An examination of the atomic mechanism of dielectric behavior reveals the causes of heating.

A dielectric material is any substance that resists the penetration of electric field into its interior. Consider one plate of a dielectric within which we attempt to establish an electric field by piling negative charges along one side and positive charges along the other. The dielectric will resist the electric field by producing opposite charges at its surfaces wherever the charges appear. The more charge provided, the more the dielectric will counter with opposing charges. The effect of this action is to cancel out some of the electric fields that would otherwise have been produced inside the dielectric. The dielectric constant of a material is defined by the magnitude of this reduction. This magnitude is the ratio of the field which would have been produced without these opposing charges to the field which is actually produced. For example, if only one-third of the expected field occurs within the dielectric, its dielectric constant is 3. The dielectric constant of a vacuum is 1.
A dielectric behaves similarly to a capacitor. As we pile charges onto one end and take them out of the other, the dielectric inside the capacitor is busy piling up canceling charges right next to the ones we put in. This process is performed at both ends of the capacitor and prevents a voltage potential from being established across the capacitor. To the outside observer it appears that the capacitor is "gobbling up" the charges (storing them).

From an atomic viewpoint, how does a dielectric do this? All substances consist of atoms, which in turn contain a positively charged nucleus and an equally (but negatively) charged circle of electrons. In a conductor, electrons are free to swim about (almost like a fluid) within the crystal lattice. In a dielectric, however, the electrons are bound to the nucleus. In the presence of an electric field, the electrons may shift slightly to one side (this is an extreme simplification of quantum mechanics). This tiny amount of shifting, though very small in comparison to the size of the atom, takes place for every atom within the dielectric. This shifting creates the effect of a bulk displacement of all positive charges toward the negative pole of the applied field and vice versa for the negative charge. The total amount of charge in any common substance is astounding but we are unaware of it because the positive and negative charges are always in near perfect balance. Because of this balance, even an exceedingly slight shift can cause a significant total effect to be observed.

This shifting effect is similar to a team sport in which the ball is reversed on the field. Every player takes two or three steps to the side. The net effect is the same as if a single player were moved from one side of the field to the other. The same thing happens in a dielectric. The net effect of shifting electrons is the same as if some charges were transferred from one side of the material to the other (positive charges appear on one surface, negative on the other). This shifting is called polarization.

How does "loss" come into all this, and what does it have to do with the resonant frequency of polarization? It all has to do with time delay. When a field is applied, the aforementioned shifting cannot occur instantaneously; there must be some time delay. This time delay occurs at the resonant frequency of polarization. If we apply a rapidly reversing field to a dielectric, a phase lag will take place between the applied field and the resulting polarization field. As the frequency of the applied field is increased, the absolute lag is constant; therefore, the phase lag increases. When the phase lag reaches π/2 (90 degrees) we are at resonance.

There is a frequency-dependent phase lag between the applied electric field and polarization. This polarization is the mechanism by which a dielectric resists the application of the electric field. This cancellation gives the appearance that the dielectric is "gobbling up" charge (e.g., drawing excess current). Thus, a frequency-dependent phase lag will occur between the applied electric field and the resulting current flowing to establish those fields.

For a molecular explanation of what is going on, we can imagine a dielectric sample to which we apply one half cycle of a very high-frequency electric field (single short pulse). As soon as the pulse arrives, the electrons begin shifting toward the positive side of the field. Since the pulse is so short, the electric field disappears by the time the electrons have started moving. We now have many electrons that have acquired kinetic energy. This energy has to go somewhere. As the electrons move around to return to their neutral equilibrium state, some of the energy stored in the polarization field is transferred into the crystal lattice as vibrational energy (heat). This all happens because the pulse was so short that the electrons couldn't track it fast enough (phase lag). If the electric field were continuously oscillating instead of a single pulse, this effect would occur continuously. The shifting of the electrons would be out of phase with the applied electric field. It basically comes down to energy being pumped into the time-varying electric field between the atoms. This energy must eventually be dissipated into the crystal lattice, causing heating.

**6.6 ROUTING TOPOLOGIES**

Several techniques are available for creating a transmission line structure in a multilayer PCB. Two basic topologies are used, each of which has two configurations: microstrip (single and embedded) and stripline (single and dual).

*Note*: None of the equations provided in the next section for microstrip and stripline is applicable to PCBs constructed of two or more dielectric materials, excluding air, for example, or fabricated with more than one type of laminate. All equations are extracted from IPC-D-317A, Design Guidelines for Electronic Packaging Utilizing High-Speed Techniques [8].

**6.6.1 Microstrip Topology**

Microstrip topology is a popular method used to provide trace-controlled impedance on a PCB for digital circuits. Microstrip lines are exposed to both air and a dielectric material referenced to a planar structure. The approximate formula for surface microstrip impedance is provided in Eq. (6.7) for the configuration of Fig 6.7. The intrinsic line capacitance is shown in Eq. (6.8).

![Figure 6.7 Surface microstrip topology](image-url)

*Within the IPC standards, typographical and mathematical errors exist at the sections related to impedance. Before applying equations detailed within IPC-D-317, study and identify all errors before literal use. Equations presented herein have been verified for accuracy.*
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The propagation delay of a signal-routed embedded microstrip is given in Eq. (6.12). For a typical embedded microstrip, with FR-4 material and a dielectric constant that is 4.1, propagation delay is 0.35 ns/cm or 1.65 ns/in. (0.137 ns/lin.). This propagation delay is the same as single stripline, discussed next, except with a modified $e'_r$.

$$t_{sd} = 1.017 \sqrt{\frac{e'_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \quad \text{(ns/ft)}$$

or

$$t_{sd} = 85 \sqrt{\frac{e'_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \quad \text{(ps/in.)}$$

where

$$e'_r = \varepsilon_r \left[ 1 - \frac{1.95}{H} \right]$$

$0.1 < W/H < 3.0$

$1 < \varepsilon_r < 15$

### 6.6.3 Single Stripline Topology

Stripline refers to a trace that is located between two planar conductive structures with a dielectric material completely surrounding the trace (Fig. 6.9). As a result, stripline traces, routed internal to the board, are not exposed to the external environment.

Routing stripline traces compared to microstrip has several advantages, namely, it captures fields and minimizes crosstalk, and it also provides an RF current reference return plane for magnetic field flux cancellation. Any radiated emissions that may occur from a routed trace will be captured by the reference plane and be prevented from radiating to the outside environment, provided the correct routing rules (e.g., the 3-W rule) are followed; see Chapter 7.7. Radiated emissions will still exist from components located on the outside layers of the board and their bond lead wires, not from the traces themselves buried within the FCB.

When measuring (or calculating) trace impedance, the microstrip section should be consulted for a discussion of why we should measure trace impedance of the line at the middle of the trace thickness after etching.

The approximate formula for single stripline impedance is provided in Eq. (6.13) for the illustration in Fig. 6.9. Intrinsic capacitance is presented in Eq. (6.14). Note that Eq. (6.14) is based on variables chosen for an optimal value. In actual board construction, the impedance may vary by as much as ±5%.

$$Z_s = \left( \frac{60}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} \right) \ln \left( \frac{1.95}{0.8W + T} \right) \ \Omega = \left( \frac{60}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} \right) \ln \left( \frac{1.95}{0.8W + T} \right) \ \Omega$$

$6.6.4 Dual Stripline Topology

A variation on the single stripline is the dual stripline, which increases coupling between the circuit plane and the nearest reference plane. When the circuit is placed approximately in the middle one-third of the interplane region, the error caused by assuming the circuit to be centered will be quite small.

The approximate formula for dual stripline impedance provided in Eq. (6.16) is for the illustration of Fig. 6.10. This equation is a modified version of that used for a single stripline. Note that the same approximation reason as dual stripline is used to compute $Z_{cs}$.

$$C_s = \frac{1.41 \varepsilon_r}{\ln \left( \frac{3.81H}{0.8W + T} \right)} \ \text{pF/inch}$$

where $Z_s = \text{characteristic impedance (ohms)}$

$W = \text{width of the trace (inches)}$

$T = \text{thickness of the trace (inches)}$

$B = \text{distance between both reference planes (inches)}$

$h = \text{distance between signal plane and reference plane (inches)}$

$C_s = \text{intrinsic capacitance of the trace (pF/inch)}$

$\varepsilon_r = \text{dielectric constant of the planar material}$

$W/(H - T) < 0.35$

$T/H < 0.25$

The propagation delay of single stripline is described by Eq. (6.15), which has only $e_r$ as a variable.

$$t_{sd} = 1.017 \sqrt{\frac{e_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \quad \text{(ns/ft)}$$

or

$$t_{sd} = 85 \sqrt{\frac{e_r}{\varepsilon_r}} \quad \text{(ps/in.)}$$

$$2.3- T$$

where

$\varepsilon_r = \text{dielectric material}$

$W = \text{distance between signal plane and reference plane (inches)}$

$Z_s = \text{characteristic impedance (ohms)}$

$W = \text{width of the trace (inches)}$

$T = \text{thickness of the trace (inches)}$

$B = \text{distance between both reference planes (inches)}$

$h = \text{distance between signal plane and reference plane (inches)}$
where $Z_c =$ characteristic impedance (ohms)
$W =$ width of the trace (inches)
$T =$ thickness of the trace (inches)
$D =$ distance between signal plane (inches)
$H =$ dielectric thickness between signal plane and reference plane
$C_c =$ intrinsic capacitance of the trace (pF/inch)
$\varepsilon_r =$ dielectric constant of the planar material

$$\frac{W(H - T)}{T H} < 0.35$$
$$T H < 0.25$$

Equation (6.16) can be applied to asymmetrical (single) stripline configuration when the trace is not centered equally between the two reference planes. In this situation, $H$ is the distance from the center of the line to the nearest reference plane. The letter $D$ would become the distance from the center of the line being evaluated to the other reference plane.

The propagation delay for the dual stripline configuration is the same as that for the single stripline, since both configurations are embedded in a homogeneous dielectric material.

Note: When using the dual stripline, both routing layers must be routed orthogonal to each other. This means that one routing layer is provided for $x$-axis trace routing, while the other layer is used for $y$-axis traces. Routing these layers at 90 degree angles prevents crosstalk from occurring between the two routing planes with wide busses or with high-frequency traces causing data corruption to the alternate routing layer.

The actual operating impedance of a line can be significantly influenced (e.g., $+30\%$) by multiple high-density crossovers of orthogonally routed traces, increasing the loading on the net and reducing the impedance of the transmission line. This impedance change occurs because these routed traces include a loaded impedance to the image plane, along with capacitance to the signal trace under observation. This is best illustrated by Fig. 6.11.

$$t_{pl} = 1.017 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \quad \text{(as/ft)}$$
$$t_{pl} = 8.5 \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} \quad \text{(ps/ft)}$$

Note: When using the dual stripline, both routing layers must be routed orthogonal to each other. This means that one routing layer is provided for $x$-axis trace routing, while the other layer is used for $y$-axis traces. Routing these layers at 90 degree angles prevents crosstalk from occurring between the two routing planes with wide busses or with high-frequency traces causing data corruption to the alternate routing layer.

The actual operating impedance of a line can be significantly influenced (e.g., $+30\%$) by multiple high-density crossovers of orthogonally routed traces, increasing the loading on the net and reducing the impedance of the transmission line. This impedance change occurs because these routed traces include a loaded impedance to the image plane, along with capacitance to the signal trace under observation. This is best illustrated by Fig. 6.11.

6.6.5 Differential Microstrip and Stripline

Differential traces have conductors routed adjacent to each other throughout the entire trace route. The impedance for differentially routed traces is not the same as a single-ended routed trace unless the position of the images obeys the 10-W rule. The 10-W rule refers to the distance separation between the two traces measured at 10 times the width of an individual trace from the centerline of one trace to the centerline of the other. For this configuration, sometimes only line-to-ground (or reference plane) impedance is considered as if the traces were routed single-ended. The concern should also be with the line-to-line impedance between the two traces operating in differential mode.

For Fig. 6.12, differential traces are shown. If the configuration is microstrip, the upper reference plane is not provided. For stripline, both reference planes are provided, with equal center spacing between the parallel traces and the two planes.

When calculating differential $Z_c$, trace width $W$ should be adjusted to alter $Z_{opt}$. The user should not adjust $D$, which should be the minimal spacing specified by the PCB vendor [15].
6.7 ROUTING CONCERNS

In regards to multiple loads daisychained on a net when a signal travels along a transmission line, the transition voltage will change at different propagation times. The difference in the reception time at the loads located at various propagational positions along the net is referred to as clock skew (see Chapter 3). Since the component closest to the driver will receive the signal before a load at the end of a long trace, synchronous clocking of multiple devices becomes difficult, especially if the edge rate is extremely fast and the trace length is electrically broken up into different propagational lengths.

If clock skew is an important consideration for multiple loads on a bus structure, microstrip is preferred. This is because signal propagation for microstrip is faster than stripline by approximately 3%. This is because stripline has twice the capacitance per unit length owing to the routing layers sandwiched between two planar structures (compared to microstrip with one adjacent plane). The effective inductance per unit length is proportional to the square root of the product of inductance and capacitance per unit length; see Eq. (6.4).

When radiated emissions is a concern, routing a trace using stripline is preferred. Unfortunately, single (centered) stripline assemblies are more difficult to handle from a manufacturing viewpoint. The PCB would become extremely thick if a single stripline configuration and a large layer stackup were provided. With increased layers, dual stripline is an optimal choice. Emissions performance is enhanced since two routing layers exist between two planar “image” (shield) layers. Crosstalk is also minimized at the same time because the routing layers are always placed orthogonally to each other, (one layer in the x-axis, the other layer in the y-axis) or separated by interleaved image planes.

With different logic families and impedance concerns within a PCB, the characteristic impedance of a trace may also have to be different. An example of changing trace impedance in an impedance controlled assembly follows.

**EXAMPLE**

A motherboard is designed for a controlled 50 Ω impedance for all logic functions. Video circuitry must be routed at 75 Ω. How does one create two different impedance traces on the same PCB structure? This operation can be performed by changing physical dimensions within the PCB assembly. To change the impedance of a trace within a PCB, the following techniques are available from easiest (lower costs in board construction) to a more costly implementation method.

- Changing trace width referenced to a plane.
- Changing distance spacing between the routing layer and the reference plane.
- Removing a portion of the reference plane underneath the signal trace and allowing the trace to be referenced to another plane within the structure at a distance further away than the original reference plane requires absence of copper over what would normally be a solid plane and a trace void zone in adjacent layers.
- Changing thickness of the PCB layers (core material).
- Using a different dielectric constant (core or prepreg) between planar structures.
6.8 CAPACITIVE LOADING

Capacitive input loading affects trace impedance and will increase with gate loading (additional devices added to the routed net). The unloaded propagation delay for a transmission line is defined by $t_{pd} = V_L/2Z$. If a lumped load, $C_g$ is placed in the transmission line (includes all loads with their capacitance added together), the propagation delay of the signal trace will increase by a factor of

$$t'_{pd} = t_{pd} \sqrt{1 + \frac{C_g}{C_p}} \text{ ns/length} \quad (6.21)$$

where

$t_{pd}$ = unmodified propagation delay, nonloaded circuit
$t'_{pd}$ = modified propagation delay when capacitance is added to the circuit
$C_g$ = input gate capacitance from all loads
$C_p$ = characteristic capacitance of the transmission line

For example, let's assume a load of five CMOS components are on a signal route, each with 10-pF input capacitance (total of $C_g = 50 \text{ pF}$). With this capacitance value on a glass epoxy board, 25 mil traces, and a characteristic board impedance $Z_b = 50 \Omega$, $C_p = 1.65 \text{ nF/ft}$, there exists a value of $C_p = 35 \text{ pF}$. The modified propagation delay is:

$$t'_{pd} = 1.65 \text{ ns/ft} \sqrt{1 + \frac{50}{35}} = 2.57 \text{ ns/ft} \quad (6.22)$$

This equation states that the signal arrives at its destination 2.57 ns/ft (0.54 ns/cm) later than expected. The characteristic impedance of this transmission line, altered by gate loading, $Z'_c$, is:

$$Z'_c = \frac{Z_c}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{C_g}{C_p}}} \quad (6.23)$$

where $Z_c$ = original line impedance (ohms)
$Z'_c$ = modified line impedance (ohms)
$C_g$ = input gate capacitance—sum of all capacitive loads
$C_p$ = characteristic capacitance of the transmission line

For the example above

$$Z'_c = \frac{50}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{50}{35}}} = 32 \Omega$$

Typical values of $C_p$ are 5 pF for each ECL input, 10 pF for each CMOS device, and 10-15 pF for TTL. Typical $C_g$ values of a PCB trace are 2-2.5 pF/inch. These $C_g$ values are subject to wide variations due to the physical geometry and the length of the trace. Sockets and vias also contribute to the distributed capacitance (sockets = 2 pF and vias = 0.3-0.8 pF each). Given that $t_{pd} = V_L/2Z$ and $Z_c = V_L/2C_p$, $C_p$ can be calculated as:

$$C_p = \frac{1000}{t_{pd}} \text{ pF/length} \quad (6.24)$$

This loaded propagation delay value is one method that may be used to decide if a trace should be treated as a transmission line (2 $t_{pd}$ trace length $> t$, or $t$) where $t$ is the rising edge of the signal and $t$ is the falling edge.

$C_g$ the distributed capacitance per length of trace, depends on the capacitive load of all devices including vias and sockets, if provided. To mask transmission line effects, slower edge times are recommended. A heavily loaded trace slows the rise and fall times of the signal due to an increased time constant ($t = ZC$) associated with increased distributed capacitance and filtering of high-frequency components from the switching device.

Notice that the impedance, $Z$, is used, and not $R$ (pure resistance) for the time constant equation. This is because $Z$ consists of real resistance and inductive reactance. Inductive reactance, (nS/in), is much greater than $R$ in the trace structure at RF frequencies, which must be taken into consideration. Heavily loaded traces seem advantageous until the loaded trace condition is considered in detail.

A high $C_g$ increases the loaded propagation delay and lowers the loaded characteristic impedance. The higher loaded propagation delay value increases the likelihood that transmission line effects will not be masked during rise and fall transition states. A lower loaded characteristic impedance often exaggerates impedance mismatches between the driving device and the PCB trace. Thus, the apparent benefits of a heavily loaded trace are not realized unless the driving gate is designed to drive larger capacitive loads [2].

Loading alters the characteristic impedance of the trace. As with the loaded propagation delay, a high ratio between distributed capacitance and intrinsic capacitance exaggerates the effects of loading on the characteristic impedance. Because $Z'_c = \sqrt{1 + \frac{C_p}{C_g}}$, the additional load, $C_g$ adds capacitance. The loading factor $\sqrt{1 + \frac{C_p}{C_g}}$ divides in $Z_c$ and the characteristic impedance is lowered when the trace is loaded. Reflections on a loaded trace, which cause ringing, overshoots, undershoots, and switching delays, are more extreme when the loaded characteristic impedance differs substantially from the driving device's output impedance and the receiving device's input impedance. The units of measurements used for both capacitance and inductance are $\text{pF/in}$ or $\text{pH/in}$. If the capacitance used in the $L_c$ equation is $\text{pF/in}$, the resulting inductance will be in $\text{pH/in}$.

With knowledge of added capacitance lowering the trace impedance, it becomes apparent that if a device is driving more than one line, the active impedance of each line must be determined separately. This determination must be based on the number of loads.
and the length of each line. Careful control of circuit impedance and reflections for trace routing and load distribution must be given serious consideration during the design and layout of the PCB.

If capacitive input loading is high, compensating a signal may not be practical. Compensation refers to modifying the transmitted signal to enhance the quality of the received signal pulse using a variety of design techniques. For example, use of a series resistor, or a different termination method to prevent reflections or ringing that may be present in the transmission line, is one method to compensate a distorted signal. Reflections in multiple lines from a single source must also be considered.

The low impedance often encountered in the PCB sometimes prevents proper \( Z \) (impedance) termination. If this condition exists, a series resistor as large as possible should be put in the trace (without corrupting signal integrity). Even a 10-\( \Omega \) resistor is helpful; however, 33-\( \Omega \) is commonly used.
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7.1 NEED FOR SIGNAL INTEGRITY

Every year, clocks and system speeds become faster. Clocks in computer systems that now operate at frequencies above 300 MHz will rise into the GHz range in the near future. Processors currently in development will reach new levels of high-speed performance. Computer systems, local-area networks, wide-area networks, and cellular and optical-fiber systems are becoming more common every day.

As the demand for more and faster computer chips increases, the chip vendors are also struggling to increase the yield and decrease the cost of the individual die obtained from each wafer. One method for simultaneously achieving all of these goals is to make more die on each silicon wafer using a process known as "die shrink." In die shrink, the photolithographic manufacturing steps are adjusted in order to reduce the size of each transistor gate without having to redesign the individual transistor components or their metallic interconnects. When the distances between individual gates on a die decrease, the time it takes for electrons to propagate between the gates also decreases. In addition, as the transistors are made smaller, the transistors switch faster. As a result, the component becomes faster with the same functional performance, all at practically zero additional cost per semiconductor wafer.

Today's chip manufacturing processes commonly use transistors and interconnects with submicron dimensions. Components made in the 1980s used fabrication technologies with 2- to 5-micron line widths. With 5-micron technologies, edge transition rates were in the 20-ns range. With 0.12- to 0.25-micron process technologies, speeds in the low picoseconds are now possible and will become the standard for most semiconductor products in the near future.

Chip manufacturing equipment is very expensive. Major new semiconductor fabrication facilities typically cost from $1 billion to $2 billion. The time it takes to incorpo-
rate a manufacturing process for a new silicon wafer is typically six to eight weeks. As a result, chip manufacturers are constantly changing their process steps in order to accommodate a smaller component and to achieve a higher and more uniform throughput of semiconductor die. It is much less expensive for a chip manufacturer to die shrink a standard CMOS logic component by 50% and label it with a slower speed rating than it is to redesign or retool the manufacturing process. The shrunk chip will still operate as desired; however, the "new" chip edge rate transitions are much faster than the "old" ones.

TTL logic is becoming obsolete with high-technology products; hence, newer logic families with higher frequency components are being developed. The component will operate as desired, but the "real" edge rate transitions are much faster. Recall that EMI spectral profiles are dominated by the edge rate transition times and their related harmonic frequency components. The process of shrinking chip components with a slower speed rating explains why a second source of components for the same function may result in significant EMI concerns that are not encountered with the original part. If a product once complied with EMI regulatory requirements for emissions and immunity, and the product now fails, it could be that the vendor took the device through the die shrink process without the customer knowing it. A typical logic designer will usually accept a manufacturer's faster component without considering EMI or signal integrity issues.

When components operate at high frequencies, signal edge rates become faster to accommodate the smaller clock pulse intervals. As a result, RF spectral distribution increases. When this level of technology is reached, signal integrity CAD tools (circuit simulation programs with high-frequency models) must be used to determine the effects of fast edge rates, long trace lengths, and parasitic capacitance and inductance of circuit elements. This includes the behavioral characteristics of the source and load devices, the conductor impedances, the physical and electrical parameters of the PCB materials, and numerous other parameters that become a prime concern for the designer during the circuit simulation and layout cycle.

To define high-speed design characteristics, a simple driver-receiver circuit is used to illustrate signal integrity problems. Shown in Fig. 7.1 [5]. As long as the interconnects are "short" and the clock rates are "low," the receivers act as loads for the driver. This loading can affect the receiver's output waveform. The effect of loading the traces is counted as lumped capacitance to ground in addition to the capacitance provided by the receiver loads.

When the trace length becomes electrically "long,"—that is, when the edge transition time of the signal is less than the time it takes for the signal to travel from source to load and return from load to source—signal integrity concerns increasingly arise. Within the time period that the signal's transition occurs between the high and low state, the impedance of the trace becomes the actual load for the driver. This load is in addition to the input impedance of the receivers. Transmission line effects such as reflections, overshoot, undershoot, and crosstalk will distort the transmitted signal. Classical lumped circuit theory no longer applies under these conditions, and a distributed circuit model must be used in the circuit simulation design program [13].

To better describe this signal integrity concern, we examine why edge rate, and not clock frequency, is of primary concern. For example, a relatively low-frequency 1 MHz clock with a rise time of 1 ns has transmission line effects only during the transition time as the periodicity of the waveform is long. The signal will eventually attain steady state. Because of the fast edge rate, if the transmission line length is long, the signal may falsely trigger circuits, for the threshold voltage will vary at different portions of the timing cycle. Ringing and reflections may also exist.

A trapezoidal signal with a finite rise and fall time has a spectral distribution based on the Fourier component of the signal. The fundamental RF frequency is that of the clock itself. The magnitude of the spectral distribution decreases at the rate of 20 dB per decade up to the frequency that corresponds to the rise time. For example, a 5 V, 100 MHz clock with a 50% duty cycle and a 1-ns edge rate has a fundamental RF frequency with an amplitude of approximately 3 V. The 1-GHz component of this clock will have an amplitude of approximately 0.3 V. Depending on the application of the circuit, undesired effects may occur along with switching noise and ground bounce. In mixed logic designs, this is a concern, especially if a 0.3 V noise margin requirement exists. As a rule of thumb, the trace length should be between 20 and 25% of the signal rise and fall time.

For example, all logic and analog components have some sensitivity to changes in power supply voltages. This sensitivity may be reflected in changes in the output levels or in the switching thresholds at the input pins. The amount of performance degradation as a function of power supply voltage must be determined during the design cycle. A tradeoff between power supply accumulation and noise erosion needs to be performed, taking into consideration all other components and their unique noise margin requirements.

Lack of an optimal 0V reference structure is common in high-speed networks and designs. Inductance will always be present between the virtual and actual ground because of interconnect (trace) and lead inductance. If many clock drivers switch simultaneously, a voltage proportional to the rate of change of current with time is induced in the trace. This simultaneous switching may cause false switching of devices on victim traces. Vias, bond wires, and package connector pads also contribute to this inductive effect, which is also known as ground bounce or delta 1 noise. Component packages with no internal ground planes are the worst offenders!
7.2 REFLECTIONS AND RINGING

Reflections are an unwanted byproduct in digital logic designs. Ringing within a transmission line contains both overshoot and undershoot before stabilizing to a quiescent level and is a manifestation of the same effect. Overshoot is the effect of excessive voltage above the power rail or below the ground reference. Excessive voltage levels below ground reference is not undershoot. Undershoot is a condition where the voltage level does not reach the desired amplitude above the power rail or below the ground reference. Excessive voltage levels below points to point trace. The driven end of the line is commonly tied to AC ground with a quarter wave length of the transmission line.

Ringing is a manifestation of the same effect. Overshoot is the effect of excessive voltage and is a source of RF noise within a network. Reflections from signals on a trace are one source of RF noise within a network. Reflections are observed when impedance discontinuities exist. These discontinuities consist of:

- Changes in trace width
- Improperly matched termination networks
- Lack of terminations
- T-stubs or bifurcated traces
- Vias between routing layers
- Varying loads and logic families
- Large power plane discontinuities
- Connector transitions
- Changes in impedance of the trace

When a signal propagates down a transmission line, a fraction of the source voltage will initially propagate down the trace. This source voltage is a function of frequency, edge rate, and amplitude. Ideally, all traces should be treated as a transmission line. Transmission lines are described by their characteristic impedance, $Z_0$, and propagation delay, $\tau_{p}$. These parameters are dependent on the inductance and capacitance per unit length of the trace, the actual interconnect component, the physical dimensions of the interconnect, the RF return path, and the permittivity of the insulator between them. Propagation delay is also a function of the length of the trace and dielectric constant of the material. When the load impedance at the end of the interconnect equals that of the characteristic impedance of the trace, no signal is reflected.

A typical transmission line is shown in Fig. 7.2. Here we notice that:

- Maximum energy transfer occurs when $Z_{in} = Z_0$.
- Minimum reflections will occur when $Z_{in} = Z_0$ and $Z_{in} = Z_{load}$.

If the load is not matched to the transmission line, a voltage waveform will be reflected back toward the source. The value of this reflected voltage is

$$V_{ref} = \frac{Z_{load}}{Z_0 + Z_{load}} \cdot V_{source}$$

Figure 7.2 Typical transmission line system.

A bifurcated trace is a single trace that is broken up into two traces routed to different locations.
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Reflections and Ringing

Impedance discontinuities

\[ V_f = V_i \left( \frac{Z_L - Z_o}{Z_L + Z_o} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where \( V_f \) = reflected voltage
\( V_i \) = source voltage
\( Z_L \) = load resistance
\( Z_o \) = characteristic impedance of the transmission path

When \( Z_o \) is less than \( Z_L \), a negative reflected wave will be created. If \( Z_o \) is greater than \( Z_L \), a positive wave is observed. The wave will repeat itself at the source driver if the impedance is different from the line impedance, \( Z_o \).

Equation (7.1) relates the reflected signal in terms of voltage. When a portion of the propagating signal reflects from the far end, this component of energy will travel back to the source. As it reflects back, the reflected signal may cross over the tail of the incoming signal. At this point, both signals will propagate simultaneously in opposite directions, neither interfering with each other.

We can derive an equation for the reflected wave. The reflection equation, Eq. (7.2), is for the fraction of the propagating signal that is reflected back toward the source.

\[ \% \text{reflection} = \left( \frac{Z_L - Z_o}{Z_L + Z_o} \right) \times 100 \]  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

This equation applies to any impedance mismatch, regardless of voltage levels. Use \( Z_L \) for the signal source of the mismatch and \( Z_o \) for the load. To improve the noise margin budget and requirements for logic devices, positive reflections are acceptable as long as they do not exceed \( V_{min} \) of the receive component.

A forward-traveling wave is initiated at the source in the same manner as the incoming backward-traveling wave, which is the original pulse returned back to the source by the load. The corresponding points in the incoming wave are reduced by the percentage of the reflection on the line. The process of repeated reflections can continue as reflections at both the source and load. At any point in time, the total voltage (or current) becomes the sum of all the individual voltages (or currents) present. It is for this reason that we may observe a 7V signal on the output of a source driver while the power supply is operating at 5V. The term ringing is the effect of the rising edge of a logic transition that meets or exceeds the logic level required for functionality, and then recrosses the threshold level before settling down. Ringback can be caused by a mismatch of logic drivers and receivers, poor termination techniques, and impedance mismatches of the network [14].

Sharp transitions in a trace may be observed through use of a Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR). Multiple reflections caused by impedance mismatches are observed by a sharp jump in the signal voltage level. These abrupt transitions usually have rise and fall times that can be comparable to the edge of the original pulse. The time delay from the original pulse to the occurrence of the first reflection can be used to determine the location of the mismatch. A TDR determines discontinuities within a transmission line structure. An oscilloscope observes reflections. Both types of discontinuities are shown in Fig. 7.3.

Although several impedance discontinuities are shown, only one reflection is illustrated [16].

7.2.1 Identification of Signal Distortion

The shape of signal distortion can indicate the type of signal quality problem. When a signal deviates from its desired shape, the waveform will indicate the specific problem. The distortion on the leading or trailing edge of a pulse is often referred to as a glitch. Usually, little attention is paid to the detailed shape of the glitch. We examine two common waveforms that indicate signal quality problems in Fig. 7.4.

Ringing is caused by reflections with significant impedance mismatch (a result of resonant effects) in the trace and will corrupt signal quality and cause possible nonfunctionality of the circuit. Ringing within a trace also indicates that excessive inductance may be present in the network. The signal that is ringing will either add or subtract (voltage phasing of the signal). Depending on the net result of phasing, the signal may be degraded.

Figure 7.3  Discontinuities in a transmission line.

Figure 7.4  Ringing and rounding of a signal within a trace (identifying distortion).
to the point where it becomes an invalid or metastable logic state. Knowledge and proper use of transmission line theory allow signals to travel between the source and load without creating a functionality concern.

An underdamped circuit with excessive trace inductance can cause the edges of a signal pulse to ring. Ringing is a damped sinusoidal oscillation or resonance. For a circuit to ring or oscillate, there must be capacitance. Capacitance is a necessary part of the circuit load and will always be present. Excessive wiring inductance is also a cause of ringing. Ringing may be minimized by adding series resistance or providing proper termination.

Rounding indicates excessive capacitance. When the pulse edge is rounded, the circuit is overdamped. Shunt capacitance always exists in both the trace and the input to the load. The parallel combination of these two capacitors (trace and load) determines total shunt capacitance. Excessive series resistance in the signal source may also cause rounding due to the time constant $t = RC$. The impedance ratios between source, line, and load are an important requirement for circuit design parameters.

### 7.2.2 Conditions That Create Ringing

Figure 7.5 illustrates a typical circuit using lumped components. A source driver with internal series resistance, $R_s$, is shown along with inductance of the trace, $L$ (which includes component lead wires), and distributed capacitance from trace to ground, $C$. This is in addition to the internal capacitance of the receiver. Within this circuit, additional resistance, inductance, and capacitance may also exist but is not included in this simple example.

Assume there is capacitive reactance of the trace plus load $(X_C = 1/(jωC))$ which is much less than the load resistance $(R_L)$ at high frequency. When a trace is physically short, the semiconductor package and decoupling capacitor lead-length inductance become the dominant cause of ringing. This is analyzed in terms of lumped circuitry where the damping of a simple RLC series circuit applies. The condition for ringing underdamped is

$$\text{Ringing} = R/L > 4 \cdot 1$$

(7.5)

$$\text{Rounding} = X_C > 4L/R^2$$

(7.4)

For rounding (overdamped)

$$\text{Rounding} = X_C > 4L/R^2$$

(7.4)

The inductance that causes ringing is often very small. Sometime 0.5 nH is more than enough to cause signal functionality concerns. A 1-inch trace, located directly above a ground plane, could easily exceed this inductance value.

Figure 7.6 shows what occurs in a typical PCB layout as it relates to signal integrity: reflections and ringing. Notice the overshoot of up to 7V at the load and possible false triggering of a low logic state at 3.5V. At the source, the reflected signal also has an overshoot of ~1.0V and ringing at 3V. False trigger can occur with 3V ringing for certain logic families. For a trapezoidal waveform, the ringing illustrated in Fig. 7.6 distorts the spectra, emphasizing the frequency of the ringing or the spectra of the complex waveform.

Figure 7.6, plot A, shows that if a properly terminated transmission line is present, a smooth signal pulse will be propagated down the trace from source to load. Ringing, which always exists in some manner, is usually minor compared to what can happen when a transmission line is not matched or has impedance discontinuities. Active components always exhibit some ringing generated by the output switching transistors. These transistors are generally nonideal or have nonperfect drive characteristics. These nonideal or nonperfect characteristics are due to the manufacturing process and design of the circuit. The behavioral models used for signal integrity analysis usually are considered as being ideal. In actual usage, behavioral models often may not illustrate real, important transmission line effects.

Figure 7.6, plot B, shows an active load circuit with an electrically long trace. Ringing (overshoot and undershoot) is present. Ringback, if severe enough, can falsely trigger the load into believing that a logic 0 state is present. This false triggering can cause im-

---
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proper operation of the circuit. If the length of the trace is very long with respect to the propagation delay of the signal (source-to-load and load-to-source) or if there are long intervals between devices, reflections will be created and bounced back and forth between these end points.

Figure 7.6, plot C, indicates what happens back at the source driver of an unterminated transmission line. Backward reflections cause noise margin upset and will corrupt the quality of the desired signal if another clock transition occurs when the reflected pulse reaches the driver at the wrong point in time. These reflections are also created by an electrically long signal trace (or long loading intervals) as described for Fig. 7.6, plot B. When backward reflections occur, the edge rate desired for proper operation is reduced to a slower time period. This signal degradation may be sufficient to prevent other sections of the PCB from functioning at the intended speed of operation. Hence, performance is degraded, or the circuit may become nonfunctional.

The relationship between PCB line length and logic families is illustrated in Table 7.1. Details on how this table is created are presented later in this chapter.

### Table 7.1 Logic Families and Important Characteristic Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic Family (Sample: 100 ohm)</th>
<th>Rise/Fall Time (Approx.)</th>
<th>Maximum Non-transmission Line Trace Length (Microseconds)</th>
<th>Maximum Non-transmission Line Trace Length (Nanoseconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74L xx</td>
<td>25-40 ns</td>
<td>225 cm (88.5&quot;)</td>
<td>105 cm (41&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74C xx</td>
<td>15-22 ns</td>
<td>137 cm (54&quot;)</td>
<td>65 cm (26&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74MC xx</td>
<td>11-13 ns</td>
<td>100 cm (39.4&quot;)</td>
<td>50 cm (20&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74H x 4-6 ns</td>
<td>30 cm (11.8&quot;)</td>
<td>21 cm (8.3&quot;)</td>
<td>10 cm (4&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74HCT xx</td>
<td>4-5 ns</td>
<td>18 cm (7&quot;)</td>
<td>9 cm (4&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74AUS xx</td>
<td>2-3 ns</td>
<td>38 cm (15&quot;)</td>
<td>19 cm (7.6&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74F xx</td>
<td>15-18 ns</td>
<td>105 cm (41&quot;)</td>
<td>53 cm (21&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL 10K</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
<td>105 cm (41&quot;)</td>
<td>53 cm (21&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECL 10K</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
<td>105 cm (41&quot;)</td>
<td>53 cm (21&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTL</td>
<td>15 ns</td>
<td>9 cm (3.5&quot;)</td>
<td>5 cm (2.0&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDS</td>
<td>3 ns</td>
<td>2.7 cm (1.1&quot;)</td>
<td>1.4 cm (0.6&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTH</td>
<td>3 ns</td>
<td>2.7 cm (1.1&quot;)</td>
<td>1.4 cm (0.6&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIA/S</td>
<td>3 ns</td>
<td>2.7 cm (1.1&quot;)</td>
<td>1.4 cm (0.6&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assume: 1.7 ms (0.014 in.) or 0.36 mm (0.015 in.) for microstrip. Propagation delay for FR-4: c/2 = 4 ns. Assume: 2.2 ms (0.018 in.) or 0.47 mm (0.019 in.) for stripline. Propagation delay for FR-4: c/2 = 4 ns.

For example, if a signal edge is 10 ns, the propagation delay is 0.4 ns, and the end point is 22 cm away, the transmission time is 5.5 ns. For a propagation delay of 0.4 ns, the maximum line length is 22 cm, and the round-trip is 44 cm.

When designing a transmission line, PCB designers need a method that allows quick determination if a trace routed on a PCB can be considered electrically long during component placement. A simple calculation is available that determines whether the approximated length of a routed trace is electrically long under typical conditions. When determining whether a trace is electrically long, we must think in the time domain. The equations provided below are best used when doing preliminary component placement on a PCB. For extremely fast edge rates, detailed calculations are required based on the actual dielectric constant of the core and prepreg material. Chapter 6 provides equations if more accuracy is required.

Assuming a typical velocity of propagation that is 60% the speed of light, we can calculate the maximum permissible unterminated line length per Eq. (7.5). This equation is valid when the two-way propagation delay (source-load-source) equals the signal rise time.

\[
\frac{t}{t_{rd}} = \frac{L_{max}}{2 t_{rd}}
\]

where \( t \) is edge rate (ns), \( t_{rd} \) is propagation delay (ns), and \( L_{max} \) is maximum rounded trace length (cm).

Figure 7.7 illustrates this equation for quick reference with a dielectric constant of 4.6.

To simplify Eq. (7.5), we use the real value of propagation delay (actual dielectric constant based on frequency of interest: see Chapter 6) from FR-4 material using microstrip and stripline impedance equations (factoring in propagation delay and constant). Equations (7.6) and (7.7) are presented for determining the maximum electrical line length before termination is required. This length is for round-trip distance. The one-way length, from source to load, is on-half the value of \( L_{max} \) calculated below. The following calculations are for a dielectric constant of 4.6.

\[
L_{max} = 9 \times t
\]

\[
L_{max} = 3.5 \times t
\]

\[
L_{max} = 7 \times t
\]

\[
L_{max} = 2.75 \times t
\]

For example, if a signal edge is 2 ns, the maximum round-trip, unterminated trace length when routed on microstrip is

\[
L_{max} = 9 \times 2 = 18 \text{ cm (7")}
\]

When this same clock trace is routed on stripline, the maximum unterminated trace length of this 2-ns signal edge becomes
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Section 7.5  ■ Calculating Trace Lengths (Electrically Long Traces)

If a trace or interval is longer than $l_{\text{max}}$, then termination should be implemented, for signal reflections (ringing) may occur in this electrically long trace. Even with good termination, a finite amount of RF currents can still be in the trace. For example, use of a series resistor (source location) will achieve the following:

- Minimize RF currents within the trace.
- Absorb reflections (ringing).
- Match trace impedance.
- Minimize overshoot and undershoot.
- Reduce RF energy generated by slowing down the edge rate of the clock signal.

When placing PCB components during layout that use clocks or periodic waveform signals, these components must be located so that the signal traces are routed for the best straight-line path possible with minimal trace length and number of vias in the route. Each via will add inductance and discontinuities to the trace (approximately 1-3 nH each). Inductance in a trace may cause signal integrity concerns, impedance mismatches, and potential RF emissions. Inductance in a trace allows this wire to act as an antenna. The faster the edge rate of the clock signal, the more important this design rule becomes. If a periodic signal or clock trace must traverse from one routing plane to another, this transition should occur at a component lead (pin escape) and not anywhere else. If possible, additional inductance presented to the trace can be reduced from using two less vias.

Equation (7.8) is used to determine if a trace or loading interval is electrically long and requires termination.

$$ l_j < l_{\text{max}} \quad (7.8) $$

where $l_{\text{max}}$ is the calculated maximum trace length and $l_j$ is the length of the trace route as measured in the actual board layout. Keep in mind that $l_j$ is the round-trip length of the trace.

Ideally, trace impedance should be kept at ±10%. In some cases, ±20-30% may be acceptable only after careful consideration has been given to performance. The width of the trace, its height above a reference plane, dielectric constant of the board material, plus other microstrip and stripline constants determine the impedance of the trace (see Eqs. 6.7 through 6.20). It is always best to maintain constant impedance control at all times for any dynamic signal condition.

An example used to determine whether it is necessary to terminate a signal trace using characteristic impedance, propagation delay, and capacitive loading is now presented.

**M A R I O N**

**EXAMPLE**

A 5-m edge rate device is provided on a 5-inch surface microstrip trace. Six loads (components) are distributed throughout the route. Each device has an input capacitance of 0.1 nF. Is termination required for this route?

**Geometry**

Trace width, $W = 0.030$ in
Height above a plane, $H = 0.012$ in.
Trace thickness, \( T = 0.002 \) in.  
Dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon = 4.6 \)

A. Calculate characteristic impedance and propagation delay detailed in Chapter 6 ([Eqs. (6.7) and (6.9)].

\[
Z_c = \left( \frac{79}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_e + 1.41}} \right) \ln \left( \frac{5.98 \times 12}{0.8 \times 10 + 2} \right) = 63 \Omega
\]

\[
Z_c = \left( \frac{79}{\sqrt{4.6 + 1.41}} \right) \ln \left( \frac{5.98 \times 12}{0.8 \times 10 + 2} \right) = 63 \Omega
\]

\[
t_{pd} = 1.017 \times \sqrt{0.475 \varepsilon_e + 0.67} = 1.72 \text{ ns/ft} (0.143 \text{ ms/m})
\]

B. Analyze capacitive loading.

Calculate intrinsic capacitance of the trace—[Eq. (6.24)].

\[
C_i = 1000 \left( \frac{t_{pd}}{Z_c} \right) = 1000 (1.72635) \text{ pF/m} = 27.0 \text{ pF/m} = 2.26 \text{ pF/in.}
\]

Calculate one-way propagation delay time from the source driver—[Eq. (6.21)].

\[
t_{pd} = t_{rc} \sqrt{1 + \frac{C_i}{Z_c}}
\]

\[
t_{pd} = 0.143 \sqrt{1 + \frac{7.2}{2.26}} = 0.29 \text{ ns/in.} (3.5 \text{ ms/ft})
\]

C. Perform a transmission line analysis.

Ringing and reflections are masked during edge transitions if \((2 \times t_{pd}) < \text{trace length} \leq t_{rc} \) or \( t_r \).

For this situation,

\[(2 \times t_{pd}) \leq \text{trace length} = (2 \times 0.29 \text{ ns/in.}) \times 5 \text{ in.} = 2.9 \text{ ns}
\]

Given that the edge rate of the component is \( t_r = 5 \) ns and propagation delay is 2.9 ns, termination is not required. Sometimes the guideline of \((3 \times t_{pd} \times \text{trace length})\) is used as a margin of safety. For this case, propagation delay would be 2.95 ns; hence, termination would still not be needed.

Assume now that the trace is routed stripline. Is termination required?

From above:

\[
t_{pd} = 1.017 \times \sqrt{0.475 \varepsilon_e + 0.67} = 1.72 \text{ ns/ft} - 0.18 \text{ ns/in.}
\]

\[
C_i = t_{pd} / Z_c = 2.18 / 63.5 = 34.3 \text{ pF/ft} (2.86 \text{ pF/in.})
\]

\[
C_i = 1000 \left( \frac{t_{pd}}{Z_c} \right) = 1000 (2.18/63.5) = 34.3 \text{ pF/ft} (2.86 \text{ pF/in.})
\]

\[
C_i \text{ is the same as above (43.0 pF/in.)}
\]

\[
t_{pd} = t_{pd}\sqrt{1 + \frac{C_i}{Z_c}} = 0.05 \text{ ns/in.} (0.34 \text{ ms/ft})
\]

\[
2 \times t_{pd} \leq \text{trace length} = 2 \times 0.34 \text{ ns/in.} \times 5 \text{ in.} = 3.4 \text{ ns}
\]
7.4 LOADING DUE TO DISCONTINUITIES

Depending on the routed configuration of a net along with component placement, the effects of a transmission line discontinuity must be examined. For a discontinuity to exist, a finite distance is required between source and load as well as the time of propagation across the distance interval with respect to edge times. This environment includes the difference between both a lumped and a distributed capacitive loaded transmission environment. This difference is dependent on the spacing at which the loads start to affect each other with a dependency of edge time of the signal [8]. The return path discontinuities also need to be considered. If a trace switches routing layers internal to the PCB, impedance control may be disrupted.

The load separation distance interval defines the point where reflections from one load on a transmission line start to affect adjacent loads.

Within a PCB, logic input has an effective input capacitance associated with it. In a transmission line structure, a point discontinuity occurs whenever a capacitive load is provided. Each discontinuity will allow the propagated signal to pass down the line with a small portion of the signal reflected back toward the source. If the reflected signal is large, signal integrity concerns exist, including reflections and crosstalk. The width of the reflected pulse is a function of the edge transition of the incident pulse.

For a noticeable effect to be observed by point discontinuities, there must be a finite amount of distance separation. We identify this unit of separation as \( d_{sp} \) between adjacent loads. If the distance, \( d_{sp} \) (propagation time), is small with respect to edge times, the reflected pulses will not add together or combine into one large discontinuity, which may be measured with use of a TDR.

To calculate \( d_{sp} \) between two points, consider the reflected pulse width. This pulse width is directly equal to the propagation time between points A and B. Using knowledge of an electrically long trace which includes round-trip propagation delay (source-to-load and return path from load-to-source), use Eq. (7.9) [8].

\[
\gamma = 2 \times d_{sp} \times t_{pd} = 1.7 \times t_r \tag{7.9}
\]

where \( \gamma \) = width of the reflected pulse from A
\( d_{sp} \) = distance between points A and B
\( t_{pd} \) = unloaded propagation delay of the transmission line
\( t_r \) = 10%-90% edge transition rate (rise time)

Solving for \( d_{sp} \), calculate minimum distance separation before a point discontinuity is observed.

\[
d_{sp} = (1.7 \times t_r) / (2 \times t_{pd}) = 0.85 \frac{t_r}{t_{pd}} \tag{7.10}
\]

Assume an edge transition time of 0.8 ns (typical of a high-speed edge rate component) and FR-4 material. If a trace is routed stripline, with a dielectric constant 4.2, \( t_{pd} = 1.017 \div 4.2 = 0.24 \text{ ns/in.} \) The distance between two points acceptable before point discontinuity affects the signal is

\[
d_{sp} = (1.7 \times 0.8 \text{ ns}) / (2 \times 0.17 \text{ ns/in.}) = 4.0 \text{ in.} (10.2 \text{ cm}) \tag{7.11}
\]

The above example illustrates that if there are to be no point discontinuities, or a reflected pulse, the distance separation between points A and B must be less than 4.0 in., actual routed length.

What is meant by the term reflected pulse? A reflected pulse is a combination of two pulses as shown in Fig. 7.9. When there is a combination of multiple reflected signals, a single pulse effect will be observed within the circuit. If two pulses are allowed to overlap each other within the minimum distance separation, the maximum overlap of the two pulses will be less than the maximum amplitude of either pulse. This occurs when the pulse reaches a maximum amplitude and width. One-half of the pulse overlaps another identical pulse at its halfway point. With this situation, distance separation can be reduced without affecting signal content.

\[\text{Figure 7.9} \quad \text{Reflected pulses from point discontinuities.}\]
7.5 RF CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

A U/V reference plane allows RF current to return to its source from a load. This O/V plane completes the closed-loop circuit requirements discussed in Chapter 3. Current distribution along microstrip traces tends to spread out within the ground-plane structure as illustrated in Fig. 7.10. This distribution will always exist in both the forward direction and the return path. This current distribution will share a common impedance between the trace and plane (or trace-to-plane), which results in mutual coupling due to the current spread. The peak current density lies directly beneath the trace and falls off sharply from each side of the trace into the ground-plane structure.

When the distance spacing is far apart between trace and plane, the loop area between the forward and return path increases. This return path increase raises the inductance of the circuit where inductance is proportional to loop area. Equation (7.12) describes the current distribution that is optimum for minimizing total loop inductance for both the forward and return current path. The current that is described in Eq. (7.12) also minimizes the total amount of energy stored in the magnetic field surrounding the signal trace [3].

\[
\begin{align*}
    \frac{i(d)}{I} = \frac{1}{\pi H} \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{D}{H}\right)^2}
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
    \frac{i(d)}{I} &= \text{signal current density (A/in.)} \\
    I &= \text{total current (A)} \\
    H &= \text{height of the trace above the ground plane (inches)} \\
    D &= \text{perpendicular distance from the centerline of the trace (inches)}
\end{align*}
\]

The mutual coupling factor is highly dependent on frequency of operation and the skin depth effect of the ground-plane impedance. As the skin depth increases, the resistive component of the ground-plane impedance will also increase. This increase will be observed with proportionality at relatively high frequencies [2, 14].

Crosstalk is one of several important aspects of a PCB design that must be considered during any design cycle. Crosstalk refers to the unintended electromagnetic coupling between traces, wires, trace-to-wire, cable assemblies, components, and any other electrical component subject to electromagnetic field disturbance. Crosstalk is caused by currents and voltages in a network and is similar to antenna coupling. When coupling occurs, near-field effects are observed.

Crosstalk between wires, cables, and traces affects intrasystem performance [2]. Intrasystem refers to both source and receptor being located within the same system or assembly. A product must be designed to be self-compatible. Hence, crosstalk may be identified as EMI internal to a system that must be minimized or eliminated. Crosstalk is an undesirable feature usually associated not only with clock or periodic signals, but also with data, address, control, and I/O traces.

Crosstalk is generally considered to be a functionality concern (signal quality) by causing a disturbance between traces. In reality, crosstalk can be a major contributor in the propagation of EMI. High-speed traces, analog circuits, and other high-threat signals may be corrupted by crosstalk induced from external sources. These EMI-sensitive circuits may, however, also unintentionally couple their RF energy to the I/O section. This I/O coupling can result in radiated or conducted EMI that may be present within the enclosure or cause functionality problems between circuits and subsystems.

For crosstalk to occur, typically three or more conductors are required. These three conductors are identified in Fig. 7.11. Two lines carry the signal of interest, and the third line is a reference conductor which gives the circuits the ability to talk (communicate) to each other by capacitive or inductive coupling. If a two-wire system is provided, one wire pair is usually at a reference potential, while the other is differential, which prevents crosstalk from naturally occurring [2].

Figure 7.11 illustrates coupling between two circuits due to the result of a nonzero impedance in the mutual ground reference structure. This impedance is a prime reason why it is important to keep a low impedance between connecting points at O/V reference or ground.
Another visual representation of trace-to-trace coupling with capacitive and inductive components within a PCB trace is shown in Fig. 7.12. This is a detailed schematic of what occurs in a three-wire configuration. There are two parallel traces with mutual coupling mechanisms. The coupling on the source trace occurs through the common ground impedance, \( Z_c \), the mutual capacitance between the traces, \( C_{s-v} \), and the mutual inductance \( M_{s-v} \) between traces. Capacitive coupling between a trace and a reference plane is identified as \( C_{s-g} \) (source-ground) and \( C_{v-g} \) (victim-ground).

Crosstalk evaluation requires frequency domain analysis. What occurs in a logic circuit is both capacitive and inductive coupling of an electromagnetic field that interacts with other circuits. In Fig. 7.11, \( V_s \) is the source that generates an electromagnetic field that interacts between source and victim circuit, or trace. This interaction induces current and voltages at the input terminals of the termination point \( Z_s \) and \( Z_v \). This termination is attached to the source and load ends of the circuit, respectively. The designer’s responsibility is to determine if the crosstalk is near end \( (Z_s) \) or far end \( (Z_v) \). Near end refers to the point of the circuit that is identified as source. Far end is the point identified as the load side of the circuit.

Time domain crosstalk analysis determines the time form of the receptor’s terminal voltages, whereas frequency domain crosstalk analysis determines the magnitude and phase of the receptor voltages for a sinusoidal source voltage (electromagnetic field) [2]. This discussion examines only frequency domain analysis.

Crosstalk involves capacitive and inductive coupling. Capacitive coupling usually results from traces lying one on top of the other or above a reference plane. This coupling is a direct function of the distance spacing between the trace and an overlap area. The discussion on RF current distribution in the previous section illustrates the field density that occurs between a trace and reference plane. Coupled signals may exceed design limits with a very short trace route. This coupling may also be so severe that overlapping parallelism should be avoided at all times.

Inductive crosstalk involves traces that are physically located in close proximity to each other. With parallel routed traces, two forms of crosstalk will be observed, forward and backward. In a PCB, backward crosstalk is considered to be a greater concern than forward crosstalk. The high impedance in the circuit between source and victim trace will produce a high level of crosstalk. The preferred method for preventing crosstalk must be implemented during routing of the traces, or their physical location relative to a cable, I/O interconnect, and similar circuits subject to corruption. Inductive crosstalk can be controlled by increasing trace edge-to-edge separation between offending transmission lines or wires, or by minimizing the height separation distance of the trace above the reference plane.

Capacitive and inductive coupling are shown in Fig. 7.13. If a signal is sent from source-to-load, trace \( C-D \), the signal will capacitively couple to the adjacent line, trace \( A-B \).
A-B, only if the two lines are parallel to each other and in close proximity. The larger the capacitance between the two traces (mutual capacitance), the tighter the coupling that occurs with crosstalk energy transferred between the two. The coupled voltage on the victim trace, A-B, causes a current to flow from the "coupling point" toward both ends of the trace. The current flowing back toward the source, A, is backward crosstalk, whereas the signal traveling to the load, B, is forward crosstalk. The two traces also have mutual inductance between them, causing inductive coupling, \( L_{wi} \) of the current in the direction of backward crosstalk. If the output impedance of the driver, A, is normally low compared to the transmission line impedance, most of the backward crosstalk is reflected back toward the driver, A. Because a capacitor conducts RF energy (current) efficiently at high frequencies, the faster the edge rate, the greater the crosstalk.

The polarities for mutual capacitive coupling are positive for forward and negative for backward. This is the only difference in behavior from that of inductive interference spikes; otherwise, both coupling modes are essentially identical. This coupling spreads out over a period of 2\( \tau \), where \( \tau \) is the time period for signal transmission round-trip.

Backward crosstalk increases linearly with the coupled length. If the coupled length is electrically long, with respect to propagation delay of the round-trip signal, backward crosstalk will show a saturated value and not increase as the coupled length increases.

Under typical operating conditions when a contiguous ground plane is provided, both inductive and capacitive crosstalk coupling voltage approximate the same result. Forward crosstalk cancels while backward crosstalk reinforces. Stripline topology provides a balance between both inductive and capacitive coupling since forward-coupling coefficients are small. Microstrip allows the electric fields generated to partially radiate through free space instead of only through the dielectric material of the PCB. Although loss capacitive coupling exists, this coupling can still be present which leads to a small negative forward coupling coefficient.

With an imperfect planar structure, such as a slotted or hashed reference plane, the inductive crosstalk component becomes larger (more inductance in the plane). This inductive crosstalk will become greater than the capacitive component. Forward crosstalk will then be created which is greater than that observed in stripline and is negative in polarity. Forward crosstalk will always be less than backward crosstalk [14].

### 7.6.1 Units of Measurement—Crosstalk

Crosstalk is measured in units of dB because the reference level is not an absolute power level. The reference is 90 dB loss from the interfering circuit to the victim circuit. As a result, this unit measures how much crosstalk coupling loss is above 90 dB. The relationship describing this is shown in Eq. (7.13) [4].

\[
dB = 90 - (\text{crosstalk coupling loss in dB}) (7.13)
\]

For example, circuit A couples with circuit B. Circuit A is at a 58 dB lower power level. We calculate the crosstalk from circuit A to B as 32 dB.

Crosstalk is also expressed by Eq. (7.14) when applied to a source and victim circuit. Since we reference voltage against voltage, there is no unit of measurement except that of the basic dB.

\[
x_{\text{crosstalk}} = 20 \log \left( \frac{V_{\text{crosstalk}}}{V_{\text{source}}} \right) (7.14)
\]

### 7.6.2 Design Techniques to Prevent Crosstalk

To prevent crosstalk within a PCB, design and layout techniques listed here are useful within a PCB. Crosstalk will sometimes increase with a wider trace width. This is not true if the separation distance is held constant as a result of the ratio of self and mutual capacitance being held at a fixed ratio value. If the ratio is not fixed, mutual capacitance, \( C_{w} \), will increase. With parallel traces, the longer the trace, the greater the mutual inductance, \( L_{w} \). An increase in impedance, along with mutual capacitance, will increase with faster rise times of a signal transition, thus exacerbating crosstalk. The design and layout techniques are as follows.

1. Group logic families according to functionality. Keep the bus structure tightly controlled.
2. Minimize physical distance between components.
3. Minimize parallel routed trace lengths.
4. Locate components away from I/O interconnects and other areas susceptible to data corruption and coupling.
5. Provide proper terminations on impedance-controlled traces, or traces rich in harmonic energy.
6. Avoid routing of traces parallel to each other. Provide sufficient separation between traces to minimize inductive coupling.
7. Route adjacent layers (microstrip or stripline) orthogonally. This prevents capacitive coupling between the planes.
8. Reduce signal-to-ground reference distance separation.
9. Reduce trace impedance and signal drive level.
10. Isolate routing layers that must be routed in the same axis by a solid planar structure (typical of backplane stackup assignments).
11. Partition or isolate high noise emitters (clocks, I/O, high-speed interconnects, etc.) onto different layers within the PCB stackup assignment.

The best technique to prevent or minimize crosstalk between parallel traces is to maximize separation between the traces or to bring the traces closer to a reference plane. These techniques are preferred for long clock signals and high-speed parallel bus structures. An illustration of various crosstalk configuration is shown in Fig. 7.14.

Because of the current density distribution described in Eq. (7.12), the associated local magnetic field strength drops off with distance. An easy method to calculate trace separation is to use Eq. (7.15). This equation expresses crosstalk as a ratio of measured noise voltage to the driving signal. The constant \( K \) depends on the circuit rise time and the length of the interfering traces. This value is always less than one. For most approximations, the value of one is generally used. This equation clearly shows that to minimize crosstalk, we must minimize \( H \) and maximize \( D \) [5].

\[
\text{Crosstalk} = \frac{K}{1 - \left( \frac{D}{H} \right)^2} = \frac{K(H)^2}{H^2 + D^2} (7.15)
\]
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For embedded microstrip, if the parallel traces are at different heights, the $H'$ term becomes the product of the two heights as shown in Fig. 7.14 and Eq. (7.16). The dimension $D$ becomes the direct distance between the centerline of the traces [3].

Crosstalk $= \frac{1}{1 + \left(\frac{D}{H_1 \times H_2}\right)^2}$  \hspace{1cm} (7.16)

If the traces are routed stripline between two reference planes, determine $H$ using a parallel combination of heights to each plane, detailed in Eq. (7.17).

$H_{\text{total}} = \frac{H_{na} \times H_{nb}}{H_{na} + H_{nb}}$  \hspace{1cm} (7.17)

We can also determine the distance spacing for microstrip traces for eliminating crosstalk by using Table 7.2. When using Table 7.2, special notes are required.

1. PCB trace: $Z_0 = 50 \Omega$ ($Z, \ \& \ Z_l = 100 \Omega$ in parallel) and 1-cm length.
2. $Z, \ \& Z_l$ are real, not complex values.
7.7 THE 3-W RULE

Crosstalk can exist between traces on a PCB. This undesirable effect is associated not only with clock or periodic signals, but also with other system critical nets. Data, address, control lines, and I/O all are affected by crosstalk and coupling. Clocks and periodic signals create the functional sections.

For the basis for use of the 3-W rule is to minimize coupling between traces. This rule states that the distance separation between traces must be three times the width of a single trace, measured from centerline to centerline. Otherwise stated, the distance separation between two traces must be greater than two times the width of a single trace. For example, a clock line is 6 mils wide. No other trace can be routed within a minimum of 2+6 mils of this trace, or 12 mils, edge-to-edge. As observed, much real estate is lost in areas where trace isolation occurs. An example of the 3-W rule is shown in Fig. 7.15 [1].

Note that the 3-W rule represents the approximate 70% flux boundary at logic currents. For the approximate 98% boundary, 10-W should be used.

Use of the 3-W rule is mandatory for only high-threat signals such as clock traces, differential pairs, video, audio, the reset line, or other system critical nets. Not all traces on a PCB have to conform to 3-W routing. Using this design guideline, before routing the PCB, it is important to determine which traces must be routed 3-W.

As shown in the middle drawing of Fig. 7.15, a via is located between two traces. This via is usually associated with a third routed net and may contain a signal that is susceptible to electromagnetic disruption. For example, the reset line, a video or audio trace, an analog level control trace, or an I/O interface may pick up electromagnetic energy, either inductively or capacitively. To minimize crosstalk corruption to the via, the distance spacing between adjacent traces must include the angular diameter and clearance of the via. The same requirement exists for this distance spacing between a routed trace rich in RF spectral energy that may couple a component's breakout pin (pin escape) to this routed trace.

The distance spacing between both traces must have a minimum overlap of 2W.

For the via, add annular keep-out diameter which includes both the via and annular (anti-pad) clearance.

Use of the 3-W rule should not be restricted to only clock or periodic signal traces; differential pairs (balanced, ECL, and similar sensitive nets) are also prime candidates for 3-W. The distance between paired traces must be 3-W for differential traces. For differential traces, power plane noise and single-ended signals can capacitively (or inductively) couple into the paired traces. This can cause data corruption in traces not associated with the differential pair and are physically closer than 3-W.

An example of routing differential pair traces within a PCB structure is shown in Fig. 7.16 [1].
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Differential pair traces

Other trace

\[ \geq 2W \]

\[ \geq 1W \]

\[ \text{from edge of trace to edge of trace} \]

Ground plane

\[ \text{from edge of ground plane to edge of trace} \]

*NOTE: The "W" between the traces may require modification to adjust for the desired differential pair impedance.

Figure 7.16 Parallel differential pair routing and the 3-W rule.
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Before examining use of terminations, a thorough understanding of both the environment and the relationship that traces have to the overall PCB assembly must be achieved.

Trace termination plays an important role in ensuring optimal signal integrity as well as minimizing creation of RF energy. To prevent trace impedance problems and provide higher quality signal transfer between circuits, termination may be required. Transmission line effects in high-speed circuits and traces must always be considered. Even if the clock speed is low, say 4 MHz, and the driver and receiver are in the FCT family (2-ns edge rate), the reflections from a long trace route and fast edge rate can cause the receiver to double clock on a transition. Any signal that clocks a flip-flop is a possible candidate for causing transmission line effects regardless of the actual frequency of operation.

At what point in the design cycle should transmission line effects be considered? The following are some suggestions:

1. Clock lines, FIFO read and write strobe, and any signal that is used to latch or clock a flip-flop either externally in a circuit or internally in an off-the-shelf device (e.g., SIMM modules).
2. When using high-speed logic, such as ACT, FCT, FTTL, ASTTL, BCT, ABT, BTL, GTL, GaAs, or ECL.
3. CMOS components, as CMOS is susceptible to latch-up when a high-to-low transition goes much below the low-voltage transition state (approximately 2 volts).
4. On address and data lines when the designer is pushing the speed of the technology used, along with extremely fast edge rates on device inputs.

Less concern is generally given to transmission line effects with address and data signals, provided the system is synchronous. Designers must consider worst-case setup
and hold times with 2-4 ns of safety incorporated into the timing diagram. Designing in a safety margin guarantees that transmission line effects won't typically cause any harm as long as they have settled down by the time the clock or strobe latches them into a register. EMI problems may be increased however, if the signals ring and have overshoot and undershoot.

**EXAMPLE**

Given a 50-MHz signal (20 ns edge-to-edge), the minimum setup time for flip-flops is 2 ns. The worst-case delay from the source driver to the load is 17 ns. With this example, there is 1 ns to spare after accounting for setup time. If the trace is 6 inches long, transmission line effects will add approximately 2 ns, making the round-trip travel time 21 ns. There is a 1-ns delay over the desired requirements rather than 1 ns under.

### 8.1 TRANSMISSION LINE EFFECTS

When high-speed, fast edge rate signals are used within a digital design, transmission line effects are observed. Traces must be considered as a transmission line if the round-trip propagation delay of the signal traveling in the trace exceeds the switching-current transition time between logic states. Faster logic devices and their corresponding increase in edge rates are becoming more common in the sub-nanosecond range. A very long trace in a PCB can become an antenna for radiating RF currents or causing functionality problems.

A PCB trace looks very different for high signal speeds than it does at DC levels. For example, a typical PCB trace has a DC resistance of 12 milliohms per inch. When a signal wave propagates down a trace, the trace impedance will range from the few tens of ohms to as much as 100 ohms. Characteristic impedance is identified by the letter $Z_0$. Characteristic impedance is equal to the square root of $LC$ where $L$ is inductance and $C$ is capacitance. The ratio of voltage to current is constant only for a matched transmission line. The $(t)$ subscript indicates variations along the line.

$$Z = \frac{|i_{(t)}|}{V_{(t)}} = \frac{V_{(t+1)} - V_{(t-1)}}{I_{(t+1)} - I_{(t-1)}}$$

where $+$ = forward wave and $-$ = reverse wave.

What mechanism makes transmission lines the preferred choice for data transfer? A transmission line provides a constant impedance path from a source to load without discontinuities. Discontinuities affect signal integrity and may corrupt the voltage levels of the intended signal to a nonfunctional value. Ringing, reflections, crosstalk, undershoot, and overshoot are also problem areas observed in traces that are not routed as a transmission line. If a shield is added to the transmission line, a coax exists. A coax is the best transmission line for signal functionality. This is in addition to minimizing, or preventing the ringing, reflections, and causing harmful interference to other electronic equipment. A shield around the transmission line also enhances RF immunity protection from externally generated RF sources.

### 8.2 TERMINATION METHODOLOGIES

The need to terminate a PCB trace is based on several design criteria. The most important criterion is the existence of an electrically long trace within a PCB. (Electrically long traces are discussed in Chapter 7.) In this chapter, the length of a routed trace on the PCB is discussed before termination is required. When a trace is electrically long, or when the length exceeds one-sixth of the electrical length of the edge rate, the trace requires termination. Even if a trace is short, termination may still be required if the load is capacitive or highly inductive to prevent ringing.

The easiest way to terminate is to use a resistive element. Two basic configurations exist, source and load. Several methodologies are available for these configurations. The five most commonly used termination methods are as follows and are detailed in Fig. 8.2. A summary of termination methods is presented in Table 8.1. Each termination method is discussed in depth in this chapter.

1. Series termination
2. Parallel termination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source $Z$</th>
<th>Load $Z$</th>
<th>EMI results</th>
<th>Waveform at Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Z_0$</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Trace-trace coupling</td>
<td><img src="waveform_1.png" alt="Waveform" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_0$</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Edge rate changes</td>
<td><img src="waveform_2.png" alt="Waveform" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Trace coupling, EMI and crosstalk</td>
<td><img src="waveform_3.png" alt="Waveform" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.1 Transmission line effects. (Source: Oren Hartal, Electromagnetic Compatibility by Design, © 1994. Reprinted by permission of R&B Enterprises.)
Before the different termination methodologies are examined, a baseline network is provided. The following discussions are based on the simple model of Fig. 8.3.

Using this baseline model, we can examine the two simulation plots in Fig. 8.4. The edge rate of the driver is 0.8 ns for this 66-MHz CMOS voltage level. Because components are going through die shrink and edge rates are decreasing, a realistic value of edge rate has been used in this analysis for clock drivers commonly used within high-technology products.

One plot shows the effects of this simple model using a 3-inch (7.6-cm) trace. The other plot shows an 18-inch (45.7-cm) trace, typical of a PCB layout in many designs. Notice that no termination is provided. The electrically short trace, 3 inches, shows a nearly perfect waveform from the source, along with a high loading impedance of 50 ohms. The round-trip propagation delay for a 3-inch trace is 6 inches; hence, the value of 3 inches was chosen to approximate the breaking point for a long transmission line. The trace deflection was less than 3 inches, the signal at the load would be identical to that of the source driver.

The item of interest in Fig. 8.4 is the 18-inch trace. The propagation delay of a microstrip transmission line with a $\varepsilon_r$ of 4.5 is 1.72 ns/ft (0.36 ns/cm). At 18 inches, the time it takes for signal propagation is 2.5 ns, one-way travel. As observed in the plot, the signal is received at the load 2.5 ns after the source signal leaves the driver. This is what occurs with propotional delay (path times within a transmission line. For critical nets where timing skew is important, an engineer must learn what the finished routed delay of a trace is in the PCB artwork prior to releasing the artwork for manufacturing. If SPEIC or any other transmission path analysis is done on a typical 3-inch trace, and the PCB designer uses an 18-inch trace in a synchronous system operating at frequencies of 100 MHz and above, signal integrity concern becomes mandatory. Details on propagation delay within a PCB trace were presented in Chapter 6. The discussion that follows is based on this baseline data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Termination Type</th>
<th>Added Parts</th>
<th>Delay</th>
<th>Power Required</th>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$R = Z_0$</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Good DC noise margin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>$R = Z_0$</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Power consumption is a problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thevenin</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>$R = Z_0$</td>
<td>$Z_0$</td>
<td>High power for CMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>$C = 20-1000 \mu F$</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Check bandwidth and added capacitance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>Limits undershoot and some ringing at diodes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using this baseline model, we can examine the two simulation plots in Fig. 8.4. The edge rate of the driver is 0.8 ns for this 66-MHz CMOS voltage level. Because components are going through die shrink and edge rates are decreasing, a realistic value of edge rate has been used in this analysis for clock drivers commonly used within high-technology products.

One plot shows the effects of this simple model using a 3-inch (7.6-cm) trace. The other plot shows an 18-inch (45.7-cm) trace, typical of a PCB layout in many designs. Notice that no termination is provided. The electrically short trace, 3 inches, shows a nearly perfect waveform from the source, along with a typical waveform at the load with minor overshoot and undershoot, typical with an improperly designed transmission line. According to Chapter 6, an electrically long trace for an 18-MHz signal is 5.8 inches, round-trip. The round-trip propagation delay for a 3-inch trace is 6 inches; hence, the value of 3 inches was chosen to approximate the breaking point for a long transmission line. If the trace were less than 3 inches, the signal at the load would be identical to that of the source driver.

The item of interest in Fig. 8.4 is the 18-inch trace. The propagation delay of a microstrip transmission line with $\varepsilon_r = 4.5$ is 1.72 ns/ft (0.36 ns/cm). At 18 inches, the time it takes for signal propagation is 2.5 ns, one-way travel. As observed in the plot, the signal is received at the load 2.5 ns after the source signal leaves the driver. This is what occurs with propotional delay (path times within a transmission line. For critical nets where timing skew is important, an engineer must learn what the finished routed delay of a trace is in the PCB artwork prior to releasing the artwork for manufacturing. If SPEIC or any other transmission path analysis is done on a typical 3-inch trace, and the PCB designer uses an 18-inch trace in a synchronous system operating at frequencies of 100 MHz and above, signal integrity concern becomes mandatory. Details on propagation delay within a PCB trace were presented in Chapter 6. The discussion that follows is based on this baseline data.

Using this baseline model, we can examine the two simulation plots in Fig. 8.4. The edge rate of the driver is 0.8 ns for this 66-MHz CMOS voltage level. Because components are going through die shrink and edge rates are decreasing, a realistic value of edge rate has been used in this analysis for clock drivers commonly used within high-technology products.

One plot shows the effects of this simple model using a 3-inch (7.6-cm) trace. The other plot shows an 18-inch (45.7-cm) trace, typical of a PCB layout in many designs. Notice that no termination is provided. The electrically short trace, 3 inches, shows a nearly perfect waveform from the source, along with a typical waveform at the load with minor overshoot and undershoot, typical with an improperly designed transmission line. According to Chapter 6, an electrically long trace for an 18-MHz signal is 5.8 inches, round-trip. The round-trip propagation delay for a 3-inch trace is 6 inches; hence, the value of 3 inches was chosen to approximate the breaking point for a long transmission line. If the trace were less than 3 inches, the signal at the load would be identical to that of the source driver.

The item of interest in Fig. 8.4 is the 18-inch trace. The propagation delay of a microstrip transmission line with $\varepsilon_r = 4.5$ is 1.72 ns/ft (0.36 ns/cm). At 18 inches, the time it takes for signal propagation is 2.5 ns, one-way travel. As observed in the plot, the signal is received at the load 2.5 ns after the source signal leaves the driver. This is what occurs with propotional delay (path times within a transmission line. For critical nets where timing skew is important, an engineer must learn what the finished routed delay of a trace is in the PCB artwork prior to releasing the artwork for manufacturing. If SPEIC or any other transmission path analysis is done on a typical 3-inch trace, and the PCB designer uses an 18-inch trace in a synchronous system operating at frequencies of 100 MHz and above, signal integrity concern becomes mandatory. Details on propagation delay within a PCB trace were presented in Chapter 6. The discussion that follows is based on this baseline data.


Source Termination

8.2.1 Source Termination

Source termination [3] provides a mechanism whereby the output impedance of the driver and resistor matches the impedance of the trace. The reflection coefficient at the source will be zero. Thus, a clean signal is observed at the load. In other words, the resistor absorbs the reflections.

The discussion that follows is summarized below.

1. A series termination provides a 50% reduction in drive voltage from the output of the resistor before traveling from source to load.
2. The reflected signal from the load will propagate back to the source at a 50% voltage level.
3. A reflection coefficient of +1 (open circuit) is observed at the far end. This means that the 50% reflected signal, plus the incoming 50% source signal, will add together and provide the full voltage level signal at the load without reflections.

8.2.2 Series Termination

Series termination is optimal when a lumped load or a single component is located at the end of a routed trace. A series resistor should be used when the driving device's output impedance, $R_s$, is less than $Z_o$, the loaded characteristic impedance of the trace. This resistor must be located directly at the output of the driver without use of a via between the component and resistor (Fig. 8.5). The series resistor, $R_s$, is calculated by

$$R_s = Z_o - R_s$$

where $R_s$ = output resistance of the source driver

$Z_o$ = characteristic impedance of the transmission line

$R_s$ = series resistor

For example, if $R_s = 22 \Omega$ and trace impedance, $Z_o = 55 \Omega$, $R_s = 55 - 22 = 33 \Omega$. Use of a 33-ohm series resistor is common in today's high-technology products. The series resistor, $R_s$, can be calculated to be greater than or equal to the source impedance of the driving component and lower than or equal to the line impedance, $Z_o$. This value is typically between 15 and 75 (usually 33) ohms.

Series terminations minimize the effects of ringing and reflection. Source resistance plays a major role in allowing a signal to travel down a transmission line with maximum quality. If a source resistor does not exist, there will be very little damping. The system will ring for a long time (tens of nanoseconds). PCI drivers are optimal for this function because they have an extremely low-output impedance. A series resistor at the source that
The reflected wavefront is almost completely absorbed in the series resistor. Sophisticated drivers will attempt to match the transmission line impedance so that no external components are necessary. For example, if the driver provides a 5V output, the output of the series resistor will be 2.5 volts. The reason for this is described by Eq. (8.3). If the receiver has high-input impedance, the full waveform will be observed immediately when received, while the source will receive the reflected waveform at 2 * \( t_{\text{switch}} \) (round-trip travel).

\[
\Delta V_s = \Delta V_{\text{in}} \left( \frac{Z_c}{R_s + R_c + Z_c} \right) \tag{8.3}
\]

Problems with Impedance Matching

The main problem with series termination is observed when the driving device has different output impedance values in both the LOW and HI states. This problem affects TTL logic and some CMOS devices as well. Both TTL and CMOS have different output impedances in both the logic HI and LOW state. This difference in output impedance, as well as the series resistor, may allow the trace impedance to vary from 55 \( \Omega \) to 10 \( \Omega \) depending on the logic state. This impedance mismatch condition may cause poor signal quality and possible nonfunctionality. In addition, certain load devices may have different input and output impedances that are not intuitively known. Hence, use of a series resistor may not be optimal under this condition of varying input/output impedances. Despite the compromises, it may still be effective.

The 1/2 \( V_{\text{max}} \) plateau can place the signal in an indeterminate logic state that can lead to improper operation should a bus structure be provided with multiple loads at various routed spacings. Signal integrity issues exist for multiple devices located on a routed bus, except for the receiver at the end of the net.

A well-designed CMOS clock driver should have approximately the same output impedance in both the HI and LOW logic state. This design requirement prevents many other termination problems from occurring. An additional advantage of using a series resistor is that a DC current path to ground or power is not set up. Without a DC current path, \( V_{\text{Hi}} \) and \( V_{\text{LO}} \) levels are not degraded. If each clock output is driving only one device, series termination is the optimal choice. If a clock trace must connect to multiple loads or receivers, series termination is not the best choice.

When a device is sending a voltage-level transition down the transmission line, the source driver will see only the input impedance of the load which should be a high value. A series resistor is always located directly in the transmission path. When the driver sends out a logic high signal, a direct path to ground through a low impedance (e.g., a pull-down resistor) will not occur. For a logic low state, the source driver will not consume power from the voltage source as if a pull-up resistor was in the circuit.

When a series resistor is used, the impedance of the trace is changed as a function of frequency, described by Eq. (8.4) where \( f \) is frequency (in radians), \( L \) is series inductance, and \( C \) is capacitance of the trace. It is observed that when \( R \) exceeds \( \omega L \), characteristic impedance becomes inversely proportional to the square root of the frequency available. This occurs at low frequencies when the wavelength is long and the line is electrically short. As a result, transmission line models are not valid for this case, and characteristic impedance is not of much concern. However, at high frequencies, when \( \omega L \) exceeds \( R \), the characteristic impedance becomes constant.

\[
Z_c(\omega) = \sqrt{\frac{R + j\omega L}{j\omega C}} \tag{8.4}
\]

Effects of Edge Rate Degradation

When series termination is used, the rise time of the signal can be affected, especially if the value of the resistance is not correctly selected. At any point along the transmission line, looking back toward the source, we see a drive impedance, \( Z_s \). When a capacitive load is provided, a response is observed which appears as a simple RC low-pass filter with a time constant of

\[
t = RC = Z_s C \tag{8.5}
\]

Using Eq. (8.4) for the 10-90% rise time of an RC filter, it is possible to determine the value of the rise time degradation as

\[
l_{\text{rise-90\%}} = 2.2Z_s C \tag{8.6}
\]

This rise time degradation is twice longer than the rise time of an end-terminated circuit. This condition occurs only if the transmission line impedance and load are the same.

Analysis of Series Termination

To better observe the effects of series termination and signal integrity, examine Fig. 8.6. This figure shows both the source and load voltages of a clock signal on a 3-inch and an 18-inch trace, both trace inductance and trace capacitance, in addition to load capacitance, play a role in these plots. The edge rate is 0.8 ns. The source is a clock skew driver with 66-MHz outputs. The 3-inch trace is electrically short, while the 18-inch trace is electrically long. One trace shows the signal directly at the output of the driver; the other trace is the output of the series resistor \( R_c \); and the third trace is at the input of the load. Propagation delay at the load is described by \( l_{\text{load}} = 0.7 (Z_s C) \), or the propagation delay equations detailed in Chapter 6 can be used if the values of \( Z_s C \) are not known.

Interesting results are seen in Fig. 8.6. With an electrically short trace, a nearly perfect waveform is measured along the trace route for the 3-inch trace with typical ringing. The 1/2V at the output of the series resistor is easily observed. For the 18-inch trace, the waveform at the load is acceptable for signal integrity concerns, along with a noticeable 1/2V at the output of the series resistor. Both waveforms are nearly identical in appearance, except for the voltage level. A reduced voltage level at the output of the resistor does not affect the functionality of the signal. The item of interest is what is received at the load's input.

The same discussion regarding propagation delay of a transmission line detailed in the section "baseline" is applicable for series termination.
With a series termination resistor, minimal ringing is observed at the load compared to the unterminated trace shown in Fig. 8.4. This undistorted waveform is desired for signal functionality. An increase in propagation delay, however, is easily observed. The series resistor illustrates the masking of reflections. Both the 3-inch and 18-inch plots look nearly identical at the load because the circuit behaves identically when properly terminated, regardless of trace length. We can ignore the 6.6 V overshoot from the source.

Since \( R_s + R_c = Z_L \), the voltage level at \( V_o \) (output of the series resistor) is one-half the magnitude of \( V_s \) (source). The voltage waveform measured is divided equally, with half of the voltage transmitted to the receiver. If the receiver had a very high-input impedance, the full waveform would have been observed at the load at \( t_{pd} \), while the source would receive the reflected waveform at \( 2 \times t_{pd} \), where \( t_{pd} \) is the one-way propagation delay.

### When to Use Series Termination

#### Advantages of Series Termination

1. Series terminators can provide a slower rise time, which results in smaller residual reflections and less EMI.
2. Series resistors help reduce the spectral distribution of RF energy.
3. Series resistors reduce ground bounce.
4. Overshoot is reduced.
5. Signal quality/integrity is enhanced.
6. Minimal power dissipation occurs.
7. Distribution to multiple end-point loads from a common source (Fig. 8.7) is easily implemented.

#### Disadvantages of Series Termination

1. Series termination does not perform optimally when both TTL and CMOS devices are on the same net.
2. Series termination normally cannot be used when driving distributed loads because in the middle of the trace route, the voltage is only one-half the source voltage. Devices in the middle of a trace route will not get their proper voltage level until much later in the clock cycle.
3. Daisychain topologies are not appropriate with series termination, although a series resistor can be used with a parallel capacitor to slow down the edge time to extend beyond the propagation time of device interval reflections. All loads
must be located at the end of the trace route. If a device is positioned somewhere between source and load, a distorted waveform will occur from improper voltage reference levels, along with possible reflections that may exist in the middle of the signal transmission path.

8.2.3 End Termination

End termination is used when multiple loads exist within a trace route. Multiple-source drivers may be connected to a bus structure or daisychained. The last device on a routed net is where the load termination must be positioned.

To summarize the discussion that follows.

1. The signal of interest travels down the transmission line at full voltage and current level without degradation.
2. The transmitted voltage level is observed at the load.
3. The termination will remove reflections by matching the line, thus damping out the overshoot and ringing.

There is a right way and a wrong way when placing end terminators on a PCB. This difference is shown in Fig. 8.8. Regardless of the method chosen, termination must occur at the "very end of the trace." For purposes of discussion, the RC method is shown in this figure.

Effects of Edge Rate Degradation

An interesting result occurs when termination is provided at the end of a trace route. This observation can describe the effects of edge rate degradation using a simple approach and the circuit of Fig. 8.9. This circuit is modeled as a Thevenin equivalent. The receiver appears as a capacitive load to the transmission line. For this simple circuit, the Thevenin equivalent of the impedance of the network is \( Z_C/2 \), assuming \( R_T = R_C \), which is never the case in actual practice. The capacitor represents input shunt capacitance of the receiver.

When using end termination, the time constant or edge rate degradation is similar to Eq. (8.5) except the impedance of the circuit is \( Z \), as shown in Eq. (8.7).

\[
\tau = RC = Z_C/2 \tag{8.7}
\]

Also, similar to using Eq. (8.6) for the 10-90% rise time of an RC filter, the edge time degradation can determine the actual rise time degradation as

\[
t_{10-90\%} = 2.22 Z_C/2 \approx 1.1 Z_C \tag{8.8}
\]

For Eq. (8.8), the difference in edge rate degradation is assumed to be half that of series or source termination. This approximation is due to tolerances and variations within the network (transistors internal to the component plus discrete devices). For system critical nets where timing skew is important and synchronous operation must be assured, end termination may be a better choice.

8.2.4 Parallel Termination

For simple parallel termination, a single resistor is provided at the end of the trace route (Fig. 8.10). This resistor, \( R_T \), must have a value equal to the required impedance of the trace or transmission line. The other end of the resistor is tied to a reference source, generally ground. Parallel termination will add a small propagation delay to the signal due to the addition of the \( Z_C \) time constant that is present in the network, described by Eq. (8.8). This equation includes the total impedance of the network. The termination resistor is only one component of the impedance equation. The total impedance, \( Z_C \), is the result of the termination resistor, line impedance, and source output impedance. The \( C \) variable in the equation is the input shunt capacitance of the load.
A disadvantage of parallel termination is that this method consumes DC power, since the resistor is generally in the range of 50 to 150 Ω. In applications of critical device loading or where power consumption is critical, for example, battery-powered products (notebook computers), parallel termination is a poor choice. The driver must source current to the load. An increase in drive current will cause an increase in DC power consumption from the power supply, an undesirable feature in battery-operated products.

Simple parallel termination (resistive only) is rarely used in TTL or CMOS designs. This is because a large drive current is required in the HI logic state. When the source driver switches to V<sub>cc</sub> or logic HI, the driver must supply a current of V<sub>cc</sub>/R<sub>t</sub> to the termination resistor. When in the logic LOW state, no drive current exists. Assuming a 55 Ω transmission line, the current required for a 5V drive signal is 5V/55Ω = 91 mA. Very few drivers can source that much current! The drive requirements of TTL demand more current in the logic LOW state than logic HI. CMOS sources the same amount of current in both the LOW and HI logic states.

Since parallel termination creates a DC current path when the driver is in the HI state, excessive power dissipation and V<sub>in</sub> degradation (noise margin) occurs. A driver’s output is always switching, thus DC current consumed by the termination resistor must exist. At higher frequencies, the AC switching current becomes the major component of the overall circuit. When using parallel termination, one should consider how much V<sub>in</sub> degradation is acceptable by the receivers.

When parallel termination is provided, the net result observed on an oscilloscope should be nearly identical to that of series, Thevenin or RC, since a properly terminated transmission line should respond the same regardless of the termination method used. This effect is observed in the various plots of termination methods provided in this chapter.

When using simple parallel termination, a single pull-down resistor is provided at the load. This allows fast circuit performance when driving distributed loads. This resistor has a Z<sub>L</sub> value equal to the characteristic impedance of the trace and source driver. The other end of the resistor is tied to a reference point, usually ground. For ECL logic, the reference is power. The voltage level on the trace is described by Eq. (8.9). On PCB stackups that include Omega layers, parallel termination is commonly found. An Omega layer is a single layer within a multilayer stackup assignment that has resistors built into the copper plane using photo-resist material and laser etched for the desired resistance value. This termination method is extremely expensive and found in only high-technology products where component density is high and large pin-out devices physically leave no room for hundreds or even thousands of discrete termination resistors.

\[
\Delta V_{in} = \Delta V_{cc} \left( \frac{Z_0}{R_L + Z_0} \right)
\]  

(8.9)
Loading a long trace with additional devices will affect the propagation delay of the source driver’s signal, which was discussed in Chapter 7.

**Analysis of Parallel Termination**

A nearly undistorted waveform will be observed along the full length of the line using parallel termination, similar to that of a coax. If a routed net has multiple receivers and drivers, an increase in propagational delay will be observed owing to additional lumped capacitance provided by all devices connected into the net. If the input shunt capacitance is 5 pF, and six devices are provided on the routed net, a total of 30 pF is presented to the source driver. With the characteristic impedance of the trace and lumped capacitance, the signal will be delayed by the time constant \( t = 1.1 \times Z_{0} C \). We observe the signal directly at the output of the driver with expected overshoot, and ringing. The signal at the load is acceptable for system performance.

The same discussion regarding propagation delay of a transmission line in the section “baseline” for series termination is applicable. This propagation delay is easily observed in the 18-inch-long trace between source and load. Figure 8.11 shows what parallel termination looks like with both a 3-inch and 18-inch long trace. The results of a properly terminated transmission line will be identical, regardless of termination method chosen. The plot of Fig. 8.11 (18-inch trace) is nearly identical to that of Fig. 8.6 (18-inch trace). The same comments regarding propagational delay of a signal-routed microstrip also applies for parallel termination.

**When to Use Parallel Termination**

- **Advantages of Parallel Termination**
  1. Can be used with distributed loads.
  2. Fully absorbs the transmitted wave to eliminate reflections.
  3. Sets the line voltage level when nothing is driving the line.
  4. Is excellent for buses when distributed loads are available at the end of the trace route.

- **Disadvantages of Parallel Termination**
  1. Increased power consumption.
  2. Reduced noise margins unless the drivers can source high current circuits.

**8.2.5 Thevenin Network**

Thevenin termination has one advantage over parallel termination. Thevenin provides a connection that has one resistor to the power rail and the other resistor to ground (Fig. 8.12). Unlike parallel termination, Thevenin permits optimizing the voltage transition points between logic HI and logic LOW. When using Thevenin termination, an important consideration in choosing the resistor values is to avoid improper setting of the voltage reference level of the loads for both the HI and LOW logic transition points. The ratio of \( R1 \) to \( R2 \) determines the relative proportions of logic HI and LOW driver current.

Designers commonly, but arbitrarily, use a 320/30 ohm ratio (132 Ohms parallel) for driving bus logic. Determining the resistor ratio value may be difficult to do if the switch point for logic families are different. This is especially true when both TTL and CMOS are used. A 1:1 resistor ratio (e.g., 110/110 ohms) will create a 55-ohm termination value or characteristic \( Z_{C} \) of the trace would limit the line voltage at 2.5 V, thus allowing an invalid transition level for certain logic devices. Hence, Thevenin termination is optimal for TTL logic, not CMOS.

The Thevenin equivalent resistance must be equal to the characteristic impedance of the trace. Thevenin resistors will provide a voltage division for the signal on the trace. To determine the proper voltage reference desired, one should use Eq. (8.10).

\[
V_{\text{ref}} = \frac{R2}{R1 + R2} V
\]

where
- \( V_{\text{ref}} \) = desired voltage level to the input of the load
- \( V \) = voltage source from the power rail
- \( R1 \) = pull-up resistor
- \( R2 \) = pull-down resistor

For the Thevenin termination circuit

\( R1 = R2 \): The drive requirements for both logic HI and LOW are identical. The setting may be unacceptable for certain logic families.

\( R2 > R1 \): The LOW current requirements are greater than HI. This setting works well with TTL and CMOS devices.

\( R1 > R2 \): The HI current requirements are greater than LOW. This is a more appropriate selection for the majority of designs.

With these constraints, \( I_{\text{switch}} \) or \( I_{\text{switch}} \) must never be exceeded. This condition must exist as TTL and CMOS sinks (positive) current in the LOW state. In the high state, TTL and CMOS sources (negative) current. Positive current refers to current that enters a device, while negative current is the current that leaves the component. ECL logic devices source (negative) current in both logic states.

With a properly chosen termination ratio for the resistors, an optimal DC voltage level will be present for both logic HI and LOW states. The advantage of using Thevenin termination over Thevenin is parallel’s use of one less component. If we compare plots of the effects of parallel compared to Thevenin, we notice that both termination methods provide identical results. A terminated trace will always appear identical regardless of termination method chosen.

Thevenin termination is rarely used because of a large drive current required in the HI state. The results in Fig. 8.13 show a nearly perfect waveform, along with the expected delay of the signal at the load. Figure 8.13 shows the signal directly at the output of the...
driver with expected overshoot and ringing, in addition to what the signal would look like at the load for both a 3-inch (electrically short) and 18-inch trace (electrically long).

**Analysis of Thevenin Termination** [2]

A nearly undistorted waveform will be observed along the full length of the line using Thevenin termination, similar to that of parallel termination. An increase in delay will also be observed on buses with multiple receivers and drivers on the net due to the additional lumped capacitance provided by all devices tied into the routed net. As with parallel termination, the characteristic impedance of the trace, along with the lumped capacitance, will cause the signal to be delayed by the time constant $\tau = 1.1 \times Z_C$. This delay is easily observed in the trace identified as load in Fig. 8.13. We also see what the signal profile looks like directly at the output of the driver along with typical ringing which always occurs. The signal at the load is acceptable for system performance.

Close examination of parallel termination, Fig. 8.11, and Thevenin, Fig. 8.13, indicates identical plots. This is what termination will do to a signal trace. To observe the difference, compare the waveform at the load to the unterminated trace in Figs. 8.4.

The results of a properly terminated transmission line will be identical, regardless of termination method chosen. The plot of Fig. 8.13 (18-inch trace) is nearly identical to those of Figs. 8.6 and 8.11 (18-inch trace). The same comments regarding propagational delay of a signal routed microstrip also apply for parallel termination.

**When to Use Thevenin Termination**

**Advantages of Thevenin Termination**

1. Can be used with distributed loads throughout a routed net.
2. Fully absorbs the transmitted wave to eliminate reflections.
3. Sets the line voltage level when nothing is driving the line.
4. Is excellent for busses.

**Disadvantages of Thevenin Termination**

1. Increases power consumption.
2. Reduces noise margins unless the drivers can source high current circuits.

When the driver is sourcing HI, say 5.0V, and the pull-down resistor is 330 $\Omega$, the resistor must absorb 5.0/330 $\Omega = 15$ mA of current. If the driver cannot source this much current, the HI value of the voltage, $V_{\text{HI}}$, will go down and the noise margin ($V_{\text{HI}} - V_{\text{OL}}$) will also go down. On buses terminated at both ends with 220/330 $\Omega$ resistors, the driver has to source double the current, 30 mA.

**EXAMPLE: BACKPLANE IMPLEMENTATION**

On a typical TTL-based backplane with traces on the outer layers (microstrip) (Fig. 8.14), the bus lines are terminated at both ends with a 220 $\Omega$ resistor to power and a 330 $\Omega$ resistor to ground. Both ends must be terminated since the source driver may be located anywhere on the bus. This 220/330 $\Omega$ combination provides 152 $\Omega$ termination, which is a typical value for PCB traces routed on a backplane assembly. With this termination methodology, the use of high current bus drivers is required.
8.2.6 RC Network

The RC (also known as AC) termination method works well in both TTL and CMOS systems. The resistor matches the characteristic impedance of the trace (identical to parallel). The capacitor holds the DC voltage level of the signal since the source driver does not have to provide current to drive an end terminator. As a result, AC current (RF energy) flows to ground during a switching state since a capacitor will allow RF energy (which is an AC wave, not the DC logic level of the signal) to pass through. Although a minor propagation delay is presented to the signal due to the RC time constant, less power dissipation exists than in parallel or Thevenin termination. From the viewpoint of the circuit, all three end termination methods are identical. The main difference lies in power dissipation, with RC consuming far less power than the other two.

The termination resistor must equal the $Z_0$ of the trace, while the capacitor is generally very small (20-600 pF). The RC time constant must be greater than twice the loaded propagation delay (round trip travel time). This time constant is greater than twice the loaded propagation delay because a signal travels from source to load and returns. It takes one time constant each way for a total of two time constants. If we make the time constant slightly greater than the total propagation delay ($t_2$), reflections will be minimized or eliminated. RC termination finds excellent use in buses containing similar layouts.

To determine the proper value of the resistor and capacitor, Eq. (8.11) provides this simple calculation which includes the round-trip propagation delay $2\times t_2$.

\[ \tau = \frac{2 \times t_2}{R C} \]
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$t = R C,$ where $t > 2 \ast t_{pd}$

for optimal performance

(8.11)

Figure 8.16 shows the results of RC termination. The lumped capacitance ($C_L$ plus $C_C$) affects the edge rate of the signal, causing a slower signal to be observed by the load.

If the round-trip propagation delay is 4 ns, RC must be $> 8 \text{ ns}$. Calculate $C_L$ using the known round-trip propagation delay. Propagation delay is discussed in Chapter 6 using the value of $t_{pd}$ that is appropriate for the dielectric material provided and for the actual speed of propagation required.

Note: The self-resonant characteristic of the capacitor is critical during evaluation to avoid inserting equivalent series inductance (ESL) into the circuit.

Analysis of RC Network

Again, like parallel and Thévenin, a nearly undistorted waveform will be observed along the full length of the line. Optimal termination will provide a clean signal at the load regardless of which termination method is used.

The capacitor appears to the trace as an AC short to the RF component of the high-speed signal. The reflected wave is fully absorbed with no reflection since the resistor matches the trace impedance. The capacitor blocks the DC current so that no power consumption is traveling through the resistor to ground. The capacitor also prevents the DC noise margins from eroding, since there is no IR drop across the resistor. In addition, the RC network acts as a low-pass filter to remove glitches that may occur on the signal trace.

When to Use the RC Network

Advantages of RC Termination

1. Can be used with distributed loads and bus layouts.
2. Fully absorbs the transmitted wave to eliminate reflections.
3. Has low DC power consumption.

Disadvantages of RC Termination

1. May slow down very high-speed signals.
2. Can produce reflections due to the time constant of the RC network. This is definitely a concern for high-frequency, fast edge rate signals.

When differential paired signals exist, RC termination finds popular use. This termination method is shown in Fig. 8.17. Any termination method that is appropriate for this circuit may be used—RC, parallel, Thévenin, or series. For the example shown, the RC network requires only three components. The capacitor prevents power consumption in addition to maintaining the proper voltage reference to the signals of interest. The components should be close in tolerance to avoid mismatches and to assure equal values for each signal of the pair.

8.2.7 Diode Network

This termination method is commonly used for termination of differential or paired networks. A schematic representation was detailed in Fig. 8.2. Diodes are often used to limit overshoot on traces while providing low-power dissipation. The major disadvantage of diode networks lies in their frequency response to high-speed signals. Although overshoots are prevented at the receiver's input, reflections will still exist in the trace as diodes do not affect trace impedance or absorb reflections. To gain the benefits of both techniques, diodes may be used in conjunction with the other methods discussed herein to minimize reflection problems. The main disadvantage lies in large current reflections that occur with this termination network. One should be aware, however, that when a diode clamps a large impulse current, this current can be propagated in the ground plane, thus increasing EMI.

A summary of the various termination methods is provided at the end of this chapter, comparing advantages and disadvantages.

8.3 TERMINATOR NOISE AND CROSSTALK

Multiple terminators may be provided within a single package instead of being used as discrete components. These packages may be Single-In-Line Package (SIPs), Dual-In-Line Package (DIPs), or other configurations with a shared power and/or ground pin. This shared pin may contain undesired lead-length inductance, which may affect signal functionality when a logic transition occurs from high-to-low or low-to-high, in addition to allowing creation of RF currents to exist.

With an inductive effect present, described by $L = \mu Ah$, a current surge will be observed by all terminators simultaneously due to this fixed inductance value. This current surge may cause a signal bounce to develop, similar to ground bounce on the power/ground planes. If the bounce is severe enough, functionality concerns exist. To minimize the bounce effect of multiple terminators within the same package, one should use only those package designs with separate power and ground pins and internal decoupling, if possible.

The difference in a typical termination package configuration is shown in Fig. 8.18. When a common ground pin is provided, a common current path will occur depending on the internal manufacturing process used. A common current path introduces a large amount of mutual inductance between the resistors in the package. This common current path will allow crosstalk to be generated internal to the terminator.

Designers should design and lay out a PCB to minimize creation of crosstalk between signal traces and to prevent mutual coupling of RF currents. With crosstalk concerns taking a major role in the layout of traces, one tends to forget that terminators may cause crosstalk.
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**Section 8.5 • Trace Routing**

**8.4 EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE TERMINATIONS**

Multiple or dual terminations on a PCB trace can present functionality concerns. This is due to the additive effects that a dual termination presents to the circuit. During layout it is sometimes desirable to place component pads onto the PCB; this provides the ability to choose a termination method based on measurements from a prototype build. Although the layout can allow for choosing an optimal termination method, problems can and will occur if careful attention is not taken during installation of the components, or if rework is performed by a person who will install components on pads regardless of whether they are specified in the Bill of Materials. When multiple mounting locations are provided, the designer can use either series, parallel, Thévenin, or RC. An example of how a design engineer may specify optional termination methods for experimentation purposes is presented in Fig. 8.20.

**Real-Life Situation—Using Dual Terminations (what can happen)**. Why would someone dual terminate a trace if poor performance were expected? Let's assume a product is being tested on a remote open field test site with only one attempt to make the product pass radiated emissions requirements. Mounting pads are provided for all possible termination methods. In the rework kit are 0 Ω resistors and a selection of various other resistors and capacitors. These components are used to rework the board (in the field), such as removing series termination or to convert an RC to parallel in order to better match trace impedance and enhance signal functionality. All these components are used in an attempt to make the product work as desired.

For example, component placement pads for a series terminator are provided on the top side of the PCB. During compliance testing, radiated emissions is observed. The series resistor, 33 Ω, now allows for radiated emissions compliance. This rework is incorporated into the product and shipped without further investigation by signal integrity engineers since product revenue generally takes priority over functionality, especially if a project is behind a scheduled shipment date.

Many engineers will use only a spectrum analyzer when investigating an EMC event. If a sufficiently high bandwidth oscilloscope is used in conjunction with a spectrum.
Engineers and designers will sometimes daisy-chain periodic signal and clock traces for ease of routing. Unless the distance is small between loads (with respect to propagation length of the signal rise time), reflections may occur from daisy-chained traces. Sometimes daisy-chaining impacts signal quality and EMI spectral energy distribution to the point of nonfunctionality or noncompliance. Therefore, radial connections for fast edge signals and clocks are preferred over daisy-chaining for nets with a single, common drive source. Each component should have its respective trace terminated in its characteristic impedance as shown in Fig. 8.22. Parallel and Thevenin termination at the end of the trace route is feasible because the drivers usually cannot tolerate the total current sink of the terminated loads.

To prevent undesired effects of unmatched loads, termination may be required. Five common termination methods are available (discussed earlier in this chapter). Each
T-stub has to be used, the maximum permissible stub length cannot exceed \( T = L_c/L_{oc} \),
where \( L_c \) is the routed length of the trace. The length of each "T" from the center leg must be identical. In T-stub lines, the capacitance and load characteristics of the devices at the end of each T-arm should be exactly equal.

If a T-stub is required because of problems with layout or routing, it must be as short as possible. The measurement feature of the CAD system should be used to measure routing lengths. If necessary, one should serpentine route the shorter trace until it equals its counter trace length exactly.

A potential or fatal drawback of using T-stubs lies in future changes to the artwork. If a different design engineer or PCB designer makes a change to the layout or routing to implement rework or a redesign, knowledge of this T-stub implementation may not be known, and accidental changes to the trace may occur, posing potential EMI or functionality problems.

**8.6 BIFURCATED LINES**

Bifurcated lines is another term for T-stubs. This condition occurs when a trace is split into multiple trace routes from a driver. An example of a bifurcated topology is shown in Fig. 8.23, along with a recommended termination method.

The impedance of a bifurcated line is not constant throughout the trace route. Let us assume, for example, that the trace from point A to X is 50 ohms. The impedance of the bifurcated lines must be \( 2Z \) from point X to point B, or twice that of the desired impedance characteristics. This is because, for this example, the two traces are running in parallel, each with an impedance of 100 ohms. The parallel impedance of the two traces will be 50 ohms, the desired impedance of the network. Since the individual bifurcated traces are now 100 ohms, use of end termination of 100 ohms each is the only practicable termination methodology. To use parallel termination, the driver must be able to source sufficient current to multiple loads on the net.

If proper termination is provided, reflection and ringing that may occur will be prevented. If termination is not provided, the return current will see an impedance discontinuity at point B. The discontinuity will be observed as ringing at the source driver, point A. The termination must be provided at the end of the trace route as was shown in Fig. 8.8.

If bifurcated routing must occur, how can an optimal design be set up within a PCB when split traces must be \( 2Z \)? The easy layout technique available to the PCB designer is to make the trace width smaller than the primary trace from point A to X. This becomes almost impossible for most applications, for the line widths of traces are already approaching a very small dimension. To increase trace impedance, it is necessary to make the traces even smaller, which in many situations is smaller than the manufacturing process a PCB fabricator is capable of performing.

Another problem with bifurcated lines lies with RF-loop currents created within the network. If one of the bifurcated signal traces is routed on a different routing plane than the other bifurcated trace, RF return current will try to reference both traces to different 0V return planes. When this occurs, a potentially large loop area is created, with a corresponding increase in radiated emissions.

To summarize, use of bifurcated lines or T-stubs is not desirable for both signal integrity and EMI compliance reasons.
8.7 SUMMARY—TERMINATION METHODS

Different termination methods are available, each for a specific application along with advantages and disadvantages. The termination method that provides optimal performance for most designs (CMOS or TTL) is dependent on what the circuit designer requires. The following is a brief summary of termination methods presented earlier in this chapter.

1. Series is excellent for point-to-point trace routes (one load on the net). In addition, series termination works well for those traces that are electrically short (small propagation time from source-to-load and return from load-to-source) with respect to the clock frequency ($f_{clock}$). Series termination may also be used to slow down edge times so that the effect of propagation discontinuities in the signal path is minimized. In addition, it becomes a simple process to allow for the fanout of multiple load radials from a common source to occur using separate transmission lines that do not corrupt other circuits in the network.

2. Parallel is preferred for busses and point-to-point nets with fast clock/pulses ($f_{clock}$).

3. Thevenin networks are difficult to implement owing to the reduced voltage level that exists in both the HI and LOW state if a combination of both CMOS and TTL exists on the same net.

4. The RC network provides good signal quality but at the expense of added components. Drawbacks exist at high frequencies and for long trace lengths owing to limited damping that occurs with poor impedance matching and edge rate degradation.

5. Dual terminations degrade signal functionality and should not be used without fully understanding the consequences.

What happens when a trace on a PCB cannot be terminated?

1. There may be 100% positive signal reflection, resulting in signal doubling in amplitude at the source driver. This may cause destruction of the component owing to excessive voltage levels.

2. The signal may become 70-80% negative at the source driver, which will erode signal functional and noise margin levels of the circuit.
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Grounding

9.1 REASONS FOR GROUNDING—AN OVERVIEW

Grounding is required within most products. Although this ground may be fully connected, isolated, or floating, a ground structure must still be present. Grounding is often confused with providing a current return path for signals. In reality, only a few grounding issues are related to PCBs. These concerns relate to providing a reference connection between analog and digital circuits and a high-frequency connection between the PCB return plane and an external metal chassis.

Grounding, though probably the most important aspect of a design, is least understood by many engineers. It is not easy to understand intuitively and does not usually allow for straightforward definition, modeling, or analysis since many uncontrolled factors affect its performance. Every circuit is ultimately referenced to a ground source and cannot be left to chance; it must be designed in from the very beginning. One cannot assume that because a ground system is present, for example, a metal enclosure, optimal performance will be achieved. Desired performance is not easily achieved if no thought is given to its design.

Grounding is one primary method of minimizing unwanted noise pickup and partitioning circuit segments. Proper implementation of PCB ground methods and cable shields will prevent a majority of noise problems. One advantage of a well-designed ground system is protection against unwanted interference and emissions for basically zero cost in material usage.

9.2 DEFINITIONS

The word grounding is vague and means different things to different people. For logic designers, it refers to a reference level for logic circuits and components. For system and mechanical engineers, ground is the metal housing or chassis that connects circuits.
electricians, it refers to the third wire safety ground as mandated by their respective National Electric Codes.

To prevent confusion, the following words used in this chapter are defined as follows.

**Bonding.** Making a low-impedance electrical connection between two metal surfaces.

**Circuit.** Multiple devices with a source impedance, load impedance, and interconnects. For digital circuits, multiple sources and loads may be part of one circuit where all devices are referenced to the same point or use a common signal return conductor. For EMC circuits, circuits usually originate in one location and terminate in another.

**Circuit Referencing.** The process of providing a common 0V reference voltage for multiple circuits to allow communication between the two. Circuit referencing is one of the most important reasons for providing a ground reference. This reference point is not intended to carry functional current.

**Earthing (British term).** The connection of the safety ground wire to earth at the service entrance of a building.

**Equipotential Ground Plane.** A piece of metal used as a common connection point for power and signal referencing. This plane may not be at equipotential levels for RF frequencies owing to its electrically large size.

**Ground Loop.** A circuit that includes a conducting element (plane, trace, wire) assumed to be at ground potential where return currents pass through. At least one ground loop will be present within a circuit. Although a ground loop is acceptable, the severity of the problem for currents flowing through the loop depends on the unwanted signals that may be present, which can cause system malfunction.

**Ground Stitches.** Location. The process of making a solid ground connection from a PCB to a metallic structure for the purposes of providing systemwide ground referencing regardless of which grounding methodology is used.

**Grounding.** A generic term with as many definitions as there are engineers. This word must be preceded by an adjective.

**Grounding Methodology.** A chosen method for directing return currents in an optimal manner appropriate for the intended application.

**Holy Ground.** Sometimes referred to as the actual location used. See also Single-point ground.

**Hybrid Ground.** A grounding methodology that combines single-point and multipoint grounding simultaneously, depending on the functionality of the circuit and the frequencies present.

**Multipoint Ground.** A method of referencing different circuits together to a common or reference point. Connection may be made by any means possible in as many locations as required.

**Referencing.** The process of making an electrical connection or bond between two circuits that allows the OV reference from both circuits to be identical.

**RF Ground.** The process of providing a ground reference point using a specific methodology to allow a product to comply with both emissions and immunity requirements.

9.3 FUNDAMENTAL GROUNDING CONCEPTS

The two primary areas related to grounding are

1. Safety ground (including protection against the effects of lightning and electrostatic discharge).

2. Signal voltage referencing ground.

If a ground is connected by a low-impedance path to earth, this method is identified as a safety ground. Signal grounds may or may not be connected to earth potential. Connection of the two ground methods may be unsuitable for a particular application and may exacerbate EMC problems.

Safety grounding minimizes or prevents a voltage difference between exposed conducting surfaces. The more conductors we make available to reduce the voltage difference to extremely low levels, the less chance of electric shock may be present to harm someone or cause death. The more ground connections, the less chance of harm to the operator.

Signal voltage referencing ground provides for all parts of an electrical system to be referenced to a common source. For signal referencing, the voltage difference typically must be less than a few millivolts. The implementation of signal voltage referencing, the number of ground connections, and their location must be chosen carefully. Few critically located connections between signal voltage points can allow a product to be either compliant or noncompliant with EMC regulations.

Common misconceptions exist regarding grounding. Most analysts believe that a ground is a current return path and that a good ground reduces circuit noise. This belief is not entirely valid if we are discussing safety grounding, not signal voltage referencing.

Current requires a return path to complete a closed-loop circuit. We usually only consider AC or DC power current and not RF current. Although an RF return path is mandatory, it need not be at ground potential. Free space is not at ground potential. Analog ground is isolated from digital or chassis ground to prevent disruption to sensitive circuits. Not all currents within a system require a safety ground or a signal voltage referencing.
example. the distance spacing that must be used for a product safety requirement between creepage and clearance distance between traces to prevent electric shock to power supplies and related circuitry.

Why is safety ground discussed in a book about EMC and PCBs? The reasons are obvious. Many PCBs contain hazardous voltages. These include power supply assemblies, telecommunication circuits, relay-driven instrumentation control units, power switching modules, and the like. User safety cannot be separated from EMC. The field of regulatory compliance includes both product safety (meeting essential safety requirements based on National Electric Codes or governmental mandated legislation) and EMC limits for emissions and immunity. Product safety standards mandate the amount of creepage and clearance to prevent shock potential difference at all.

Creepage and clearance is of concern because AC or high-voltage traces may be subject to an abnormal failure condition. Failures include primary-to-secondary, primary-to-ground, or primary-to-primary. To prevent a shock hazard due to an abnormal failure, traces must be routed with a specific amount of spacing (distance between high-energy (voltage) traces and secondary or ground circuits. This requirement is especially critical in manufacture power supplies and related circuitry. For example, the distance spacing that must be used for a product safety requirement between hazardous voltages on traces may prevent optimal flux cancellation from a voltage or signal trace to a ground fill or ground trace for single- or double-sided PCBs.

Creepage and clearance are of concern because AC or high-voltage traces may be subject to an abnormal failure condition. Failures include primary-to-secondary, primary-to-ground, or primary-to-primary. To prevent a shock hazard due to an abnormal failure, traces must be routed with a specific amount of spacing (distance between high-energy (voltage) traces and secondary or ground circuits. This requirement is especially critical in manufacture power supplies and related circuitry. For example, the distance spacing that must be used for a product safety requirement between hazardous voltages on traces may prevent optimal flux cancellation from a voltage or signal trace to a ground fill or ground trace for single- or double-sided PCBs.

When routing AC voltage traces, one should use sufficient trace width and spacing to comply with legally mandated creepage and clearance requirements. The following definition of creepage and clearance is extracted from, and is identical to, all international product safety standards.

- Creepage is the shortest path between two conductive parts, or between a conductive part and the bounding surface of the equipment, measured along the surface of the insulation.
- Clearance is the shortest distance between two conductive parts, or between a conductive part and the bounding surface of the equipment, measured through air.
- Bounding surface is the outer surface of the electrical enclosure considered as though metal foil were pressed into contact with the accessible surface of insulation material.

When dealing with ground currents, several fundamental concepts must be remembered.

- Whenever a current flows across a finite impedance, a finite voltage drop occurs (Ohm's Law). As stated in Ohm's law, there can never be "zero volt potential" in the real world. The units may be in the pico-amp range of voltage or currents. Still, a finite value will exist.
- Current must always return to its source. This return may consist of numerous paths with various amplitudes provided for each return current proportional to the finite impedance within each and every path (Kirchhoff's law). Unintended currents can travel in alternate return paths which may not be designed to handle these currents.

To illustrate these fundamental concepts, Fig. 9.1a shows two subsystems connected to a metallic plate, chassis, or other item identified as ground. These subsystems may be analog, digital, or another defined source. If digital, the power (+Vcc) current returns to its source, the power supply through a return system. Current is constantly changing when devices switch logic states, consuming power. In analog circuits, the return current may contain low-frequency or high-frequency narrowband or broadband signals. Analog signals generally have dedicated return or "grounds" that are different from digital logic.

As can be observed in Fig. 9.1a, the return current path of Subsystem #2 travels through the same return line as Subsystem #1. The two currents add up at the power supply source. Since a return path will have a finite impedance, either resistive or inductive, currents within the return structure will cause a voltage potential to be developed between the two subsystems. The ground point of Subsystem #1 is varying at a rate proportional to the signals in Subsystem #2. By virtue of this coupling through a common impedance, the power source now sees two separate voltage potentials simultaneously.

So far, this has been a discussion about ground-noise voltage. What about the voltage that is observed at the load? The voltage of the ground point for Subsystem #2 is Zg1V11 + (Zg1 + Zg2)V22. Subsystem #2 contains the signals of Subsystem #1 through Zg1 in addition to its own signal. This situation is identified as common-impedance coupling.

![Figure 9.1a](https://example.com/figure91a.png)

**Figure 9.1a** Common-impedance coupling in a ground structure (Source: Clayton Paul, *Introduction to Electromagnetic Compatibility*, © 1992. Reprinted by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

![Figure 9.1b](https://example.com/figure91b.png)

**Figure 9.1b** Conductive coupling of ground noise with interconnecting cables.
Figure 9.1b illustrates a connection commonly found in data communications where a signal (e.g., RS-232) and its return path are provided. Let's assume the source is a computer and the load is a monitor or modem located some distance away. The ground system common to both devices is the third wire safety ground within their respective power cord. This power cord ground has a high impedance at RF frequencies. In this case, the noise source from the external system drives a noise current into the safety ground wire, which is common to all devices. Let's assume load Z₂ is greater than the return wire impedance Z₁ and the power wire impedance Z₃. The ground noise developed on the return wire adds to the signal voltage of the load, described by

\[ V_s = \frac{Z_2}{Z_1 + Z_2} \cdot (V_I) \]  

(9.1)

A misconception regarding ground impedance is the type of impedance that exists. Most engineers assume that ground impedance is at DC potential or has low-frequency resistance. At high-frequency of operation, 30 MHz and above, the primary impedance component that is observed is inductive, not resistance or skin effect. Resistance and skin effect are negligible compared to the inductance. As presented in earlier chapters, inductance varies approximately 15 nH/inch for a 0.020-inch trace. Using \( L_I = 2\pi fL \) at 100 MHz, the inductive reactance is 9.43 \( \Omega \)-inch. A #28AWG wire (radius of 6.3 mils) has an inductive reactance of 65.9 \( \times 10^4 \) \( \Omega \)/inch. As observed, there is a significant difference between resistance and inductance at 100 MHz. This is why resistance is not a concern at RF frequencies.

When designing a product, minimal or zero cost may be incurred during the design cycle when grounding is taken into consideration. A well-designed ground system, not only on the PCB, but systemwide, will offer both improved emissions and immunity protection. A grounding system that was not thought about during a design cycle, or re-implemented from a design on a different product (because it once worked on that product, so why redesign?), is a sign of system failure related to system functionality or EMC compliance.

The important areas of concern include the following:

- Minimize or reduce current loops by careful layout of high-frequency components.
- Partition areas of the PCB, or system, to keep high-bandwidth noise circuits from low-frequency circuits.
- Design the PCB, or system, to keep interfering currents from affecting other circuits through a common ground return path.
- Carefully select ground points to minimize loop currents, ground impedance, and transfer impedance of the circuit.
- Consider the current flow through the ground system as it relates to noise being injected into or from a circuit.
- Connect very sensitive (low noise-margin) circuits to a stable ground reference source.

The next section examines various ground systems and how they apply to a product's overall design. Following this examination, there is a description of how to implement grounding methods in an optimal manner.

Section 9.4 • Safety Ground

The primary concern associated with a safety ground is the protection of people, animals, and other living creatures from the hazard of electric shock. When a product is at a hazardous voltage potential, serious injury or death may occur.

If the system is powered by AC voltage above certain levels (defined below), exposed metal must be bonded to a “green or green/yellow stripe wire” safety ground provided within the AC mains power cord. This requirement also applies to battery-operated devices if the battery charger is built into the module unit or built onto the PCB, powered by AC mains voltage. If the unit operates from DC voltage, then only the remote power charger unit needs to comply. If a conflict occurs between EMC compliance and product safety, safety takes precedence. No exception to this requirement exists.

Electric shock occurs when current passes through the human body. Currents on the order of a milliampere can cause a reaction in persons of good health and may cause involuntary reactions due to involuntary reaction. The highest currents can have more damaging effects. Voltages up to 42.4 VAC peak, or 60 VDC, are not generally regarded as dangerous under dry conditions. Electrical parts that have to be touched or handled should be at earth potential or properly insulated to prevent electric shock.

Under normal conditions, any voltage (absolute value) greater than 42.4 VAC peak, or 60 VDC, that may exist on a PCB (or system) is considered hazardous and requires special attention by a product safety compliance engineer.

How does all this discussion about hazardous voltages affect PCBs? Telecommunication circuits operate at 48VAC. Power supplies are sometimes provided on a PCB connected to AC mains voltage. Solenoids drive 115V or 230V motors. Process control equipment generally uses voltages above 42.4 VAC peak. These are only a few examples of PCBs that may contain hazardous voltages; hence, this chapter requires a discussion on safety grounds within PCBs.

In Fig. 9.2, the stray impedance between voltage potential (PCB) at point 1, and chassis is identified as \( Z_I \). The stray impedance between chassis and ground is identified as \( Z_G \). The potential of the chassis is the impedance of \( Z_G \) acting as a voltage divider. The chassis potential, relative to the PCB, is

\[ V_{chassis} = \frac{Z_G}{Z_I + Z_G} \]  

(9.2)

This potential could reach hazardous levels, enough to cause a shock hazard to exist. It must never be assumed that as long as everything is connected to earth ground through an appropriate means (green/yellow wire, braid strap, and the like), then all is well. This ground wire will have a high impedance at RF frequencies which varies as the frequency varies. In general, safety earth ground is not required for EMC compliance. Examples are battery-powered units. A good low-impedance connection to an RF reference point provided by a local chassis, frame, or other metallic structure is necessary and in many instances must be provided in parallel with safety earth ground for those devices connected to an AC mains source.

Footnote: This discussion of electric shock hazard is extracted from the international product safety standard, IEC 60950, 'Information technology-equipment for office use—safety', including electronic business equipment.
9.5 SIGNAL VOLTAGE REFERENCING GROUND

The majority of design concerns related to EMC compliance lies in signal ground and referencing one circuit to another. As discussed earlier, both source and load must be at the same voltage reference level for proper functionality. Logic circuits base their voltage transition states at a 0V reference level. If the reference level between two circuits is not the same, functionality concerns occur such as noise margin erosion and threshold levels for logic switching (in addition to the creation of a ground-noise voltage). Ground-noise voltage will cause common-mode currents to be developed, which is exactly what is not wanted.

A ground is usually defined as an equipotential point that serves as a reference potential between two or more items. This term is not representative of actual applications, since digital ground may be completely different from analog ground, which may also be different from chassis ground. This term also does not emphasize the return path that currents at RF frequencies take. There may be less inductance between a noisy circuit and a ground point than the connection to an equipotential point. RF current will always take the path of "least impedance." At low frequencies, where $R \ll \omega C$, the current will take the path of least resistance, as resistance dominates the impedance. At high frequencies, $R \ll \omega C$, inductance dominates.

A better definition of signal ground is a low-impedance path for signal current to return to its source. This is applicable to any application or environment. Current is the item of concern, not voltage. If a voltage difference exists between two circuit points through a finite impedance, current will be created (Ohm's law). The current path in the ground structure determines the magnetic coupling between circuits. Since a closed-loop path is present, with current flowing in the loop, a magnetic field is developed (see Chapter 2). The physical size of the loop area determines the frequency of the radiated emissions. The current level determines the amplitude of the radiated noise.

Designers must always keep in mind the path that RF current will take during a product design. They cannot concern themselves only with functionality and with how well their chosen logic devices work based on simulation data. The design engineer and PCB designer must work together to ascertain the anticipated path through which the return currents will flow during component placement. The question to ask is, "Where will the current flow?" Any conductor carrying current will have a voltage drop associated with it, along with its corresponding current. This current is usually at RF potentials.

The signal ground system is determined by the type of product design, frequency of operation, logic devices used, I/O interconnects, analog and digital circuits, and product safety (electrical shock hazard).

A typical grounding scheme used to describe the signal ground concept is shown in Fig. 9.3 where the load is connected to one ground reference point and the source is connected to another reference. Ground-noise voltage, $V_n$, is caused by losses in the return path.

In implementing a grounding methodology, two basic categories exist, single-point and multipoint. Within each methodology, hybrid combinations may exist. The signal ground methodology that is best for a particular application is dependent on the design. Several different methods may be used at the same time, only if the designer understands the concept of current flow and return paths.

9.6 GROUNDING METHODS

Many grounding methods and terms have been devised, including digital, analog, safety, signal, noisy, quiet, earth, single-point, and multipoint. Grounding methods must be specified and designed into a product and not be left to chance. Designing a good grounding
system is also cost effective in the long run. In any PCB, a choice must be made between
the two basic concepts of grounding: single versus multipoint. Interactions with other ground-
ing methods can exist if they are planned for in advance. The choice of grounding is de-
pendent on product application. It must be remembered, if single-point grounding is used, to be consistent in its application. The same rule exists for multipoint grounding. A multi-
point ground should not be mixed with single-point ground unless the design allows for
isolation or partitioning between planes and functional subsections!

The discussion that follows is divided into three main grounding concepts. These concepts are single-point, multipoint, and hybrid.

9.6.1 Single-point Grounding

A single-point ground connection is one in which ground returns are tied to a single
reference point within a product design. The intent of this "holy" ground location is to
prevent currents from two different subsystems (at different reference levels) from join-
ing the same or common return path for RF currents, thus producing common-impedance
coupling.

Single-point grounding is best when the speed of components, circuits, intercon-
nects, and the like is in the range of 1 MHz or less, which means that the effect of distrib-
utive transfer impedances is minimal. At higher frequencies, the inductance of the return
path will start to become noticeable. At still higher frequencies, the impedance of the
power planes and interconnect traces becomes noticeable. These impedances can be very
high if the trace lengths coincide with odd multiples of a quarter-wavelength based on the
edge rate of the periodic signals. With a finite impedance in the current return path, a volt-
age drop is developed, along with creation of unwanted RF currents.

Owing to the significant impedance at RF frequencies, these traces and ground con-
ductors will act as loop antennas and radiate RF energy based on the physical size of the
loop. A convoluted loop is still a loop, regardless of shape. At frequencies above 1 MHz,
a single-point ground generally is not used for this reason. However, exceptions do exist,
if the design engineer recognizes the pitfalls and designs the product using highly special-
ized and advanced grounding techniques.

In Fig. 9.4, two methods are shown for single-point grounding: series and parallel
connection. The series connection is in a daisychain fashion. This type of configuration allows common-impedance coupling between the ground reference of each subsystem,
which is undesirable at frequencies above 1 MHz. This figure only shows the inductance
within the ground path. Distributed capacitance is also present among the three circuits to
ground. When both inductance and capacitance are present, a resonance will occur. For
this configuration, three different resonances are possible.

For series connection, the total amount of current that is observed across the final
return path \( I_1 \) is the summation of \( I_1 + I_2 + I_3 \). The voltage potential at \( I_1 (V_1) \) and \( I_2 (V_2) \) is also not at zero potential, and is described by

\[ V_1 = (I_1 + I_2 + I_3) oL_1 \]  
\[ V_2 = (I_1 + I_2 + I_3) oL_2 + (I_2 + I_3) oL_3 + (I_3) oL_3 \] (9.4)

With this widely used configuration, a large amount of current across this finite impedi-
ance will produce a voltage drop. The voltage reference between circuits and the refer-
ence structure may be sufficient to cause the system to fail to work as desired. During the
design cycle, one must be aware of the pitfalls of using series connection for single-point
grounding. This grounding method should not be used when widely different power levels
are present, since high-power consuming circuits produce large ground currents, which in
return will affect low-level components and circuit. If this method must be used, the most
sensitive circuits must be located immediately at the input power location and as far away
from low level components and circuits.

A more optimal single-point ground method is parallel. Using this method has a dis-
advantage, however, in that each current return path may be at a different impedance
value, thus exacerbating ground-noise voltage. If multiple PCBs are provided within an
assembly, or if various subassemblies are combined within an end-use product, a particu-
lar return path may be physically long, especially if wires are used as the interconnect
method. The ground wires may also possess a large impedance that will negate the de-
sired effect of a low-impedance ground connection. Many products fail emissions testing
when multiple PCBs are tied together in a parallel fashion, believing that a "holy" ground
connection will solve these problems. Like series connection, distributive capacitance is
also present from each circuit to ground using this configuration to be approximately the same,
but rarely is this the case. As a result, the resonance between each circuit to ground should
be approximately the same and may not affect circuit operation to the extent multiple
unique resonances will.

Another problem associated with using single-point grounding with wires is radi-
ated coupling, which may occur between the wires, the wire and PCB, or the wire and
chassis housing. (Internal radiated noise coupling is discussed later in this chapter.) In ad-
dition to RF radiated coupling, crosstalk may occur depending on the physical distance
spacing between the current return paths. This coupling may occur by either capacitive or
inductive means. The amount of crosstalk that may be present is dependent on the spectral
content of the return signal. Higher frequency components will radiate more than lower
frequency components.

Single-point grounds are usually found in audio circuits, analog instrumentation,
60-Hz and DC power systems, along with products packaged in plastic enclosures. Al-
though single-point grounding is commonly used in low-frequency applications, it is oc-
casionally found in extremely high-frequency circuits and systems. This application is
permitted when a design team understands all the problems that exist with inductance in
different ground return structures.

\[ I_1 + I_2 + I_3 \]
Use of single-point grounding on a CPU-motherboard or adapter (daughter) card allows loop currents to be present between the ground planes and chassis housing if metal is used as the chassis. Loop currents create magnetic fields. Ground loops are examined in greater detail later in this chapter.

Magnetic fields create electric fields, which will radiate RF currents. It is newly impossible to effectively implement single-point grounding in personal computers and similar devices because different subassemblies and peripherals are grounded directly to the metal chassis in different locations. A distributed transfer impedance exists between the chassis and the PCB that inherently develops loop structures. Multipoint grounding places these loops in regions where they are least likely to cause problems (e.g., they can be controlled and directed rather than allowed to transfer energy inadvertently).

An example of poor implementation of single-point grounding is shown in Fig. 9.5. In this example, the A/D 0V reference is isolated within both the digital and analog sections under the assumption that the open connection point (bridge) will provide optimal single-point connection as long as the analog section is not bonded to any other ground location. Single-ended signals are routed across the gap in the area of the converter's moat or isolated area. If low-frequency (kHz) noise frequencies are a problem, the 0V reference connection should be placed as near to the A/D device as possible. Analog and digital power must be isolated from each other referenced by an appropriate filter.

In Fig. 9.5, various current and voltage sources are present. RF return current travels through the bridge. The bridge provides a low-impedance RF return path for all signals that travel to the analog section by either crossing the moat or traveling through the bridge. Since a closed-loop path must be present for signal functionality, any RF energy crossing the moat must complete its return through the bridge.

Since a moat is present, a common-mode voltage potential will be developed at the point furthest from the bridge. The impedance between the two power sources will be different based on the inductance of the power and ground plane structure. With this common-mode voltage, a common-mode RF current loop is developed, which travels through both the digital and analog sections. Once a loop is created with RF currents, a magnetic field structure exists, causing possible RF emissions.

Another bad implementation of single-point grounding in a multichannel system is shown in Fig. 9.6. The ground wires are non-current-carrying conductors (RF return path). The interconnect wires connected between circuits (Circuit #1 to Circuit #2 and Circuit #2 to Circuit #3) are identified as "GND" by the circuit designer or component manufacturer. These ground connections become part of the signal return path for currents that travel between circuits. These ground traces create an RF current loop, increase self-inductance of the traces, and develop a stray magnetic field between circuits and the 0V reference point. In addition, parasitic capacitance, C, between Circuit #1 and ground and Circuit #3 and ground is shown, along with inductance, L, from all circuits to the single-point ground connection. This small amount of LC may create a resonance that occurs at a frequency or harmonic of an oscillator, thus exacerbating systemwide problem.

To summarize, single-point grounding is not ideal when dealing with products operating above 1 MHz.

9.6.2 Multipoint Grounding

High-frequency designs generally require use of multiple chassis ground connections to a common reference point in order to minimize ground impedance. Multipoint grounding minimizes ground impedance present in the RF current return path because there are more low-impedance paths to take. Low planar impedance is caused primarily by the lower inductance characteristic of solid power and ground planes or by additional low-impedance ground stitch connection to the chassis reference point.

When a low-impedance ground plane is provided in a multilayer PCB or a chassis ground stitch connection is provided between the PCB and metal chassis, it becomes important, like single-point grounding, that trace length (or wire length) be kept as short as possible to minimize lead length inductance. In very high-frequency circuits, the length of the ground leads must be kept to a small fraction of an inch (cm). When using low-frequency circuits, multipoint grounds should be avoided since ground currents from all circuits flow through a common ground impedance, the ground plane. The common impedance of the ground plane can be reduced by using a different plating process on the surface of the material [1]. Increasing the thickness of the plane has no effect on minimizing plane impedance, for RF currents travel on the skin surface layer of the material.
A general rule of thumb is that for frequencies less than 1 MHz, single-point grounding is preferred. Between 1 MHz and 10 MHz, single-point grounding may be used only if the longest length trace or ground stitch connection is less than 1/20 of a wavelength, assuming long edge times and low-frequency spectra. Each and every trace must be considered.

Multipoint grounding minimizes inductance between noise generation circuits and a 0V reference point. This minimization occurs because many parallel RF current return paths exist in parallel, as illustrated in Fig. 9.7. Even with many parallel connections to a 0V reference, ground loops may still be created between each ground stitch location physically distant from other ground connections. These ground loops are prone to magnetic field pickup of ESD energy or creation of radiated EMI. To prevent loop currents between ground connections and to implement the design technique identified in the section “Aspect Ratio” in Chapter 4, where the physical distance between two ground stitch connections should not exceed 1/20 of a wavelength of the highest frequency present within the functional subsection being grounded.

In very high-frequency circuits, lengths of ground leads from components must also be kept as short as possible. Trace lengths as long as 0.020 inch (0.005 mm) add inductance to a circuit of approximately 15-20 nH per inch (depending on trace width). This inductance may permit a resonance to occur when the distributed capacitance between the ground planes and chassis ground forms a tuned resonant circuit. The capacitance value, C, in Eq. (9.5) can be determined through knowledge of the impedance of copper planes. Impedance of copper planes is discussed in Chapter 4.

\[ Z = \frac{1}{2\pi f \sqrt{LC}} \]  

(Eq. 9.5)

where \( Z \) = impedance (ohms)  
\( f \) = resonant frequency (Hz)  
\( L \) = inductance of the circuit (henries)  
\( C \) = capacitance of the circuit (farads)

Equation (9.5) describes most aspects of frequency domain concerns. This equation, though simple in form, requires knowledge of how to calculate both \( L \) and \( C \), which by themselves are not easy to determine, use, and implement.

9.6.3 Hybrid or Selective Grounding

A hybrid ground structure is a combination of both single- and multipoint grounding. This configuration is used when mixed frequencies are present within a PCB. Figure 9.8 shows two hybrid ground methods. For the capacitive coupling version at low frequencies, the single-point configuration is dominant, whereas the multipoint configuration works at high frequencies. This is because the capacitor shunts high-frequency RF currents to ground after the single-point connection goes inductive. The key to success is understanding both the frequency present and desired direction of ground current flow.

The inductive coupling version is used when multiple ground stitch locations must be connected to a chassis ground reference for safety reasons and low-frequency connections. The chokes, \( L \), prevent RF currents from entering the chassis ground, while allowing low-frequency AC or DC voltages to be referenced to their respective 0V point. The choke keeps the RF current internal to the PCB and forces the return currents to travel through the lowest impedance path to ground the single-point connection (wire), which is at a much lower impedance level than the chokes.

Using capacitors or inductors in a ground topology allows us to steer RF currents in a manner that is optimal for our design. One can take control of the PCB layout by defining the path that the RF currents will take. Failure to recognize the RF current return path may result in either emissions or susceptibility problems.

9.6.4 Grounding Analog Circuits

Many analog circuits are low frequency in operation. Single-point grounding is best for these sensitive circuits but only at the "bridge" between digital and analog. The primary objective is to prevent large ground currents from other noisy components (digital logic, motors, power sources, relays) from sharing a sensitive analog ground path. Ground loops must also be avoided with all sensitive low-frequency analog circuits. With low-frequency analog circuits, it is easy to control both intended and unintended currents.

The degree of quiet required of the analog ground depends on the sensitivity of the analog inputs. The signal-to-noise ratio determines how much interference is allowed to exist before functionality concerns arise. For example, a low-level analog amplifier that requires a 10 μV input is more susceptible to distortion than a 10V input signal. Therefore, a very clean ground system must be present for the 10 μV input amplifier. For higher level analog circuits, ground requirements are less stringent.
Digital circuits affect analog components owing to switching noise from the logic gates internal to digital devices. Usually, there are many significant levels of ground bounce within the power and ground distribution in digital systems. High-speed CMOS components inject more noise into the ground reference than TTL, because of higher peak switching currents. CMOS also creates more radiated emissions for the same reasons.

Separate ground references should be provided for both digital and analog, especially if sensitive analog circuits are present. A common reference point must still exist for D/A and A/D converters. This is best achieved at only one point on the PCB; two locations are not permitted at any time. It may sometimes be required to provide a passive filter, such as a ferrite bead between digital and analog circuits. These filters are effective at higher frequencies where parasitic capacitances will attempt to form a ground loop.

Occasionally, complete isolation must occur between analog and digital sections. This is best accomplished by use of optical isolators or isolation transformers, especially when extremely sensitive analog circuits are used alongside digital components.

### 9.6.5 Grounding Digital Circuits

With higher speed digital circuits, multipoint grounding is preferred because high-frequency currents are developed based on ground-noise voltage and the voltage drop across the layout field of the digital devices. The primary design objective is to acquire a uniform potential common-mode reference system. Single-point grounding does not work well for this reason as parasites will alter the ground paths desired. Ground loops are usually not a digital problem, as long as a low ground reference impedance is maintained. Ground loops are discussed later in this chapter.

Many digital circuits do not require a ground reference source with filtering. Digital circuits have noise margins in the hundreds of millivolts and can typically withstand a ground-noise gradient of tens to hundreds of millivolts. Ground "image" planes within the multilayer board are optimal for signal currents, whereas multipoint grounding to chassis is desired to control common-mode return losses.

### 9.7 CONTROLLING COMMON-IMPEDANCE COUPLING BETWEEN TRACES

A concern associated with common-impedance coupling is to minimize the effects that occur when two metallic structures share a common return path. Two main concepts are used to control common-impedance coupling:

- **Lowering the common-impedance to a minimum value.**
- **Avoiding having a common-impedance path.**

#### 9.7.1 Lowering the Common-Impedance Path

A ground system requires a metal conductor: trace, wire, strap, chassis frame, PCB planes, and the like. All conductors have a frequency response dependent on the material and geometry. Any conductor will have a DC resistance by

\[
R = \frac{\rho}{A} \text{ (ohms)}
\]

where \( R \) = DC resistance

\( l \) = length of the conductor in the direction of current flow (m)

\( A \) = cross-sectional area of the conductor perpendicular to the current flow (mm²)

\( \rho \) = resistivity of the material (ohms \cdot mm²/m)

Resistivities, \( \rho \), of various materials are:

- copper \( 1.7 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \cdot mm²/m \)
- aluminum \( 2.8 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \cdot mm²/m \)
- steel \( 1.7 \times 10^{-7} \Omega \cdot mm²/m \)

With common-impedance coupling, skin effect becomes a major factor. (Skin effect was briefly examined in Chapter 2.) As the frequency increases, current tends to be mainly at the edge of the conductor identified as the skin. The area of the conductor available for current flow decreases while resistance increases. For a round conductor, skin effect is illustrated in Fig. 9.9.

Conductors have an intrinsic inductance value that is different from overall inductance. Overall inductance is also identified as external inductance, which is a function of loop area enclosed by the conductor. Internal inductance is not a function of this loop area. For a round conductor, internal inductance is

\[
L = 0.2 \cdot \frac{A}{d} \left[ \ln \frac{4A}{d} - 1 \right]
\]

where \( L \) = internal inductance (μH)

\( l \) = conductor length (m)

\( d \) = conductor diameter (m)

This equation shows that inductance, \( L \), increases linearly with length, \( l \), while an increase in diameter, \( d \), will reduce the total inductance logarithmically (a proportionally small degree only).
Rectangular straps and multilayer power planes have a smaller inductance per unit length than that of round wire. The reason for this difference is that a flat strap (and extending this to a ground plane) has a larger perimeter than a round wire with the same cross-sectional area. Inductance of a ground strap is calculated as

$$L = 0.2 \cdot s \cdot \frac{2s}{w} + 0.5 \cdot \frac{2d}{s}$$

(9.8)

where $L$ = inductance of the ground strap (μH)
$s$ = strap length (m)
$w$ = strap width (m) [must be larger than the thickness by a factor of 10 or more].

When $d/w > 4$ (length-to-width ratio), Eq. (9.8) can be approximated by

$$L = 0.2 \cdot s \cdot \frac{2s}{w}$$

(9.9)

Equation (9.9) shows that a strap has lower inductance than a round wire and is more useful as a method of providing a low-inductance ground connection at high frequencies. Extending this analysis to a solid plane internal to a PCB, we find that the plane has an impedance that is extremely small compared to a wire or strap except for the perturbations to the planes caused by annular anti-pads around vias. This is the primary reason why ground planes work as well as they do at high frequencies while minimizing common-inductance coupling.

### 9.7.2 Avoiding a Common-Inductance Path

To reduce common-inductance ground coupling, care must be taken to identify all return paths. This is best achieved when all reference connections from different system circuits follow a dedicated and separate path to a single-point ground connection.

Figure 9.10 illustrates a star configuration for providing power and ground to various subsystems. This implementation technique requires additional wiring and interconnect hardware, not to mention cost.

To help implement an improved method of common inductance grounding, functional circuits must be separated by the power distribution network for each area in addition to the 0V reference required by logic circuitry. What this means is that we segregate circuits by logical function. Logical function includes the following list and does not include special circuits that may be required or used, application dependent [4].

- Digital
- Analog
- Audio
- Video
- I/O
- Control logic
- Power supply

By separating noise-generating circuitry to prevent common-inductance coupling, increased noise immunity occurs. Each area must be connected by itself to the main 0V reference (as shown in Fig. 9.10), usually a safety wire ground connection.

As observed, preventing common-inductance coupling is best implemented with single-point grounding, which realistically may not be an option during the design cycle. As examined in the next section, single-point grounding is best when the signal within the circuit is 1 MHz or less containing low-frequency Fourier spectra, while multipoint is preferred for higher frequency signals.

What happens when a product must be multipoint grounded and when common-inductance coupling is to be avoided? For Fig. 9.11, a system must operate in a low-frequency ground-noise current situation to the 0V reference required by logic circuitry. What this means is that we segregate circuits by logical function. Logical function includes the following list and does not include special circuits that may be required or used, application dependent [4].

![Figure 9.10](image)

**Figure 9.10** Separation of grounds to avoid common-inductance coupling. (Source: Ohm Handbook, Acme Electronics, Incorporated, 1994. Reprinted by permission of R&B Enterprises.)

![Figure 9.11](image)

**Figure 9.11** Single-point grounding for low frequencies and multipoint for higher frequencies.
frequency environment that requires single-point grounding. An I/O interconnect has high-frequency noise on the cable shield as a result of exposure to externally induced high-energy radiated fields. This cable shield must be single-point grounded if the frequency of operation is less than 1 MHz. For higher frequency signals, both ends of the cable shield must be connected to the 0V reference plane.

To solve this problem of attempting a single-point ground connection for low-frequency circuits, a bypass capacitor must be optimally selected for the frequency range of interest, and installed at the end of the cable shield, which is not DC connected to ground. (Optimal selection of this capacitor was described in Chapter 5.)

Other methods of avoiding common-impedance coupling, in addition to using single-point grounding, are available. These are use of an isolation transformer, common-mode choke, optical isolator, or balanced circuitry. These options are examined later in this chapter in the section "Ground Loops."

### 9.8 CONTROLLING COMMON-IMPEDANCE COUPLING IN POWER AND GROUND

When there are many circuits switching simultaneously, with widely different voltage and current swings (logic family dependent) and all powered from the same power distribution system, coupling of RF energy will probably occur between devices. The power distribution system will always have a finite impedance by virtue of its existence. With an impedance in the planes and with current being consumed by active logic devices, a voltage drop will occur. This voltage drop develops common-mode ground-noise voltage. Ground-noise voltage is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.) Because a plane structure exists for an entire PCB assembly, ground-noise voltage that is present on one section of the board may be transmitted to other sections, causing both signal quality and EMC problems.

Figure 9.12 illustrates the concept of common-impedance coupling in the power and ground planes. The noise on Device 1's ground reference is described by:

\[
V_{\text{source}} = (I_1 + I_3)R_g + Z_l.
\]

(9.10)

If Device 2 consumes more current than device 1, with output impedance of the source negligible, we can determine the total amount of ground-noise voltage impressed across device 1. If device 1 is susceptible to disruption, serious concerns develop:

\[
V_{\text{source}} = I_2R_g + Z_l.
\]

(9.11)

When investigating a design to minimize common-impedance coupling within a power distribution system, one should take into account the impedance that is presented by that power distribution network. Depending on the design, the supplied voltage and return (ground) may be provided through use of round conductors or flat strips. Equation (9.12) illustrates the amount of inductance that will exist for various configurations. Knowledge of this inductance for these configurations will help the designer understand why RF noise created from one device causes harmful interference to another device. Table 9.1 provides information on the inductance of these conductors operating at 1 MHz. [11]

\[
L_{i(small)} = \frac{\mu R}{2\pi} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{2w}{d} \right) - 1 \right]
\]

round conductor

\[
L_{i(large)} = \frac{\mu R}{2\pi} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{4h}{d} \right) \right]
\]

round conductor over a plane

\[
L_{i(small)} = \frac{\mu R}{2\pi} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{8w}{d} \right) - 1 \right]
\]

flat strap

\[
L_{i(large)} = \frac{\mu R}{2\pi} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{2mh}{w} \right) \right]
\]

flat strap over a plane

where \( \mu \) = conductor length (meters)
\( w \) = width of the conductor (mm)
\( h \) = height above ground plane (cm)
\( d \) = diameter of conductor (mm)

\( \mu = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \)

Inductance increases with the length of the conductor and decreases with width. With this increase, it becomes important to keep the length of the conductor as short as possible. Also, the wider the trace, the lower the impedance.

The best way to minimize common-impedance coupling within a power distribution system is to provide separate power and ground sources to specific switching devices. This works well with single- and double-sided PCBs. When separate power and ground

---

**Table 9.1:** Inductance of Various Conductors at 1 MHz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conductor Type</th>
<th>Width (mm)</th>
<th>1 Length (m)</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Inductance (nH)</th>
<th>Resistance (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round above a plane</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat strap</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat strap above a plane</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.9 GROUND LOOPS

Ground loops are a primary source of RF noise. RF noise is effectively produced when the physical distance between multipoint ground locations are significant (>1/20 of a wavelength) and connection is made to the main reference ground, usually at AC or chassis potential. In addition, low-level analog circuits can also create ground loops. When a ground loop occurs, it is necessary to isolate or prevent RF energy transference from one circuit corrupting other circuits. A ground loop consists of part signal path and part grounding structure.

Figure 9.13 illustrates what a ground loop looks like within a PCB that is mounted in a chassis where $V_n$ represents common-mode ground loss within the PCB. $I_m$ represents the shunt of current $V_n$ through the chassis. Two separate ground locations are provided, one for each circuit. A difference in ground reference exists between the two circuits due to its finite impedance that occurs between the common reference trace. Unwanted noise from one circuit may be injected into the other circuit. The magnitude of the ground-noise voltage, compared to the signal level in the circuit, is of prime importance. If the signal-to-noise margin is affected, design techniques must be implemented to ensure optimal circuit functionality. All components must have a reference point to determine where the 0V circuit reference is located such that the voltage-level transition is appropriate for the logic family used.

How does one avoid ground loops when a difference in 0V reference exists? Two primary design techniques may be used during the design and layout stages of the PCB.

- Remove one of the grounds (convert to a single-point system)
- Isolate the two circuits using any of the following:
  - Transformer
  - Common-mode choke
  - Optical isolator
  - Balanced circuitry

Figure 9.14 illustrates the circuit of Fig. 9.13 with modifications to reduce $L_m$. The first modification provides ground-loop isolation using a transformer. When using a transformer, ground-noise voltage will be observed only at the input terminals of the transformer. Any noise coupling that occurs is a result of parasitic capacitance between the input and output windings of the transformer. To prevent parasitic capacitance, the use of a shield may be provided between the primary and secondary windings, connected to the main AC reference point or chassis ground. A disadvantage of using a transformer is physical size, amount of PCB real estate required, and additional cost. In addition, if multiple signals are to travel between isolated areas, a transformer is required for each signal.

Common-mode chokes are also shown in Fig. 9.14 as another technique. The advantage of using common-mode chokes is to remove common-mode currents. If the 0V reference between two components is not at the same reference level due to a finite impedance with the return path, the voltage drop observed will create common-mode noise. A common-mode choke will pass the DC level of the signal while attenuating the high-frequency AC component that is also present within the transmission line. The common-mode choke has no effect on the differential-mode signal of interest. It is the differential-mode signal we want, not common-mode currents. Multiple windings may be wrapped around the same core structure, increasing the density or number of signal lines that the choke can handle.

Optical isolation is another technique used to prevent ground loops and minimize $L_m$. An optical isolator breaks the transmission path completely. A continuous metallic connection cannot occur between two circuits. This metallic connection is required for the propagation of an electromagnetic field down a PCB trace or wire. These isolators are best suited when a large voltage reference potential exists between circuits. Ground-noise voltage appears across the input of the optical transmitter. These optical isolators are best suited for digital logic designs owing to the nonlinearity of the device when used with analog circuits.

Balanced circuits include using differential pairs to transmit a signal from source to load. By using differential transmission paths, the currents in both lines are equal. This balance causes a rejection of common-mode currents that may be present within the network.
Many differential-input components manufacturers provide a Common-Mode-Rejection-Ratio (CMRR) number within their data sheets. CMRR is defined as the ratio of differential-mode voltage, $V_{DM}$, applied to both inputs required to generate output voltage, $V_o$, to the common-mode voltage, $V_{CM}$, applied between the inputs to generate output $V_o$.

CMRR identifies how much common-mode noise will be rejected from entering the device. The better the balance between the differential pairs, the greater the amount of common-mode rejection. At high frequencies, achieving a large CMRR value may be difficult to accomplish.

Common-Mode-Rejection-Ratio (CMRR) is mathematically defined as

$$\text{CMRR} = 20 \log \left( \frac{V_{DM}}{V_{CM}} \right) \text{ dB}$$

Using the circuit of Fig. 9.15, we can calculate CMRR as

$$\text{CMRR} = -20 \log \left( \frac{R_1(Z_a - Z_b)}{(Z_b + R_1)(Z_a + R_2)} \right) \text{ dB}$$ (9.14)

One item to note in Fig. 9.15 is the location of the image plane and chassis plane. The differential-mode transmission line system is referenced from the 0V plane, not the chassis plane. Any $L_a$, that is developed between source and load must flow in the 0V (ground) reference. This distinction must be noted when using differential-mode components. The termination resistors, $Z_a$ and $Z_b$, must be chosen with a tight tolerance value to ensure impedance matching between the two traces. If an impedance imbalance is present, $I_{CM}$ is increased. The development of $I_{CM}$ is described in Chapter 4.

When dealing with differential-mode circuits to minimize $I_{CM}$, the tolerance ratings of the resistors is the critical parameter concerned; whereas the $R$ resistors are provided to match transmission line impedance to ensure the functionality of the circuit.

1. The impedance control of the signal lies only in the image plane.
2. Signal flux is bound to the internal image plane, not the chassis. The chassis is too far away to be of any significant value.
3. The chassis plane only shorts out the common-mode loss that occurs across the image plane.

9.10 RESONANCE IN MULTIPoint GROUNDING

Problems that arise in PCBs using multipoint grounds are resonances that occur between ground stitch locations and the AC reference or chassis plane. While the AC reference or chassis plane may be at 0V potential referenced to a particular ground structure, this AC reference may be completely different from the 0V reference of the digital or analog circuitry. This difference in reference levels is more apparent when high-frequency, high edge rate signals are present.

Depending on the distance spacing between ground stitch locations, a resonance can occur, depending also on spectral excitation. This resonance exists because parasitic capacitance and inductance are also present between the power and ground planes, in addition to capacitance and inductance induced by the mounting ground stitch standoff mounting posts as shown in Fig. 9.16.

Figure 9.16 illustrates a PCB image plane secured to a metal mounting plate. In this figure, we see that both capacitance and inductance are present. Capacitance exists between the power and ground planes internal to the PCB. Planes themselves have a finite impedance between ground stitch locations. Using Eq. (9.5), we can determine the self-resonant frequency of the power and ground plane structure, which is difficult to do mathematically. Use of a network analyzer will provide a quick way of determining the actual self-resonant frequency between ground points. Multiple measurements are required since the self-resonant frequency of the PCB is dependent on the inductance of the planes, based on the distance spacing of the network analyzer and ground locations for the test probe. Capacitance will, however, remain fixed between the power and ground planes.

Since the PCB’s power and ground plane structure is self-resonant at various frequencies, the same analysis for self-resonance is applied to the metallic structure that is used to secure the PCB. This metallic structure may be a chassis for a motherboard, a mounting plate used in a cardboard with a backplane, a shield partition between two boards, or other application not identified herein. Again inductance will occur between the mounting standoffs relative to the actual location of the PCB. Now that we have identified inductance, what about the capacitance?

Because there is a finite distance between the PCB and the metallic structure, capacitance and transfer impedance exist. For example, the PCB can be considered as the positive plate of a capacitor, at voltage potential, and the metal as the negative plate, with air as the dielectric medium.

In addition to the overall inductance of the metallic material (which is extremely small), and the parasitic capacitance between the PCB and mounting plate, the standoffs used to secure the board to the chassis (generally permanent) are extremely inductive, as described below. These mountings are sometimes the cause of EMI failure.

The explanations of why the standoffs are inductive does not primarily have to do with the standoff itself, but with the metal screw used with the standoff. The screw con-
In addition to the helical thread, a coating of plating material is provided on the screw by its manufacturer. When metal-to-metal contact and rubbing occur between the screw and standoffs, the plating can get scraped off, thus exposing the screw to the external environment and pollution based on intended application. Galvanic corrosion can develop, making the screw nonconductive (an insulator) in extreme conditions. If the intended application is to allow a low-impedance, common-mode ground reference path, one cannot exist if corrosion occurs. As such, a screw must be used only for compression between the PCB and metallic structure, and must not be relied upon to transfer RF currents to the OV reference or ground system. Large mounting pads provided on the bottom of the PCB that overlaps the standoff walls help make the desired low-impedance ground connection, not the screw. The mounting pads of the PCB must be secured against the walls of the standoff. The standoff is usually installed in the chassis with a good bond connection by the sheet metal fabricator. Thus, if a low-impedance path to ground is required by the PCB, this is done through the walls of the standoff, not the screw threads.

Digital circuits must be treated as high-frequency analog circuits. A good low-inductive, 0V reference return is necessary on any PCB containing many digital circuits. The ground plane (internal to the PCB (more so than the power plane)) generally provides a lower inductive ground-image reference for the power supply and signal return currents. This allows use of constant impedance transmission lines for signal interconnects. When making a ground plane (0V reference) chassis plane connection, it is necessary to provide for high-frequency decoupling of RF currents. These high-frequency RF currents are created by the self-resonance of the power and ground plane structure caused by via anti-pad holes and the switching noise from digital circuits. High-quality decoupling capacitors should be used at each and every ground connection between the power and ground plane. Optimal selection of decoupling capacitors is detailed in Chapter 5.

9.11 FIELD TRANSFER COUPLING OF DAUGHTER CARDS TO CARD CAGE

RF fields generated from a PCB (components, ground loops, interconnect cables, and the like) will couple to a metallic structure. As a result, RF eddy currents will develop in the structure and will circulate within the unit creating a field distribution. This field distribu
Figure 9.18  Backplane incorrect impedance considerations.
respectively. With solid bonding of logic ground to chassis ground, potentials from ground loop $L$ are also minimized.

All routing layers must be internal (stripline) to the backplane, with both top and bottom layers as solid AC chassis planes. With the outer layers an AC plane, direct chassis connection from logic ground to chassis ground can easily be achieved using bypass capacitors between the planes.

9.12 GROUNDING (I/O CONNECTOR)

For products that are low-frequency and that may use single-point grounding, this section is generally not applicable. For low-frequency products, low-impedance connection between logic ground and chassis ground not only can cause electromagnetic interference but can also prevent proper functionality. This is especially true for audio circuits that are sensitive to noise on the board.

For products using multipoint grounding, this section is applicable whenever an I/O interface is used. Most modular PCBs contain a mounting bracket, faceplate, bulkhead connector, or securement means between control logic and the outside world. This securement may contain various I/O connectors, or it may be a blank panel (e.g., EISA/EISA/PCI adapter bracket). This bracket must be RF bonded by a low-impedance metal path directly to chassis ground. This bracket grounding may also be bonded to logic ground for functionality reasons.

Multiple ground connections must be provided from the ground planes of the PCB to the I/O bracket. Multiple ground points in the appropriate locations redirect RF ground loops between grounding locations on the bracket, distributive transfers to the case, and the opposite end of the PCB. The better the grounding, the more sourcing of RF currents to chassis ground. Figure 9.19 shows how to properly ground a mounting bracket to both chassis and logic ground. All I/O areas are isolated from control logic by a mount, which is also commonly identified as a partition cut, split plane, gap, or isolated area.

REFERENCES

Glossary

ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

Note: Some of these definitions are defined within a particular chapter and repeated for quick reference herein.

Attenuation  A reduction in energy measured in units of decibels (dBs).
Bonding     Making a low-impedance electrical connection between two metallic surfaces.
Circuit     Multiple devices with a source impedance, load impedance, and interconnects. For digital circuits, multiple sources and loads may be part of one circuit where all devices are referenced to the same point, or may use a common signal return conductor. Circuits usually originate in one location and terminate in another.
Circuit referencing The process of providing a common 0V reference voltage for multiple circuits to allow communication between the two. Circuit referencing is the most important reason for providing a ground reference. This reference point is not intended to carry functional current.
Common-mode Signals identical in amplitude and phase at both inputs of a device: the potential or voltage that exists between neutral and ground.
Common-mode current The component of a signal current that creates electric and magnetic fields that do not cancel each other. For example, a circuit with one signal conductor and one ground conductor will have common-mode current as the summation of the total signal current flowing in the same direction on both conductors. Common-mode currents are the primary source of EMI.
Common-mode interference The interference that appears between signal leads or terminals of a circuit referenced to ground.
Common-mode rejection ratio The ratio of common-mode interference voltage at the input of a device to the corresponding interference voltage at the output of the same device.
component. The higher the ratio, the better the performance. This ratio describes the capability of the device to reject the effects of a voltage applied simultaneously to both inputs.

Conducted emissions The component of RF energy that is transmitted through a medium as a propagating wave, generally through wire or interconnect cable. LCI (Line Conducted Interference) refers to RF energy in a power cord or AC mains input cable. Conducted signals do not propagate as fields but propagate as conducted waves.

Conducted immunity The relative ability of a product to withstand electromagnetic energy that penetrates it through external cables, power cords, and I/O interconnects.

Conducted susceptibility EMI that couples from outside of the equipment to the inside through I/O interconnect cables, power lines, or signal cables.

Containment Preventing RF energy from leaving an enclosure, generally by shielding a product within a metal box (Faraday cage or Gaussian structure), or by using a plastic housing with RF conductive paint. By reciprocity, we can also speak of containment as preventing RF energy from entering the unit.

Decibel Logarithm of a ratio measurement. The basic unit for measuring the power or strength of a signal, increases or reductions of 6 dB doubles or halves of the power level within the circuit.

Earthing (British term) The connection of the safety ground wire to earth at the service entrance of a building.

Electromagnetic compatibility The capability of electrical and electronic systems, equipment, and devices to operate in their intended electromagnetic environment within a defined margin of safety, and at design levels or performance, without suffering or causing unacceptable degradation as a result of electromagnetic interference.

Electromagnetic interference The lack of EMC, since the essence of interference is the lack of compatibility. EMI is the process by which disruptive electromagnetic energy is transmitted from one electronic device to another via radiated or conducted paths (or both). In common usage, the term refers particularly to RF signals, but EMI can occur in the frequency range from "DC to daylight."

Electrostatic discharge A transfer of electric charge between bodies of different electrostatic potentials in proximity to each other or through direct contact. This event is observed as a high-voltage pulse that may cause damage or loss of functionality to susceptible circuits. Although lightning qualifies as a high voltage pulse, the term ESD is generally applied to events of lesser amperage and more specifically to events that are triggered by human beings. However, for the purposes of discussion, lightning is included in the USD category because the protection techniques are very similar, though differing in magnitude.

EMI filter A circuit or device containing components that provide a low-impedance path for high-frequency RF energy to be removed. The filter may also be used to protect a particular circuit from electromagnetic field disturbance.

Equipotential ground plane A piece of metal used as a common connection point for power and signal referencing. This plane may not be at equipotential levels for RF frequencies due to its electrically large size.

Faraday shield A term referring to conductive shielding used to contain or control an electric field. This shield may be located between the primary and secondary windings of a transformer or may completely surround a circuit or system to provide electrostatic shielding. No ground is necessary. (Note: A Faraday shield is in reality a Gaussian structure. Gauss's law describes the functional purpose of this shield, while Faraday's law describes the creation of electric fields from time-varying magnetic fields. Faraday was the first person to validate or prove the validity of Gauss's law, hence his name is attributed to this function of shielding.)

Ferrite components Powered magnetic (permeable) material in various shapes used to absorb conducted interference on wires, cables and harnesses. Acting as a lossy resistance and increased self-inductance, ferrites convert an EMI magnetic flux density field into heat (an exothermic process). One benefit of this, in contrast to filters that perform by reflecting EMI in their stopbands, is that ferrites do not reflect EMI, which otherwise could enhance radiation and disturb other victim components or circuits.

Ferrite material A combination of metal oxides sintered into a particular ceramic shape with iron as the main ingredient. Ferrites provide two key features: (1) high magnetic permeability that concentrates and reinforces a magnetic field, and (2) high electrical resistivity that limits the amount of electric current flow. Ferrites exhibit low energy losses, are efficient, and function at high frequencies (1 MHz to 1 GHz).

Filter A device that blocks the flow of RF current, for example, 50/60/400 Hz, while passing a desired frequency. For communication or higher frequency circuits, a filter suppresses unwanted frequencies and noise, or separates channels from each other.

Ground loop A circuit that includes a conducting element (plane, trace, wire) assumed to be at ground potential where return currents pass through. At least one ground loop will exist in a circuit. Although a ground loop is acceptable, the severity of the problem of currents flowing through the loop depends on the unsanned signals that may be present which can cause system misfunction.

Ground stitch location The process of making a solid ground connection from a PCB to a metallic structure for the purposes of providing systemwide ground referencing, regardless of which grounding methodology used.

Grounding A generic term with as many definitions as there are engineers. This word must be preceded by an adjective.

Grounding methodology A chosen method for directing return currents in an optimal manner appropriate for the intended application.

Holy ground Sometimes referred to as the actual location used. See also Single-point ground.

Hybrid ground A grounding methodology that combines single-point and multipoint grounding simultaneously, depending on the functionality of the circuit and the frequencies present.

Immunity A relative measure of a device or system's ability to withstand EMI exposure while maintaining a predefined performance level.

Insertion loss The ratio between the power received at a load before and after the insertion of the filter at a given frequency, or how much less a filter provides for its intended function.

Multipoint ground A method of referencing different circuits together to a common equipotential or reference point. Connection may be made by any means possible in as many locations as required.

Parasitic capacitance The capacitive leakage across a component (resistor, inductor, filter, isolation transformer, optical isolator, etc.) that adversely affects high-frequency
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Susceptibility Undesired EMI radiating through free space into equipment from externally induced electromagnetic sources.

Suppression The process of reducing or eliminating RF energy that exists without relying on a secondary method, such as a metal housing or chassis.

Single-point ground Providing a ground reference point using a specific methodology in order to allow a product to comply with both emissions and immunity requirements: radiated and conductive.

Shield ground Providing a 0V reference or electromagnetic shield for both interconnect cables or main chassis housing.

Safety ground The process of providing a return path to earth ground to prevent the hazard of electric shock through proper connection and routing of a permanent, continuous, low-impedance, adequate fault capacity conductor that runs from a power source to a load.

RF ground Providing a ground reference or bond, between two circuits, allowing the OV reference from both circuits to be identical.

Reference ground The process of making an electrical connection, or bond, between two circuits, allowing the OV reference from both circuits to be identical.

RF frequency A frequency range containing coherent electromagnetic radiation of energy useful for communication purposes; roughly the range from 10 kHz to 100 MHz. This energy may be transmitted as a byproduct of an electronic device's operation.

RF energy The component of RF energy that is transmitted through a medium as an electromagnetic field. RF energy is usually transmitted through free space, however, other modes of field transmission may occur.

Radiated susceptibility Undesired EMI radiating through free space into equipment from externally induced electromagnetic sources.

Radiated immunity The relative ability of a product to withstand electromagnetic energy that arrives via free-space propagation.

Radiated susceptibility Undesired EMI radiating through free space into equipment from externally induced electromagnetic sources.

Radiated immunity The relative ability of a product to withstand electromagnetic energy that arrives via free-space propagation.

Amplitude The height or magnitude of a signal measured with respect to a reference, such as signal ground.

Attenuation Reduction in the amplitude of a signal due to losses in the media through which it is transmitted.

Backporch A term used to describe the reflections that follow a fast rise or fall time signal traveling down a long transmission line that has not been properly terminated. Looks like a stair-step function.

Backward crosstalk Noise injected into a quiet line placed next to an active line as seen at the end of the quiet line at the signal source.

Busbar A large copper or brass bar used to carry high power supply current onto a PCB or backplane.

Capacitance A measure of the ability of two adjacent conductors separated by an insulator (a dielectric material) to hold a charge when a voltage is impressed between them. Measured in farads.

Characteristic impedance The impedance of a parallel conductive structure to the flow of AC current. Usually applied to transmission lines in PCBs and cables carrying high-speed signals. Normally a constant value over a wide range of frequencies.

Coaxial A term used to describe conductors that are concentric about a central axis. Takes the form of a central wire surrounded by a conductor tube that serves as a shield and ground. May have a dielectric other than air between the conductors.

Crossover Intersection of two conductors separated by insulation.

Current Electrons traveling in a conductor as the result of a voltage difference between two points.

Decoupling Preventing noise pulses injected in the power supply lines by switching (digital) logic, from disturbing other logic on the same power supply circuit by providing a localized point source of charge. Usually done with capacitors.

Dielectric constant See Permittivity.

Differential pair Parallel routed signals exhibiting a mutual impedance between both lines, typically 50 to 100 ohms.

Direct current (DC) A current produced by a voltage source that does not vary with time. Usually provided by power supplies to electronic circuits.

Edge rate The rate of change in voltage with time of a logic signal transition. Usually expressed in volts per nanosecond.

Edge transition attenuation The loss in sharpness of a switching edge caused by absorption of the highest frequency component of the transmission line.

Effective relative permittivity (e_r) The relative permittivity that is experienced by an electrical signal transmitted through a conducted path.

Flat conductor A rectangular conductor that is wider than it is high. Usually refers to signal conductors or traces on a PCB.

Forward crosstalk Noise induced into a quiet line placed next to an active line as seen at the end of the quiet line farthest from the signal source.

Ground A term used to describe the terminal of a voltage source that serves as a measurement reference for all voltages in the system. Often, the negative terminal of the power source, but sometimes the positive terminal.

Glossary

AC impedance The combination of resistance, capacitive reactance, and inductive reactance seen by AC or time-varying voltage.

Alternating current (AC) A current that varies with time. This label is commonly applied to a power source that switches polarity many times per second, such as the power supplied by utility companies. It may take a sinusoidal shape but could be a square or triangular wave shape.

Amplitude The height or magnitude of a signal measured with respect to a reference, such as signal ground.

Attenuation Reduction in the amplitude of a signal due to losses in the media through which it is transmitted.

Backporch A term used to describe the reflections that follow a fast rise or fall time signal traveling down a long transmission line that has not been properly terminated. Looks like a stair-step function.

Backward crosstalk Noise injected into a quiet line placed next to an active line as seen at the end of the quiet line at the signal source.

Busbar A large copper or brass bar used to carry high power supply current onto a PCB or backplane.

Capacitance A measure of the ability of two adjacent conductors separated by an insulator (a dielectric material) to hold a charge when a voltage is impressed between them. Measured in farads.

Characteristic impedance The impedance of a parallel conductive structure to the flow of AC current. Usually applied to transmission lines in PCBs and cables carrying high-speed signals. Normally a constant value over a wide range of frequencies.

Coaxial A term used to describe conductors that are concentric about a central axis. Takes the form of a central wire surrounded by a conductor tube that serves as a shield and ground. May have a dielectric other than air between the conductors.

Crossover Intersection of two conductors separated by insulation.

Current Electrons traveling in a conductor as the result of a voltage difference between two points.

Decoupling Preventing noise pulses injected in the power supply lines by switching (digital) logic, from disturbing other logic on the same power supply circuit by providing a localized point source of charge. Usually done with capacitors.

Dielectric constant See Permittivity.

Differential pair Parallel routed signals exhibiting a mutual impedance between both lines, typically 50 to 100 ohms.

Direct current (DC) A current produced by a voltage source that does not vary with time. Usually provided by power supplies to electronic circuits.

Edge rate The rate of change in voltage with time of a logic signal transition. Usually expressed in volts per nanosecond.

Edge transition attenuation The loss in sharpness of a switching edge caused by absorption of the highest frequency component of the transmission line.

Effective relative permittivity (e_r) The relative permittivity that is experienced by an electrical signal transmitted through a conducted path.

Flat conductor A rectangular conductor that is wider than it is high. Usually refers to signal conductors or traces on a PCB.

Forward crosstalk Noise induced into a quiet line placed next to an active line as seen at the end of the quiet line farthest from the signal source.

Ground A term used to describe the terminal of a voltage source that serves as a measurement reference for all voltages in the system. Often, the negative terminal of the power source, but sometimes the positive terminal.
Impedance  The resistance to the flow of current represented by an electrical network.

Inductance  The property of a conductor that allows it to store energy in a magnetic field induced by a current flowing through it. Units of measure—henry.

Line coupling  Coupling between two transmission lines caused by mutual inductance and capacitance between them.

Load capacitance  The capacitance seen by the output of a logic circuit or other signal source. Usually the sum of the distributed line capacitance and input capacitance of all load circuits.

Logic  A general term used to describe functional circuits that perform computational functions.

Noise budget/noise margin  The allowance for a change in the system's DC and/or AC voltage which allows a device to operate within specific limits. There are two primary components of the noise budget. The DC power supply of each integrated circuit, and the logic signal AC noise budget.

Overshoot  The effect of an excessive voltage level above the power rail, or below ground reference as observed at a component or device.

Permeability  A general term used to express various relationships between magnetic induction and a magnetizing force.

Permittivity (dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon \))  The ratio of the permittivity of the material to that of free space. This term is preferred to the term dielectric constant. Permittivity is not constant but varies with several parameters, including electrical frequency at which the measurement is made, temperature, and extent of water absorption in the material.

Power distribution  The DC and AC characteristics for defining power distribution may be grouped into two major categories: conductive losses (DC) and dielectric (AC).

DC power distribution  Encompasses the output from the power supply to the input of a device.

AC power distribution  Divided into three contributing elements of impedance and considered as a power distribution impedance network. These are:

1. Switching transient impedance  The impedance between the decoupling capacitor and a device. This element is referred to as ground or power bounce. It is the highest frequency component of the circuit.

2. Impedance due to the charging of bulk IC decoupling capacitors  The current in this impedance is at a lower frequency and higher amplitude than the current in the first element. This voltage drop will be less than the switching transient impedance. This voltage drop is due to the lower impedance resulting from a lower frequency of operation.

3. Decoupling capacitor impedance  Created when the decoupling capacitors supply current to the ICs. Decoupling must provide sufficient current for the device. This includes peak current requirements during device switching. The PCB power system must provide this current without lowering the supply voltage below the required minimum device level.

Power/ground bounce  Simultaneous-switched outputs may be inductively coupled between the power and ground reference. This coupling may cause an edge rate transition (change rise and fall times). Without an accurate model of the power and ground structure, which includes package models, accurate simulation is difficult. Provision for low-inductance connections using wider conductors helps to reduce inductive effects.

Propagation delay  The time required for a signal to travel through a transmission line, or the time required for a logic device to perform its desired function from input to output.

Pulse  A logic signal that switches from one state to the other and back in a short period of time and remains in one state most of the time. Generally used as a clock for logic devices.

Reflections  Energy from a high-speed signal edge that is sent back toward the source as a result of encountering a change in impedance in the transmission line on which it is traveling.

Relative permittivity  The amount of energy stored in a dielectric insulator per unit electric field, and hence a measure of the capacitance between a pair of conductors in the vicinity of the dielectric insulator, as compared to the capacitance of the same conductor pair in a vacuum.

Ringback  The effect of the rising edge of a logic transition meeting or exceeding logic requirements, then recrossing the threshold before settling. Can be caused by a mismatch of logic drivers and receivers, poor termination techniques, and impedance mismatch of the net to the devices.

Ringing  The effect within a transmission line that contains overshoot (going past the maximum voltage level of the circuit and below the low-voltage reference levels) before stabilizing to a quiescent level.

Rise time  Time required for a logic signal to switch from a low state to its high state. Commonly measured between the 10% and 90% voltage levels.

Signal line  Any conductor used to transmit a logic signal from one circuit to another.

Skew  The effect of a signal being delayed with respect to another signal due to different path lengths, or a delay during a transmission state that may cause timing errors in the design. Skew can be affected by conductor impedance, differing conductor lengths, power supply variations, device tolerances, and load capacitance of inputs.

Stub  A branch of the main line of a signal net generally used to reach a load that is not on the direct signal path.

Switching noise  When devices are switching, current is either drawn from or passed to the power supply through the power/ground paths. When this current contains high-frequency components, the self-inductance of the package leads and traces becomes significant with respect to transients or switching. These transients are caused by the inductance of the power/ground loop. The layout must be designed to reduce this inductance as much as possible.

Threshold  Threshold violations are caused when a rising pulse edge does not reach the voltage threshold of the device input. Weak drivers or poor terminations are often the cause; although they can also be created by device drivers with a large rise time versus pulse width time.

Transmission line  Any form of conductor used to carry a signal from a source to a load. The transmission time is usually long compared to the speed or rise time of the signals, so that coupling, impedance, and terminations are important in preserving signal integrity.

Undershoot  A condition in which the voltage level does not reach the desired amplitude for both maximum and minimum transition levels.
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In the field of engineering, a common unit of measurement or reference is required. This often misunderstood unit, a logarithmic function, is the decibel (dB). This logarithmic function is required because of the scaling range of units involved. Most ratios are dimensionless, while some ratios are magnitudes expressed in dB (reference).

The basic unit of measurement is the logarithmic ratio of two products. Absolute power, voltage, or current levels are expressed in dB by giving their value above or referenced to some base quantity. The following describes power gain \( P_2 > P_1 \) or loss \( P_2 < P_1 \) in a system.

\[
\text{Power Gain: } \, \text{dB} = 10 \log \left( \frac{P_2}{P_1} \right)
\]

In many situations, reference must be made for voltage, current, field strength, and the like instead of power. The following describes formulas for voltage and current gain ratios. The unit dB is dimensionless.

\[
\text{Voltage Gain: } \, \text{dB} = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_2}{V_1} \right) = 10 \log \left( \frac{V_{\text{rms}}}{V_{\text{rms}}} \right) = 20 \log \left( \frac{V_{\text{rms}}}{V_{\text{rms}}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{Current Gain: } \, \text{dB} = 10 \log \left( \frac{I_2}{I_1} \right) = 10 \log \left( \frac{I_{\text{rms}}}{I_{\text{rms}}} \right) = 20 \log \left( \frac{I_{\text{rms}}}{I_{\text{rms}}} \right)
\]

A pattern follows for voltage and current. An exception is the common reference of dB above or below some milliwatt, denoted as dBm. Radiated electromagnetic fields are described in terms of field intensity. These units are V/m (Volts per meter) for electric field strength or A/m (Amperes per meter) for magnetic field strength. The common units of measurement for the following voltage and current field intensities are
Appendix A ■ The Decibel

1 μV/m = 0 dBμV/m
1 mV/m = 0 dBmV/m
1 μA/m = 0 dBμA/m
1 mA/m = 0 dBmA/m
1 mW = 0 dBm (Note the pattern difference.)

Most regulatory limits are described in μV/m. For example, a 100 μV/m limit translates to 40 dBμV/m. The equations that describe this conversion are:

\[
\text{dBμV/m} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{V/m}{1\mu V/m} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμA/m} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{A/m}{1\mu A/m} \right)
\]

Conversions between units are easy. For example:

\[
1 \mu V = 0 \text{ dBμV} = -107 \text{ dBm}
\]

For a 50 Ω system:

\[
V(\mu V) = 90 + (10 \log_{10} Z) + P(\text{dBm})
\]

For a given impedance \( Z \) in ohms.

Five commonly used variations exist for the decibel. An example of these variations follows to present the concept of dBs using different units.

\[
\text{dBm} = 10 \log \left( \frac{P}{0.001 \text{ W}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμV} = 20 \log \left( \frac{V}{1 \mu \text{ Volt}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμA} = 20 \log \left( \frac{A}{1 \mu \text{ Amp}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμV/m} = 20 \log \left( \frac{V}{1 \mu \text{ Volt/meter}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμA/m} = 20 \log \left( \frac{A}{1 \mu \text{ Amp/meter}} \right)
\]

\[
\text{dBμV/m/120 KHz} = 20 \log \left( \frac{A}{1 \mu \text{ Volt/meter}} \right) \text{ at a 120 KHz bandwidth}
\]

Several pitfalls are related to use of the decibel, owing to the impedance of the system. Not all systems have the same impedance; hence, different values will be obtained under this situation.

- dBm = 10 log (P1/0.001 watts)
- 1 volt in a 50-ohm system is equal to:

\[
\text{dBm} = 10 \log \left( \frac{1 \text{ volt}^2/50 \text{ ohms}}{0.001 \text{ watts}} \right) = 10 \log (20) = 13 \text{ dBm}
\]

There is a common mistake most engineers make when performing decibel (logarithmic) math. This is known as the 6 dB problem. We must ask ourselves, "When does 6 dB not equal 6 dB?"" Examples of this mistake follow. If the reference level is doubled, the logarithmic function increases by 6 dB. Three times the increase in the reference is a 9.5 dB increase.

- 1000 μVolts = 60 dBμV
- 1000 mVolts = 60 dBμV
- 2000 μVolts = 66 dBμV
- 1000 μVolts = 60 dBμV
- 3000 μVolts = 69.5 dBμV

- dBm = 10 log (1/500 ohms)
Fourier Analysis

Every periodic signal is represented in both the time and frequency domain. Conversion between time and frequency domain is accomplished through use of Fourier analysis. Digital PCBs are always discussed in terms of operating frequency of the oscillator or processor. Although this frequency value is important for the speed of operation, the edge rate of the oscillator will determine the RF spectral distribution of energy created. The mathematics are complicated, but the results are simple. Most periodic continuous waveforms in the time domain will be observed in the frequency domain.

The same signal can be observed on both an oscilloscope (time domain) and a spectrum analyzer (frequency domain).

Periodic signals are represented by a series of sine and cosine functions.

\[ f(t) = A_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (A_n \cos(n \omega_0 t) + B_n \sin(n \omega_0 t)) \]

where \[ \omega_0 = \frac{2\pi}{T} \] - natural fundamental frequency

\[ A_0 = \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T f(t) \, dt \]

\[ A_n = \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T f(t) \cos(n \omega_0 t) \, dt \]

\[ B_n = \frac{2}{T} \int_0^T f(t) \sin(n \omega_0 t) \, dt \]

These equations show that a periodic signal is a summation of sinusoidal signals of multiple frequencies and amplitudes. Therefore, a periodic signal corresponds to a particular frequency range. A Fourier transform converts time-based signals to frequency domain energy. The Fourier transform is

\[ F(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t) e^{-j\omega t} \, dt \]

The Fourier envelope is used to quickly calculate the worst-case frequency spectrum envelope. For a given periodic square wave signal with a finite rise and fall time, the frequency spectrum envelope is calculated as

\[ A_n = 2A \frac{T}{\tau} \]

where \( A = \) peak amplitude (volts or amperes)  
\( \tau = \) pulse width (measured at half-maximum)  
\( T = \) pulse period  
\( t_r = \) rise time from 10-90% of the edge transition  
\( t_f = \) fall time from 90-10% of the edge transition

If \( t_r \neq t_f \), the smallest of the two should be used. The amplitude of the signal in the frequency domain, \( A_n \), is calculated using

The following figure illustrates a frequency spectrum representation of a periodic waveform (trapezoidal) with both corner frequencies identified. The amplitude of the signal (frequency domain) falls off at -20 dB per decade up to corner frequency \( f_c \). Above \( f_c \),
the signal amplitude falls off at -40 dB per decade. The spectrum amplitude beyond $f_i$ is defined by

$$A_i = \frac{2A}{f_i^2}$$

The current in the $n$th harmonic is

$$I_n = 2I_1 \frac{\sin(\pi d)}{n \pi d} \frac{\sin(n \pi t_r / T)}{n \pi t_r / T}$$

where

- $I_1$ = peak-peak amplitude of the wave
- $d$ = duty cycle
- $t_r$ = rise time
- $T$ = period of the signal
- $n$ = harmonic number

The unit of $I_n$ is the same as $I_1$, thus, the equation is dimensionless. For harmonic calculations, let's assume the rise and fall time edges are the same. If the two edges are different, the smaller of the two must be used for worst-case analysis. For a 50% duty cycle ($d = 0.5$), the first harmonic (fundamental) contains an amplitude of $I_1 = 0.641I_1$ with only odd harmonics present. This is for the case where the rise time ($t_r$) is much less than period ($T$).

The following figure illustrates the envelope of harmonics for a symmetrical wave. The amplitude of the harmonics decrease with frequency at -20 dB per decade rate up to a frequency of $1/2\pi$. Beyond this point, the harmonics fall off at -40 dB per decade rate. As the rise time increases (becomes slower), energy in the higher order harmonics decreases.

Note that changes in duty cycle and transition times will reduce the frequency spectrum envelope. As the frequency is doubled, the radiation increases by 6 dB if all parameters remain the same. If the frequency is doubled, we must cut the rise time in half to accommodate this faster signal. This decrease in edge rate will increase the amplitude of the signal by 12 dB.

In looking at the figure, for a 50% duty cycle, only odd harmonics are shown. For small duty cycles, that is, when the period becomes significantly long compared to the pulse duration, only a few harmonics within the envelope will reach the maximum level.

There harmonics are observed as EMI because of their large amplitude.

An illustration of the spectral profile envelope of a signal does not show phase or polarity. At every multiple of $1/\pi$, there is a 180 degree reversal due to the fact that harmonics follow a sine or cosine function of frequency. Measurement equipment, such as spectrum analyzers, is insensitive to phase and will only display the absolute value.

When harmonics are spaced close to each other (many harmonics), they will not be added together. When measurements are performed using a spectrum analyzer, we tune the analyzer for a specific resolution bandwidth. Resolution bandwidth of a spectrum analyzer is the ability to display discrete frequency components within a specific frequency span (beginning and ending frequency range). The noise that is displayed from a periodic signal will appear as a narrowband signal. This means that the receiver will only see one harmonic at a time within the selected resolution bandwidth.

The designer must strive to limit and control the noise spectra of digital signals. Switching noise, typically in the MHz range, is a byproduct of digital electronics. This switch noise will find its way outside of the intended environment and cause EMI problems. In reviewing the spectra of these pulses, some parametric behaviors are observed. The spectrum is governed by amplitude (Af), which is in turn a function of the pulse amplitude (A). Limiting the pulse amplitude has a direct effect on the RF noise created. A slower edge transition time creates a smaller spectrum of RF energy. Wide pulses concentrate energy at lower frequencies than do narrow pulses.
### Conversion Tables

#### Common Suffixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Suffix</th>
<th>refers to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dBm</td>
<td>milliwatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBW</td>
<td>watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBµW</td>
<td>microwatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBV</td>
<td>volt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBµV</td>
<td>microvolt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBµV/m</td>
<td>volt per meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBµA/m</td>
<td>microamp per meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dBµA/m</td>
<td>microamp per meter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Power and Voltage/Current Ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>V or I in dB</th>
<th>P in dB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10^6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^9</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^7</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^3</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>19.98</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.06</td>
<td>9.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>8.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15.56</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>13.98</td>
<td>7.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>6.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.54</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.020</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^-2</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^-3</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10^-4</td>
<td>-60</td>
<td>-80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Voltage/Current Ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Power Ratio</th>
<th>Voltage/Current Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>10^12</td>
<td>10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10^10</td>
<td>10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10^8</td>
<td>10^5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>10^6</td>
<td>10^3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>10^4</td>
<td>10^1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>10^3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10^2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>10^0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>10^-1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-50</td>
<td>10^-5</td>
<td>10^-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-60</td>
<td>10^-6</td>
<td>10^-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-80</td>
<td>10^-8</td>
<td>10^-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-100</td>
<td>10^-10</td>
<td>10^-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-120</td>
<td>10^-12</td>
<td>10^-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix C Conversion Tables

#### Conversion of dBV, dBmV, and dBµV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dBV</th>
<th>dBmV</th>
<th>dBµV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−120</td>
<td>−60</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−100</td>
<td>−40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−80</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Conversion of Volt/m to mW/cm² for Linear and dB Scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V/m</th>
<th>dBµV/m</th>
<th>mW/cm²</th>
<th>dBmW/cm²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻²</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻³</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁶</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁷</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁸</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>2.67 × 10⁻¹</td>
<td>−155.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹⁰</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.06 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>−1.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹¹</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.24 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>−143.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹²</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.55 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>−140.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00 × 10⁻¹³</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.70 × 10⁻⁵</td>
<td>1.377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### dBµV versus dBm for Z = 50Ω

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dBµV</th>
<th>µV</th>
<th>dBm</th>
<th>Power Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−20</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>−127</td>
<td>0.0002 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−10</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>−117</td>
<td>0.002 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−107</td>
<td>0.02 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.778</td>
<td>−102</td>
<td>0.063 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.239</td>
<td>−100</td>
<td>0.1 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.162</td>
<td>−95</td>
<td>0.2 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.623</td>
<td>−92</td>
<td>0.632 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>−87</td>
<td>2.0 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.03162</td>
<td>−77</td>
<td>0.02 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>−67</td>
<td>0.2 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.312</td>
<td>−57</td>
<td>2.0 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>−47</td>
<td>20.0 pW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.162</td>
<td>−37</td>
<td>0.2 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>−27</td>
<td>2.0 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>31.62</td>
<td>−17</td>
<td>20.0 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>−7</td>
<td>2000.0 µW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.0V</td>
<td>+13</td>
<td>20 mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Frequency—Wavelength—Skin Depth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Skin Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Hz</td>
<td>30,000 km</td>
<td>4.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 Hz</td>
<td>5,000 km</td>
<td>800 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Hz</td>
<td>5,000 km</td>
<td>480 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Hz</td>
<td>750 km</td>
<td>120 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kHz</td>
<td>500 km</td>
<td>48 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 kHz</td>
<td>30 km</td>
<td>4.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 kHz</td>
<td>3 km</td>
<td>480 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 MHz</td>
<td>300 m</td>
<td>48 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MHz</td>
<td>30 m</td>
<td>4.8 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 MHz</td>
<td>9 m</td>
<td>4.8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>31 cm</td>
<td>4.8 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 GHz</td>
<td>7 cm</td>
<td>4.8 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \lambda = \text{wavelength} \]
\[ \lambda/2\pi = \text{near field to far field distance conversion} \]
\[ \text{distance: metric (metres)} \]
Appendix D  ■  International EMC Requirements

International EMC Requirements

BRIEF SUMMARY OF INTERNATIONAL EMC REQUIREMENTS

Basic Standards

General information about what is being measured and the test techniques. Prepared by the IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) which oversees the work of CISPR (Comité International Spécial des Perturbations Radioélectriques, a.k.a. International Special Committee on Radio Interference). CISPR is responsible for establishing emissions limits, susceptibility levels, and test procedures.

Generic Standards

For use in specific environments (such as residential, commercial, light industrial, or heavy industrial) generic standards apply to all products or product families for which no dedicated or specific EMC standard exists. These standards are approved by CENELEC (Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique, or European Standardisation Committee for Electrical Products), or ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) and submitted for publication in the Official Journal of the European Union (OJ) after adoption by the European Parliament. The standards submitted for publication are based on the work of the IEC and CISPR.

Product/Product Family Standards

For specific products or product families (such as Information Technology Equipment—ITE). Where a specific product family standard exists, it takes precedence over generic standards. Prepared by IEC, CENELEC, or CISPR.

Note: Test requirements are subject to change at the discretion of various regulatory agencies. The reader is urged to verify the applicable and current requirements that are in force at the time of product design and release.

Generic Standards (Sample List)

- **EN 50081-1** Electromagnetic compatibility—Generic emission standard
  - Part 1: Residential, commercial, and light industry.

- **EN 50081-2** Electromagnetic compatibility—Generic emissions standard
  - Part 2: Industrial environment.

- **EN 50082-1** Electromagnetic compatibility—Generic immunity standard
  - Part 1: Residential, commercial, and light industry.

- **EN 50082-2** Electromagnetic compatibility—Generic immunity standard
  - Part 2: Industrial environment.

Note: Due to constantly changing requirements, adoption, and publication of standards by the European Parliament, the issue date is not provided for all standards.

Product / Product Family Standards (Sample list)

- **EN 55011** Limits and methods of measurements of radio disturbance characteristics of industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio-frequency equipment (CISPR 11).
- **EN 55013** Limits and methods of measurements of radio disturbance characteristics of broadcast receivers and associated equipment (CISPR 13).
- **EN 55014** Limits and methods of measurements of radio disturbance characteristics of household electrical appliances, portable tools, and similar electrical apparatus (CISPR 14).
- **EN 55020** Limits and methods of measurements of radio disturbance characteristics of broadcast receivers and associated equipment (CISPR 20).
- **EN 55022** Limits and methods of measurements of radio disturbance characteristics of Information Technology Equipment (CISPR 22).

**Note:** The date of adoption or release is not listed. These standards have had amendments incorporated or have been reissued several times. Each action changes the
effective date of issue. When use of these standards is required for compliance purposes, one should refer to the latest edition or release date that is appropriate for the product. Amendments may or may not be applicable to the product being certified at date of test.

DEFINITION OF CLASSIFICATION LEVELS—EMISSIONS

In North America (the United States and Canada) the Same Definition Exists

Class A: A digital device that is marketed for use in a commercial, industrial, or business environment, exclusive of a device which is marketed for use by the general public or is intended to be used in the home. Products are self-verified for compliance.

Class B: A digital device that is marketed for use in a residential environment, notwithstanding its use in commercial, business, and industrial environments. Products require certification from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). Canada accepts FCC Certification.

International Definition, Defined Within EN 55022 and CISPR-22

Class A: Equipment is information technology equipment which satisfies the Class A interference limits but does not satisfy the Class B limits. In some countries, such equipment may be subjected to restrictions on its sale and/or use.

Note: The limits for Class A equipment are derived for typical commercial establishments for which a 30 m protection distance is used. The Class A limits may be too liberal for domestic establishments and some residential areas.

Class B: Equipment is information technology equipment which satisfies the Class B interference limits. Such equipment should not be subjected to restrictions on its sale and is generally not subject to restrictions on its use.

Note: The limits for Class B equipment are derived for typical domestic establishments for which a 10 m protection distance is used.

FCC/ INDUSTRY CANADA EMISSION LIMITS

For FCC and Industry Canada, the frequency range to be measured is based on the highest fundamental internally generated clock frequency per the following list.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>Measurement Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1.705 MHz</td>
<td>Test to 30 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 1.705 MHz to 108 MHz</td>
<td>Test to 1 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108 MHz to 500 MHz</td>
<td>Test to 2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 MHz to 1 GHz</td>
<td>Test to 5 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 1 GHz</td>
<td>Test to 5th harmonic or to 40 GHz, whichever is lower</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FCC/DOC Class A Radiated Emission Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Distance (meters)</th>
<th>Quasi-Peak Limit (dBuV/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 to 88</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 to 216</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 to 960</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 960</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FCC/DOC Class A Conducted Emission Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Quasi-Peak Limit (dBuV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.45 to 1.705</td>
<td>60.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.705 to 30.0</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### FCC/DOC Class B Radiated Emission Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Distance (meters)</th>
<th>Quasi-Peak Limit (dBpV/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 to 88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88 to 216</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>43.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216 to 960</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 960</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### FCC/DOC Class B Conducted Emission Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Quasi-Peak Limit (dBpV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.45 to 30.0 MHz</td>
<td>48.0 dBpV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

### INTERNATIONAL EMISSION LIMITS SUMMARY—SAMPLE LIST

**Class B Limits for Light Industrial Equipment and Primarily Residential Areas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range, MHz</th>
<th>SPECIFICATION</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV/m</th>
<th>dBuV/m</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15 to 30</td>
<td>QP(1)</td>
<td>AVG(1)</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>QP(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 50081-1</td>
<td>66-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55013(2)</td>
<td>66-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45-55(3)</td>
<td>dBuV, Absorbing Clamp (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55014</td>
<td>66-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45-55(3)</td>
<td>dBuV, Absorbing Clamp (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55020</td>
<td>66-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55022</td>
<td>66-56</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Class A Limits for Industrial Areas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range, MHz</th>
<th>SPECIFICATION</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV</th>
<th>dBuV/m</th>
<th>dBuV/m</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN 50081-2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>dB 30m, A limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55013(2)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>dB 30m, A limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55020</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>dB 30m, A limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**

1. The dash between two numbers (e.g., 66-56) means the limit decreases with the logarithm of frequency.
2. EN 55013 has other limits for emissions from receivers and televisions.
3. Absorbing clamp measurement is for the frequency range of 30-300 MHz only.

---

**Summary List—FCC and DOC**

### FCC/DOC Limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>A Limit</th>
<th>B Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25-1.75 MHz</td>
<td>66 dBuV</td>
<td>40 dBuV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.75-30 MHz</td>
<td>69.5 dBuV</td>
<td>45 dBuV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-38 MHz</td>
<td>70 dBuV @ 30 m</td>
<td>49 dBuV @ 3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38-216 MHz</td>
<td>47.5 dBuV @ 10 m</td>
<td>47.5 dBuV @ 3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216-960 MHz</td>
<td>46.5 dBuV @ 10 m</td>
<td>46.5 dBuV @ 3 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 960 MHz</td>
<td>49.5 dBuV @ 30 m</td>
<td>54 dBuV @ 3 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This is the narrowband limit; the broadband limit is 13 dB higher.*
Appendix D  •  International EMC Requirements

Emissions—EN 55011 Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) Equipment

For all other EN 55 XXX specifications, refer to the International Emissions Limits Summary.

Special Note: Due to the unique specification limits for EN 55011, this section is provided for completeness only.

Classification of ISM Equipment

Group 1 ISM—Group 1 contains all ISM equipment in which there is intentionally generated and/or used conductively coupled radio frequency energy which is necessary for the internal functioning of the equipment itself.

Group 2 ISM—Group 2 contains all ISM equipment in which radio frequency energy is intentionally generated and/or used in the form of electromagnetic radiation for the treatment of material, and spark erosion equipment.

Line Conducted Emissions. Emissions levels less than Class A limits (Table IIA), or as agreed with the competent body. The need for mains terminal disturbance voltage limit for Class A equipment in situ is under consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IIA</th>
<th>Mains Terminal Disturbance Limits for Class A Equipment Measured on a Test Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class A Equipment Limits (dB(μV))</td>
<td>Group 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Band (MHz)</td>
<td>Quasi-peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.4</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3-0.5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Decreasing with logarithm of frequency to 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mains terminal disturbance voltage limits for Group 2 Class A equipment requiring currents greater than 100A are under consideration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IIB</th>
<th>Mains Terminal Disturbance Limits for Class B Equipment Measured on a Test Site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class B Equipment Limits (dB(μV))</td>
<td>Groups 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Band (MHz)</td>
<td>Quasi-peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.5</td>
<td>Decreasing with logarithm of frequency to 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5-2</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IIIA</th>
<th>Radiated Emissions for Group 1 Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measured on a test site</td>
<td>Measured in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Band MHz</td>
<td>Group 1 Class A 30 m measurement distance dB(μV/m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.3</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3-0.3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3-1000</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE IIIB</th>
<th>Radiated Emissions Limit for Group 2, Class A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Limits with Measuring Distance 30 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range (MHz)</td>
<td>From Exterior Wall Outside the Building in Which the Equipment is Situated dB(μV/m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.4</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4-1</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1.7</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7-5</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-100</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-1000</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.4</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4-1</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1.7</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7-5</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-100</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-1000</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-0.4</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4-1</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-1.7</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.7-5</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-1000</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**TABLE III C** Radiated Emissions Limit for Group 2, Class B Equipment Measured on a Test Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band MHz</th>
<th>Measurement Distance 10 m dB(μV/m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.15-30</td>
<td>Under consideration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-80.872</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.872-81.848</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.848-134.786</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>154.786-156.141</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>156.414-230</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230-1000</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUMMARY OF CURRENT INTERNATIONAL IMMUNITY REQUIREMENTS**

International standards for susceptibility (immunity) are provided by the IEC 1000-4-X series. This series describes the test and measurement methods for the Basic standards, which are specific to a particular type of EMI phenomenon. It is not limited to a specific type of product. Internal to this immunity series are the following:

- Terminology
- Descriptions of the EMI phenomenon
- Instrumentation
- Measurement and test methods
- Ranges of severity levels with regard to the immunity of the equipment.

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 1000-4-X series is based on the well-known IEC 801-X requirements. IEC requirements, when adopted by the European Parliament, are reissued with a new number, the EN 61000-X series. Currently, immunity tests are mandated in Europe, but only recommended in North America, and are optional worldwide. Not all IEC 1000-4-X standards have been converted to EN 61000-4-X standards. Minor differences exist between the IEC and EN series.

**Note:** Before starting any compliance test program, one should verify the need to apply a specific test and whether the standard being used has been updated by a newer version or has changed status from proposed to mandatory. Standards development in Europe has constantly been evolving.

**BASIC IMMUNITY STANDARDS**

- IEC 1000-1 General Considerations
- IEC 1000-2 Environment
- IEC 1000-3 Limits/Generic Standards
- IEC 1000-4 Test and Measurement Techniques
- IEC 1000-5 Installations and Mitigation Guidance
- IEC 1000-6 Miscellaneous

Under IEC 1000-4 are the EN 61000-4-X immunity specifications detailed in the following listing.
### COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF IMMUNITY STANDARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-2</td>
<td>Electrostatic Discharge (ESD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-3</td>
<td>Radiated electromagnetic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-4</td>
<td>Electrical Fast Transient/Burst (EFT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-5</td>
<td>Surge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-6</td>
<td>Conducted disturbance by RF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-7</td>
<td>General guide on harmonics and interharmonics measurements and instrumentation (not a standard; procedure only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-8</td>
<td>50/60 Hz magnetic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-9</td>
<td>Pulsed magnetic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-10</td>
<td>Oscillatory magnetic field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-11</td>
<td>Voltage dips and interruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-12</td>
<td>Oscillatory waves &quot;ring wave&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-13</td>
<td>Oscillatory waves 1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-14</td>
<td>Harmonics, interharmonics, and main signaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-15</td>
<td>Voltage fluctuations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-16</td>
<td>Flickermeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-17</td>
<td>Conducted disturbance in the range of DC to 150 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-18</td>
<td>Not assigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-19</td>
<td>Not assigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-20</td>
<td>TEM cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-21</td>
<td>Mode stirred chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-22</td>
<td>Guide on measurement methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-23</td>
<td>Test methods for protective devices: HEMP radiated disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-24</td>
<td>Test methods for protective devices: HEMP conducted disturbance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-25</td>
<td>Test methods for equipment and systems: HEMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-26</td>
<td>Calibration of probes and instrument for measuring electromagnetic fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-27</td>
<td>Unbalance in three phase mains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 61000-4-28</td>
<td>Variation of power frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Most of the EN 61000-4-x specifications have never been written or released. This includes standards identified as -12 and above. Titles have been issued and working groups have been assigned for many of these tests. When performing compliance testing, one should verify which standards are mandatory for a product along with required test levels and performance criteria.

### PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR IMMUNITY TESTS

A functional description and a definition of performance criteria, during or as a consequence of EMC testing, shall be provided by the manufacturer and noted in a test report based on the following criteria:

**Performance Criterion A.** The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended. No degradation of performance or loss of function is allowed below a performance level specified by the manufacturer when the apparatus is used as intended. In some cases, the performance level may be replaced by a permissible loss of performance. If the minimum performance level or the permissible performance loss is not specified by the manufacturer, then either of these may be derived from the product description and documentation (including leaflets and advertising) and what the user may reasonably expect from the apparatus if used as intended.

**Performance Criterion B.** The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended after the test. No degradation of performance or loss of function is allowed below a performance level specified by the manufacturer when the apparatus is used as intended. In some cases, the performance level may be replaced by a permissible loss of performance. During the test, however, degradation of performance is allowed. No change of actual operating state or stored data is allowed. If the minimum performance level or the permissible performance loss is not specified by the manufacturer, then either of these may be derived from the product description and documentation (including leaflets and advertising) and what the user may reasonably expect from the apparatus if used as intended.

**Performance Criterion C.** Temporary loss of function is allowed, provided the loss of function is self-recoverable or can be restored by the operation of the controls.
### INTERNATIONAL IMMUNITY REQUIREMENTS FOR MOST PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>EN 61000-4-2 Electrostatic Discharge</th>
<th>EN 61000-4-3 Radiated RF Immunity</th>
<th>ENV 50204 Radiated RF Immunity</th>
<th>EN 61000-4-4 Electrical Fast Transients</th>
<th>EN 61000-4-5 Transients Signal Leads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN 50082-1: 1</td>
<td>8 kV (Air)</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz</td>
<td>500 V, Signal</td>
<td>1.250 µs AC Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic limit</td>
<td>4 kV (Direct)</td>
<td>1 kV, 80% AM</td>
<td>500 V, DC Power</td>
<td>4 kV-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light industrial equipment (Note 1)</td>
<td>1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz, except 3 V/µm @ 87-108 MHz</td>
<td>1000 V, Power</td>
<td>2 kHz-DM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level A:</td>
<td>1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td>174-230 MHz</td>
<td>5/50 ms, 5 kHz</td>
<td>2000 V, CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended. No degradation of performance or loss of function is allowed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note 1:</td>
<td></td>
<td>470-790 MHz</td>
<td>5/50 ms, 5 kHz</td>
<td>Process: 500-V-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 50082-2</td>
<td>8 kV (Air)</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>1000 V, Signal</td>
<td>1.250 µs AC Power</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic limit</td>
<td>4 kV (Direct)</td>
<td>1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td>2000 V, Power</td>
<td>4 kV-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy industrial equipment (Note 2)</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz, except 3 V/µm @ 87-108 MHz</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz</td>
<td>1000 V, CM on power only</td>
<td>DC Power: 500-V-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion B</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 V, CM</td>
<td>1000 V, CM</td>
<td>Process: 2 kV-CM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55014-2</td>
<td>8 kV (Air)</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz</td>
<td>500 V Signal</td>
<td>1.250 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliance and power tools</td>
<td>4 kV (Direct)</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>1000 V, AC</td>
<td>2 kHz-DM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion B</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 V/µm</td>
<td>5/50 ms, 5 kHz</td>
<td>2000 V, CM only</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical devices</td>
<td>8 kV (Air)</td>
<td>3 V/µm</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.250 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 V (Direct)</td>
<td>26-1000 MHz</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion B</td>
<td></td>
<td>200 V, CM</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1000 V, AC and 1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 60601-2</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.250 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical devices</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>2 kHz-DM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 60601-2: 1</td>
<td>0.15-80 MHz</td>
<td>3 A/m</td>
<td>3 A/m</td>
<td>3 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conducted RF Immunity</td>
<td></td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>+10%,-15% (A)</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz, except 3 V/µm @ 87-108 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 60082-1: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1 kHz, 80% AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic limit</td>
<td>0.15-80 MHz</td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>+10%,-15% (A)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light industrial equipment (Note 1)</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs, 3 kHz and 1 kHz, 80% AM, 1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level A:</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz, except 3 V/µm @ 87-108 MHz</td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>+10%,-15% (A)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs, 3 kHz and 1 kHz, 80% AM, 1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended. No degradation of performance or loss of function is allowed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note 1:</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 50082-2: 2</td>
<td>0.15-80 MHz</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>+10%,-15% (A)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generic limit</td>
<td>0.15-80 MHz</td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy industrial equipment (Note 2)</td>
<td>10 V</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level B:</td>
<td>80-1000 MHz, except 3 V/µm @ 87-108 MHz</td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>+10%,-15% (A)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs, 3 kHz and 1 kHz, 80% AM, 1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended after the test.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note 2:</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 A/m</td>
<td>-30%, 10ms (B)</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs, 3 kHz and 1 kHz, 80% AM, 1 MHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 55014-2: 2</td>
<td>0.15-230 MHz</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appliances and power tools</td>
<td>0.15-80 MHz</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-80 MHz Category II</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15-80 MHz Category IV</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 V, Signal 3 V, Power</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion A</td>
<td></td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN 60601-2: 2</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical devices</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet proposed</td>
<td>Not yet Proposed</td>
<td>1.2/50 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note 1:** Severity levels and frequency ranges are subject change. Consult test requirements for current values in effect at date of testing and certification.

**Note 2:** Additional test requirements exist and are not detailed above. Refer to EN 50082-2 for details.

**Performance criteria:**

- **Level A:** The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended. No degradation of performance or loss of function is allowed.
- **Level B:** The apparatus shall continue to operate as intended after the test.
- **Level C:** Temporary loss of function is allowed, provided the loss of function is self-recoverable.
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component placement
radiated emissions, 77
conducted emissions (definition), 3
conductivity, 28, 39
conductive
coupling, 15
immunity, 3
connector pinout assignment, 112
containment (definition), 3
conversion between
common-mode currents, 41, 44-46
differential-mode currents, 41-43, 45-46
copper wire, 40
coupling paths, 13-14
crosstalk, 203, 216
backward, 205
capacitive coupling, 205
design techniques to prevent, 207
far-end, 204
forward, 205
frequency domain, 205
inductive coupling, 205
mutual capacitance, 204
mutual coupling, 204
mutual inductance, 204
near-end, 204
polarities, 206
time domain, 205
unit of measurement, 206
crosstalk in terminators, 237
how to remove, 238
lead length inductance, 237
multiple terminators, 237
signal bounce, 237
critical frequency, 49
current loop, 36
current ratios, 51
D
daisy-chaining, 242
data line filters, 108
cable-mode, 108
DC resistance, 262
decoupling (definition), 126
power and ground planes, 134
decoupling capacitor
calculation of, 149
placeinment, 144
selection of, 148
device capacitive overhead, 54
die shrink, 83, 185
dielectric constant, 28, 48, 140, 166, 169, 172, 189
dielectric losses, 166, 169
differential microstrip/splorline
line-to-line impedance, 177
differential-mode
capacitor, 71, 73
currents, 22, 41-45, 48
radiation, 42, 53
differential traces, 177
digital and analog components, 122
digital-to-analog partitioning, 122
dimensions, 17-18
diode network, 236
distributed capacitance, 88, 161, 180
distributed capacitive load, 200
divergence theorem, 28
double-sided boards, 82, 114, 116
driver impedance, 162
dual stripline, 175-176
duty cycle skew, 59
E
edge rate, 53-55, 160, 166
effective relative permittivity, 166, 172
electric
charge, 28, 35
current, 35
dipole, 51
field coupling, 14
field strength (calculation), 62
fields, 28, 33, 46, 92
shock, 249, 253
sources, 30-31
electrically long trace, 163, 188, 195
electromagnetic compatibility (definition), 2
emagnetic
field, 160
field coupling, 14
interference (definition), 2
waves, 166
electrostatic discharge (definition), 3, 5, 82, 94
inluded microstrip, 172-174
EMC. See electromagnetic compatibility
EM environment, 6, 11, 13
EMI. See electromagnetic interference
emissions, 11-15
end termination, 226
dge rate degradation, 226
equivalent series inductance, 26, 129, 143
equivalent series resistance, 26, 129, 143
ESD. See electrostatic discharge
ESL. See equivalent series inductance
ESR. See equivalent series resistance
external inductance, 263
Faraday cage, 28
Faraday’s Law, 29
far-end crosstalk, 204
far-field effects, 31-32
ferite beads, 26, 104
field transfer coupling, 273
flat straps, 266
fluence cancellation, 33, 45, 50, 84, 99, 114
FM radio band, 7
Fourier, Baron Jean Baptiste Joseph, 17
forward crosstalk, 205
FR-4 material, 167
dielectric properties, 167
frequency response, 168
laminates, 168
material, 168
resin system, 168
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>nature of interference (cont.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>impedance, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>time, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>negative reflections, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194</td>
<td>noise margin, 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>noise margin, 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>near-end crosstalk, 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-32</td>
<td>near-field effects, 31-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-16</td>
<td>noise coupling, 12-16,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>capacitive, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>conductive, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>coupling paths, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>electric field, 14, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>electromagnetic field, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>emissions, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>immunity, 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>inductive, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14, 33</td>
<td>magnetic, 14, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>mechanism, 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>noise source, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Norton equivalence, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>quiet ground, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>clu~et effectiveness, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>functional resonance, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>power dissipation, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>noise margin, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225</td>
<td>input shunt capacitance, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>when to use, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>overshoot, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>output-to-output skew, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>overdamped, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>parallel capacitors, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>effectiveness, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>parallel termination, 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>analysis of effects, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>227</td>
<td>input shunt capacitance, 227, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>noise margin, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
<td>power dissipation, 228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>resonance, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>when to use, 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>partial inductance, 84-85, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>partial split plane, 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>partitioning, 97, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>functional sub-systems, 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>quiet areas, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>quiet ground, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>positive component behavior, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>PCB traces, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>characteristics, impedance, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>peak power currents, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>permeability, 28, 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>point discontinuities, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>positive reflections, 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>power distribution network, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>system, 93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>power disturbances, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>power filtering for clock sources, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>ground bounce, 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>transient current surges, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>power peak inrush current, 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134</td>
<td>power planes benefits, 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136</td>
<td>capacitance, 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>144</td>
<td>placement, 144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Poynting vector, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>propagation delay, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>path, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>speed, 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>pulse skew, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>width, 59, 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>quiet areas, 106-107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>quiet ground, 107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>radiated emissions, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>definition, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>radiation resistance, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>radio frequency (definition), 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>254</td>
<td>RC network, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>analysis of effects, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>propagation delay, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>time constant, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>trace impedance, 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>236</td>
<td>when to use, 236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>reflected pulse, 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>voltage, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>reflection equation, 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>216</td>
<td>reflections, 198, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>electrically long trace, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>reflected voltage, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>voltage margin, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>regulations, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>relative permittivity, 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>resistivity of materials, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>resistors, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>carbon composition, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>carbon film, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>film, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>leads, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>micro, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>wire-wound, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132-134</td>
<td>anti-resonance, 132-134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>parallel, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>power and ground plane, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>126</td>
<td>review of, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133</td>
<td>self-resonance, 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>series, 127, 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>return current, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>plane, 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RF (radio frequency) current, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>definition, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>energy, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>return current, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19, 57</td>
<td>voltages, 19, 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RFI (radio frequency interference), 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>right hand rule, 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>ringback, 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188, 191, 216</td>
<td>ringing, 188, 191, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>electrically long trace, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>189</td>
<td>reflected voltage, 189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188</td>
<td>voltage margin, 188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>round conductors, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>wire, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>rounding, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>routing concerns, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>clock skew, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>crosstalk, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>propagation time, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178</td>
<td>trace impedance, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>routing configuration, 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>249, 254</td>
<td>signal voltage referencing, 249, 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>single-point ground, 256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>hybrid, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>star, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193</td>
<td>simulation software, 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>skew duty cycle, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>output-to-output, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>part-to-part, 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-175</td>
<td>single stripline, 174-175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114, 115</td>
<td>single-sided boards, 114, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>skin depth, 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>skin effect, 29, 39, 89, 263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>slots in planes, 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>slotted holes, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158</td>
<td>SMT, see surface-mount technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>181</td>
<td>sockets, 54, 181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>source termination, 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>spectral plot, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>split planes, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271</td>
<td>standoffs, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>star ground, 264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>static fields, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>stray capacitance, 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>253</td>
<td>stray impedance, 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-177</td>
<td>stripline topology, 174-177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>advantages, 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174-176</td>
<td>dual stripline, 174-176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>impedance, 174, 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175, 176</td>
<td>propagation delay, 175, 176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>single, 175-175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>suppression, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>definition, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>surface-mount technology, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, 15</td>
<td>susceptibility, 12, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>definition, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
susceptor, 9
symmetrically placed components, 116

T
T-stubs. See bifurcated lines
TDR. See time-domain reflectometer
TEM. See transverse electromagnetic field
termination impedance, 162
termination methodologies, 217
diode network, 218, 236
end termination, 226
parallel, 218, 227
RC network, 218, 227
series, 218, 221
source termination, 221
Thevenin, 218, 230
terminator noise, 237
lead length inductance, 237
multiple terminators, 237
signal bounce, 237
termination. 233
theory of electromagnetics, 28
closed-loop environment, 28
electric fields, 28
Faraday’s Law, 28–30
cross-talk, 217
dielectric constant, 166, 169, 172
distributed capacitance, 161, 180
distributed circuit, 164
distributed line, 163
effects, 163, 186, 216
electrically long trace, 163
electromagnetic field, 160, 169
electromagnetic wave, 169
lumped circuit, 164
lumped elements, 163
overshoot, 216
PCB trace, 160
point discontinuity, 200
reflected pulse, 201
reflections, 216
ringing, 216
structure, 159, 200
trace geometries, 169
undershoot, 218, 216
transverse electromagnetic field, 36

U
undamped circuit, 192
undershoot, 188, 216
transient circuit, 192
velocity of propagation, 47, 166, 169
vias, 181, 187, 197
voltage gradient, 88, 110
voltage reference, 19, 249
wires, 25

V
velocity of propagation, 47, 166, 169
vias, 181, 187, 197
voltage gradient, 88, 110
voltage reference, 19, 249
wire bond leads, 68
wires, 25

W
wire bond leads, 68
wires, 25
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